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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PEACE . . ·- . . _....;_._ ____ _ 
. . 

.·Confei~~on Bloc.§_z_!£.~ German Problem and the Future of Euro~ 

Vi~~L-~t.J:l and 7th Mar.§E_l968, . 

COMMON INTERESTS AND PROPOSALS FOR EUROPEAN 
________________ SECURITY 

·---. . .. . . ~ 

by Dr i Tamas Bacskai 

....... ····-. 

Theo;~tically, thi;,r~ar'e two ways to maintai.Jl peace and establish security in a. 
region:- · · · · 

(a) · through the application of force and power; and 

(b) · t]1rough a network of agreements or an international system of p'acts. 

Peac~_secured through the application or power cari'be·based either on the hegemony 
of .. one P()1rJerin a region or. ori an equilibrium of two, relatively equal, oponherits_ · 
.{o;r: groups or opponents) •.. · . .. ·• .. . . . . •. 

. ' - . - . . . . . . . 
.. _, · .. 

Under ,the presentciicumstancesin Europe, prec.ari6us peace is ensured by a balance . 
of the rriiun for-ces of socialism and coap1talism, di:&ectly facing each other" on this continent. 
This is why the possibility of the peaceful settlement of conflicts outsiqe .J::urope 
.depends too much on the situation in Europe. Ori the 'otner hcind, extra-European 
conflicts arfe'ctthe European scene and the possibilities of resolving European•·• 
problems. · · ·• · · · 

Peace iri Europe , which, .as mentioned above, is based on the balan~e of the. ma1n 
forces of the two world-wl.de social' systeq1s ,. io;.far;from perfect, and many govern
ments have proposed_ ways and means to improve arid ensure•it through.international 
agreements. This means a combination of the afore-mentioned theoretic<H possibi
lities of establishing security: under the conditions of the pre1Tailing•balance of 
force' the introduction of a series of mutually atceptable norms of international re
lations , the application of which would guarantee peace. 

Undoubtedly, the elimination of force from the European scene, i.e. general and 
· complete disarmament, would be the ideal road to European security. · But in -the 
near future we cannot rely on disarmament. So we have to.(;lccept the "combination 
of the balance- of forces and a system of international agreements as fundamental 
pillars of European- security. 

Hence we.have to say that we have the balance of power but we do 'not yet have the 
agreements; what are the points to be agreed upon and iri what sequence? . 

Two completely contrary concepts have been put forward regiu-ding European 
security and the German question. In some circles of the West, above all in West 
Germany, it is said that the German question. must first be solved, that is the two 
German states must be reunified in order to bring about ·security in· ~urope. We 
consider that the· present circumstance's call-for a change in sequence: Firstly, a 
system of Eurqpean security must be established and then the German question can 
be solved. Were we to make the security of Europe subordinate to the German 
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problem, this security would then depend upon the policy of the German Federal 
Republic. It should be noted that recently, before the formation of the new West 
German government, President Johnson declared for the first time that the road to 
a settlement of the German question passed through a reduction of tension in Europe. 
Though only a tactical consideratioi! in his part, .it. contains the admission of a reality. 
Thus the starting point has to .be th<C? s~~tle'm~rif6f less difficult questions, those of 
economic, technical and cultural coopera:tiori ;· promoting-all easing of tension. 

I intend to p~~;:~ that::.: 

(a) all European states have a co~mon interest in· sol~ing the question of 
European security and cooperation;·· 

(b) a number of identical or similar points exist in the proposals put forward 
by different Governments for the solution of this question. 

Comq!on European Interests. in Econg,rnic Competi_tion with the U~A_ 
- ....... - . 

As far as Western Europe's relations with the_USA are concerned, we are witness
ing a contradictery process. On the one hand, an integrated Western Europe 
represents an ever stronger competitor for the USA in the traditional branches of 
industry. On the other, the more dynamic branches of science and production in 
Western Europe continue , even to an increasing degree , to be dependent on the 

· 'United:Sti\tes • 

The Common Market has achieved considerable successes ove:r:' the last ten years. 
Yet, as Professor Bognar pointed out: "The balance of forces-that has emerged 
groves, however, that in three branches of industry the. Common Market is capable 
of competing with the USA with any chance of success.· These three branches of 
.industry - the chemical industry, machine and construction and electronics -
influence technical development, the total industrial structure and capital concen
tration decisively. America's lead in. this field will increase further in the coming 
decades' since the scientific and technical revolution also. leads. to a polarisation 
in the developed world, as tl}e eminent Frenth economist, F. Perroux, has proved 
qy mathematical methods." 1) .. . 

· .. Bere thequestion arises of whether these ])ranches of West-Europea~ industry can-
not perhaps be made competitive. · · · · 

For this, however, the following prerequis-ites are -necessary:- · 

. (a) more capital; 

(b) greater scientific capacity; and 

(c) wid~r and securer markets. 

-The Socialist countries of Europe are also interested in developing three branches 
of industry, Such a process, if carried out without coope;ratiein between both 
parts of Europe, would obviously be drawn out much longer. · Hence, it would be 

-mutually advantageous to join forces to achieve this common aim. The additional 
capital needed to catch up on the US ·lead could be raised bya complementary policy 
of industrial development attainable through an advanced prbdtidion technology. 

· This .would entail reciprocally supplementing investments, to enable capital savings 
on both sides. · Complementary structure ·would release considerable forces in 
both West and East that could be used beneficially to modernise the economy, 

1) Professor J. Bognar, "Opportunities for Economic Cooperation in Europe" 
"Perspectives" No. 5/1967, pp. 14- 15. . . 

, 
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The most promising method of widening 'markets is that of industrial cooperation: 
· · consistent technical- and economic contacts between two or more production units, 

preceding cir following the reciprocal supply of goods. This might comprise the 
mutual supply of products on the basis -of joint research and development, the 
systematic provision of machinery or appliances for large industrial plans, co
operation on third markets, the acquisition of licences, exchange· of documentation, 
sub-contracting, the procurement of parts required for domestic production balanced 
by equivalent deliveries of similar goods, etc. Industrial cooperation is, more
over, the best remedy against payment difficulties and - Since agreed Upon by the 
partners concerned - is at the same time the most reliable way of improving the 
export structure. 

The assumption Jnat only countries 0r enterpris_~~ .of the_ :;a!Jle. or __ lO;ill_li!ar, systems 
are capable of good cooperation has been refuted by experience. The safest point 
of departure for all economic cooperation is. a community of mutually .synchronised 
interests. 

Economic growth does not merely depend on how much labour and" capital is "put in"; 
it also depends very largely on the kind of capital and labour input... Technological 
progress in turn is largely determined by education, by research arid development. 
Not merely economists and industrialists, but governments, too, have come to 

. recognize this.. . "In advanced countries, something like 7% of gross national 
income is' absorbed for these purposes. R and D alone now takes about 3% of 
GNP in ihe u':!)A, USSR and Britain. In other C()untries ,. the percentage is much 

· · . less, rang~ng from sorrie 2% in various in{lustrialised cpuntries, ?oth East and 
·. We:;t, down to some 0.3% elsewhere." 2) With its higher living standard and 
favourable research facilities, the US also attracts a large number cif West 
European scientists. Let us not forget that in R and D accomplishments it is the 
total figures, and not the ratios and percentages, that count. . And here the 
"economy of size'~ has a decisive say. Another factor is that if ~!l economy of 

. 200 million people does R and D work on a national level or is split into 5, non
coordinated, national entities, the outcome will be quite different due to the doubling 
and trebling of research processes because of' lack of coordiJ;~ation. 

The Sociallstpart of Europe has highly efficient sci~ntific ~stitutions ~fits dis
posal. ·.Centrally coordinated and financed, they_ are capable of extraordinary 
results.· Clearly, cooperation ,tetween the ,research institution:;;, of East. and 
West, and their joint or coordinated action~> .would: ·· ·· · · · 

(a) create "the most economic size" for research; 

(b) minimise the doubling of operations; and 

(c) create the necessary scientific back-ground without which lasting 
success in the leading branches of industry is today unthinkable. 

This would greatly help to close the technological gap existing between the USA and 
Europe. 

European economy,. strengthened and revived by cooperation between East and West, 
would be in a position:-

2) 

( a) to e,Cpand its foreign trade with the USA - including imports fro~ it; 
(b) to provide wider, more diversified and alternative aid to the economically 

less developed countries in order to accelerate their development. 

Dr. Theodor Prager, "R and D !or '#ar or Welfare?", "Perspectives" 
No. 3/1967, p. 28. 
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What happens if cooperation between East and West is not achieved? It would . ·. 
certainly slow down the economic growth of the Socialist countries of the continent, 
but would not have a historically lasting effect on this complex. Such a develop
ment would affect the Soviet Union least of all; as a world power, it will continue, 
by its own energies in international politics, to play one of the most important roles 
even if, for one reason or another, European cooperation cannot be accomplished. 
But "West Europe would be forced into a subsidiary position by the USA in the 
economic and scientific fields, and demographically (from the point of v~ew of latent 
political potentialities) by the less developed world, above all Asia," 3J 

The particular position held by the reserve currencies made it possible fo:t the 
United States to settle their internal economic problems at the cost of other 
countries. If the United States spent more abroad than it received, it was able 
to cover the margin of deficit with its own currency which was equivalent to taking 
a credit, For in these cases the Americans claimed goods or services from other 
countries without an equivalent compensation. 

For many years America has had an adverse balance of payments. It was partly 
settled by gold, and was partly cancelled by short-term debts. These debts - the 
foreign dollar holdings - today amount to more than dou.ble the remaining US gold 
reserves... If they were to be presented for exchange, the United States would, 
so to say, have to go bankrupt or raise the gold price ·which would be tantamount 
to a devaluation of the dollar. 

As the central banks of the West European countries have up to now accepted dollar 
bills instead· of gold for the settlement of American debts , they have in:JpO;rted infla
tion from the United States to their own countries. For a certain part of the 
goods a11d. services offered in these countries was taxed away by the AmElricans an.d, 
at the same time, the dollar holdings of the central banks and the credit structure 
built up on them were used to increase the monetary circulation. · · 

In addition, US business-men used the credits received by the .. USA from the Euro
pean countries to buy up important branches of the growth-industries in Western 
Europe and subordinated its activ~ty to the interests of big American concerns. . 

This system of financing the balance of payments deficit of a reserve currency. 
country enableg the US to j::mrsu_e an expansionist foreign policy·. , The aggressive 
war in Vietnam, the widespread network of-foreign. military bases throughout the 
world, the "aid" directed against the independence of the countries in development, 
are not only the result of the immense productive capacity of American industry, · 
but also to a considerable degree to this world monetary system. 

The devaluation of the pound showed that Britain cannot afford simultaneously to 
be a worlf:l monetary centre, large-scale expOrter of capiW and world gendarme of 
the Second order • T,hB .non-acceptance Of further dollar holdings by SO;ne. central 
banks , .above all that of . France, also -shows that to be No. 1 world gendarme, 
No. 1 worl(i exporter of capital and No. 1 world monetary centre goes even beyond 
the great powers of the USA. 

America's partners in Western Europe have made it clear that they are no longer 
prepared to pay the American balance of payments deficit by increasing the circu-
lation of money in their own countries. · 

3) Professor J. Bognar, op. cit. p. 27. 
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Despite this situation, America does not want to rid itself of this deficit by cutting · 
down its inflated arms expenditure, by stopping the war against the Vietnamese 
people and by abandoning its expansionist foreign policy. It wants to reorganise 
the dollar at the price of its West European allies. 

In order to restore confidence in the dollar, President Johnson has put forward 
an economy pro_gramme by ·which t{le American government wants to reduce the 
balance of paymentS by three-tholisaad-rnillioru;~pllars. . This amount is roughly 
equivalent to the American balance of payments deficit for 196'7·;· ·· -Less:optimistic 
observers, however, believe that last year's deficit must be calculated at from 
3•5 to 4 thousand million dollars. 

A closer analysis of the American "austerity programme", however, shows that it 
does not penetrate down to the real roots of the balance of payments deficit. For 
the military expenditure, in partiCular that required for the daily more costly war 
in Vietnam, that encumbers the American balance of payments by the expenditure of 
foreign currency to the tune of nearly 2 thousand million dollars is riot. to be cut. 

. . . 

· Instead of this the NATO allies are asked to cooperate partially in financing the 
stationing of American troops in Europe, to buy more armament "goods" in America 
and to invest their official dollar reserves in long-term American treasury bonds. 
And th<;~t is not all! Europe is not only askedto cooperate "voluntarily" in 
stabilising the.dollar, America is to impose certain sanctions on it. Restrictions 

··on American investments in· Europe, limitation of American bank credits to foreign 
countries, and limitations on the American tourist traffic are to economise an 
amount of ;2. 5 thousand million dollars. This programme creates the danger of 
a serious obstruction to economic growth in Western Europe. The American 
measures will result in the exportation not of inflation but of deflation to Europe. 
The credit supply will be considerably lower on the European capital market and 
.the demand on this market by American firms will increase considerably, This 

·. will result in increased rates of interest which will also be contingent on the need 
to prevent the flight of the "hot currencies" to Ainerica. This leads to a restric
tion of production, employment and technological development. 

As the Americans also want to increase the surplus m their balance of trade, they 
will strike a heavy blow against the foreign trade of the West European countries 
with the introduction of the export reimbursement system and the import compensa
tion tax; apart from the high duties announced, these. countries will now also have 
to overcome the obstacles of the compensation tax. If the West European countries 
reply to the American challenge by taking similar protectionist measures in trade 
and money transfers, the Western world can go back to the. conditions of post-war 
bilateralism that are obstructive to development. 

However, Western Europe has a:n alternative .to the harmful policy of docilely 
following in the train of the American economy: this alternative is to build up an 
all-European economy, in which the concerted economic and scientific capacity of 
the soCialist and capitalist parts o.fEurope would be capable of competing with the 
United States.· A Europe with close cooperation in economy and science would 
be oapable o'f providing considerable economic and technical aid to the countries in 
developmE'lrit, This aid would .in turn lead to a considerable extension of the market, 
lowered costs' and brisk employment and at the same time would -create a market in 
Europe for thE;l developing countries. An economic development in Europe that takes 
into account the need to industrialise the developing countries and creates a new 
industrial division of labour with them, is a much more attractive alternative than 
that of bearing the burden of reorganising the American balance of payments and 
of possible new American adventures, 
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f_9mmon Interest in Increasing and C~~..£!!f1~..!£ Developing Co~~~ 

It is necessary to emphasise the historical significance of a qualitative increase and 
a qualitative improvement of economic aid to the developing countries • From the 
economic point of view, the technological-scientific revolution creates productive 
forces requiring the whole world population as a market~ Hence· the purchasing 
power of this population has to. be radically increased, This is only possible 
through the overall, agrarian and industrial development of the less developed 
countries. 

From the political point of view, far-reaching tensions exist because the economic 
gulf between the economically under-developed countries and the rest of the world 
widens continuously, These tensions are heightened by the fact that the distribu
tion o:t the world 1 s economic resources does not correspond to that of its population. 
While at present 71% of the world 1 s population inhabits the countries in development 
(to rise to as much as 81% by the year 2000), their national income amounts to only 
11% of the total of the world 1 s national income. So if they remain dependent only 
upon their own resources, these countries are incapable of joining the rapid 
development which, with its ever more homogeneous political history and highly 
developed means of communication, the world of today requires. 

No solution to this extraordinarily difficult problem is conceivable on the basis of 
the classical world trade and .world market principles; the rich would only become 
richer, the poor poorer; The amount of goods to be redistributed on a world scale . 
(currently 0.63% of the GNP of the developed world) must first be raised and the · · 
power of absorption of the developing countries then increased, so that the goods 
can be effectively placed, 

In this context the question of disarmament has to be raised. In arms expenditure 
we find the resources which could be converted to the aims of economic development, 
both in the. economically less developed countries, and in the industrially developed 
world itself. At the same time; experience has shGwn that the easing of tensions 
cannot be made a function of general and complete disarmament,· whereas the opposite 
may be the case. · 

Hence, an easing of the tension in a major sphere of confrontation such as Europe 
might contribute essentially to the starting of a disarmament process. Let us have 
a look at the potentialities of disarmament for development. 

It is a well-known fact, that the developing countries with relatively low capita 
incomes must introduce technology requiring increasing per capita inputs of capital 
in amounts generally exceeding the means at their disposal. It is rather difficult 
to calculate exactly the capital requirements of the developing countries and I shall 
only try to estimate here the order of magnitude of their annual requirements.· · 

In my attempt to assess the required annual volume of capital, I assume. the following 
conditions: 

(a) 

(b) 

4) 

5) 

the cap~ty-1-output ratio in the developing countries amounts on the average to 
3 '5: 1; 

the rate of the population growth in the developing countries will be 3% ' 
annually ; 5 J . 

"Worldwide and Domestic Economic Problems and their Impact on the Foreign 
Policy of the United States" , \vashington, 1959, p. 57, and W. W. Rostow, 
"Stadien wirtschaftlichen Wachstums", Gi:ittingen 1960, p, 59. 

A. Sauvy, Rate of Population Growth in the Less Developed Countries According 
to the 1960/61 Census. Paper E/Conf. 39/B/30, UNO Conference on the 
Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed 
Areas. Geneva, February 1963. 
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(c) the growth rate should allow for an annual 5% increase of the present per 
capita national income. 

In assuming condition (c), I was aware that it will seem exaggerated to many of my 
· fellow economists. . Gross output in

6
these countries has increased at an annual 

rate. of 4% only in the last ten years !. However, with such growth rates the. 
developing countries will need 17- 18 years to. double gross production imd not less 
than 80 - 100 years to attain the present level of output in the developed' countries. 
I refer to the gross output and not per capita production to achieve the p;resent level 
for which they would ruied·-several ceiiturieso; · At Uie same"fiiiie we mifst· take into 
consideration the extremelY low per capita national m·come i.n the developin!j coun
tries, (about ~ 80 a year., J, a five per cent increment of which.gives only ;tl4 per 
capita a yea~. · - • ·· · . - - ·· · · 

Even (fis growth rate, significantly higher than that envisaged by the experts of 
FAO 8 and the United National Development Decade 9), cannot raise satisfactorily 
the extremely low per capita consumption and is not able to allow for the absorption 
of the redundant manpower. It would not solve the problem of increasing per capita 
inputs of capital, but, nevertheless, it would contribute to diminishing the gap be
tween the developed countries and the developing countries , which at present is 
widening. 

Neverthele.:;;s, even this unsatisfactory growth rate demands enormous productive, .. 
investments. -- , -·-· · 

· ... -~. 

TABLE-1~ -------if' T~e. Requl!:E!d Investm_§lnt J..!.l.l:'..§li~~~~_!.he National Inco~: 
. ········'····-

~=== .. ::._ _ __:_:.·==~-==-.,.--====================~=,;,=== 
-' ' · -t . Annual growth rate bf pet cap· Ita nati6rial iricoiiie 

Annual: Population: ' l ·. capita ovtput ratio - 3. 5 
Growth Rate (%)· .,..-----..- -.-...- ----.---·~--

' 0 t "1 t ·2 t 3 . t '4 . " 1 I l 1 f ' . -•::~>~· 

t ------
t t 'I _· J t 
t t t t 

0 t ..: : t ).5 J 7 10.5 t 14 t . 17.5 t 1 1 t 
t t ., ' t t 

1 ... t 3;5 t . 7 t . 1p.5 14 t 17.5 t 21 t ·I .• ~ I t 

I I I 2 •.... ·,.,.:: .. . I 10.5 I 14 17.5 I 21' 24.5 t I• I I 
t I 

14 
• f I I 

3 ,:,, .. 1 10~5 . I I 17.5 21 I 24.5 I 28 t . t I 
. J--i--...;__1.. ; -l-----1--. ___ . 

-1'. ·. ,. ,\ ' 
·' r· 

· : _. __ ·;, .. -~ ,_,_ .. _ ~r< : . , . :: _ .. · f _'·;·· >'.,::· _( 

"Thus, a growth rate of 5% of the rwt~oqal income ,with a popul$.ti~n growth of 3% at 
a capital-output;rat~o of 3. 5 requiies the investment of 28% of the national income 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

: . . -~·r..· . 

·1,-. 

K.Jvanov, B. Batsanov, "What Disarmament \'/m gi~e t6:nevE'llo'pii;~ Countries", 
Mosoow, 1965, p. 34~ 

See J. :;:>tanovriik, "Im Schlagschil.tten der· Sattheit".; Vienna:', 1965, p. 25. 
. .. ., : _,.._ . -_. 

Report of the President of FAO, Dr. B. R. Sen, World Population Com.erehce, 
1965, p.10. ·.·· .. ·. . . . . •· . 

. ' . ·-· .. '·:' 

A 5%· increase of the national income annually. 

W. Leontief, "Disarmament, Economicf:i~ and :EQQJl6~~c GJ:owth" - Pe~ce 
Research Society (International) Papers; Vcil;ln,.-1965, p', 158>. . 

. ·•, 

j. 
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Parviz Khal,atbari puts the average ration of investments to the national income in 
the developing countries as 10% 11)., •. . . · . . . 

TABLE_ 2. The Ration of Capital F6rmau"on in Develo~ Countries 12) 

==-==-- t' .-
Per cent of national income I Per cent of GNP 

' ---,---~---r ---------1 . 

' Country I Year 1 Ratio ' Country Year Ratio 
' ---------· ----r- -t-

1 1 1 I 
Mexico ' 1950 I 7.2 I Afghanistan I 1954 5 I .I I I 

I ' I I 

Chile I 1950 9.5 I Ceylon I 1954 ' 5 I ' 
I. 

' ' I I ' Panama I 1950 I 7.5 I Pakistan I 1954 
., 

6 ' I I I ' Philippines ' 1952 I 6.4 ' IndonesiB. ' 1.954 I 5 ' I ' I 

' ' I . I 

Puerto Rico ' 1952 ' 7.6 ' Philippines ' 1954 I 8 ' I ' ' ' I ' ' ' . India ' 1953 .7 ' Chile.· ' . 1954 'I . 11 .! ' ' ' ' I ' I . ' 
Colombia · ' 1950 16.3 ' Argentina 1954 '. 13 ' I ' . ' I 

I ' I 

Congo (Belg) 1951 I 21.7 r Brazil I 19;'54. J 14. r 
r ·~ r r 

14 13) Nigeria I 1951 5.1 I Colombia r 
1954 

. I 

r I ' I l '. . . · .. I l· : 23 13) I f ·venezuela 1954. ' ' I ' r 

' ' ' ' .J--- -L- -----
··· -Tne ··~t6ve:.:.m~ntibrted'28% of th~·natiortal1ncorne:of ··the cteveln:pi~g dounEr:ies amount, 

according to calculations of Khalabari, to.$ 22,5 billion in 1966 and. w.ilLincrease to 
50 billion .by 1975 14J, This is a productive investment programme of about $360 
billion. over ten years, Taking into consideration the costs of thedraining of 

·· - n;l:tionallJersonnel>' adequate housing·and··other necessary investments into infra
structure, the total investment would amount to a round figure of $500 billion. 

·It is interesting td note, that the abc>ve;.;mentiein·ea Soviefstudy-;· analyzihg the 
available concrete projects for Asia, Africa and Latin America, arrived at a 

' · simWi_r fi~ur<il: "If .we are to proceEjd frOm thE) projects available now (see C~apter 
IV, ·Y, VI) for tapplrig the power and oth.er na~ural resources of these countnes and 
the consequent possibi).~ties for the :comprehensive development of industry, transport 
ahd agriculture a~cording to very rough estimp.tes, the total expenditure for these 
pUrposes:, including t)m triiining of national pc;irsonnel, would amount approximately 

.. to .$!' 20a, OOO.million for Southeast Asia and 'the Middle East, $160,000 million 
for Africa and $140,000 million for Latin America," 15) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

Parviz Khalatbari, "Das Problem der Be~i:ilk~ru~g~stabilisierung in den 
Entwicklungslandern", - "Deutsche Aussenpolitik", Berlin, 1966 Vol. 4, p. 473. 

Rostow, bp. cit,, pp. 62 il.rid 207. . . 

Including imported capital. 

op. cit. p. 472. 

op. cit. p. 80/81. 
. .. ' ~-·. ·. . 

' 
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The actual n~t investment figure {1961) of the developing countries was around 
:;t 14 billion 1bJ, The arms expenditure of these states, especially that of those who 
adhere to military pacts, spent under the pressure of the world-wide arms race, 
constitutes a direct deduction from the wealth created by the population and which 
would be so important for the advance of their peaceful economy. Calculations 
based on a study by Emile Benoit and Harold Lubell 1'1) show that this deduction is 
around$ 13 billion, ·The same study contains the following important statement: 

"It emerges from our Table that the less developed countries are now spending 
a total of considerably over :;t 1 billion a year for weapons procurement alone. 
Thus , even allowing for a 1 O% rate for testing and renewal, about !it 1 billion 
in resources of an essential industrial type, well suited to contribute to 
industrialization, could be made available to the less-developed countries 
from their own resources , without cutting their present military power in the 
least - simply by a weapons freeze and the abandonment of further military 
buildups: i.e. by ending the arms race at least in the less developed countries 
themselves. If the major military powers were willing to extend guarantees 
to protect the less developed countries against aggression •••• they might, 
with no additional drain on their own resources , release over a billion 
dollars a year of key resources for economic development. Moreover, un
less the arms race in the LDCs is stopped soon, the amounts spent on 
military personnel as well as procurement are likely to~increase greatly 
as more sophisticated weapons systems are obtained. 18; 

It seems rather dubious, whether the developing countries will agree to disarm in an 
armed world and rely on the guarantees of great powers. Thus , general disarma
ment seems to be the only remedy, alleviating the DCs from this burden. Neverthe
less, Benoit and Lubell made a significant point, drawing attention to an additional 
source of capital formation in the less developed countries. 

A number of developing countries are producing arms .and developing arms produc
tion. In a few Asian, African and Latin American countries the arms industry 
constitutes a significant part of national industry with the most up-to-date equipment 
and the most qualified technical specialists. In the absence of data concerning the 
capital invested into arms production I only mention this important problem. At the 
same time I would like to note that the armies and arms production in the DCs con
sumes a considerable part of the very valuable and ver:}rrare middle-level. and high
level manpower • 

. Taking into consideration .the above mentioned factors, the capital formation in the 
DCs in case of a general disarmament would increase, without serious problems by 
:;t 1,5-2 billion, in resources well:' suited to contribute to industrialisation. Con
cerning the remaining :;t 11 to 11.5 billion spent on the pay and support of military 
personnel, military medical and education services , up-keep of buildings , opera-;
tion and servicing of planes, tanks, ships, etc. military construction could partly 
be used as counterpart contributions to foreign aid (see riext section), partly inte
grated into the medical,. educational, etc. system of the country, economizing 
thereby on a significant part of infrastructural investments necessitated by agri
cultural and industrial development •. 

On the basis of the aforesaid, at the initial stage of a general disarmament process, 
capital (productive and infrastructural) formation in the DCs would amount to a sum 
·between :;t 16 to 17 billion, contributingtCJ_ a programme with an average annual 
capital requirement of :;t 50 billion. An anriual average of :;t 33 to 34 billion foreign 
aid is required, 

16) 
J. Stanovnik, op. cit. P• 127. 

1?) E. Benoit and Harold Lubell, "World Defense Expenditures",- "Journal of 
Peace Research, No. 2, 1966, pp. 105, 108, 109. · 

18) 
ibid.' p. 112. 
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In 1965, the less developed ~ountries 'received Jore~gn aid from both government. 
and private sources amounting to $( 1 O, 979 million 19!. The. real volUme of this 
aid is significantly less, as we have to deduct the payments. of the DCs. to the 
industrial countries·. The World Bank estimated that the repayment of capital and ·. 
interest by 74 developing countries alone amounts to an annual total of $( 5 billion ::0). · 
This was equal to 20% of their export earnings. Therefore ; we can estimate in 
an optimistic way the present level of fOreign aid as $( 5 billion·, An anriual increase 
of foreign aid, amounting-to $( 28 - 29 biflion is required. 

The only possible source for a sum of this magnitude is the wo.rld defense espenditure • 
The sum allotted to procurement is something under $( 40 billion, to construction 
slightly under $( 5 billion, to military research and development programmes around . 
$( 14 billion' the op_erations and maintenance bill (running defense agencies' military 
and education se:cyiCes, operation and servicing of planes, tanks, ships, etc.) runs 
to $( 33 billio\1 and something under $( 40 billion goes for pGy and support of military 
personnel 21), A combination of a supply of productive equipment; fuel, building · 
material, medicaments and trained manpower for production as well as for medical 
and educational services in the framework of $( 28-29 billion lies. within the possib
ilities, if the arms race stopped and a general and complete disarmament started.· 

The use of that ~urn, in conjunction with domestic efforts and resources , would 
suffice to enable all' ihe economically underdeveloped countries of the world to over
come their economic backwardness and to appro:ach closely the current level of 
industrial output .in such developed countries as the United Kingdom and France 
within the next 10 - 15 years. As the Soviet draft of the "Declaration concerning 
the Conversion to Peaceful Needs of the Resources released by Disarm<;J.ment", · 
which was submitted to the 17th session of the UN General Assembly declares: 

' - . 

"With these resources it .would be possible to set up from thirty to forty 
power-based industrial centers of world significance in the underdeveloped 
countries .of Asia, Africa arid Latin America. To do so it would be neces
sary -to harness and make extensive use of. the rich resources of those · 
countries . .in water-power; petroleum, gas, ferrous .and non-ferrous metaJ 
ores and other natural wealth. 1ndustriaL development would make it . · 
possible .. to exploit the surrounding agricultural areas on a modern. techni~ 
cal basis ••••• These projects are not idle fancies,. but realistic estimates. 
They have been worked out by eminent scientists on the most recent achieve-
ments of science and technology. · · · 

The creation in the Asian, African and Latin American countries of 'several doz~n 
power-based industrial centers of world importance wouid lay a firm foundation for 
industrialization of the developing countries' would enable them to overcome the' 
narrowness of the agrarian and raw-material structure of their economy, and 
would radically change the present division of states into highly or less developed 
industrially. · .. 

Thus, disarmament and the conversion of immense resources to peaceful n~eds ·. 
would give ample scope for the development of peaceful cooperation between states, 
on the basis of equality and in the interests of all concerned io~the benefit of all 
countries, great and small, economically developed and unQ.et-de'Veloped; 'it.. . 
would ensure the growth of production and would provide empioyment for additional 
millions of people. · 

'. 

19) 

20) 

21) 

O.E.C,D. "Mitteilung an die Presse", Paris, July 20, 1966 •. 

Stanovnik, op. cit, p. 119. 

Benoit and Lubell, op. cit. pp. 111, 112. 

'·-. 
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S::ommon _rpteres!_ in~..Fowing ~~e f~,r E~JZ..~~ 

A leading Hunga:r:ian. columl).ist, Tibor Petho, has written thE> following:-
•• *' ·-·-· • • • - " 

"In the rEicE>nt period, thE> shaping of a modern concept of Europe and of 
an overall .European viewpoint have come to the fore._ .The Soviet Union 
has put forward the idea of setting up some kind of Europ~an solid<;irity 
organisation, similar to that already existing in connection with Africa, 
Asia and Latin America •••••• Recognition that a community of culture 

exists in Europe and that the face of Europe can be perceived behind the 
present day profile of the nations, is becoming increasingly widespread. 
If we examine our own mental attitud§, we shall agree that it is at least 
as much .'European' as National. 11 22) •.. . 

This continent, as Maurice Lambilliotte emphasized, 

" ••• is still capable of playing an important historical role. It will not 
be able to exercise this role as a power in arrogant vanity about its past, 
but rather as a creative force for culture and peace. It ;is"notsolely 

. the matter of Europe providing a link between the USA and .the USSR , 
.but of a more creative vocation - not to leave the world under a dual 
leadership, and to go even further and reopen the essential dialogues 
with all nations of Asia and Africa and all the vital forces of Latin 
American co-untries • , :. • It is i~ this ~O!Jlain that its long historical 
expenence.can serve lh modern tlmes-," 23r ·... .. · 

. . . . . . 

The first prerequisite for carrying out such a mission is. that .Europe .should 
resolVe its own internal differences. · · 

·.·.-' 

•, . . 

!'!.9E.;EiSS~£11!:!~ti~p~f. Nuclear Wea_p.£>£L"" a _:E_!:~req;!isite .for tl:!_e Soll!.~~~l.!.E! 
;g;2!'.9.P~ilE_f!'o bl~ms _ 

In this context I must emphasi-z-e the--&ignificance .9LaJiuc;lear non-dissemination 
treaty. I fully share the views expressed in the memorandi.uii"ofl·European 

·Security of the World Council of Peac~_;. ~.tating that· "the present situation reveals 
a particularly dangerous.factor-whkh could prejudice the whole development to

-, wards a constructive all-Europe.i:\n solu(~>:m: ·this -is the· further dissemination of 
·nuclear w.eapons in Europe. Prevention of· the German FederalJ'-epublic ob
ta_ini~g any access to nuclear weapons is _an imper~tive task; its achievement 

· w1ll mfluence further deve1<:Jpments dec1s1yely." 3:1-J · Kny access to nuclear 
weapons by the GFR woulq create a completely new and dangerous situation, 
blocking the way towards an easing of tension and cooperation in ·Europe, towards 
the negotiated settlement of European problems.· · 

. ' ....... , . 

. 
2~). Tibor PethQ, ''S~~~ Questions~f:E:llropeari-Security", - "Perspectives", 

No. "1/1966, :Vienna, p~ 22. · 

23) M. Lambilliotte, '~European Collective Security", - "Perspectives", 
No. 1/1967, Vienna; pp; 24 ~- 25. ·· .. -' ____ .. 

24) Memorandum on European Security', adopted .. by the World Council of Peace, 
Geneva, :6 June 1966 in. "Perspectives"_,No. 5/1967, p. 13. · 
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Any discussions about the state frontiers of Europe is in. time with the revanchist 
efforts and aims of the GFR Government and the nationalist groupings within the 
GFR. Apart from Western Germany, no country in Europe questions present 
fronti.,rs,nor raises the problem of their revision; ThE:) fronti?rs are not a sub
ject for iieogitations, as :the GFR government puts it, as no one can negotiate 
about things it does not possess •.. 

The present borders in Europe are the consequ~~ce of the r3eco_r)d 1t(orld war, which 
was launched. by Germany and was lost by the Third Reich. _ . The pri'rsent'-:borders 
represent the gee-economic, political and historical system which teutonic expan-

. sion tried to desfroy over the centuries. · · · · 

'Any attempt to open a discussion on this theme would only increase tension in 
Europe. Any attempt to revise the borders by force wo]lld be disastrous for 
Europe. · · 

··As long as the GFR fails 'to recognise the present, frontiers, it is impossible to 
believe in the renunciation of force proposed by the. GFR government. 

The well-known philosopher·, Karl Jaspers; in his book "Wohin treibt die 
Bundesrepublik?" (Whither the Federal Republic?) deals extensively with the 
important question of the territoriaTstatus qu_q and the recognition of frontiers. 
His book was sharply attacked by those who are blind to reali~ies. ·In his 'reply 
he wrote: "This non-recognition of frontiers is , in itself, a threat to peace. 
If I demand a revision of the frontiers, which de facto will·not take place ,and can
not in any circumstances be expected, this , by the very nature of the thing, 
implies a threat to peace, whatever one may say." · · 

EU£..?~.§-E_l'!'..?.9l~PE.!.~~-§..?l3:ed l?Y~-l!..~~ 

The GFR government could not pursue its revanchist policy without: the backing of 
the US government. The American presence in Europe:- the economic and 
monetary consequences of which we have already dealt with is hindering the 
settlement of European problems because it encourages non-acceptance of the 
realities: the existence of two German states, the acceptance of the inviolability 
of frontiers by the GFR government. It also disturbs the normalisation of relations 
between the two Germanies, thereby causing human sorrows and problems, which 
would disappear in a state of normal relations between the GFR and the GDR, in a 
Europe where tensions are eased. 

~oll!.mon Points in Different Proposals]..?!' Euro..Pean_§~surity_ 

There are quite a number of common points in the different proposals for detente 
and security in Europe submitted by East and West. 

(a) ~l!_clea.r.:-li!:.§.J!:..nd lil!!it.§_9-_~I._II@-El~llt are~~~ 

An agreement on limited total strength of armed forces and armaments in an area to 
be decided upon on both sides of the line dividing Eastern and Western Europe was 
proposed by then Prime Minister A. Eden at the Geneva nsummit Conference.., 
(21.7.1955). A note of the USSR government (17.11.1956) dealt with the elimina
tion of all bases in a 800 km. wide zone "on both sides of the demarcation line, 
within two years. It proposed a reduction of foreign troops in Germany by 35% 
and, later, gradual disarmament leading up to complete demilitarisation. A letter 
from twelve Democratic Congressmen to the President (December 1956) proposed 

.- , 
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demilitarisation including the withdrawal of all foreign troops from a 1 ,000 mile 
wide area from the Rhine to the frontiers of the USSR. Hugh Gaitskell, then 
British Opposition leader, in his speech at Harvard University ( 11 • 1 , 1957) , 
suggested the gradual withdrawal of foreign t:r:qops. )n _his.first plea, Polish 
Foreign Minister A. Rapacki (UN General Assembly, 2.10.1957) proposed the 
creation of a nuclear-free zone covering both German states and Poland, The 

_second Ra~acki Plan (14.12.1958) included Czechoslovakia too; 1_'ts third version 
(4.11.1958 scheduled the process as follows:- 1st stage: freeze on nuclear arma-
ments; 2nd stage: complete denuclearisation and simultaneousreduction in con
ventional armaments. In two broadcasts on the BBC, George Kennan suggested 
the withdrawal of foreign troops from both German states; Poland, Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary, and proposed that both Ger.manio"S withdraw from military·al~iances 
as well as a ban on the stockpiling of atomic weapons in this area (25, 11 • 195'7--ap.d 
2.12.1957), The Joint Statement by the British Labour Party and TUC (23.4. i9:5S). 
suggested that the pact-bound countries of Central Europe withdraw from alliances. 
Senator Humphrey., speaking on the BBC (4.2.1959), supported the gradual wi'th- · 
drawal of forces from both Germanies and Eastern Europe, creating a nuclear-
free zone with arms limitations. The German Social Democratic Party in its 
Plan .for Germany, ( 18.3.1959), included the GFR, GDR, Czechoslovakia, Poland 
and Hungary in a nuclear-free zone of limited armaments; an identical proposal 
was put forward in the Plan for Germany of the Free Democratic Party, (20.3~ 1959), 
envisaged, for both German states and Central Europe: immediate cessation of and 
no German participation in nuclear weapon tests; renunciation of atomic armament; 
participation in a nuclear-free zone; renunciation of the manufacture or procure
ment of ABC weapons. The first Unden Plan, (26, 10, 1961), called for the forma:.. 
tion of a club of non-nuclear nations, Its second variant, (15,4.1964), called for 
a ban on the dissemination of nuclear weapons, The Kekkonen Plan, (28. 5. 1963), 
asked for the creation of a nuclear-free zone in the Scandinavian area (Sweden, 
Norway, Finland, Denmark and Iceland). Bulgarian Foreign Minister J. Bashev, 
(16.6.1964), proposed the creation of a nuclear and'missile-free zone in the 
Balkan Peninsula. 

(b) Non-a_g_gression Treaty betweeE NATO and the Warsaw Treaty Organisation 

an~/ or ~rutl~_E:urop~'!;_!!__§_~cu:rj_!r Tre~ 

-The idea of a NATO-Warsaw Pact Treaty formulated in the Note of the USSR 
government, ( 17. 11. 1956), that of an all-European Security Treaty in the 
Memorandum of the USSR government, (8.1.1958). The former proposal was 
seconded by the Labo.ur party Programme, (8.1. 1964), calling_ f()r a security pact 
between NATO and the Warsaw Treaty Organisation to guarantee security in 
Central Europe. The second proposal was also formulated in Hl.lgh Gaitskell' s 
aforementioned SJ?eech, in the First Statement of the British Labour Party and 
TUC, (23 .4. 1958), in the Plan for Germany of both Social Democratic and Free 
Democratic Parties. 

(c) On the question of borders, the Potsdam-Agreement •.. :?J£5!l~don 2nd Auggst 
1945, put the present western territories of Poland under the admiriistratidh ·or the 
Polish state. .· The Warsav1 Declaration by the government of Poland and the GDR, 
(6 .6. 1950), and the Zgorelec Agreement; (6. 7 • 1950), proclaimed the inviolability 
of this frontier. ReJ<arding the interpretation of the Potsdalli Agreement, let us 
quote Cordell Hull 0} "Prime Minister Churchill had suggested a five point solu
tion ••••• Second, Poland to receive East Prussia, Danbig and Upper Silesia as 
far as the Oder River," Churchill himself declared in the House of Commons, 
(24. 5. 1944), "There is no question of Germany enjoying any guarantee that she 
will not undergo territodal changes, if it should seem that the making of such 

25) "Memoirs", London, 1948, Vol. II. 
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changes renders more. secure and more lastin·g the peace of Europe,''· · The inviolo-
. bility of frontiers was emphasized repeatedly by President de C:;.ulle. The resolu
tion adopted by the Labour PartyConferimc;e,(Jilaekpool, 4.10.1961), stressed 
that the }ire sent frontiers were final. ' .Senator Humphrey, on 1 September 1961 , 
proposed _that the I! SA_ shoul(i recognise the presel1Uronti&rs d Poland •. 

(d) On the reunification of Germa~y the opinion of the European SotialistTountries 
·. is that it is primarily a_ matter for the Germans themselves to settle, In this 
· settlement the point of departure must be the fact that two different social systems 
exist in the whole of Europe and will have t0 find ways of working together. . -
Recently, the Paris Centre d 'Etudes. de Politique Etrangere, an institute· closely 
linked with the. Quai d 'Orsay, published a study :::6) proposing a German Confedera-

. tion. Thestudy is an elaboration on H. Wehner 's proposals for an econ~mic: 
commll11ity or the two German states. . 

I 'share the view of Foreign Minister Rapacki that: "recognition of the existing 
territorial and political status quo shoul.d also be in the. interests of the US,. But 
the European· policy of that power is but part of its global policy, And it is ·my 

-; de·ep conviction th<l;t US, g~obal pol:lcy is. based on unrealistic premises and extremely 
dangerousconclus'ions. 11 27) . . • .. ... . . . . . 

. ' 

·Europe" ri task is not to become involved in the dangers created by US policy, but 
·to serve as an example to. the US Jor another alternative. 

26) "Sicherheitsmodelle fUr Europa" {Secttri:ty·Models for Burope), in 
Europa-Archiv, 25 •. 1.1968, 

27) Lecture delivered on November 18, 1967 ,. in "Polish-perspectiv.es'.', 
1968, 1. p.6. . 

. ' 
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GERL:ANY AND EAST-"TEST RELATIONS* 

by Paolo Calzini 
from Istituto Affari Internazionali, 
Rome 

The German problcn, a crucial factor in E1.st-'.VGst relations whose 
importance today has once again captured the attention of political 

.. observers, has its roots. in the postHar policy which led to the 
division of that country .. It was precisely in those very years nhich 
were characterized by a rapid shift from a policy of collaboration 
to one of increasingly pronounced antagonism betvroen the Soviets and 
the West, that the process of the division of Germany t~as be(lUn. The· 
guidelines for a common European, o.nd thus German, policy narked out 
at Yalta and later legally enbodicd at Potsdam, could be considered 
as outdated by the end of 1946, thus op.ening the vre.y for unilateral 
policies in the West as well r.s. in .. the East. 'rhe prospect of a decisive 
conflict at the time concerned the entire European continent, by nor; 
bound to an incrensincly rigid division into two opposinG' sidGS1 in 
such a situation, Germany could not escape a similar fate. The policy 
put into effect along largely pre-existent frontiers in the rest of 
the continent was put into Gffoct in GGrmany along lines running within 
the country itself, with the result that a siturttion whose dre.me,tic 
and perilous· aspects stood out in an obvious uay was cre~ted. 

It is not our task (and the brevity of this historical resum•§ would 
render it most difficult) to single out the specific responsibilities 
of the tHo sides in order to determine whether the "'est or r~.ther the 
Soviets were the initiators of this process. The prevailing impression 
is that both of the contenders vrera driven by prossing politico
ideological motives and.by power to rtct in a prtrallel fashion so thst 
every move by one side ended up by corresponding to an equivalent counter
move by the other. The criticisms expressed in some West Gorman 
circles which prosume a lack of political capacity on the part of the 
great Western po-,wrs that the .division .could have been o,vo ided ui th 
greater foresight, seem to be out of place. Such criticisms, other 
than overlooking the fact that, to a certain extent, the division re
presented the historical price which German aggression had to pay to 
the anti-Nazi coalition, do not seem to take account of the objGctive 
reasons which .existed in support of such a situation. 

It is certain thc,t Gerlllany 1 s economic potentinl and military 
strategic importance follor:ring .the wn.r ~rere such et.r? to g·ive he~ a key 

*From: Ld dpettatore internazionale, English edition, Vol.2, No.6, 
November-December 1967. 
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position in the strU{0gle for influence in Europe·between the hegemonic 
ponors, th11t is to s11y, between the United St11tos and the Soviet 
Union. And it was in fact for precisely thaso re11sons th11t these two 
powers becmae involved in a bitter strugc;lo directed at integrating 
their German sectors in to their respective politico-milit~ry systems 
as a means of crec,ting an allied force with· ,.lhich· to oppose the other 
car:Ip. The division was r.'t;oidly put into effect alone the linos of 
demo..rcation betuoon the respective occupation zones, thus cutting the 
country in tuo on o. completely artificir.l basis i the same principle 
vas adopted for the city. of Ilerlin on vrhich a fourponer occupQtion 
regime had boon· impoSed; o.. regime rrhich hnd presupposed n longhty 
period of interallied collaborO-tion r,nd cert:1inly not the ·ere a tion of 
tuo separate cities. 

Thus, through the t;rr..dunl 9onccssion of ~ho prerogntivcs inherent 
to sovereignty,_ tno oquC1lly artificial st!itGs, raprcsentod by Fest 
Gormr,ny r,nd Er,st- Germany, rrero ostablishGd on this basis. In both 
casGs the Germans as a nc,tion ~ere tho object of an external diktat_. 
imposed by political considcrstions to which, deprived as they were of 
any institutional instruments for the expression of their ovrn position, 
they nere not able to oppose nny alternative. Thus, it can well be 
said, they wore forced to accept the ·~stern and Soviet decision, 
althouch it nns not long before irreconcilable anta~;onisms botnoen 

. philo-Occidental P,nd philo-:3oviet elements within the country grr:m so 
strong as to cause a deep division botneen German. political groups, 
in particul.a:c' thos·e of the LGft. · 

From a chronoloc;ical point of vie\/, thG first to formulate a 
"separatist" German policy was the West vrhich, in the coul'se of 1947, 
had already decided to estC'.blish an r.utonomous Germr.n state and to 
then integrate it into the Western alli11nce system. Thus, in 1949> 
once the thrc;c occupation zones had boon unified, the German Federal 
Republic, with its capitr\1 at Bonn, was created; . later, in 1954, ·:ith 
the Paris ,--:.creomcnts, it becaJ,lC o. mcBber of Ne::.. too In only a fe\1 y.J·fl,rs 
Y!est Germany had re-acquired its str-ot;us as a sovereign nation and the 
disposition of a ne. tionQ.l <irmy, even thoufih it w2.s in to-gro. tcd into _and_. 
under the control of the Yfcstern nlliance. 

The Soviets proceeded in a similar fashion with the analogous 
operation of the consolidation and the integration of those rccions 
of Germi'.ny 11hich had been occupied by thG Rod Army. Once .. the first 
phase of thG postwar period (in nhich ·the Gcrmr,n regions had been 
thought of primarily as lands to be economically exploited) had 
po,sscd., rToscou became conce.rnod rrith crc:-!.tinG .'l.n n.lliod Go.rmo..n sto..to. 
In 1949 the German Democrc.tic Iiepublic (GDR) Yms sot up with its 
capital at East Berlin;· la tor, in 1955, it became a member of the 
Warsa;,1 Po..ct Vlhich h2.d bc0n· created thr'..t so.mc yGar ns a ._reaction to 
the German FGcleral Republic's on try into N~.to. Once ng:1in 1 nlthouch 
on n loss defined. basis than in the co.sc of ·-{est Gormo.n:y, n new 
st11to ,- represented by East Germany, appeared on the European scene .• 

Unlike the ?!cot~ horwver~ nhich had :tl>7o.ys insisted consistently 
on a "sepf1._ra-tist 11 poli ticetl line, the 3_oviotE? dcmonstrCl.tcd ccrtnin 
uncertainties and contrq.dictions in t'his rocn.rd. -·~·.'hilc proceeding 

.. /·-., . 
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with their plans for strongthcnine tho GDR, the Soviets did not 
scorn, ut least until 1955, to hc,yc completely c;ivon up th8 al:ternutive 
hop'e of reaching an Qgrcomont with the 'cTost on the crention of a 
united and neutral Gormc.ny o This no.s the poriod in 1-.rhich r}lans were 
worked out by Jioscow for the creation of brand neutral zones in Europe, 
which -:rcre to e1ct, as o. sort of buffer zone between East o.nd \Jest, 
e1nd to which Germany 1TOuld ho,vc in fo.ct belonged. Ste1lin in 1952, in 
vrhat remains the most explicit proposal in this rogetrd, and Boriet and 
Nalenkov later in 1953-1954 in a more confidential manner, expressed 
intentions to this effect. 'rho decisive rejc0 tion of this point by 
the West made it impossible to test Moscow's real intentions, leaving 
many doubt? about the scrj_ousness of c" proposal v7hich w2-s to C'.. great 
extent motivated by the desirG to block thG roarmmnent of Hest Germany 
and its adhosion to Nato. 

By 1955 the prospects for the reconstruction of German unity 
within the near future ho.d disappeared, and thus in both the East and 
the West the validity of a t11o Germ::mys 1 policy yras confirmed., Al
though orir;inally begun as an external settlement, the process of the 
consolid~,tion of t110 separate states now bo,z-an to develop a dynamic 
of its o11n based on opposing autonomous political courses of action, 
This complex phenomenon nas fostered by the adhesion of the tuo.states 
to antangonis tic politico-ideoloGical theses, and by the •wir;ht of 
socio-cultur"l elements rooted in a certain bivalcnce of the German 
2.nimus r:hich historically has bca;1 driven ton,~rds expansion 0nd integra
tion in the East on the one h<:1nd <:md in the 1T/es t on the other, The 
Adenauer and Ul bricht regimes, hewing boon founded. on this combination 
of past and present elements, developed in those years parallel policies 
dire'cted at the strenr;thoning of their respective regimes. 

Nevertheless, it was not without gront differences betueon them, 
due primarily to the fact that in terms of territory, popuLction and 
economic 'resources the Federal Republic had emerged from the process 
of division in o, much stronger position than the GDR,' that the two 
Gor,;u:m states 17oro, established. Fnvorod by those conditions "nd by 
ample Western a.ssistunce, the FoderCJ,l Republic nas a.blo to make n. 
rapid o.nd spectacular rcvivo.l. The Germo..n miro.clo, wh~-ch above all 
wo,s supported by YJidospread popular o,dhcsion to· the regime 1 s official 
policy, assured WestorJ;l ·GerrJo.ny of n role of growing importance on 
the European scone. Gradually, the Federal HGpublic acquired a position 
of consinerctble economic importo.nce and, vd thin certo,in limits, this 
importf'.nce applied to tho SJ1hore of c1ili tary policy as well, for West 
Germany soon it became o.n important component of 'tl1e Hostern alliance, 

The Er:.st Germnn policy o~ consolidation in- the s,'"'.me years was ns 
difficult nnd contradictory ns the revival of Vlest Germany uas rapid 
and impressive. Throughout the second half of the 1950's the GDR, 
star tine from a very weak economic position r:md deprived of the 
necessary popular consensus, lived in a state of permrmcnt crisis which 
was kept under, control by Soviet support alone. 'rhere is no doubt that 
without the massive presence of !Jioscovr - of which tho' armed intervention 
in 1953 IThich suffocated the revolt in East Berlin represents only 
the most dramo.tic episode - the Ulbricht ror;ime would not have 
survived. Given thes8 difficult conditions and its strict dependence 
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on the Soviet Union, tllo :rolu of Efl..st Germany ':rithin the T<'c.rsnu 
Alliance remained n very limited ono uhich ccrtninly cannot be com
pared to the correspondinG role of tl1e Foilern.l Republic in tho 1:7ost •. 

111hc tYro Gormn.nys, each of 1-rhich \.rf'.s tichtly intogr,'1.tcd r1i thin its 
rospocti ve n.lli:cnco, oven if they cn,ioyod uidoly d ifforing positions 
of strength nnd prestige, nou confronted each other vith total hostility. 
At Bonn, under ·thCJ leadership of Adonauor, c. policy of no-contl·act 
prevailed towr.rds tho Conmunist bloc in t:10 conviction thcct Gorc:1an 
unificn.tion could bo t.rrived :et only by opera tine; from a position of 
strength, thus compelling the Soviets to c;radurrlly uithdraw from East 
Gormnny. 1\.donauor' s rrovcrnmcnt rejected evnry c;o.Jl by the domestic 
opposition for the devolopuont of a truly t1.utonomous diplor.mcy; the 
a.tto.inmont of rounific~.tion '.<ifW considered pooniblo only ns the result 
of colloctivu action by the ·.7cst, as nccordincs to the r,-u0.r~ntoos given 
to Bonn by tho o.llios in the 1954 Acrccmontc of Paris. The Hallstoin 
Doctrine,· uhich aimed at kcepin:;· the problem of the GDR Glivo on tho 
intorncttiont1.l level throuch the threat of the rupture of diplom::ctic 
roL'1.ti.ons rri th countric:J h.:tvin;3' form:J.l rol:-',tions r.ri th En.st Berlin 
(tho US'iTI boing the only exception), roprosonted th0 basic instrument 
of this pOlicy. 

In ~Gst Berlin, tho Ulbricht rogi~o, entrenched in ricid positions 
both in its intornGtionc'.l c.nd dor.10stic :rolctions, could, .o.ftor the 
1956 wavn of libornlization, be cnllcd ono of the most extremist 
s tc1 tos of tho rogion. These ucro the yertrs in rrhich th8 East Gcr:nan 
lco.clorship observed the Chino._so experiences in soci~.list construction 
nnd the extremism of Chinese international conceptions vith gro::ct 
interest, thus rcg~rd.ing 3.ny-· pos.si-blc :8nst...:Y!ost cont('.ct on the problom 
of reunific~tion rrith ouspici~n. This attitude, uhich revealed the 
ro(5iuo 1 s profound state of intornn.l ',7CJ::cknoss, could not f::cil to 
crcGto difficulties for EGst Berlin in its rolGtions with its oastorn 
Gllies who r:oro more favor::cble to the idea of d.~tonto. In Polr.nd, in 
particul~r, thoro rrcro cx~Jrcssions of diso.groomc~1t Yfi th _the Ec.st Gcrrn2.n 
lino, and oven the USSR scemod compelled to support the Ulbricht rceime 
more for ron.sons of 11 forco Llajcure 11

_ thnn for any r~n.I politico
ideological solidGrity, 

The cxtrelllist st::cncos of the t\;o Gormanys aust bo ovaluc.tod Fi th
in the fram·oTTork of the rrcnoral cold war cl-imo.tc nl1ich provnilorl in 
those yortrs in the rol8.tions· bctucon the tuo bloc's. Tho contn.cts 
>rhich took plo.co botv;con 1955 and 1957 confirmed, irrogD.rdless of 
D.ll eenort1.l oxpressions of good vilL, th6 basic incompatibility of tho 
positions of tho tvo sides. Tho plrtn prosented at GonovG by tho 
Soviets for ~he creo.tion of a EuropoGn security system which uould 
replace ilato :::.nd the tro<1ty of 1}<J.rsm1 •ms rojCJctcd by tho FGst for 
reasons of socurity Gad p~liticc.l con8istoncy (the c.lliod commitment 
to the Fodcrn.l Hcpnblic on rounification). And tl1c later and somorrhnt 
less compelling pror)oso.is o.dvanccd by lloscon for n non-arrcrcssion po.ct 
botvoon thC HC\. to o.nd :·the ')arso.\! o.llio.nccs, nnd for the crontion of 
zones of nuclear disctrmamC11t etc., met uith no better results. All 
of those proposn.ls, in fact, sto:·1r1ed from tho desire to bbtn.in tho 
roco;:5ni tion of the :European poli tic.'.l,l ["1,nr1 torritoric<.l oto_tus_ .q_uo and 
thus of the existence of bro Gorl:L',nys Yihich the ~::rest 1m:s absolutely 
unHillin;-; ·to nee opt. IJ.1hus, it could bo sn.id thfl,t the pro·blom of Gormo.n 
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rounificCLtion was by nou seem by the grc:tt opposing po,wrs in the 
drastic terms of a policy directed ot the consolidation of tho allied 
German state and ovcntunlly ~t the absorption of the Germ~n ·state 
heretofore integrated in the opposing ollianca, 

Tharc is thus nothing surprising if, in the period 1958-1962, 
some of the most drnmntic episodes recorded in the period of tho 6old 
yar in E'uropo took pln.cc ii1 the UcrElCl..fl sector. This vras the moment, 
it should qe remembered, in nhich certain non fc..ctors ( technologico.l 
a~d militnty progrosc, economic successes, ~ovivcd diplomntic 
ini ti~tive) seemed to gn;"',l"'anteo o, rcfl.l suporiori ty to the ·communist 
bloc, in the milit2..ry ~s well 2.s other sectors. Strengthened by this 
seeming ndvo.,n tn,ge 9 it seoE:tcd to ti10 Soviets to be the momon t in 'Hhich 
to pass from " policy of d•etonto to onci of pressures r;en'red to. obtnin 
their trnditional Dbjoctivos in Germnny. A complox politico-diplomatic 
policy \7[1.8 put into motion C1S 0., n1Cc~l1S Of P,Triving_ (l.t the forr:1a.l ro
cogni tion of tho GDR, which '.wuld be (,'1Ftrantood by " pco.ce traet ty 11i th 
the West recognizing its poli ticnl and. torritorio.l intogri ty in ovary 
respect. Hoscow, by creating a series of politico-diplomatic crises 
over Berlin, nimod r,t whP.t has been defined as a supar-Y[)l tal thc.t 
is o..t n. nc-;;r formal agreement on the division of Europe in ge11cro.l, n.nd 
on that of Germany in particular. An in tornn. tiowcl gur.rnntoo for 
Ulbricht's regimes soomed at that moment to be the only means of 
ctosuring- tho survivZl-1 of :Cast Germany, troubled above nll by the mnssive 
exodus of the bost part of its labor forco. 

At the same timo the Soviets hnd sot for themselves an oven more 
ombi tious objective" to arrive rot n chango in tho European bnlnnco of 
power by A.pplyinc; poli ticCLl "nd diplom,,_tic prossuros on Bonn suet! ns 
to oncourago its graduC\1 separcction from the 1fcst nnd from tho United 
Stntes in pCLrti·cular. By striking out at Bonn' s basic aspirntions for 
raunificRtion, they hoped to attain its isolation nnd thus the possibility 
of the neutraliz~tion of \Jest Germany ~ith nll the imnginablo conso
·qucnces for the European oquilibrium. The objective of loosening the 
relations boh10on the United Stntos and the .Fodore~l Rermblic, nhich 
sprinGs frCJm the foar thnt such rclrttions might eventually lend to 
Bonn 1 s atomic rearmament, has boo11 rcvnlcd ns one of tho constants of 
Soviet policy in Europe. 

Undor such conditions, rcle~tions uith Bonn (despite the ro-cstnb
lishment of diplom.o.tic rolcttions in 1955), reroCLincd qui to cold, in
fluenced ns· they uoro by the ricid position of the USSR tognrds the 
Federal Republic nnd vice verso. This attitude, for thnt m~ttor, uns 
sh:.:.rod with O(~nnl _if not grentor zee.l by the v0.ri-ous countries of 
Eastorn I~uropo, nnd in pn:cticular by thoso direc-tlY ir).volvod in the 
German question. The rG"rr,ramcnt of 'Test Gorm.".ny, '.c.nd her offici"-1 
policy toYJ~,rds the GDR, towards the eo.storn frouti-ol·s o..ncl toYlards 
nuclear arns· nro factors giving rise to stronG fGc:.rs in the Tin.storn 
en pi tals. In \\lo,rso.rr as in Pro..guo~ in Budapest as in Bolerndo 1 the 
common prooccupa tion '<''i th :Oo.nn' s .n t ti tudG is trails lCL ted i;rto solidarity 

'.rri th Enst Berlin irrogarcllcss cif hou li ttlc sympnthy they re8.lly hCl.ve 
for .the Ulbricht rogirae. Throughout this period the 11 Gcrmnn problom 11 

has represented ono of the most important factors of cohesion for the 
Ens tern· bloc both in tho rel.'"'.tions i:l.mont; tha Pooplo 1 s Domocr:t.cios 
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themselves ..... ,nd those botv;oon thor~l n.nd the Soviet Uniono For 1':1oscoYF, 
this co11mon o.nti-Gorm.::.n sontilllont~ :rhich ombrn..cos broad non-comnunist 
strnt~ in the rocion 1 h~s rcprosontcd a strona clement of su~port for 
its politic~l and diplomatic notions. As n.renult nlso of tho con
ditions of undobc.te1blo supronw.cy in rrhich. it continues. to mind i tsolf 
throuc;hou-t the Cou!LJUnist nren, the Soviclt Union H:CS o.ble to present eo 

compnct nnd rigidly c-.nti-l3onn front to the \Jest. 

Soviet policy 1 supported by the othoX' Communist rogimoo, '.~T<"'>s not 
to rrttnin any of the objectives it hnd sot for itself, :1.nd rr\ther 
l!oscm7 1 s incc.pc.ci ty to force the o:i.tur.tion in Gorm::my t1:1.s revcalod. In 
1962, in the fro.mo\;ork of· c.. {;onor::-·,1 rosh~pinc of Soviet' intornr:. tional 
policy, influoncod by n series of ncu fnctors (such as the \lectern. 
tcchnico-military rovival, domestic economic difficulties, obstnclos 
to intorn["~tionn.l o.ction), the mili tnry r::.co for Gorr·:~'lny came to ·n.. 
close. The collective coumitnont by the 'Jest rend the "ttitude of the 
Feder.r\l RGpublic hr\d succecdod.in contninint; the Soviet offensivo and 
thus in revealing its intrinsic flimsinaos. Despite some differences 
of position tho !lata countries, f'.nd in p,o,rticulrcr the Unitod St:ctcs, 
hr.d provided "- t;u:l.ro.ntoe to 'fcst Gorm:my v;hich loft no room for Soviet 
mnnoeuvres. Boyond tho diplomn.tic dinloguo the 11ostorn policy of no
contacts ~n!S et.ll-cmhrncinc, bnscd o,s it yro,s on the conviction thn.t 
gu:r..r0-ntooins the division of Gorilln.ny by ostC1.blishinrr agreements on 
dis;:.rmr,mcnt nnd scCuri ty uhich !".liGht confirra the Europoc.i1 st,'"'.tus quo 
uould be intolernble. 

With 1962 " nou phase in lioscov1 1 s Germnn policy bowm) " phnse 
ndjusted to the need for ero~tcr c~ution on tho intcrnntionnl scone. 
Tho Soviets abandoned tho~.r policy of pressures G'onred to ·abtn.in the 
stipul~tion of " per\co tror\ty with tho West, nnd instead put :1.ll their 
er,lphnsis on the strengthening of the GDR. The priorities -,Ihich ho.d 
boon mnintnined awonc 3oviot objectives u~til this point ware inverted, 
o...ncl in tornr. tion:-:.1 rococ-ni tion· u~Q.s no lont;cr considered_ c~ prosupposi tion 
to the GDR's domestic consolidation·, but vice versa doBestic· stnbilizn
tion wo.s soon ~s·~ pro-condition .for intcr~ntion~l rccoanition. This 
trtsk Y/118 mo.do much easier by tho 0doption ·in Berlin in the summer of 
1961 of the so-cf1.llcd "dcfunsivo r!lOC'..Sl:i.res 1', rrhose: cc.Jnonico-soci.:--:.1 
and.psychologicc..l consoquunccs i7Gro to be of grc['.t importo.nco' for .the 
Ulbricht roginc. The hypothesis of Gcrta~.n rounificr\tion rms nt this 
tine postponed to r1 distr1nt futuro; it 1rould be influenced by the 
doraestic dovolopwonts ui thin 'lost Gornany (such as tho rise of socialist 
elements) ~hich wore beyond the direct responsibility of I!oscou. 

ThE:> firc1 commi tmcnts mo.du by the 3oviGts in suppo1·t of the GDR 
did not, on tho other hc:ind, hind or t:1om fron bo{;inning " c~.np:cign of 
11 f\.Vnncos" and conto..cts 1--,rith the. Fodor;:.l Republic in 1964. r:Pho per
sistent fo"r of Bonn' s nucloo.r roarmmwnt "nd the desire to exploit 
the dissent ui thin the 'Iestorn c:cmp drove I:osco';: once r.gnin to attumpt 
,_ policy of diversion. Tho r.ttention co.llcd on th.o.t occasion by certain 
obsorvers to the risk of rtnothoJ.:' Ro..pnllo seemS ro.thcr exagrrcriltod:; 
yet this does not exclude the possibility that h:1.d noc;otirctions -
unoxpoctcdly int<?rruptod by the fall of Khrushchcv - 1oeom procoedod 
ui th, there might hnvc boon siGnificr\nt ·rcsul ts on the econor:Iic f'~nd 

commercial, [l,nd pcrhf1.ps oven on tho poli tico,l, le:vol o In this· l~·ol?o,rd 
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it is worthwhile to underline- th& pormcmcnt C\mbivr>lenco in the Soviet 
f'.ttitudc in nhich_[).._ stronc; tcraptntion to rottch a· direct ngrcCmcnt ~:rith 

the Gcrmr...n Fo(~or<',l Republic in c:.n ,".nti..:../l.mcrico.n sense rot:cdns c~n 

__ al ternc.tive to the bc.sic pl"-n of roC\ching n USA-USSR c'mprm:1ise on 
the GermRn problem. Given the pcrsonnlity of Khrushchev, it would 
seen plausible th:-'.t nl thouc~h he ;ye,s not ,:t.imin<?; o.t th0 impossibility 
of a reversal of c.l_litcncos ·, he WC\S prepared to. plc.y this hm1d to the 
very end. 11. significnnt fnctor was the extreme irritC\tion expressed 
by the EG.st German rcgimo o.bout such contn.cts, to the point thn,t n 
note of relief at the c.~nounceucnt of tho fnll of Khrushchov uns ·nllou
od to lee1k out. 

At tho sfl.mo time thr-:.t ti:1o Ec:.st--'./ost confrontr:.tion over the Gormf\n 
12roblom he1s continued, tendencies of n:ctiono.list inspirc.tion ui thin 
the tno .. oppos-inc; .:1.llio.nccs hc,vo gC1-inod -strcnc;·th, -:1i t~ the rosul t tho,t 
tho unity of the two systems ho..s boon ncO,kencd. Tho process is ['. 

_Ele[l.ningful ono c..monc· the f;lOJ.~bor -st;n.tos of tl:J-0 r.'\rS0.17 P.:J..ct- :uho_ro strong 
polycentric tendencies ho.ve developed o.s n roc.ction to the cxcossivo 
contro..liz~,tion of the p~st. Tho c::> .. so of ·Rui.l'""' .. ni:'.. is but tho most 
evident raanifost:ction of a stntc of mind, rrhich exists to different 
dogr.ocs of intonsi ty in r .. ll the people 1 s dcmocrr .. cios 9 on{sor to cl:-'.im 
growing margins of i1Utonoli1y in domestic :;.nd intorn:-,tion:..,,l ·poli.Cy. This 
rovivo,l of the nntion0l pTincipl~ in T~<'..storn ~~uropo hn..s Cl..ssumod the 
ch,',racter of a drive for the revision of tho Connunis t community 
institutions (Cor.1ocan ;:,nd oven the _r[l.rsar.r P['..ct} and the o..ttcnu:-ttion of 
the Soviut hegemony. 

The GDR is the only C01:munist ctatc •7hich is an exception to 
this trend 2oncl rrhich is opposed to polycontrisr.1 ,o.nd to tho moakoning 
of tios '-''i th the USSR; on thc; contrc.ry, those tics hnvc been fon1~.lly 
confirmed in a tronty of c.llianco and mutunl 2ossistanco stipulnted in 
1964 (on the model of similnr acroomcnts sicnod earlier botrrcon 
Hosc.ou r1nd o_thcr Europcnn Cor:m1unist rocines). For the Ulbricht ro[timo, 
tho Wecrsm1 P.".ct represents tho indisponse1blc collective instrument to 
contrrin -rest Gcrcw.ny clnims. .my f<Cctor likely ·to rrco.kon tho pro sent 
structure· of the .:tlli;-o,nco is thus con:sidered 2... dc:,ngorous n.ttc:..ck on 
tho multilc...tcr[1..1 gu:1rantoo of its 0\711 positions. 

In the sni.tc period sinil~r· polycentric tondoncic·s hnvc b6en re
vealed 'iri thin the ··-~cstern alli:>,nco 1r.i1ich r,ro c-"..using the rrc ..... koninrr of 
the community structures o The Cl.l1C' .. logy ui th tho X'"',StG:i"n si tu.-,tion is 
obvious oven if c;re:1 t -diffcroncos, duo <'},f,10n:~-:,; other .thin~,~·s to the 
pn..rticuln..r impetus of the drive for. economic intogr[1,tion of the Co1111on 
H:.>.rket exist. Hero too there i·s Q..l1- Gx·tr,CE10 c·o...so, ropr.osoi1tcd by 
Franco, the rcvon,lcr, in r::.thcr clo...morous to rills., of.' .,,, -conor2-l tendency 
which crn.brn.ccs, ui th difforcnt nu:r .. ncos, .-the v."',rious nor1bor countries 
o.f Nr..to. The:- si:Cu~ .. tion in the ic~t is. complicf"l.tcd by the "f:.>.·ct th0,t 
thu hogouonic poiTcr ns well, th~.t is the United Gtntos, is increasingly 
involved in policies of globnl impoTtnnce uhich seem to be lG~dine to 
0.. ·TGSho..pinC of its commitracnts tn ::Juropo. rrhis trend is thnt ElUCh 
more preoccupying, o..ccorclincs to I,J-orE1n.n observers 1 in th0 t it coincides 
',-;ri th the con -cr:--..ry s trcngthoninc of the Soviet conni tmon t in Eui'opo. 

The uoc.kcninc of the alliances, on the other hand, has contributed 
to .'""'.. mco...ningful ruvivc..l of pri1:,_nrily economic rcl;r,tions o.,monc the 
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countries of East and 'Test Durope. After a lone; period of silence, 
the dialogue between the two Europes began once again with the re
vival of the sreat themes of coexistence after the Cuban crisis of 
1962. Uhat is particularly significant is that despite the existenc'e 
of community institutions in both of the two rerriono, relations have 
been tending to develop on a bilateral basis between individual 
countries. France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy, etc., have .been uni
laterally proceedi~c; with their own contacts exploitinc both new and 
traditional fn,ctors of' prestice in the are(:... In the Gtme Vlay, aumania1 
fuc;oslavia, Poland, etc •. , are mr.kinc; efforts to establish ancl review 
.fruitful contacts with the -est on the same basis. 

The Federccl ile;oublic thus finds itself ·in a very delicate position; 
she· is inclined to recard the procpect of a direct East-;,·est dialocue 
which is not based on a united ·.res tern position 'ili th sreat ccmtion. 
There is, in fact, no .doubt that these new trends have had an important 
effect on the position of the "estern countries on the German problem. 
In the late 1950's and eaccly 1960's the tendency among Bonn 1 s allies 
to consider the division of Geruany as a tolerable if not a. downright 
satisfying situation did, in fact, become strengthened. Paradoxically, 
it was precisely the "defensive measures" adopted in Berlin in 1961 
which ~ontributed to reinforcinG this attitude- by gur.ranteeinG .a new 
stability to the situation. 'rhe '.lest's commitment to reunific0.tion h.as 
not been accompanied by any concrete proposals in this regard and at 
this point seems to have assumed a purely declaratory character designed 
above all to tranquilize the Bonn regime. But the situation does not 
end here; gradually even the appearance of a cor.1mon 1!estern .position 
on the German problem has been fadinc while differentiated national 
policies have been evolving. Here, too, it is the France of de Gaulle 
which has stepped forward nitll, cDon.:o other thinc;s, the idea of a direct 
agreement between I:urope c:cnd thG Soviet Union for a solution of the 
problem. 

Bonn 1 s leaders ar2 faced with the task of de aline vri th a highly 
fluid situation and adjustinG their political procram to the nevr con
ditions without, however, disclaiming their traditional obj~ctives. 
Since the prospect of attaining reunification by operating from a 
position of strensth uithin a N:::to which is capable of imposinc its 
will on the WlSR hc,s been seriously weakened, riew. and more complex 
qu.estions have arisen. ~Tith regard to :8o..stern EUrope in particUlar, 
the llonn regime io he si tan t about developinc;· a more couraGeous policy 
despite its traditional economic and cultural influe~ce in the area, 
"even after the transfer of povrer from Adenauer to :'Crha:rd a 1oolicy of 
immobilism .which put a brake on mw deviation from the traditional 
line continued to prevail; in method as in objectives it was ·ir.tpossible 
to escape from the lld.enauerian plan. Only an isolated. voice ·was 
raised to contest the official political li·ne, and only a few first 
steps of economic importance were taken vri th the creation of commercial 
missions in various eastern countries.. But v1e are dealing with very 
limited ini t:Lativcs, mere fores]:ladovlincs of chance in a slow and. pain
ful process of development, · 

It was neces ·ary to arrive e.t the coalition government headed by 
Kiesingor in order, primarily as a result of the desire of the Social 
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Democrats, to begin to lay dorrn the lines of a nerr political course. 
By this time the opinion that it was nocessary to c~.rry out an auton
omous policy towards tho ~ast (if possible with tho agreement of tho 
'.'Test ern allies) had gcincd ere donee 9 a Poli-cy which would be based, 
among other thinc;s 9 on the stronc"· n.ppeal that the high economic o..nd 
technological potontic.l of 'lest Germany can have in this area. The 
offer to tl1e ~astern European countries of the re-establishment of 
normal diploma tic relations, and thus the 8.bc"ndomwnt in. their c"se 
of the Hallstein Doctrine, reveals Bonn's desire to tuke part in the 
new course o~ East--Test rclations.in oTder to dorivc whateyer a~van~age~ 
possible. 

Roservrctions and criticisms of the Kiesinger government's policy 
are not, in reality, leol<ing. In tho eyes of many observers the 
government remains stronely compromised by its refusal to consid.er 
the eastern frontiers as definitive, to renounce atoBic weapons and to 
recognize·. the GDR. Tiw first two points in particular are considered 
unsustainable, and supporters of the third. point, tho reco(l"ni tion of 
East Germany as the only means of brinc;inc; about the liberalization of 
that regime, are by no moans lacking. Nevcrtheloss it would be unduly 
simplistic to speak of a chrrn.ge in tactics alone and. J3onn 1 s purely instru
mental adjustment to the new situntion. At present, in fact, ncm 
elements of ambiguity and contradiction have appeared in the official 
policy itself such as to leave alternative hypotheses open. To begin 
with, legal, territorial reunification in the strict sense is no longer 
spoken of as much as the necessity to restore freedom of expression 
to the East Germans. In tho second place, the policy of contacts wit~ 
the Eastern countries, even if it is qualified by the non-recognition 
of the GDR and ·is instead explicitly directed. at th3.t country's isoletion, 
need not necessarily load to this result. The new line can in fact 
also be interpreted. as a <l.irect !!leans of preparinc; public opinion ·and 
the Gerl'lan political class for n gradual normaliz,.tion of relations 
with the GDR. 

Despite its serious limits aHcl ambic;ui tics the nev1 Ostpoli tik of 
the Federal i1epublic has not failed to .arouse broad and complex re
actions in the Eastern camp. One of the. moro interestinG consequences 
of J3onn 1 s political ini tia ti ve is that it has shed lic;h t on the clec-reo 
of political differentiation on tho German problem which has in the 
lo..s t years been ere a ted 2.rnong the various Communist regimes o The 
!Jarsavl alliance seems seriously divicled as a result of the question of 
the re-establishment of diplomatic relations with th~ Federal 
llepublic; for the southern and Balkan nations, which on the "hole c.re 
in favor of the proposals made by Bonn, a series of factors was dctetm~ 
ining~ tho absence of fl"'ontioT prol)lerns, strong economic motivations, 
and a public opinion which Ylas 17ell-clisposed. in this direction. For 
tho northern nations, on tho contrary, which have unsolved frontier 
problems >rith the Foderal llopublic, the importance of their political 
GOals outweichs any consideration of economic and comnwrcio.l opportun
ities. (A particular case is that of Czechoslovakia as soue symptoms 
of uncertainty in her Cltti tude clenrly demo'nstrate). Poland, in 
particul~r 1 displays an extremely rigid· attitude uhich is due, other 
than to understandable preoccupations· of an international ne.ture, to 
importe.nt domestic reasons. 'rho n<ocossi tics of tho defence of the 
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e;:,s tern frontiers, in fact, f,'1Wran to as nirle popuL,,r support to the 
Gomulka regime and rcpreseDts D. very impOrtr.nt :olcmci1t of diversion 
from the parallel but latent anti-Soviet fooling. 

Finally, the reaction of the GDR is of considerable interest 
because of the poli ticai and diplome,tic a,l1ili ty tli t.h rrhich she rv:1cted · 
to llonn 1 s Ostpolitik. The GDR, in fact, demonstrated the influence 
which it has gained in the last years nithin the· Communist camp, nnd 
shovred itself cap1;1ble of conductinc; a policy of pressure ['.nd persuasion 
on the USSR .and the other Communist regimes. llany factors have con
tributecr:.:to this dovelopr:wnt: to begin \7i th there is the considerable 
economic and social Btrengtheninc;.of tho.regime which has made the 
GDR the second industrial poucr in the Communist camp;- in the second 
place the ~eduction after the break rrith China of the extent of the 
Communist camp to apurely European dimension and thus the relative 
strengthening. of all t:1e other r.wl.lber states;· r1nd in the third place 
the key role occupied by the GDR in the defence of the Soviet Union 
nnd~ more gcnera~ly, of the eastern alliance. 

The action .taken by the GDR to stem the Bonn initiative· uas an 
important factor in th::> blockinc; (except in the cc.sc of Rumania) of the 
re-establishment of diplomr1tic relations nith the countries of 
Ens tern Europe. By , undorliriing thO do.nc;or th,' t n split amon:3' tho 
Communist countries could result from the differing positions tC'Jwn 
r;ri th ros£l,rd to Bonn, East Dorlin uas n.bl·o to brine; about the interven
tion of the USSR ( 11hich is vi tally interested in t}le question over and 
abovo her ovaltu::.'tion of the si(Si.!.ific.'J.nco of Bonn 1 s norr policy) in 
ord.eT to prevent a no,:r factor of division fron~ riponin{~ in the eastern 
camp, Other than usin.;- the u8diation of i;oscon to guc.rantee herself 
the mul tilatoral protection of the members of the '.iarsm; alliance, thee 
GDR then set C'.bout establishinG a series of bilf1ternl anti-Gorman 
agreements rri th severe.l of the countries of the area. 

The decisions taken in this case confirm that today, in ;:ast 
Berlin, any action liable to disturb the situation is likely to bo 
considered negatively in the conviction thf1t timo is Y/Orking in favor 
of a further strengtheDing of the GDR. Any contrA.ry point of vim7, such 
as that a more flexible 2.ttitudo torrards Bonn- thereby presenting· a 
mor8 llboral im[l..ge of the GDlt - uould fn.vor her prestiGe in Yfostorn 
Europe, is, for no\r, out of the quos tion. :::vcn tl1o fact that such a 
policy, in so fnr as· ·it is expressed in the dem_o,nd for a rirsh t of veto 
over the rolrt tions bet·croon the Co .1munis t regimes and the Federal 
Republic, mi[;"ht cause strong reactions within the. Communist camp rrhich 
could facilitate isolation- which is feared above all else - does 
not seem to be t2.ken into consid.era tion. 

rrhe common pooi tion - tonrl.rds thG Fodoro..l J.op'ublic - ',7h.ich r.ro.s 
srrived at by thG · v:.\rious Communist regimes (Rumania excluded) o.t 
Karlovy-Vary in tl1c spring of this year constitutes a success for 
Eo..st Berlin ·but doCs not represent the final word on the problem .• 

The unity achieved. ;,t Ka:dovy-Vary has served to temporarily block 
the initiatives of tho Kiosincrcr governwcnt, but has certainly not 
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established an org~nic unity of position among countries whose 
interests differ so considornbly. :Then, mod if, Bonn decides to re
launch a policy.based on further concessions, above all in the question 
of the recognition of the eastern frontiers, there is no doubt that 
the crisis 'Jill bo destined to be reopened. In tho USSR, which is the 
o.rbi tcr power in the nren, e.s the ;-Test Germans ha.vo very roalisticc.lly 
undors toad 1 ~the situation is boin[:; considered YJi th growing concern. 
The Soviet~ knou that they cnnnot restrict their policies to a ~ofonce 
of the European status quo, as Zast B.erlin nould liko, but that it 
is noces··;ary to develop a more dynamic and flexible position rrhich will 
moot the problems crcntod by tho new situntion. 

TlH3 recent events on the :Cul"opon.n and interno,tional scene Iii<J.ko 
it clear that it rrould be opportune to rodr::m the old politico-diplomatic 
guidelines.~ 1rho obvious parallelism bot'.Tccn the tensions troubling 
the Hccto alliance o.nd those afflictinc; tho 'Jars"-rr Pact reveo.l tho.t 
thoi~ is· a uidesprond state of crisis in the present intornntional 
order. 

It is. precisely uith regard to the n~ccssity of cronting a nou 
international order in Europe ..-rhich is c<J.pablo of :._';U:trantcoinG sufficient 
sto.bility o.nd equilibrium that the Gcrmo.n problen has been ro.isod 
ctgain in its full importance. The real koy to the pouer s true{:· le 
being waged in the heart of Europe, as political observers nota unan
imously, is the Gormc.n key. Germcui.y' s s·tratogic posi·tion in the 
cantor of the conti~cnt nnd the strength of its economic potential (the 
tv1o Germnnys, re-united, nould hold the third plac:o in the r:orld' s 
industrial production) mo,ko Gerncmy o. dotermininc; elcuJnt in any nNr 
international settlement. llorr that the post.wJ.r formula vhich placed 
the t~~Io Gorr.1an states ~:i ti1in b7o rigid o.llio.nccs and presUpposed 
their effoctivc poli tic"l and economic integration Yri thin these two 
systems has.bcen ~cnkoncd, tho necessity for new solutions is at hand. 
rrhc questiOns .::t.rc those which hn.ve al;Jn.ys cxisted~ rounific::1.tion or 
an indefinite prolone;2.tion of the stntus quo, o.nd then, \7ho.t type of 
rounific<'.tion tlnd '.·lhich status quo in particulnr? 

The new factor, in respect to the P"-st, which h~s put the pro
spocts of solution in n6:1 terms, lia·s in the autonomous strGngtho::)ing 
of the Federal l1o:·~ublic (and 9 rri thin certc.in limits, of the GDR) Tlhich 
has to.kon pl"'ce. This men.ns that ',7hile the structures of the European 
alliances hnve tended to become more fluid,· those of the tuo Gormrcnys 
have become increasingly rigidifiod, thus creating a conter of ten-
sion in the heart of :8uropc. The Germans have grnduGlly tr[l.nsformod 
themselves from more objects of the politic"'l decisions of tho hogo
monic ·powcrs 9 as was the case even in tl1c 1950's, into political actors_ 
rri th their 0Ul1 poli tic~l progral~1S. rrhc phenomenon Of rccJ.iSCOVGred 
autonomy, which o:cists today to different decrees for o.ll the medium
sized and small pof.rors·, itssumos in the Gcrmn.n cn.so .c~ pote·ntinlly 
clo.ngerous ch,~rnctor due to ·the persistent antC~.gonisEl Dotuce;1. the tYlO 
statese The dilonma for tho Europeans~ that of h0\7 to coordinate thq 
exi,;·oncies of sto.bili ty 11i th those of the Garmc,n problem, is no':r pre
sented in particularly cornCJlox terms. 

There is, in fact, no doubt - ~nd this is de~onstro.tod by tho 
gron.tor G,utonom;y nhich has bc:on o.cquirod in these years - thf'.t the 
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strenGthening of the tYro Gcrno..n states, :~o.st o..nd ~-rcst 9 renders an 
~crrocd-upon solution ill Ji:uropG much more complex todny. The Pcdoro.l 
;1Gpublic and tho GDH., though from vary different positions, both look 
with suspicion upon tho evolution tC'.kinc; place in the relC'.tions with
in the hio allic,ncos and bet,.reen the tuo alliances thomsol vos. Tho 
Donn leaders arc deeply opposed to o.. revision of the Nnto structure, 
not to nontibn its dissolution, in the fear that tho pribe for a nou 
European order nill bo pC'.id rrith tho consolidation of the status quo 
in Germany. The oile.toro.l relations Ylhich have boon established 
uith Franco, or oven uith tho United StC'.tos, cannot, in tho oyes of 
'Jost Gormcn public opinion, compensate for tlw valuo of the !'iul ti
latero.l protection of tho Atlantic nlliC'.nce as tho only roC'.l r;-ctccro.ntoo 
vis-a-vis the Soviets. In East Berlin, on the other h~nd, it.is sus
pected th·;--~t b. looscninc;~ or even uorso n dissolution, of the lJnrso..vr 
nllin,nce as g mcc.,ns of re2.chine; nrrrocmcnt on u European socUl"i ty pact 
might loC'.d to the opposite consequences - those desired by :Sonn - of 
a chC'.ngG in the status quo regarding the·German problem, The anachron
istic apponls made to the ~trongthoning irt traditional terms of the 
YJarsnu allirmco bonr out this feP.r of isolo.tion, res do tho objectively 
rather justifiod requests to proceed nith a policy of economic inte
gration in Come con. The East Gcruw,ns, too, dos pi to the s tipulrt tion 
of bilo.teral.o.croemc.:nts \Ti th tho USSR, Poland and other Eo.stern 
nations, continuo to consider the mul tilatoral o.llio.nco· ~.s thG best 
c;u~.rantoe: in the f2.co of the n.dvcrsa.ri' s ini tin.tivos. 

It h'as thus come to the point in rrhich a certr.in similarity can be 
observed in tlw positions taken by Bonn and by East Berlin r<i th rogo.rd 
to the development of Eo.st-'.'ost relations, which in both of the 
capitals is SGon from thu po.rticulo.:r an:; le of its own political uxigon
cies. For both the Federal ::lcpublic nnd the GDR the process of into:c·
natiQnal d8tentc ouc;ht to stet' primarily from a solution of tho German 
problem as eo.ch side interprets it. For both, on tho other ho.nd, 
ddtonte serves to strengthen contacts and relations nith the enemy 
camp ',Ti th the ccim of isolatinG the other Gerunny. The poli tico.l o.nd 
diplom(l.tic offensive of the Klcsingcr GOVernment consti tutos the most 
revealing. cxn.r.1plo of this trend on Tionn 1 s pnrt_. But _it should not be 
forgotten tho.t I:~st Berlin as well, nithin the limits of its capacity, 
is socking to broaden its r.clc.tiono uith nll the '.rostorn countries other 
than tho Fodor:1.l fk-public (oven thouch · s tronc ecOnomic rolrt. tions still 
exist bot\lcon the two Gern:c.nys). · 

In this si tu.-ction European, Soviet ccnd Americo.n policy1)akers 
arc incrcc~si~.cly .-Oblic;od, in doo.linG Yri th the -Gcrnn.n problotil~ .to ta.kc 
account of the .. POSitions oxpross~d by Bonn n.nd by E~st Borl-:i;n. Those 
vio~es should bo clarificcl. If it is in frcct · trcw th:'.t no ono c2,n logi t
im_o.toly contest the richt of the Gernnns to m:,ko their oun n.cctiono.l 
problem the o1Jjoct of cutonomous poli tico-diplomntic action >Thich is 
supportod ·by o.ll the means uhich their strongthon0d position allous 
them, it must on the .other hr.nd be unclerlinod thnt policies aioJin:;· ,",t 
a solution of the German problem crcnnot be considered only ns an 
internal question bob:Joon the t~.7o Germ . .-,_nys. 

1

~
1

hc iraplic:>.tions of po:7cT 
\7hich would be rolG.tod to ~ny Tiuropco.n sottloPlont including- the 
Fcdornl Hepublic ::end tl1e ;;DR ruquire th::ct o. hnrmonious solution 'to 
the two problems be found in order to avoid the risk of clashinG 
interests. 
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~rho attainment .or· _c:.n ngrood-upon solution for rounificr\tion or, 
on the contr~ry, fbr n normaliz~tion of relations betuocri tbo t0~ 
Gormanys uhich is based .on ·q-1,u status <it!.o, co.nnot be considorocl n.s tho 
pre-condition fOr a further relaxation in ::I:nSt·~··"ost rolo..tions.: It 
would in fact hc.rdly be. realistic to chooso the sGctor of c;rcc.tcst 
tension bctuoen th~·. tuo. opp~sinc camps as tho startinc point for a 
general c,groomcnt in Europe. This :ls true both for J3onn, in its. 
insistence on ox~rcising ?luost ~ ri~~t of tutelage over t~b rointion~ 
botwoen -the ,.'estern countries and thu GDR, c,nd to a certain doc;roc on 
tyine together tho scpnrato-quostions of the non-rocoGnitiori of the 
GDR rrnd of the c::~storn fron.ticrs (the subj8ct of the question of 
nuclear. ·.arms is instead more o.u tonomous), and for En.st Berlin rrhon it.· 
links the problca of its recognition to thnt of the relations botuocn 
Bonn rrnd .the eastern countrias. 'rlw fi;}ding of rr solution for 
Germany, in fact, must be considered c.s but ::~n elco>;wnt, no mrr.tter hor1 
crucio..l a-onu, of a moi'o gcnorc..l :Suropca.n agroomant and, in C'kny'.cycrit; 
as ti1c firi~l res~l t ·of the gradual horm<'..liz,-ti?.n of Eo..st-;_·iosi ·rolatiohs. 

It is· gcncrrrlly c.greod thc.t the solution of the ·Germe.n probl-em is 
directly liriked to a general ro-organiz~tion of interstate relations. 
in Europe, and it th:-ts remains for us to consider rrh,'""~.t co:ncrcto 
prospects exist today in this direction. Therc·::~ro cortccin remarks 
·w·hich can bo made .in this rogardo r:rhcre is no doubt th~.t, ovoi1 ~x:yond 
the policies of tho states themselves,· thoro exist stron~ 6bjc6tivo 
incentives for eliminc.tin~ the system of tuo oppos~ng rrlliancos and 
for strenGtheninG intor-Suroponn relations~ Ori the economic level· 
the goncr:c.l industri£11 .dcvolopElci1t and the grrrdual strrndc.rdi:c,'.tion 
of· -prOduction fl.nd tGchi1qloGY. uhich ho.vo taken place c..monrr Europornl 
countries >Oorks in the direction of c;rcator EuropcRn coll.C~borrrtion. 
(This is tho.t ~~luch 'more true in tho co.so of the ~['.stern countries 
uhich no.od to 1)Gc·Ome part of t·l.tO intcrnn.tiono..l mo.rkct .-o.nd. to nttain 
the morp adv::mccd tcchnoloi]'icc.l level of the ·res torn comitrios). ·The 
groD.t development of ac.tivity on tho culturrrl and soci2.l lovcl i-rhich 
has taken plo.co in :Curopc both on the mnss o.nd on the t?~i·to luvols 
also consti tutcs an import."""\nt Gtimulus for the t;rovrin[S conto.cts botYrocn 
:Cc.st and ",Tost. And this subjcect cou'ld. bo rmc.lyzed :1t c;roo.ter depth· 
in order to sin()"lo out. th6 forcos ancl t:1o soci~l -Groups ··rrhich hr,vo 
bGon oxert.inc.; pressure ··in this c1iro.ction. r:L'od[l,y, in f['.ct 9 .. it· is 
society, th2.t is, sOmething beyond the structure o.f sttitcs ~nd. aliio..ncos~ 
YJ"hich tends to strengthen tl1o trend to-r1ard a n1oro mc.rkod :Curopon.n 
intcrdGl)Gndoncc on ·the V".rious ucono1:nic 9 soci2.l, [l_nd cul turn.l 1·ov6ls. 

AlL these elements~ B~on tnkon together, tend to modify tho sit
uation of pfecnrious stability nhich nas created in recent years and 
to oncourn.c;:e · n nc1~r in.tornr.. tiono.l }.Joli tico.l ordo.r on the L"u:copcn.n 
continent. Th6 quc~tion is now bein~ raised from all sides if tho 
1Iostcrn and Ee.stcrn allic.nccs will bo nblo to rotG.in their present 
structures much longer. In the crcse of lhto, >-rhosc member statos rrill 
in 1968 be faced with the problem of renewing or not,. their mor.lbor
ship in that allinrtco, revisions and renovations arc being callod.for 
in order to moot the necessity for more open rol::~tions with tho 
Ens torn cou11trios and ·ror n more efficient: po;rtn.c!ship between ·. icstorn 
Europe c.nd the United Strrtcs. As for the '·'a:rs:c\7 Pact, c.lthough tho 
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twenty-year date of expiry in 1975 is still quite distant, it seems 
propable that so:::e type of internal reform will take place well before 
that date. Here, too, ;_t is not me:-ely a question of affronting the 
problem of relations vli th the 1!/ect bu·~ of estabhshing a ne-e~ basis for 
the relations among the Europe'ln Cornn:cm5.st regin::ss themselves and bet
ween them and the Soviet Union. Both of t.hese cases re··real the strict 
correlation vlhich exists between th8 trend toward.s opposition to the 
respective hegemcnic p01·1er, and the drive to reconstruct a E'.lropean 
equilibrium which j_s based on the more direct participation of the small 
and medium-sized po;;ers" 

It is precisely in such circumstances that the Soviet thesis presented 
at the Conference of Bucharest in 1966 and restated this year at Karlovy
Vary for the establishment of a system of European security is significant. 
The moment, even from the psycholc::;-ical point of vie1i, is a favourable one 
for an iniuative of this type, and in addition allows the Soviets to emerge 
from a dangerous state of pol!. tical and diploma tic inertia in Europe, 

Even if it is no simple matter to define the eastern proposals on the 
basis of that which, aside from several fixed points, is generally ex
pressed in the documents fron Bucharest and Karlovy~Vary, a feH j_ni tial 
observations can be made in this regard. For rqoscow, the European 
security project is to graduaUy set up ·a series of diplomatic agreements 
among the countries concerned, which will deal both with. a mutual guarantee 
of the borders and nuclear disarm'l.rr.ent, and with economic, cultural ard 
technical cooperation based less on the balance of p01Hir than on a relation,
·ship of reciprocal· trust. Although the formula of' the elimination of the 
blocs has been explicitly adopted, it does r.ot seem that the Soviets fore
see, at least not in the near future, a total dissolution of the alliances, 
bUt rather a reduction Of their ffiil~Ltary character and the preServatiOn o{ 
their political structure, 

The modification of the European state system through mutual agreements 
which will be able· to create an atmosphei-e of trust among the· countries 
concerned, will ensure the_ preservation of the two blocs within, however, 
a broader general international structure. This would allow the develop
ment, even on the bilateral level, of more open and direct relations bet
wenn the European countries under the umbrella of a multilateral system 
guaranteed, it would seem,- in the final analysis by the U.SSR and the United 
States. 1~oscow' s attempt, vis--a-vis the United States, to become the pala'
din. of a pan-European movement in such a way as to exclude the United States 
Or at least to reduce its role within the Security Pact is, nevertheless, 
obvious. But we are dealing with an attempt alone, because within the 
eastern camp itself this hypothesis, 1fhich Hould give too strong a role to 
the USSR and to the Federal Republic, will he considered negatively by the 
various Communist regimes concerned as they are ~-::.th maintaining a certain 
equlibrium in Europe. 

The European security plan deals with the German problem in the usual way; 
that is it calls for the formal participation of .the GDR, her state sover
eignty fully recognised, in ·the C'.>llective system. Thus the consolidation 
of the status quo of the reg;_on once again appears to be the basic objective 
of the Soviets with the advantage, clith respect to the past·, of being able 
to count·on·an East Germany which is strong on the economic and social 
level and, at least apparently, has achieved a certain stability on the 
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political leve:),. But this 'is not merely an attempt to ensure the participa
tion of the GDR'in the negotiations and thereby to'guarantee her ;Legitimacy 
as a state in such a way as to bring abotit de facto recogtJ.ition by the · 
Western countries, GB ·was the case at the time of the {Lrst proposals 
on European security presented. in ihe mid-50 1 s. By making. the East 'German 
presence at the conference .table a. precondition for. a· European conference; 
the Soviets are attempting to ,pre-esta.b],ish. a v'osi tion of· strength ~or· 
themselves in the future discus's ions. of >Thich Germany represents one of· 
the basic themes. In the event that their proposal might not be accepted 
the USSR will in any case be left with a good card which she ·can play 
on the propaganda level regardless of what would be her rea·l reactions, 
not .to. m<3ntion tho.se of East Berlin (and Warsaw). 

Even if at present we are faced only with the possibility of negotiations 
on the topic of European security, given .the he si tat ions of the Sqvi'ets '· 
themselves to. Undertake ·negotiations·.of such importance, it is necessary 
to ·begin to deal with the question. In fact it could not be said,· at · 
least. for. the. time being, that t-he terms of the problem and the 'possibi• · 
litics .of alternative proposals have .been sufficiently anlilysed. li;i .'ri!'stern' 
political circles. 

It is not~~ure. chance that several of the most authorititive appeais in 
this regard have. stemmed from groups in the Federal Republic who· are · 
w<Jrried by the ahsen.ce of Western counter-proposals. · T.he fear of these 
groups is that the Soviets may be allowed the advantage of taking the 
initiative without being forced to commit themselves to the idea of ne,-

. gotiations •. This would allow Moscow to unload a part of the: internal ten
sions of the Col)llliunist camp onto the \lestern camp therby ,accentuating .. .:
its uncertainties ·and divisions without having its real int'~ntions put'. 
to. the .test. There is no doubt abo11t the fact that deepdivis;i.9,ns,'exist 

·among. the points of view of the Western allies on the possible· f.orms oC' 
.. an· internati.onal settlement. For the United States it 'is essential toot 

the· two alliances continue to exist (even if. it is willing to apcepio som€ 
'"revisions.) as the only ·effective guarantee of equilibrium il).. Europe; 
rather thim attempting to set up new and equafly artificial ';system~ of 
relations. among the states,· it is w<;>rth-while for the moment to. r'llY 
upon· the Russian-American bipolarity. As for the German problell); as is 
perhaps demonstrated by' the reduction. of troops' in the area, it does' not 
seem that Washington intends to commit itself In search of new effective 
solutions.' 

De Gaulle's Frcmce, 6n the otheF Mnd, ·would like to put an ·end to the·' 
present system of alliances and negoticit~ the German problem directly 
with the USSR within the framework of a Pan-European agreement which · 
would exclude the United States. -Paris would aim at the preservation 
of ·a divided Ge·rmany, ·making the domestic evolution' of· the GDR. a pre-. 
cond·i tion to any. agreement. As for the. other vies tern countries, such' as 
Great Britain, It~·ly etc. which are also able 'to--play, a role in this 
question, it does not 'seem for the_ moment that they are prei'ared to go 
beyond general fQrmulations ~<hich are not politically binding~ 

This situation explains Bonn 1 s co~cern arid .. its call for the-development 
of a common posH ion on the Ge.rman problem. · The position. of the West· 
Germans is bec~ri,ing increasingly :·delicate giVen· the objective difficulties 
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in impiementing'a policy line {and let us leave aside objectio~lS- relating 
to~ the real limitations o:( this policy) on the basi.s of an autonomous 
platform which is not coordinated with that of its all.ies. Despite the· 

.. prestige of which it disposes the Federal Republic ;is not for the time 
being, as the latest developments in her Eastern policy .demonstrate, 
capable of putting the situation into motion and arriving at an agreed
upon solution to the German problem on her own, The Soviets on ·the other 
hand, l<ell aware of the situation, -are trying to ea pi talise oh Bonn' s ... · 
SeJase. of isolation in or<j.t:r to weaken her contacts with v.Jashington and 
to play up the hypothesis of direct negotiations. 

The···only way out of :this ·situation lies not in Bo!ln' s renunciation of an· 
autonomous policy as. regards a problem crucial· to her national interest, 
but that it succeelJ.s in coordinating this policy with gEmeral Western· 
policy. It is necessary to reconsider the various problems in such a 
wayt'.& be able to face the negotiations with a united position, bearing 
in mirid the ·possible terms of an agreement which can only be the result of 
reciprocal concessions. If the goal is a change_in the European and German 
status quo then it. is. necessary to know the· limits of the proposed objectives 
and t'o clearly delineate their contours in such a way as to prevent, among 
other things, confusions of a semantic order. 

This i-s·particularly.vctlid for the concept of the status quo which has so 
often·been adopted in the German case. In fact, a distinction must be 
made between the· concept of territorial status .. quo, that is the preserva
tion of n territorially distinct East Germany, and.the concept of a poli
tical :status· ·quo, that is the preservation of the present East Gerj!lan 
regime,· Whereas on the first point, the territorial one, Bonn is beginning:· 
to dembnstrn te gra&ter flexibility; it does not seem 1·1illing to compromise · 
on the political nature of the Ulbricht regime. The maintenance .of the · 
illegitimate nature of the East Berlin government is the condition laid 
down by Bonri for its participation in any future negotiations on the g·rounds 
that the present Eas.t German regime has insted thanks only to Soviet suppo.rt 
and does:not enjoy a legitimate p'opular consensus. The problem of the GDR 
status will thus represent one of the fundamental topics of negotiation' on 
which compromises· cannot be made prior to arriving at the negotiations 
themselves. The Hallstein Doctrine, it is maintained, has served to make 
the problem of East Germanrecognition a question of international im~ 
portance, and thus can only eventually be abrogated at the conclusion of 
international negotiations. Otherwise Bonn would end up participating 
in negotiations having abandoned, --a· priori, her strongest card, and making 
the acceptance of the Soviet thesis an outcome· ·to be taken for granted,· 

Given everything which has been said up to this point, it seems clear that, 
given the prospeot of. general negotiations in .the future, the ·fate of · 
Germany's future structure will depend on ·the.more general fate· of Europe. 
In this. regard, albeit simplifying to the greatest degree and presenting 
the possible outlines of a 'new European state order in the most abstract 
of terms, it would. seem that. two hypotheses could. be made. 

I - The process of the dissolution of the present alliance system will be 
carried through to its logical conclusion; the national states will take 
on a new lease of life with the result that Europe will pass from the 
present·bipolar e-quilibrium to a traditional status quo founded on a 

.. I .. 
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balance of power among states.' Paradoxically in an era which would wi:';ness 
the reconfirmation of those values favouring the identification of state 
and na ti0R 1 the Germans would be the only di ';idod people deprived of this 
right. The risks implicit in such a situation arG obvious. The F'ederal 
Republic,'left·on its own and orientated towards the creation of a united 
German state, >~Ould end up by destrcying the established equilibrium, It 
is difficult, in ·fact, to think of dimploma tic and military formulas >lhich 
would be capablE> of containing the thrust' of a Germany characterised b/ 
increasing economic ·and social growth and by uncontainable political aspira-

.·. tions. In the absence of .effective supra-nat!-onal structures in· Europe 
,;hich would be·able to bridle the Federal Republic and protect the GDR, a 
ra~id abso+ption of the latter by a unified Germany is not to be excluded. 
The process of reunification could also come about by peaceful means, as. 
the result· of domestic political and social developments ,;i thin the. two· , 
Germanys ,but this vlOUld not alter the grave conse·quences which reunifica
tion Hould have for the European equilibrium . And the prospect of ·the 
creation of ·a unified, disarmend and neutral Germany Hi tldn a system of 
national states hardly appears realistic, The memory of the VersaillHs 
experience, >lhich leci in,the period between the tvlo 1~ars. to the·. creation 
of a European system which was incapable of containing the aspirations' of 
an unsatisfied.Germany, is inevitable. 

In reality' in order to guarantee a nevl European state system IVhich 'is 
.. ba~ed on the division of Germany or'on a uni.tedand· neutral·German.y, the 
participation of a United States and a Soviet Union t;ho are ·in basic agree
ment is necessary. But given present cgndi tions this seems hardly 'likely 
even granting the possibility of a substantial improvement· in Moscow-'. · 
Washington relations once .several crucial· points of fri.ction (the vmr in. 
Vietnam e'tc.) are. overcome; and abol'e .all it .~<ould reconstruct a· situation 
of bipolar ·hegemony, this time explicitly agreed upon, Vlhich is ,precisely 
~<hat a ne.w European settlement would be seeking. to eliminate • 

. II - The process of the' e:rosion of the present alliances will be intE!r;;. 
preted in all its positive aspects and thus in ·both the Eastern an~ ·westarri 
blocs.new forms of economic and political association ~<ill be created amQng. 
the member states. The European C.Oilll1)Un.j.st stntes ,;ill arrive at a reorgani
sati·ori of their mutual relations both as regards the relations amC?ng ,the · 
·Pe.ople •.s Democracies themselves and .those betv1een them mid the Soviet Union. 
The Western countries'; .on the other hand, will· cre.ate an analognus si tua:.. 
tion; that is to say tlfut they will put the relations within the European 
community and those between the latter and the !Jnited States on a ne~< basis. 
The possible solutions, both in the East and the \vest, present a very broad '· 
range of alternatives. depending oil the degreesof autonomy and of intar
dependence which are proposed. What is important is that certain rigidities· 
in.relationships vlithin the alliance are eased, and that more efficient 
structures are developed in order to find a correct point of equilibrium. 
b'~tween the necessities of pluralism and of collectivism. This would be 
follm<ed by a change in East-\Vest relations of eitl:er a bilateral er multi-· 
lilteral nature depending ·on. the prevailino; trends of the period. On the 
basis of this .reinvigorated and more flexible equilibrium the creation· of· 
an effective s.ecuri ty system ·Nould be no,ssible Hi th the greatest probability· · - . . . . 
of success. 

In a Europe in t<hich the national motive viere t(. give way to a broader 
conception of community, a just solution could be found even for the 
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problem of Germany., The strengthening of relaEons between the Eastern 
and Western countries and the gradual relaxation of the European atmosphere 
would dedramatise :t'he German ,question and make the reunification a,•l, objective 
to be ,considered in a hj_storical context; it ,thus -,wuld have a ·,eries of -posi
tive .~on.Sequences. To begin ~v-i th, in t~1e even"t of do:n.-estic political .crises 
in the GDR, which are not. be completely exclud.ed given the rigidity of the 
regime's present structure, the·se developments would impede- such crises from 
degenerating into a popular ·wave of nationalism ;lith all the imaginable-conse
querices to the international order, In the second place, it would ehcou:cage 

... open end positive relations between Borm and E:ast Berlin whose possible result, 
at the end of a lengthy evolutionary process of mutual relations·, _could be the 
reconstruction of German national unity. By boe;inning with partic~'larly important 
contacts in the economic, so_cial and cultural fields, it would then be possible 
to-proceed to increasingly close relations of a political nature. The pheno
menon of a reunification at'tained within the frsme:;ork of a European security 
system 1wuld not give- rise_ to external tensions because it .would 'liave eliminated 
any drive for revisionism on the part of thG new, united Gerl!lany. 

What is more probable, however, is th2t in the climate created by European 
. -. normalisation, the basic el,ements which constitute the Federal Republic and the 

GDR will be strengthened, thus leading to a definitive confirmation of the 
existEnce of two Germanys; and this >Jould occur without giving rise to external 

.. pressures and without the aggravation of mutual antagonism, In this way two 
autonomous German states Hould be created; _each with, its own distinct national 
and political physiognomy, each end01wd ,,,i th an irriportan t rolG within its 
respective system. The case of Austrin, a Ger:nan country 1;hich has succeeded 
in .5radually creating its own national physioe;nomy and ~<hich today enjoys 

__ a well-defined autonomous political and territorial pcrsonality,.is often cited 
. in support of the ·.realism of such a prospect. But it is obvious that we are 
dealing with an example which has its 01'Jh particular characteristics. 

In_ the case of the GDR which, regardless of whether ot not any domastic conso
lidation takes place, is bound to remain a national entity with specific charac
tG.ristics, many questions (given the_ intrinsic diffic\lltY of transforming .the 
national motive into a basic element in its structure) remain unanswered. Among 
all the European countries, Sast Germany is that >~hich has the stronge3t need to 
participate in supranational arrangements" For this reason limited forms of region
al integration with West Germany itself, or with its Eastern neighbours, Poland 
and Czechoslovakia, are not be excluded. As for the d·evelopment of the East Berlin 
regime;, that is, the liberalisation of its domestic- policies, this- >rould be greatly 
facilitiited by an atmosphere of d8tente and normnlisation. 

It is .somewhat more difficult to hypothesize·today about the trend which such 
liberalisation would take. The idea put forward in some quarters of the trans
formation of thG regime into a Titoist style state does not seem to take suf
ficient account of the deep diversities in the origin and the develo1Jment of 
these t1;o Communist states, Yugoslavia and East Germany, Oh the other hand, the 
possibility of an evolution of. the traditional democratic type ·wo.uld appear 
to be rather remote considering the profound economic and 'social transformation 
through >Jhich the country has passed in :recent years. In any event, in the case 
of both of these hypotheses' we are_ entering the realm 'of' abstract speculation. 
It is impossible today-for ·us to evaluate the international and domestic factors 
which are likely to influence ~he course of thG evolution. 
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T!fE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE T.WO GERMAN STATES· ---A 
PIVOTAL_9UESTION OF EUROPEAN SECURITY 

· ·_by- Professor Stefan Doernberg; · --· . 
German Institute .of Contempory-History ,: 
:j3erlin. 

; ' 

The cr9ation of a lasting European order of peace through a system. of .collective·· : · 
se_curiiy win·s an ever increasing number of active followers among the peoples of-' : 
Europe~ The· governments of the Socialist states have ·submitted for years -numer.::. 
ous proposals for a detente in Europe. The leading politicians of the West 
European states also come to realize to an increasing extent that the creation of ' : 
a European system of security is possible and also necessary in the iriierest of-:: · · -' 
peace and the well-being of all peoples of the continent in spite of the existen·ee of· · 
two _opposing political and social systems -in Europe. -·--

.--.. 
Tile·relations between the two Germ~_states are of great·impertance with regard -:, 
to the efforts for European security. There are above all the following reasons 
for it:- --- ' -

( 1) 'The frontier bet.;._.een the GDR and FRG is the only frontier between-two 
European states that is not recognized and therefore a permanent scource · • 
of danger. 

(2) The frontier between the two G~rman states is:'at the s~e time the:longest 
line of separation where the two opposing social and political systeins in 
Eu;rol>e and tile two biggest military groupings meet. 

(3) - The relations between the two German states are marked by the GDR' s -- . 
recognition of the sovereignty of the FRG while the FRG not only ignores 
the sovereignty of the GDR but also regards it as its declared aini:to · 
eradic'ate the existence of the other German state and to incorporate it 

· into the social and political system. of the Federal Republic. ' 

(4) The differences between the two German states are not primarily .based 
on state interests in the ordinary sense, but they are governed by social 
and class contradictions. These widen even more the rift betweeh: the -
two German states and make the regulation of their relations, which can -
only proceed from the status ·quo, more difficult but also especially. neces-
sary. · ~; , .. · 

The basic ·requirements of a stabl~ European order :Of peace are, above_a]_l:-
!:· 

- recognition of the existing realities, above all of the existence of two social 
systems in_ Europe as well as on German soil; . . · "· · 

. . :; ; 
- recognition of the territorial status quo in Europe, including all existing 

frontiers, of the principle of sovereignty and the equality of all states; 
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- readiness for disarmarn_ent __ m_Elasure_::;_,_~bOve ;all for the.conclusion of a treaty 
on the non-proliferation of nuclear arms; . · · 

- readiness for the simultaneous liquida~ion of the t~o military groupings and· the 
dismantlement of inilftacy bases on Ioreign'soil; . . .· 

- condemnation of non-European military conflicts, above all.of the US aggression 
in Vietnam which is an imminent danger to world peace. 

It is in the interest of all European peoples to meet these requirements since they 
contribute to a high degree .to ·safeguarding-their national existence. . The govern
ments·of most European states already see-the·necessity·of meeting'the·se·require
ments, though without making it their declared policy to stick to them in any case. 
Although it is therefore a matter of generally known and recognized principles 
they are. not yet reality. The. main reason for .this is the resistance of one of 
the most powerful capitalist states in Europe, the Federal Republic, which in 
accord with the policy of war of the Johnson administration exerts pressure on 
other capitalist states of the continent. For the West German government the 
implementation of these principles is a serious obs.tacle to its great power aspira
tions. It thus not only endangers the peace of its own people but also the security 
of ·the pc;!Oples of Western· Europe. · · · - ~ ~ ... . ; 

The reason for this is that the ruling quarters in the Federal Repubiic occupy .. key,, 
positions ·in NATO to which a number of European countries are linked. They ~. · 
occupy a dominant position in the EEC and. the goal they pursue is the political., . 
economic arid military'uni.fication of Western Europe .under their supremacy •.. From 
this position the Federal Republic pursues Its dangerous great power policy which 
shows_H to be the main troublemaker in Europe. . . .. 

In the 'Federal Republic the same social forces are in power as in the German · · • 
Reich before 1945. Key positions are even occupied to an increasing extent by 
persons who worked in the time of fascist dictatorship as state officials,. officers'· 
in the Wehrmacht or in the mo,st important economic positions.. They have not: 
given 'up the· goal of achieving supremacy on the continent, an aim which was also 
pursued by German fascism during two world wars, and therefore refuse to re-
cognize the social, political, military and international status quo which has .. 
emerged fu'the last 20 years. · Components of this status quo are above all ttfe 
frontiers established as a result of the Second World War, the existence of the · 
sovereign socialist GDR and the special status of West Berlin according to inter-
national law. . . · ., · . · . . : · . . . 

- ' 
Bonn is the only European government to demand the 8.lteration ·of the· status quo iri 
Europe. This man:iiests itself in its refusai to:) recegnize all European frontiers, 
in its nuclear ambitions, and above all in its pretensiol) to. speak for-all Germans, 
a potential declaration of war against the GDR, which is firmly rooted in the 
socialist ca:np. 

This policy is the main·obstacle to a 'European peace settlemento ·Failing to recog
nize the current relation of for:ces arid encouraged by the imperialist war adventures 
in Vietnam ·and the Middle ·:East, by the reactionary putsch in Greece and the attempts 
of NATO on.the neutrality and sovereignty of Cyprus, the Federal government now 
pursues its goals still more energetically o The ruling circles in West Germany 
openly solidarize themselves with the aggressors and the global strategy of·the war 
party of the ·USA on which their actions are based, They use their temporary 
successes to stir up anti-communist hysteria. .Thus they create a .hotbed for· the
policy of the· neo-Nazi NPD which tries to outdo the CDU/~SU in the proclamation 
of the expansionist programme. · .. · 

'.·. 
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The e!Jlergence of neo-Nazism in the Federal Republic has a:z.oused c"oricern _am'6~g 
·the· peoples of Euro~. apdthe world •. This concern was expressed in t?e ~eclara

·tions of the Soviet government to the governments of the· Federal )~epublic,. the . 
·USA, Great Britain and France, handed over on Deeembe:c 8, :.1967. . .. . .. 

The declaration, :which was presented to the government of the "Federal· Republic, 
say's . . . . . . . . ..... . 

. . ' 
· "j.;, •'• Those. circles in the FRG who today unscrupulously step on the platfoi:-m\)t_ 
nazism again, obviou::;ly consider appropriate too the current international sit~ation 
in which the peoples are more and more often confronted with the aggressive and 
adventurous acts of the imperialist powers. 

"By giving scope to the actiVities of the nec8'-Jazis the West Ge'rm~ pOliticians. ··: 
want to demonstrate overtly that the FRG is standing in line with the currently' · 
acting aggressive and war forces and that it intends to make a contribution to .. ~he. 
sharpening of the -;mte:ptational '5,ituation 'in the futlire, too." · · · ·. · · ·· · · · · ._ ' · 

Inspired py the benevolence of the CDU/CSU and particl.ilarly'byits tight. wing, 
the leaders of the NPD went a step further than the governmertt party•a:t their party 
congress in Hanover. In addition to claims on territories of Socialist countries, 
they also made claims on. territories of the other neighbouring countries o( the: '. 
Federal Republic, on Northern Italy (South Tyrol~ and on the "incorporation ·of · 
Austria, : .· .. ,, 

The· power of the. socialist cainp and the activity of the forces of peace in the -cap-:. 
italist' countries .make more·. and· more. governments, also of capitalist countries ·of 
Europe, proceed fro in· a sober assessment of the relation of forces and explore 
new avenues of security through relaxation ·of tension, · · ·· · 

In ·order to prevent.flirther international isolation,attempts were made~·during:ttie 
formation 'of the Kiesinger government with the; participation of Social-Democrat 
ministers to camouflage West German policy as a policy of European security and 
policy of detente.. · · · 

Kiesinger 1 s governmental-declaration of December 13,' 1966·, avoided in a very 
striking manner and in contrast to Adenauer 1 s and Erhard 1 s practices the whole 
vocabulary of the Cold War which was either replaced by more conciliatory form;_ 
ula!fons or many a problem was completely ignored, ·The new Chancellor mairi-" 
tained that "the will· to peace and understanding among the peoples was .the first .. 
word and the main con.cern of the foreign policy ·of this government", · · · 

The governmental deciaration also said that for the Federal Republic -the German 
·question was· a mat~er of "peace and democracy", 

. . 

However, those searching for the concrete contents of these slogans ~f understand
ing were disappointed, Neither could one find the recognition of the Oder-N'eisse 
frontier in the governmental declaration nor the recognition of the existence of 
two German states, and in vain did one look for clear ,formulations as regards the 
Munich agreement as well as the: renunciation of nuclear armament for the ' 
Bundeswehr·, · · 

·• ;r •. · 

It is a result of the vigilance of the peoples and the activity of the peaceful forces . 
that the Federal government has to drop its camouflage more and more, · As a · · 
result, the Bonn policy has not become less dangerous, but it is more patent ·-· 
where the forces can be found who jeopardize European peace, 

Thus Federill Chancellor Kiesinger told the Eoonomic Congress of the CDU in : .. 
1967: . . . . .·. . .. . : : ... ' . 

. . . ::,-.... ~ -· .. 
'. 
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: 110ne has· 't6 !mow. what is meant by this detente. If one understands by this·: o •• : •• 

·· that ~e· status quo must be put up .with • o,, •. then our policy of detente has indeed 
not been understood." (Bulletin of the press and information office of the Federal 
government, Bonn ( 31. 1 • 67.) . . . .. . 

·On· October 13, 1967, i<iesinger praised before the Bundestag the Social Democratic 
ministers who have completely submitted to this conception of the CDU/CSU and. 
cited Willy Brandt, "We sha_ll not. tolerate, take part in and· talk about the rettl'ghi-
_tion of the regime over there under international law". · · ' · · · . · · 

·'·(Bulletin of the'press and information office of the Federal Republic, Bdnn·, · ·· 
17.10.67.) . . . . . : . . . . . 

And on September 21, 1967, Minis~er Wehner emphasized three essential'points· 
of West German policy against the maintenance of the .status quo by calling · 
una.cceptable: ·. · · 

. :, . 
11 (1) recognition of West Berlin as an independent political entity; 

(2) . recognition ofthe other part of Germany as second sovereign state of the 
German natioi!; and.. · ' 
; ,.. . . . ~-

(3) · :r"ecognition of th~ Oder.;.Neisse line as final frontier." .. 
(Frankfurter Rundschau , 22 o 9. 67.) · : . . . . 

This was still more clearly pointed out by Minister von Hassel when: he callet:i the 
ihcorporation of the GDR the prerequisit to a European droder of peace. Van· 
Ha'ssel:wrote in the official press ;>ervice of the·CDU on· November 2 ;··1967: · . . ~ 

"But the forcible maintenance of tli.~ separation of Germany is one of the important 
centres_ qf tension in Europe and therefore Europe cannot find it:s peace m the long 
term until the reunification of Germany. We thus ·speak of a European order _of. 
peace as a iong-term. goal of our policy." . . . . . . . 

. . ' ~ . 
. I • . 

/-\nd Bundestag Deputy Gradl of the CDU made it clear in the monthly "Berliner 
Politik" of December, 1967, that the Federal government also wants· to make _thii;· 
concept.b!Jlding on o_ther states,. · 

"German ·policy_ must continue tq be intent on making foreign countries show an 
attitude of· non-recognition taken by _the Federal government towards the 'GDR',.'' .. . . . . . . : ~ . . . . . " 

...:.· 

This attitude of the Federal Rep~blic proves two different things: 
.... ' 

( 1 )' Most concentrated expressioq·of the Bonn policy ·are its efforts a( incorpOrating 
the GDR and 'the refusal emanating from thi.s goal to recognize the Qerman .. 
state of peace according to international law. · · ·. · ·. • . .·_ · · 

.·. '. 

(2) :. The go~etnment.of the Federal. Republic does not want to keep to the gene:r.:: 
allY: recognizep. rules of international law and tries instead to force upon' . 
other states its aggressive legal conception.. This attitude shows itself. 
in the "inalienable legal positions" proclaimed by Bcnn which are ·contrary 
to international law. Under Adenauer they were formulated as "right to a 

home" and are today "enriched" by the sole representation obligati.on 'for all .. · 
Germans proclaimed· by Kiesinger and-the pretension to propose 't6'the GDR rela
tions which ate declaredly not to be regulated by the recogr{ized r'ules of inter-' 
national law. ·.. . • · · · ·· 

The Federal Republic declares to be .willing to regulate its relations· with all 
states by negotiations and offers declarations on the renunciation of force, · This 
policy is reduced to absurdity by the ruling circles themselves because they are 
not willing to renounce expressly and definitely all territorial claims , because 
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they refuse to drop their sole representation pretension for aU Germans and beCause 
accordingly they neither want to enter· into :negotiations with the GDR on an equal .. 
footing nor are they ready to regulate their· relations with the GDR , e.g. through 
the conclusion of a treaty on the renunciation of force which would be binding under 
international law. · · · 

. . ' . - . . . . 

But since the decisive frontier between the two German states runs between two 
social systems and two military groupings, all "proposals for a detente" are only·· 
camouflage as long as they are not directed to the GDR ?nd, the otner European· .. 
states in the same form and with the same binding forcefor., .without normal relations 
with the GDR there cannot be a European detente. . . · · 

In the recent past the thesis has been propagat~? ir) tJ:le Federal Republic. tnat the . , ·. 
relations between the two German states are not a matter of relations under inter
national law, but at best under constitutionalla.w •. This is to:justify in a.new·. · 
disguise Bonn 1 s alleged right to interfere with the internal affairs.<md above all 
with the development of the social order of the GDR and to regulate the. character ., 
of the .relations with the .GDR on the .basis of'the West· German "legal position" . ·: · 
instead of according to the rules of international law. · ·.. · .. · · 

Tbe .sole representation pretension was thus·made more and more the. essehc~_·and·. : 
irrevocable principle of the Federal Republic 1 s Eastern and German policies witll 
the sole r~presentation pretension draped as "sole representation obligatiOn".· 

Federal Chancellor Kiesinger declared in this context; . . 
"We have -also made a few terminological changes which alarni some people; by . 
using 'iess the term of sole represemtation claim, we do not' drop this legal claim! 
(Bulletin of the press and information office of the Federal government, Bonn, · 
27.6.67 .) . . . . . . . .. 

The parliamentary Secretary of State at th~. F~d-eral Chancell~·;; ·::t;.;eih~;; ~~~- · 
Guttenbei:g characterized even more c;learly the policy of the Federal Republic in 
a speech delivered at Kon1jssteifi_(Taun).lsLon July 28,. 1967: . "There-will be no 
change in: the Eas(ern ·poiicy of the Federal government. The world has changed. 
To this the West has responded with its policy of detente - I say so - c~iled , 
policy of .detente. · This includes that German policy adapts itself to the different 
scene_ry •. ·. Methods must be adapted to the specific situation. B\lt that does ·not" 
at all meflll that indispemable positions are nibbled at." 
(Neues· Deutschland, Berlin, 16.8.67.) · 

The purpose of the Federal Republic 1 s decided maintenance of the claim to speak for 
all Germans and .conseque'ntly the non-recognition of the GDR was explained by the· 
influential politician of the CDU Ernst' Majonica: · · · 

"ln.Germany it is our duty to interfere. We must connect the isolation of the GDR 
with our greatest possible influence." · · · 
(Politische-Soziale Korrespondenz, Bonn,- 15.2l67.) · · 

And the speaker.of the Bundestag Eugen Gerstenmaier· went so far as ·to claim at 
the Party Congress of the CDU·at Nord.,UrttEm':ierg on June 24, 1967.:' 

"Reco~tion w~uld condemn every attempt at exe:rting influimc!i on the Zone as 
interference in the internal affairs of foreign states·. ·.· So it is clear ·that the 
Federal government resorts to political, tactical and terminological manoeuvres 
under the pressure of the different balance of power. or public opinion .. :tnit that it 
does not _give ti.P political principles and - .if. nec:essary ... - is ready-for a direct 
armed cdiiflicf iri ·case· of a· different assessment- of the. .. situation •... What off-icial 
politicians cannot express openly-is piai~ly formulated in the press organs of the 
Springer concern which influence the citizens of the Federal Republic by their 
circulation running into millions. 

:r· 
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So "Bild-Zeitung" wrote in ? comment on- the aggression of Israel against the Arab 
siates that ce'rtai:i:t conclusions can be drawn from the events in the Middle East 
which go well for the si_tuation in Europe too. "Our Arabs are Walter Ulbricht 1 s 
People 1 s Artny or the Czechs or the ~Pol~s or the three of them." 

. 
The policy of non-recognition of the GDR is to serve as legal protection for the 
interference of the Federal Republic in the internal affairs of the GDR in future · 
too with the employment of military means not excluded, · 

The parliamentarY Sec':retciry of State.at the Ministry ~f Defence, Eduard Adorno, 
confirmed this lasting orientation on the· potential employment of military means 
when he said that a powerful Bundeswehr is a prerequisit to efforts at finding 
"acceptabl~ political sol,utions for political problems still exiisting in· Central 
Europe". · · 
(Kolnischer Stadtanzeiger , 4. 5. 65,) 

In the draft of an action programme of the CDU, submitted at t~ beginning of 1968, 
the followi:i:tg principles are laid down: · · 

"There cannot be recognition of a second German state •••• The state and economic 
order in the Federal Republic must be comprehended as an all -German task." 

The. policy of the FRG is not only: directed against the GDR. Its aiin is the alter
ation 9f the status quo in favour of the Federal Republic. "Therefore the German 
Federal Republic welcomes and supports ev~Y move towards a detente if its goal 
is to overcome the 1 status quo 1

," (V on Hassel, ib.) · 

Th~ sole represe·ntation pretension and the refusal to recognize the GDR under 
intern?tionallaw are concentrated expressions of this policy of altering the 
status quo in Europe. 

b.Jirst main reason for the claim that the recognitj.on of the GDR u_nder inter
. natiolli!.L@l~--~-il!..!.h.§jpte:.;:§l_~L91all J?.11.ropei!.J:i .• ~ta1_es i.2..!t@1j_t_~O)Jld be !:!!! 
· gff ect..i.Y"El. 9J?s\§l.cl<U_!?_~hg,_g_w_ns iQ!J:i~ t~nd_g_l}Ci§l.§.J.IL!..he ...E.El..<itrrELRe_pJ:l bU_s_, 
-~ would thusJ1g__~n i.mJ?.ortant.__g§_rantee for: Se£l!rity and peace in Eurow_, 

The government of the Federal Republic tries to exert pressure on bther states and· 
to. dictate to them how to fo·rm their relations to the GDR. As far as. the socialist .. 
countries of Europe are concerned, the-ir representatives have clearly <iffirmed·.. : . 
time and again that the recognition of the existence•of two Germah states and tlie · ·. 
establishment of normal relations of all states with the GDR are a precondition for·· 
the creation of European security~ · · · . .. · · · · · 

During their deliberations in Karlovy: Vary the representatives of the C6mmu~ist · 
and Workers 1 Parties of the European states stated that the renunciation of force 
binding under. ir.ternatioi1allaw, recognition of 'the existing frontie;rs, including . 
the state frontiers of the GDR, rununciation by the Federal Republic bf its revan
chist policy and its renunciat!.on··of.the access to nuclear weapons in any form are 
prerequisits to the establishment of normal relations between all European states •. - . . - . . . 

The leading politicians of the West EuropeatJ. states also realize more and more 
that progress on the road to the relaxation of tension and cre<!ti()n of a European. 
security system is only possible with the participati.on of the GDR. Neverthe
less , the West European states do not yet oppose resolutely enough the sole 
representation pretension of the Federal Repc;blic, . . . 

!heM£Ond, I!!_a4).~asonJ_qr__the claiz.t0:hfi .. L th~.!~.£.2RIE!!on of th?_ GDR under 
international law is in ttle interest of all Eurc.gean stc.tes is that it would 
be anexpressiQn of theSovere.i_ipty of thiisestates .-----~---------
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In the struggle for a stable European order of peace, the German Democratic 
Republic plays a 1\!ading part. As reliable ally the GDR ·by i1sconsistent poliCy 
of security largely contributes to.dooming to failure the plans of the ruling cirtl~s 
in the Federal Republic which are directed against peace and ·security. Moreover, 
the GDR is one of the most important industrial states on the continent which also 
uses its great economic power for. the formation of an order of peace in Europe. 

A third main reason for the claim that th~cogni_!ion of the GDR under 
international law is il). the interest of the European states is that it· 
would mean a strengthening of the forces of peace and security in Europe. 

The GDR develops its social order inspired by the confidence of its citizen-s and ·in 
close cooperation with the other socialist countries, The GDR has at its disposal 
the necessary material and spiritual means to lead socialism to victory. . The_ G:PR 
does not need to be recognized by the West German Federal Republic for perfecting 
the construction of socialism. But in the interest of European security and the · 
security of the citizens of the Federal Republic, which is solely menaced by the · 

, current policy of the Bonn government, Bonn must be forced into recognizing the_ 
realities and establishing normal relations between the two German states.. ._ 'l'o .. _ 
make it clear, the recognition of the GDR, the normalization of relations between: 
the two German states are not a GDR problem but a European key question •. · · :_, 

The ~ormalfzation of relations between the two German states is in th~ interest of 
all European peoples. A unilateral approval of the alleged legal position: of the _·. 
Federal Republic - willy nilly - amounts to a support of the Bonn policy which: 
is directed against the status quo and consequently against European security • 

. The GDR has advocated for years the improvement or" relations :bet\.jeen the two 
German states. It regarct·s the normalization of relations._betweeri the two.G!'!rma,p 
states as a contribution to the relaxation of tension ih Europe. This is especially 
evident from the various initiatives taken by the GDR "last year. . So Waiter Ulbricht, 
Chafrman of the State Council of the GDR proposed in his message on the tu;rn of .the 

· year of 1966 that the governments of both German states make an agreemeil_j. .on the 
.. establishment of normal relations with each other and sign a ·treaty on the renuncia-

tion of force in their mutual relations. · 

In addition, the governments of both German states shou~d recognize the existing . · 
frontiers in Europe in identical agreed statements and agree upon the halving of .. 
their armament expenditures as well as their renunciation:of the possession, con-
trol or -eo-control of atomic weapons. . 

The VIIth Party Congress of the SED held in April 1967 emphazised anew the. neces
sity of negotiations at government level on a basis of equality with a view to· seeking 
and embarking upon roads to detente, disarmament and normalization of relations · 
between the two German states. Time was ripe to change furtdamentally :the_. 
character of relations between the two German states. In spite of the existence 
of different economic, cultural and other relations , the non-regulated relations 
between the FRG and the GDR had become more and more a zorie of danger for the 
security of the peoples and states. For that very reason the Vlith Party Congress 
of the SED came out in favour of holding talks between the heads of the governments 
of the two German states, and that at the seats of govern111ent in Berlin and-Bonn. • 

. ·. . . ... . . 

Cin May 10, 1967, Willi Stoph, Chairman of the Council of Ministers , proposed in 
his letter to the West German Chancellor Kiesinger to enter into negotiations on 
the normalization of relations between the two Gerinan states. · 

. ' 

.. 
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Kurt }eorg Kiesinger, however, Chancellor of the West German Federal Republic, 
rejected the proposals of the GDR government and went so far as to claim. that his _ 
government must stick to the pretension to represent exclusively the whole of 
Germany, 

In July 19G7 the GDR government addressed a memorandum to the governments of 
other states in which it declared anew its readiness for ensuring European · 
security. · It emphasized that it will continue to do all in its power to bring about 
normal relations be~ween the two German states, based on equality and to implement 
the principles of peaceful coexistence in their relations, · 

"The government of the German· Democratic Republic continues to be prep~ed for 
unconditional agreements based ·on equalitY' and agreements· ~tween the Prime · 
Mini.sters-of the two German ·states, In accordance with this, it is in favour of 
talks between authorized· representatives of both governments for the preparation 
·of these negotiations •••• Peace and se·curity ·make it necessary for the German 

'·DemocratiC Republic and the West German Federal Republic to take such an attitude 
·. to each other as is common among many other states with different social systems 

which for many years, in Europe· and all over the world; have been,on good terms· 
in accordance with international law, for their mutual benefit and advantage and 
on the basis ·of agreements binding in international law.'·' · 
(Neues Deutschland, .22, 7.1967 .) 

On September 18, 1967, Willi St6ph, Prime Minister of the GDR·, addressed a new 
letter to Kurt Georg Kiesinger; Chancellor of the'FRG. Willi Stoph reiterated· 
his readiness for negotiations between the governments of the .two German states. on 
a basis of equality and submitted the draft of a treaty on the establishment a:nd cul:;. 
tivation of:.normal reiations between the German Democratic Republic and the 
Federal Reptiblic of Germany, 

In the draft of this treaty it is stated that the relations between the German Demo
cratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany are relations between 
.sovereign states of German nation which aim at peaceful coexistence and rapproche
ment and which are marked by tlie ·application of generally recognized principles of 
inte'rnatiortallaw. ·· · · · 

On this score the GDR proposed, "The governments .of the two German states make 
·an agreement on the renunciation of force. The government of. the ,German Demo-,. 
cratic Republic and the government of the Federal Republic engage themselves to 
base their mutual_ relations on the following principles:-

- .. :.respect of sovereignty, equality and non-interference in the internal affairs; 
·:.··-

- respect of the territorial integrity of the European states and recognition 
of the existing frontiers in Europe, includ!.ng the Oder··Neisse frontier and · 

· -· the frontier between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal 
··Republic of Germany; 

: : ' 

- recognition of West Berlin as an independent pOlitical entity; 

- · recognition of the invalid_ity of the Munich agreement from the very beginning; 

;_: renunciation by both ·Ge.rman ·states of the access to nuclear arms in any form 
-. or piling up l).uclear arms on its territories." ·· · 

· .,-·(Neues beutschland, Berlin, 20.9.67.) 
'•, 

It was. found o'ut by public opinion polls in West Germany that due to this initiative 
of ttie· GDR more than 50 per cent of the citizens of the Federal Republic have 
come to realize that the GDR must be recognized while up to 90 per cent demand 
direct negotiations between the government,of the Federal Republic and the · .-
government of the GDR, · · 
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There is an ever wider circle of politically active forces in the Federal Republic 
who do not only advocate the recognition of the GDR and warn against the dangerous 
consequences of the current West German governmental policies, but also plead for 
a discussion of the GDR proposals and develop their 6~n alternatives to Bonn. 
The scale of these forces ranges from workers to intellectuals, comprises-large·· ' 
parts of the trade unions and the important youth organizations, and involves politi
cians of all parties represented in the Bundestag at present. Writers, publicists 
and clergymen also play an active part ih the concentration of ·forces of peace arid ·: 
democracy in the Federal Republic. Prof. Dr. Harold Rasch's statement is very 
characteristic of these forces: ·. · · 

"The Grand Coalition has not shown so far that it has understood the real interests· 
of the country. The letter of Willi Stoph, Chairman c;>f the GDR Council of 
Ministers to Federal Chancellor Kiesinger on September 18th, 1967, p1,1t fo:r;-ward 
starting points for reasonable negotiations. The fact that he demand eel' the. recog
nition of the GDR as an independent state entity· and legal ·object of intern{ltioi:ial . 
law was no 'maxi mu m c 1 aim ' as the government and the· biggest' part of 
our press wants to make the people believe, but simply a matter-of-course. u · 
(Bllitter fiir deutsche und internationale Politik, Stuttgart, November 1967.) . ., . r· 

And-a commentary entitled, "Detente Through Recognition" says; · · 
"The co·smeticians of detente he told; 'the real ro.ad to detente only leads yia the 
recognition of the political nalities, that is GDR, Oder-Neisse frontier; the 
necessity of European security guaranteed by the renunciation of nucle{lr wea-
{X>ns and fixed frontiers 1 • 11 · • 

(Bllitter fiir deutsche und internationale Politik, Stuttgart, November 1967.) 

The Federal Republic was created in violation of the Potsdam Agreement in 
1949• It was founded with the aim of re-establishing the political and economic 
rule of .:Big Business first of all in the three Western zones to strive for a revision 
_of the results of the Second World War. · 

But the solution of the national question of the German people required to learn the 
lessons of German history and to eliminate those forces from the political. and 
economic power who are responsible for two world wars and two national· catastrophes. 
These lessons of the German history were drawn in the East of Germany by the · 
foundation of the German Democratic Republic which was an answer to the division 
of Germany and the breaking away of the three Western zones. 

In the following period the government of the Federal Republic continued· on its road 
to the deepening of the division of Germany by joining NATO and forming the 
Bundeswehr. The situation on German soil is at present marked by the existence· 
of two sovereign German states with different political and social orders. In 
addition, there exists the independent political territory of West Berlin which does 
not belong to the Federal Republic according to international agreements. .. . 

. , 
Both the solution of the German question and above all the interests of European 
security today require as a first step the normalization of relations between the two 
German states. In this connection it must be noticed that these have to be set up. 
on the basis of ,usual rules of international law thus representing themselves a · 
factor promoting peace. That means that these relations must proceed from· the 
equality of the·two·German states, from the respect of their sovereignty·and the':: 
principle of non-interference in the internal affairs. Thesa principles must also 
be taken into consideration vis-a-vis third states. After their normalization the 
relations between the two German states will show a particularity in that they are 
relations between two states of a German nation •. From this result, for example,. 
opportunities for the common cultivation of socio-historical traditions. But above 
all they can be the necessary first stage of a later unification of the two German 
states and West Berlin to a German national state which must show a peace-loving 
character with adequate guarantees according to the lessons of history and the 
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requirements of European secu:dty as well as in accord with the Potsdam Agree
ments and other agreements of the Powers of the anti-Hitler coalition. 

The unified peace-loving Germany can thus only be a socialist Germany. 

··The road to a unified Germany will not be short. For a long period, the end of 
which cannot yetbe foreseen, two social systems will coexist on German soil -
just as in Europe on the whole. The regulation of the peaceful coexistence of 
the two German states whose primary condition is the normalization of their rela
tions is therefore the nucleus of the settlement of the German question at present 
which is in the interest of the citizens of both states as well as of the European 
peoples • 

.Walter Ulbricht, Chairman of the Council of State of the German Democratic 
Republic,summed up the constructive proposals of the GDR. for guaranteeing Euro
ean security and solving the German question in his New Year message on the 
threshhold of the year of 1968 in the following five proposals:-

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

We renew our proposal for the conclusion of a treaty on the renunciation of 
force between the governments of the two (;ertnan state·s. It is my opiriion 
that every yyest German who does not want to shoot at the GDR and its 
citizens can subscribe to this proposal; · 

We stick to our draft of a treaty on the establishment and cultivation of 
relations on an equal footine between the two German states which is 
lying on the table of the Bonn government; 

We propose negotiations between the governments of the two Germari stares 
as well as between the elected executive boards of the trade unions arid ·· 

~ other mass organizations on the compl~te disarmament of both German states; 
on the renunciation of the production, eo-control and employment of nuclear 
weapons ; on the prohibition of piling up nuclear war heads ori the terii•' 
· tories of the two Gerrrian states and on the creation of a nuclear free zone in 
Central Europe, . 
Steps towards detente can be of real value .only if the government of the 
West German Federal Republic renounces i:ts aggressive sole representa-: 
tion pretension and revanchism in any fo:::-m; recognizes the existing 
frontiers in Europe, including the front:er of the GDR with the West . 
German Federal Republic , and bans any revanchist propaganda; . 

On the strength of the internationally Vf!lid Potsdam Agreement of•the Four 
Powers, it is the duty of both German sta~es and their citizens to liquidate. 
mHitarism and nazism and to crush U·,e hegemony of monopoly capital.·· · 

This has bee·n done in the German Democrati.c R.epublic, In the West German 
Federal.Republic this duty h"cs not been fuWJ1ed yet, The fulfilment of this 
duty is a task condition for the future of the nation, 

The.' German Democratic Republic and its citizens recognize their duty to help the 
peace-loving and democratic forces of the West German Federal Republic politi
cally and mora~ly in accomplishing these tasks set !:Jy the Potsdam Agreement. 

-o-o-o-o..:o-o-
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PEACE 

Conference on Blocs , the German Prqblem a~ the Future of Euro~ 

Vienna , 6th and 7th March 1968 •. · · 

SOME REMARKS ON THE GERMAN PROBLEM 

by · Dr.;. Imanuel Geiss, 
. Bonn, 

For centuries Germany and the Germans have been. a problem to their neighbours 
and to Europ·e as a whole .in one form or another. Twice in this century, the 
hauntingGerman problem:became a nightmare for the rest of the world, and but. 
for Vietnam, it.would still be today. 

. . : . 

Wars and conf.erences have been fought over the German problem, and although 
present anxieties may have been partly overshadowed by ev.en bigger concerns, 
potentially .the" German problem continues to c::onstitute a threat to European 
security, · · ·· · ,·:' . . , 

But what is the German problem? For want of a rational definition by someone 
else; I venture to offer my own, provisionally and with trepidation, . beiilg intrinsi,- · 
cally involved in it myself. The German problem, I submit, c::onsist:s of finding · 
an answer to the following question: How to organise the Germans, traditionally .. 
the second biggest nationality on the Continent, placed, as they are, in the centre 
of Europe, politically and from the point of view of power politics , in such a way · 
that, i.n the long run, both the Germans and their neighbours are simultaneously 
satisfied'.· Such a sol~tion has, so far:{ never . .been found_. When_.Germany ~-S · · 
neighbours were happy with the status quo, then, in the long run, the Germans 
were unhappy and reacted by trying to change it into their favour, .. On the other· 
hand, when the Germans were happy with their lot, then their neighbours had 
reasons forfear or were actually threatened. 

The main trouble with us Germans always was, and still is, that we are too 
numerous and occupying or claiming iarge territories, which; if united into one 
single State,_ would almost automatically set up German domination over Europe. 
Since a powerful centrewas always a threattoEurope, Germany's neighbours 
were interested in keeping Germany weak, · 

The Germans, on the other hand, resented such a state of a,ffairs and again and 
again tried to make the centre of Europe as powerful as possible, Intheir 
reaction against the inevitable excess of power, Germa[ly' s neighbours, in self
defence, had to destroy or reduce German power to·'more manageable proportions 
and in its turn this again provoked the Germans to restoi-e their former power, 
etc. , etc . . So far, the history of the German problem has been a vicious circle 
which :aturally defied any attempt at squaring it,. and the Germaas have not yet 
found the vision and the strength to break out cif it. · 

. 
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In order to do so the Germans would have to see and to accept the basic dilemma 
which arises out of their numerical strength, central posit_iQn.ii:t-Europe, · 
economic power, te_chnical skill and (alas, all-too-well proven) military prowes;;; 
that all Germans_ can never be united in one State and be a .Urst--c1ass military 
poweron the Continent at the same time. In other words, whether they realised 
it or not, whether they accepted it or not (and they never did), they had, have and 
always will have to choose between national unity and military weakness on the 
one hand, and military power and national division on the other. They cannot 
have it both ways, and every attempt in the past to enforce that elusive combination 
of national unity and military power landed them only in national catastrophe, the 
more painfully , the harder they had tried. -

A rapid look at German history seen under such an angle will illustrate those 
abstract reasonings and may give some hints as to the possible solution of the 
perennial German problem. The Medieval "Roman" Empire of the Germans can 
be interpreted as the first attempt at establishing German hegemony over Europe. 
After the collapse of the Empire about 1250, Europe was accustomed for centuries 
to having a weak centre, There was in Germany, behind the continuing facade of 
the lingering Empire, a kind of confused power vacuum, or two great German 
Powers (Aust:ha and Prussia) neutralised each other. The nominal end of the 
Old Empire in 1806 only provoked the clamour for another Empire, this time more 
powerful and efficient than the first one. In 1815 the European Powers, supported 
by the conservative instincts of Metternich, admitted nothing more than the German 
Confederation as a kind of "ersatz" for an Empire. It provided for a minimum of 
"national" unity and was so loose a political structure that it could threaten no 
one, but would have been powerful enough for legitimate self-defence, if the 
German Confederation had been attacked from outside. Nevertheless, the 
German Confederation was, in some respects, just as irrational a political 
structure as the Old Empire had been, for though it comprised practically all 
Germans , it also included many non -German minorities who had been conquered, 
annexed or otherwise acquired through dynastic arrangements by the two great 
German Powers, Austria and Prussia. Since the partitions of Poland, the 
possession of Polish territories, in particular, had become symbolic of German 
power in the East. · 

In the age of growing nationalism in the 19th century, the Germans became more 
and more dissatisfied with their German Confederation and also pressed for a 
clear-cut solution along more national lines. But there were two difficulties, 
which, in the end, helped towards the undoing of all German "national" aspirations. 
First of all, the Germans never were a nation in the modern sense, i.e. a political 
society within reasonably clear-cut frontiers , based on the principle of democracy 
and the sovereignty of the people, introduced by a democratic revolution or the 
threat of democratic revolution. German "nationalism", it seems, has always 
been a 'misunderstanding. There was (and is) no German nationalism, but only 
a "Reicnspatriotism" at the best, chauvinism at the worst. Thus, the call for 
a German "national" state could only end in the creation of the second Reich. 
After a first attempt to re~constitute the Reich on a semi-revolutionary, 
parliamentary and liberal basis in 1848/49, the new Reich was created, as is 
known, by Bismarck in a rapid succession of three comparatively brief and easy 
wars. The Second German Empire was in fact a military monarchy, with a 
parliamentary facade, super-modern in its bureaucratic and technical machinery, 
and very soon also had a powerful economic basis; but it was anti-modern, even 
reactionary in its political and intellectual structures. The unification of most 
Germans in one "national" state (even if- with cumbersome national minorities in 
the east, north and west who amounted to about ten per cent of the whole popu
lation) made the new Germany automatically the most powerful state in Europe. 

r .. 
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Yet, at least in one respect, the Second Empire was a compromise, which 
seemed to offer a reasonable solution of the perennial German problem~ the 
Second Empire had not achieved the absolute "national" unity of the Germans, 
i.e. it did not include· all Germans , in particular not those of Austria, and its 
position in Europe was only one of latent or relative hegemony. Bismarck 
knew that his hard-fought compromise would be threatened the very moment Germany 
tried to overstep these limits and to achieve absolute "national" unity and absolute 
German hegemony over Europe. . This is .why, after 1871, he declared Germany 
to be "saturated", not only in order to dispel mistrust in European quarters about 
the new centre of power and to accustom Europe to the new Empire, but also td · 
warn German chauvinists who were not satisfied with the "Lesser German" 
("kleindeutsche") solution achieved by Bismarck and aimed at the "Greater 
German" ("grossdeutsche") solution. . .. ·· . · 

However critical orie may be of Bismarck and his work, one will have at least to 
admit that he had an insight into the subtle dialectics of the German problem. ·The 
rapid industrialisation of Germany soon aft.er the creation of. the Second Empire , 
the drive of German industry in the age of imperialism soon made Germany forget 
the relative restraint of Bismarck. German "Weltpolitik" tried to raise the 
Reich from the status of a continental power to a world power, equal only to the 
British Empire. · The building of a powerful battle-fleet, second only to the 
British, meant that the most formidable military power challenged the first naval· 
power by seaas well. German "Weltpolitik" inevitably led to a collision with 
all the other world powers and thus to·World War I,. which started over an apparently 
minor matter, the conflict of the young rising nations in the Balkans with the dyn
astic anachronism of the Dual Monarchy, the only German ally, and., as everyone 
knew, of doubtful value. In July 1914, Germany egged or even bullied Austria 
into war against Serbia; as Berlin perfectly well knew, this was bound to spark · 
off at least a continental war with Russia and France, because she wanted not 
only to preserve her basis for a successful "Weltpolitik" (which would have. been 
threatened by the disintegration of Austria-Hungary), but also her own. conservative 
political structure, which would have been threatened by the victory of revolutionary 
and democratic nationalism over the dynastic Dual Monarchy. 

It was only lOgical that the outbreak of World War I produced an outburst of 
chauvinism in Germany, which crystalised into fantastic war aims , both private 
and official, to expand German power both on the Continent and overseas in one 
form or another, 

German policies in World War I represented the first German attempt in this 
century to establish German domination over Europe by war, In the end it 
failed miserably, and the negative results of the lost war were mitigated for 
defeated Germany only by the now overriding interest of the victorious allies 
in maintaining Germany intact as a bulwark against communism. Nevertheless, 
the terms of Versailles were too hard to swallow for t,he proud Germans, and it 
is hard to say what rankled more in their minds and thus infested public Opinion 
of the Weimar Republic from the outset: the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine to 
France or the resurrection of a genuinely independent Poland, which was even 
handed over ex-German provinces, (but with Polish majorities); or the loss of 
colonies or the so-c:alled "war guilt clause" (article 231 of the Versailles Treaty). 
("Dictat" in German nomenclature); or whether it was the loss of the German 
battlefleet, submarines and airforce , or the· reduction of the army to a professional 
force of 100,000 men; or whether it was .the demilitarization of the Rhineland 
or the permanent veto of the Allies on Austria's Anschluss , which prevented in 
1919 what would have been - in the hour of Germany's defeat - her greatest. 
political triumph, the achievement of the "Greater German" solutiono. .The fact 
that the overwhelming majority of Germans bitterly resented those ti:;rms and did 
not see that they were objectively well founded and on the whole just .shows that 
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the Germans as a political unit had not yet learned the lesson of either World War I 
or of the dialectics of the German problem, · 

The Weimar Republic, behind a democratic and parliamentary facade, tried, in 
effect, hardly more than to re-establish a basis for the r.estoration of the power 
of the Reich, It was therefore only a brief interlude between the Second Reich 
and the Third Reich. The transition was fluid, as domestic developments b 
1918/19 and 1930/33 show. The foreign policy of the Third Reich in its first 
phase executed the programme of the Weimar Republic, which was, by and large, 
fulfilled by 1938, It was only in March 1939, by marching into Prague and 
annexing rump-Czechoslovakia under the guise of a· "Reichsprotektorat", that 
Hitler overstepped those boundaries that a majority of Germans thought legitimatE). 
Yet, when World War II started in September 1939 against Polancl, there was no 
more than anxiety in Germany because Britain and France might intervene. 
World War II was the. attempt to improve upon the performance of 1914 under more 
favourable circumstances. 

As long as the Third Reich seemed a success· there was no effective opposition, 
Just as in World War I, Germany tried'to fight simultaneously against East and 
West, again with a marked difference: with comparative (by German st2.ndards) 
restrainst and roughly within the limits of international law in the West, with 
utmost savagery in the East, As in 1918/19 Germany tried to p1ay off West 
against East, after defeat became obvious. Most of the German opposition, 
which culminatecl in the abortive coup of the 20th July 1944, opted for an 
arrangement with the Western Powers in order to continue the war against the 
Soviet Union. In the last months of the war, many Nazi leade:~;s pressed Hitler 
the same way because they became certain of defeat, and in the end, even 
Himmler tried his hand in establishing contacts with Western allies to fight 
communism~ This was also the policy of the last German Government under· 
Admiral Donitz. In fact, despite Hitler's refusal, during the last months, 
after the Western Allies had crossed the Rhine in March 1945, the German 
front in the West was practically opened to the advancing Allied armies , while 
fighting against the Red Army went on as stubbornly as possible. 

After defeat, the German middle class in Western Germany supported by most 
leaders of the SPD, simply picked up where they had to leave off in 1932. 
Their programme was a moderate version of German chauvinism of the early 
thirties, subdued by the force of circumstances. Their political strategy 
became that of the German opposition - banking on the West and on the 
Communist scare. They would never admit that their programme was .also 
identical with that of Himmler and ·DCinitz in extremis. 

The strategy of playing up anti-Communism, of course, appealed to the con
servative traditions of German society, and, ultimately, also of American and 
British society. With the help of an anti-Communist platform Konrad Adenauer 
and the CDU/CSU, indirectly supported by a sham opposi,tion by the SPD under 
Kurt Schumacher, later under the effective leadership of Herbert Wehner, 
succeeded in building up firstly the economic power, then the military power of 
Western Germ')ny to such an extent that, twenty years after World War II, the 
Federal Republic had become the first economic and military power On the · 
Continent after the Soviet Union. 

For all the brilliant success of West German political strategy, the. leaders of 
the Federal republic could not escape the dialectics of the German problem. 
In 1945 the choice - so unpleasant to German patriots.- between military 
weakness and national unity on the one hand, and military power and national 
division on the other, cropped up again. 
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'After Potsdam, the· Germans had to choose between maintaining national unity in 
one form or another at the price of future military weakness or trying to build up 
West Germany as a bulwark against "Aggressive" Communism at the price of 
national division. In the first years after the traumatic defeat of 1945, the first 
solution offered itself as the orily reasonable one, and even Konrad Adenauer then 
posed as its champion. Very soon, however, as early as 1948, Adenauer prepared 
first secret plans for a future re-armament of Western Germany. The one man who 

. provided the vital contacts with the Americans to prepare the change of alliances 
· and the funds for financing the secret planning, was General Gehlen, chief of the 
German intelligence service of the Wehrmacht against the Soviet Union during the 
war. The ove!'whelming tradition of thinking in terms of power politics, of 
German Reichspatriotism and of Anti-Communism, however, very soon overcame 
the phase of political sanity which seemed to have prevailed right after 1945 in 
Germany. Traditional patriotism had only been paralysed for the time by the 
shattering defeat of 1945, not destroyed for good. With the foundation of the 
Federal Republic in 1949 the conservative forces, ably represented and led by 
Adenauer, openly came to power. In 1950 Adenauer used the Korea scare to 
impose the rearmament of the Federal Republic on a public opinion and a pOpula
tion that were at first stunned and reluctant, but were very soon persuaded into 
accepting rearmament as inevitable and profitable. ·In March 1952 the Soviet 
offer of a neutralized, armed and unified Germany was brushed aside by Bonn and 
the Western Allies as an obstacle to West German rearmament within NATO. In 
January 1955, shortly before the Federal RepubliC formally joined NATO, the 
Soviet Union repeated its offer, now coupled with the warning that, with west 
Germany in NATO, there would be no German re-unification. Again the warning 
was scoffed at. Again in 1957/58, when Bonn started clamouring for atomic 
weapons , the Soviet Union countered by warning that German control over atomic 
weapons would make German re-unification even lesslikely. 

· Ws;tGerman rearmament under American pressure as part of the cold war, compli
cated the ,Jrman problem almost irreparably and made it - once again - .highly 
explosive. Although Adenauer and his propaganda had claimed that West German 
rearmament would lead almost automatically to German re-unification "in peace and 

. freedom", German re-unification henceforth became totally illusory.· Adenauer 
'and the Americans were helped in imposing rearmament on the Federal Republic by 
the traditionally conservative and anti-communist structure of German society and 
also by the heavy-handed and widely unpopular r~gime in Eastern Germany. 
Nevertheless, the dialectics of the German problem gradually made out of the 
Soviet zone another German state, the GDR. It was and is the logical product 
of the incompatibility of power and national unity on German soil. Because of 
historical handicaps, any reasonable consolidation had been denied to the GDR for 
more than a decade: her territory was less and more unevenly industrialized 
than the Federal Republic; because of the American refusal in 1946 to. allow the 
Soviet reparations to be taken from ~Test German current industrial production, the 
Soviet Zone and later the'GDR, had to carry the burden of (morally legitimate) 
reparations for all Germany until 1955, v.rhen in .the Federal Republic the "economic 
miracle", largely manipulated by political expediency, was already in full swing. 
Finally, because,of the greater economic attractions of the Federal Republic and 
the political clumsiness and reg1dity of the GDR even in its officially post-Stalinist 
era, about three million people left the GDR up to 1961. · · 

The permanent "voting by their feet" was welco)!le to the Federal Republic for two 
reasons: economically, the refugees provided a fairly regular supply for the 
rapidly expanding West German industry. Politically, it had an unmeasurable 
propaganda value in Bonn's fight against East Berlin. When, in November 1958, 
the Soviet Union raised the question of the status of Berlin, the exodus from the 
East reached enormous proportions. The so-called "Berlin ultimatum" ms 
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cleverly exploited by West German propaganda, both officially and privately, in 
particular by the press of Axel Caesar Springer, who in early 1958 decided to go 
into politics with his press concern. The success of the "economic miracle", 
of rearmament and the apparent willingness of the Americans to appeas·e resurgent 
German chauvinism even on the point of atomic weapons, inade German chauvinism 
cock- sure. By summer 1961 the situation had become so critical for the GDR 
that, in a kind of political desperation, the wall in Berlin was built to stop the 
exodus into West Germany. · 

The political consequences were shattering. In both West and East Germany 
there was a feeling of deep shock. In the GDR people were. embittered and many 
may have regretted not having gone to West Germany earlier. But after the 
first shock had worn off and people realised that life had to go on, the wall, 
however disagreeable even to its builders, began to show those political results 
one could reasonably expect if the Government of the GDR made the best of it; 
economically, the GDR began to recover, now that there was no longer any danger 
of being bled white to the advantage of the Federal Republic. People came to 
terms with the existing political order, which, in its turn, began to relax its 
pressure on the population, even though in a rather jerky and uncertain way. 
On the whole, the GDR did consolidate politically, internally, and, to a certain 
extent, also externally, in spite of the constant propaganda barrage directed 
against her from Bonn and in spite of the emotional handicap constituted by the 
wall in Berlin, which rendered German division visible and concrete in its most . 
literal sense. . The GpR, however reluctantly, has at last been accepted by 
her own population as their state, and is being widely accepted in the international 
world, although, for political reasons, formal diplomatic recognition is still 
lacking outside the Communist countries. 

Perhaps even more complicated were. the consequenCes of the Berlin wall in the 
Federal Republic, Affirst the reaction bordered upon collective hysteria, in 
particular amongst the· SPD and in Berlin. The SPD tried to overtake the 
CDU/CSU on the right, while Adenauer and even Strauss were surprisingly calm. 
A few weeks before and after the weeks of the elections of September 1961, a 
note of despondent realism crept into the general excitement, again surprisingly 
nourished by such Conservative groups as that represented by the Catholic 
Conservative weekly ·"Rheinischer Merkur", Then it dawned upon some people 
that, as it was said, the time was coming when the Federal. Republic would have 
to settle the debts of 1945 which had remained unpaid ever since. But after the 
new Adenauer Government had been formed, the old rot continued, at least super
ficially. National demagogy flourished and the Federal Republic, .as a whole, 
moved even further to the right. This development \'/as strengthened by another 
consequence of the wall. Now, that the steady source of cheap labour had been 
abruptly stopped, cheap labour came as a kind of sub-proletariat from Southern 
Europe, Turkey and Algeria. As a result, a substantial part of the West 
German population developed a new kind of xenophobia, which \\'as avidly ex-
ploited by West Gerriian neo-chauvinism. ·· · · · · · 

The main political consequence of the Berlin Wall, however, was to make all 
Germans see that the strategy of re-unification by a policy of strength had-
miserably failed and some Germans began to realise the dialectics of the German 
problem. Frbm that time on, a certain polarisation iri. West German public 
opinion set in, at first hardly .noticeable. On the other hand, the wave of neo
chauvinism was mounting in all political parties~ The visible part of the iceberg 
was to take the organisational form of the NPD, which, ironically; only helped the. 
rest of the world to see and understand the new dangers from that direction. 
West German neo-chauvinism only hardened its will to enforce a solution of the 
German problem along its own lines, i.e. re-unification of Germany within NATO 
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(no neutralization), return to thefrontier9 of 1937 in the East, and control over 
atomic weapons. This. became more or less tl:wofficial programme of all three 
major political parties in Adenatier 1 s last years as Chancellor and under Erhard 
( 1963-1966); More than ever before the arguments of national "selt-determination" 
and of "equality" for the Germans were advanced'.·· Off:i.cially'; no one .. took note 
that such a political programme could only be fulfilled by war; On t)1e other hand, 
the group of those who had always opposed German re-unification gradually became 
larger and larger. Until 1958 they had pleaded for German re-unification on the 
basis of neutralization. After the CDU/CSU had rearmed the Federal Republic 
and now used the slogan of German re-unification, as it were, offensively, they 
were prepared to accept Germany 1 s division for the sake of peace in Europe and 
pleaded for some kind of political arrangement with the GDR. Since the wall, 
they had gradually won adherents , in particular amongst intellectuals , since about 
1964 also amongst students. Although there cioes exist a political party which 
holds the same line, the "DeutsChe Friedensunion", that group is politically unorgan
ised, because the DFU, so far, has been ineffective. Yet its influence has spread 
under the Grand Coalition to the point that Chancellor Kiesinger dubbed it the 
"Anerkenungspartei" (the party for recogpising the GDR). ·.The new, but·· 
politically unorganised, "Anerkennungspartei" may perl)aps remain without 
parliamentary representation, but the logic of events will probably ensure its 
victory, perhaps even within the established parties.·· · 

By the end of 1966, the crisis of the Federal Republic had developed to such a 
point that some drastic measures seemed inevitable: the economic mirac1e at· 
last showed signs of coming to an end'. the discrepancy between the ecom:>mic and 
military power of West Germany on the one hand, and her unsatisfactory political 
status in the world on the other, had made a new chauvinism respectable; as 
represented by Strauss and Springer, in its more extreme (or open) form by the 
NPD, which, however, raised new and old suspicions abroad. The new wave of 
chauvinism had neither been successful in furthering re-unification nor the revision 
of the Oder-Neisse-frontier nor control over atomic weapons by the Federal 
Republic. It was in order to save the CDU/CSU from total bankruptcy that the 
party dropped Erhard and turned to the SPD, who, under Wehner, was only too 
willing, at last, to join the Government. The Cabinet of the Grand Coalition 
proclaimed the need for a new policy towards the East and even the GDR. 
Although, so far, there has been no dramatic change in its substance, but only 
in its verbiage, it would be unfair and unwise to deny tl;mt, for all necessary 
scepticism until real deeds are forthcoming, certain changes have taken place 
and are taking place. This will require some explanation in order to avoid 
mis-understandings: 

Since the official general programme of the Federal Republic as outlined above 
(German re-unification within NATO and without massive guaranties to Germany 1 s 
neighbours and the other interested powers, return to the frontiers of 1937 and 
control over atomic weapons) could only be implemented by another war, and, on 
the other hand, the Government and the political parties always affirmed that they 
would try to realise it only by peaceful means, it had. become obvious that one day 
the leaders of the Federal Republic would have to make up their minds about 
priorities: whether national unity and power for Germany, or peace in Europe 
and the world, was more important to them. In other words: they will either 
have to abandon their claim to peaceful methods for reaching an unrealistic goal 
(and make war, as has been discretely advocated privately for years, or they will 
have to abandon their unrealistic goal in order'fo preserve peace. That day of 
decision is rapicily approaching or has perhaps already come. The significance 
of the Grand Co?-lition in that process is at present hard to gauge, unless one is 
prepared to fall 9ack on crude classification. One reason is that the process 
of political re-orientation in the Federal Republic is just beginning, another is 
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that because of the growing tendencies in the Federal Republic towards a kind of 
parliamentary oligarchy, institutionalised by the Grand Coalition, it is· particu
larly hard for an outsider to know and judge the true reasoning of the ruling 
oligarchs. But the following provisional analysis seems to make sense: it is 
more than probable that the fathers of the Grand Coalition, originally, just 
wante.d to carry on the old, discredited policies of neo-chauvinism, but now more 
elastically and cleverly disguised behind fine words about a new policy etc. 
Yet by the logic of their new verbiage they already have, probably against their 
wish, changed the climate of public opinion .considerably, so that heresies of 
only a few years ago_ are now becoming· commonplace. This new climate will, 
on the one hand, certainly drive the right even more to the right and help the 
NPD to a spectacular victory at the polls in 1969 (20- 25% of the votes , my 
private guess). This will be the moment of the real crisis because the right 
wing of the CDU/CSU under Strauss might be tempted and even strong enough 
to co-operate with the NPD, either informally, the NPD remaining in the 
"opposition" from the right, or formally by a CDU/CSU-NPD coalition govern-
ment, " 

On the other hand, the logic of the status quo and of events in Europe may force, 
rather reluctantly to be sure; the ruling oligarchy into a direction which would 
lead to a tacit dropping of the unrealistic and dangerous programme , even if 
behind a camouflage of "natioilal'1 propaganda, This would strengthen the 
forces of sanity in the Federal Republic, and they, together with a re-opened 
oligarchy might be able to master the impending crisis. In any case, we are in 
the midst of a political polarisation in the Federal Republic, which will become 
ever more pronounced by the present or coming economic crisis. The elements 
of both political sanity and insanity are growing in Germany. The ruling 
oligarchy, as represented by the Grand Coalition, have probably less created 
than marked a new phase in German history when, for the first time an open 
situa~ion is developing again, when signs for not only bad solutions prevail (as 
usually), but also signs pointing to a sensible solution of the German problem; 
The Grand Coalition may either break down under the pull of such divergent · 
forces within German society or may join the elements of sanity, because they 
are at least paying lip-service to a solution of sanity. 

The solution will have to come from inside Germany. The outside world can 
help in that very complicated and delicate process by remaining on the alert, 
but refraining from crude and heavy-handed interference. The world should 
neither indulge in undue optimism, leading to a new kind -of appeasing German 
neo-chauvinism, nor in undue pessimism, condemning all Germans wholesale as 
hopeless political idiots or criminals. Any solution of the German problem must 
first be worked out by the Germans themselves, accepted by them politically and 
emotionally and then will have to be translated into terms and treaties of inter
national law. The main job will have to be done by the elements of sanity in the 
Federal Republic themselves. They have to overcome the demagogic slogans 
of "self-determination" and "equality" for the Germans, slogans, which·in the 
past and in the present, only serve as a camouflage for ambitious power politics. 
They have to make the majority of Germans realise. the dialectics of the German 
problem, which they cannot run away from unless they warit to face the punishment 
of losing everything. They must convince their compatriots that the perennial 
German·problem can only be solved if Germany accepts a second rank position 
amongst the .powers of the world. 

The only solution possible, of course, is not new and has become commonplace 
for the world outside Germany: since the Federal Republic consistently spurned 
the solution of German re-unification on the basis of military weakness , neutral
ization and international control, she has to accept the only other alternative: the 
division of Germany, an arrangement with the GDR to the point of diplomatic 

• 
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recognition, recognition of the Oder-Neisse frontier as permanent, no atomic 
weapons for the Federal Republic in one form or another. Only then will it be 
possible again to have normal human relations between the population of the two 
German States, which have arisen on the territory of the former German Reich 
since 1945. Such a solution must not, necessarily, exclude a long-term devel
opment leading to solution No. 1 (unification plus neutralisation), but this would 
be a very long and complicated process, probably taking decades. Without 
accepting, without mental reserves , the second solution, the first solution will 
hardly ever be possible. But even if Germany is never again re-united in one 
form or another, the Germans ought to realise that there is no law in nature, 
history or politics which lays down that all members of a language-group have to 
live in one state. If circumstances runcounter to their political unity and if 
members of that language group lack the political skill to bring it about and main
tain it, they will have to put up with other solutions. This is such common-sense 
that no further word needs to be wasted here. 

-o-o-0-0-o-o-
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INSTITUT INTERNATIONAL DE LA PAil 

La Conferenc(; sur les bloc.s, le probleme allem'l.nd et l'nvenir de l'Europe 
-------~--------------------------:---------------·------------------------- ... 

L' OCCIDENT ET L'UNITE ALLE!MNDE * 

I - Les fonderi1ents historigues du probleme 

par le Pr Georges Goriely 
de 1 1lnstitut d 1Etudes.Europeennes 
llruxclles, 

, .. 
Le tro.i te ·de Uoscou a.·et.l. pz:osquG universellooent accueilli cvec fc.veur, Il 

faut pourtant convenir qu'il n:y a pas de proportion entreles·espoirs qu:n. 
a fait na!ttre et son objet propre des plus restraints, En effet il ne const,i7, 
tue m8me .pas 1 1 amqrce d 1un quelconque desarnenent, Les gr:mdes puissnnces con.., 
servant integralement.iour effroyable pouvoir de destruction plnneto.irc ot~n 
ns ·_les cmp~che de 1 1uugnenter encore." Me~a pour ce qui est son qbjat propre, _ 
l 1interdiction des es,saisnucleaires, sur terre et dansl 1 espace, n 1est pna 
compl1lte ; les Etats se sont reserve~ de rovenir sur lou:m engagEments au·:· cas 
ou ellef;! s 1y sentira:i.ent contrnin:tes pur des raisons imperieuses de'securite. 
Aussi n 1est-ce pas po.r C<O qu'il consucre, mais par,ce qu'il aimonce que lBpoo
te de Moscou prend sa sl.gnification, Yers quoi doit-il debaucher ? Vsrs·la 
stab:i.lis~>t:i.on et 1 1 org.CJ.nisation de la. coexistence, vers le 'pacte de :hon-agres.:. 
si on dent !1, · Spaak s 1 est fait un des principaux pronoteurs entre les ·puissan
ces du NATO et cellos du 'pacto de Varsovie. Ici il s 1 agimi t d' un acte d tune 
toute autre portee. Certuins dirontpourtant 1 "L'un et l'autre de ces syste,
mes d 1alliance ne s 1affirment-ils pas_strictement defen.<:rifs.? En quoi lL'l. pac-' 
te pourrai t-il fournir un surcroit de. non·-agressi vi te a ·ce· qui toujours a ete 
proclc.me tel, "• Et bien, non, ici ii y. aurai t. un chimgeoent :i'ondaoenta·l. C1 est 
que' si de part et d 1 autre, on proclame ses intentions p(lcinques' encore se .. 
refuse-t-on a les reconr.aHre a l'adversa:i.re. La rn.ison· d 1etre de chaoun de 
oes systeroes d'alliance, c'est uno ambition expansionniste illioitee pr~tee a 
1 1autre : voJ.onte d 1hegemonie mondiale attribuee ici au conLJunisLJe, nature im
perieliste_ pretenduement inherente au capitnlisme• 

.,. .. 
UN PACTE DE NON-AGRESSION 

Faire un pacto de non-egression, c 1est non settlement reconna~tre l'inter&t 
mutuel a eviter l'o.neantisaement atomique, mais aussi rcconnattre la posaibi~ 

Le Professeur Goriely n'a pu, pour des-raisons de sante, teroiner le texte 
qu 1il preparait pour cette conference, Il nous· a suggere de le remplacer pal' 
un article qu 1il ecrivit pour "Le Cahier" en 1963 et dans lequsl i1 expose les 
elements de base de son-point de vue sur le probl.ene. Voici la raproduetion·de 
cet article, ..... ;.,,., 
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lite do forLJe positive de· coexistence et peut-etre de cooperation, le oaracte
re durable a echeance historiqueoent previsible de !'existence simultar.9e de 
deux types d1organisation politique, econooique et socieleo 

Dans cette perspective,lse divers systenes d'organisation unissant lesEtets 
appartenant a chacun de ces systenes cessent d'appara~tre au regard de l'autre 
comme des entreprises de domination a visee expansionniste, nais comoe pouvant 
constituer des fornes positives de solidarite et de cooperation. 

Bref, un pacte de non-agression serait non seulenent la reconnaissance d'un 
fait qu1aucun hoome ne nie a savoir !'existence de deux blocs, nais aussi con
me une legitimation reciproque du principe (je ne dis pas des nodalites) deceux
ci en tant que volonte.plus ou moins bien realisee de solidarite et d 1organisa
tion. 

Pour arriver a pareil resultat, deux conditions sent indispensables, 

jQ Il faut qu 1il n'y ait pas de contestation territoriale, Pratiquenent cela 
revient a adnettre sur ce plan le statu quo, Attitude qui a, il ne faut pas 
se leurrer, un aspect noralement choquant. On consacre un partage auquel 
il serait vain de conferer quelque fondenent LJoral ou juridique, car il n 1est 
qu'un produit de la repartition de la puissance dans le nonde, repartition 
dont le traite de Yalta reste le triste SYLJbole, Mais il y a des realites 
qu 1il faut avoir la lucidite, et le courage, de reconnaitre franchenent, 
justenent si 1' on veut en trnnsforner cert.'lins aspects fondanentaux. Recon
noitre un certain statu quo territorial est la seule. fagon de surnonter, de 
degeler le statu quo dans les relations, 

22 Il faut non seulenent rec0nnnftre le fait du grand schisne lie a !'existence 
de deux enseobles ideologi~ues, politiques, econoniques, nilitaires diver
gents, oais encore ~her0her a s 1acconoder noralenent de ce fait. La non-con
testation morale est bien plus difficile que la non-contestation torritoria
le, car elle ne pout pas s 1appuyer conne cette derniere sur le sinple effroi 
de l'apocalypse atoni~ue;, Ello denande un effort d 1adaptation intellectual 
et affectif profond, Car le·propre de la guerre froide avait .ete la contes
tation norale·radicale de l'autr·e,·Seul on represon'tait un regine conforne 
a la nature· de l 1 hcnne, ·aux exigenc·e.s morales fondanentales de la societe, 
a.la v'olonte de Diem ou a !'evolution necessaire de l'histoire •. L' .~utre 

n'etait qu'un condamne en sursis ·livre a ·ses derniers soubressauts, ou le 
produit d 1une aberration neces·s,~irement passagere, Telle etai t en bref l'ai;.. 
titude du·Secretaire. :d'Etat Dulles, ·telle etait ·aus.si ln position du cor:mu
nisne dans··.sa version stalinienne ou simpleLJent dognatique, Pareille attitu
de ne .. doit pas conduire a la guer!'e chaude, car l'angoisse atOGlique reste, 
pour les honnes n'hyant pas perdu jus~u'a la derniere trace de rnison, plus 
forte ~ue tous les refus moraux, .Mais au mieux elle est une perpetuation de 
la guerre froide, ·ene exclut toute forne ~uelccnque de dialogue, 

Les pj.ree consequences touchent a la politi~ue interieure. En effet, toute 
expression de la pensee et des aspirations de l 1adversaire ne peut avoir ~u'un 
effet pervertissant, puisqu'auesi bien j.l represente le nal radical, D'ou con
tr6le policier, voire nesures de terreur vis-a-vis de tout ce qui est o~~9e 
provGnir de l'ennemi, En revnnche, la coexistence veritable est avant tout une 
prise de conscience relativists a l'endroit de soi-nene, On est pret a recon
naitre quel~ue nerite historique, quelque efficacite, ~uel~ue avenir a l'autre, 
et OR,essaye r;11lne do chercher un terrain connun de preoccupation, on nanifeste 
une volonte d 1enrichissenent uutuelle. 

Or, si ces deux conditions sonblent correspcnQre a une evolution ~ui s>es
quisse de Llaniere encore confuse au ni veau general des rel"tions Est-·Ouest, 
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cette evolution n:Cest nullenent entanee dans les deux Allenagnes, Il subsiste 
ioi une contestation aussi bien territoriale qu1ideologique q~i, tant qu 1elle 
deoeurera ce qu:elle est, exclut tout pacte de non--agresnion, non _seulenent 
entre les deux Etats concernes; rnaisentre. les deux blocs dont ·na sont das 
pieces onitresHeso 

Nous r,vons en effet a faire a deux gouvornenents qui_, avec des. HOdali tes 
vnriees et non parfois sans esbarras, pretendent· lltr.e chacun, le seul. gouverne
ment de l:ensenble de 1 1Allemagne, et qui, en principe, denient toute legitil'li
te 1:. !'existence sene de l'autre, L'un de NlS Etats,, nous 1e conno.ise0ns tous, 
et son existence ne fait, du mains .en Occident, pas de pro·b:;.epe r C ~est la Re~ 
pub:i.ique Federale. Pour l'autre nu contraire, le probleoe se pose avant mGoe 
que l!etat en question soit de.signe, ce.r la ooniere -de l'appeler represents \119 

prise de positiono 

C0!1I1ENT APPELER "L 1 AUT:RE" ALLE;MAGNE. ? 

Faut-il la designer .. "Republique de.docratique allemmdo" ? C1est lui reoon- · 
nattr.o !'existence que sos dirigeO:nts. cherchent a lui conferer, et _de plus uti.::. 
ser .un qualificatif qui peut difficileoent nous appara£tre aMquat. "Soi-disant 
RDA" ? C1est nier ()e qui nu noins en tant que fliit s'iop~·se a tous. '"Zone 'd!oc
cupc.tion sovietique" ? Il est vr~i que nous vivons a une epoque·' ou, a l'Est con

. ne a 1 1 Ouest, c.coupation et pr.;sence oili taire pr0tectrice sent, dons les fni ts, 
oalaises a distinguer. On est passe.egnle!lent en Republique ·Federale de l'un 
a l'autre sans que la grnnde nasse se soit apergue du chnngenent. Il n'enp~che 
que n~oe .s 1il y n presence nilibire sovietique, iLy .a aussi, dans cotte region, 
une reali te gouvorneoentale allecll)nde qui- est tout aut:::-&· chose qu' une pure. fic
tion, et qui est nene noins alignee qu'on le croit,nene·si ce non-(lligneoent se 
fait dans le··oauvais serts. 

"Allooagne centrulo"? Telle.est en effet la designation la plus frequents 
dans la Republique f~derale, nnis ceci ireut dire qu'il subsiste encore, dans 
la conscience pulllique, une Allenagne plus a l 1Est, au-d~la de l'Oder-Neisse. 

. . . . . 

"Alleoagne de l'Est"? C1est au contraire re~onnaitr\l _qu'il n'y a .~plus 

d 1Allenagne-au-dela. Conne nos diplooates·ne'veu1ent clairene,nt qu'il soit con
clu a aucunede ces·interpretations, ccn'est pas un nince p:robleno que de sin
plesent designer l'Etat dont il:est question. 

Conne au ooins s{u. un point, no.is voud:cions que notre perlSeG ne prtHe> pas a 
equivoque, nous parlerons sans ·arJbage· d 1Alleoagne de· !'Est, Ce qui nous llDene · 
a evoquer le problene de la frontiere de l'Oder-Neisso. 

Fort souvont, ce problene est confondu nvec celui de la reunification •. Or, 
il y a ici deuli: problenes, penibles pour'une conscience nc.tionale rest~e tra-

<i 'ditiorinelle, oais par ailleurs sans: lien,entre eux. Il n 1y a aucun~ reiation 
entre !'existence pre~?onte de· deux Etats et la pe:rte des anciens territoires 
orientaux, La preniero des situations n'est pns une violence specif~que faite 
au peuple nllenand, nais le resultat do la repartition globale de la puissan~e 
dans le nonde. Elle se situe tres a peu pres s·ctr l'Elbe, olle aurait pu se si
tuer aussi bien sur la Vistu1e ou sur le Rhin ou sur la Meuse, ou 'sur uii quol
conque pardlele ou oeridien, le rnpport des forces en eut e"te peut·-etre a.1.te
re, nais le probler:;e en fllt, rests identique dans son fond nciral et pol:i.tique 0 

LE REFOUL~mNT AU PROFIT DES SLAVES 

··La division de liAlleoagne n 1e'st en l'oocurenco qu'un:aspect de la division 
generals de 1 'Europe, En revanche, la. perte des regions d 1au-d.ela du rideau. de 
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fer est nee d'un indiscutable desir de refoulement de la presence germanique 
dans une vaste region de 1 1Europe orientale et centrale, car d 1autres regions 
que le Rei eh de 1937 ont connu un sorf .identique, Ce fut une acti.on cruel.le, 
atroce m~me par moments, indiscutablement contraire a notre sentiment des 
droits de 1 1homme;;elle fut malheureusement la consequence de pratiques enco
re plus terribles du regime hitlerien qui, en dehors de toute operation mili
taire,massacra 6 millions de Polonais et au mains 10 millions de Sovietiques. 
Et par de la. mlloe la frenesie hi tlerienne, il y eut le vieux "Drang nach Os ten", 
le sentiment, qui n'a nullement commence avec -l'hitlerisme, solon lequel le 
monde slave, polonais et tcheque au premier chef, n''etait qu 1un donaine de co
lonisation germanique, Car il est inattendu de voir les Allemands se reclaner 
de la frontiere de 1937, alors que non seulement en 1937 mis m~me de 1919 a 
19321 il ne se trouva aucun Allemand responsable, et soit dit en passant, les 
comnunistes moins que quiconque d'autre , pour s 1 accoFnoder.·d~·cette ·frontiers, 
pour ne pas consideror que le faoeux corridor, le statut de Dantzig ou le par
tage de la Haute Silesie ne constituaient pas l'abomination de la derulation. 
Il nlest dtailleurs nullenont prouve qutun regime non-connuniste eut agi dif~ 
feremnent, et je suis meme tente de croire qu0 UIJ,e Pologne dos colonels ou une 
Russie tsarists .ou oene democratiquo eussent punettre noins do frein a la fre
nesie vengeresse, que nuHenent par huoani te. mais par calcul poli tique • sut y. 
mettro a sa fa<;:on Stalinec . . 

L'expulsion·des 10 millions d 1hoDRes de regions qui indiscutablenent avaient 
ete leurs, la perto pour le soul Reich de 1937 d 1un territoiro representant 
133,000.km2, un quart dG l'Allemagne alors, sont a uettre au co!'lpte des cata
clysuGs qu'a inevitablenont entra~nes la guGrrc hitlerienne. La grande ma:jori
te des Allomands en sont nu fond d 1Gux-menGs consciGnts et la naniere dont le 
problEme des r8fugies a ete resolu dans la RepUblique Federale fait, au total, 
honneur au peuple allenand. Les refugies posent mains de ·probHnaes a la Repu-· 
blique Federale que n'en posent en France les rapatries .d 1Afrique du Nord, dou
ze fois moins nombreux, Mais c'est la oncorG un de ces,points ou la Republique 
Federc:le se montre plus raisonnable dans sea actes que duns ses principes 
lietroitesse conservatrice, lG nanque d'imagination, la'crainte aussi des dif
ficultes electorales que pourraient· provoquer los refugies (cGlle de voir no-

·tamment se;reconstituerun parti·des 11VertriGbene 11 aujourd'hui elimine de la' 
·seene politique), tout cela fait que'le gouvernoment federal ne VGUt pas Clai
roment reconna:Ltre une situation avec laquellG il stest en fait acconnod,), et 
qui SUX yeUX dG taus est devenue irreversible, car neme un refoulerJent inima
ginable, du connunisme,,ne suffirait,pas a entrainer un retour expansif du ger
manisme. MalhGurousenent l 0equivoque qui continue a s 1attachGr a la politique 
de Bonn en eo donaine a des consequences f:lcheuses ; c'ost elle qui est a l'ori
ginG de cctte·solidarite v~ritablGment·contrG-nature·entre Gomulka et Ulbrichto 

LES DEUX ETATS 

Tout autro.est le problene que pose le partage.de cG qui restG de 1 1Allema
gne entre Aix-la-Chapelle et Francfort-sur-Oder. Ici 1~ decision n'est pas liee 
a unG volonte de refoulement national, nais au desir pour 1·1un conne pour l'au
trG bloa de mettre dans son camp la partio de l'Allcmagne dont il.avait la 
.charge. Situation qui, au prenier abord, so presente sous Ul1 jour s:\.nple. Il y 
a. deux Etats allemands integres chacun dans les deux blocs respGctifs, fort 
bien integres 1 trap bien neme par rapport a CG qu1 ost devenue l'evolution r9-
cente des relations entre Washington et Moscou. C1est une situation dont en 
fait chacun senble avoir relativement bien pris· son partio Il n:est pas tres 
sftr que boaucoup ne trouvont pas cetto situation pr8ferable a bien d 1autres 1 

si l'on apprecie vivement le precieux suroro~t de puissance qu!apporte la par
tie d 'Allemagno que 1 1 on possede dans son canp, peut-·lltre n: Gn souhai te-t-on 

, 
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pas tellement davantage, car una Allemagne de 75,000,000 d'he.bitants ris
querait d'etre un allie encombrant, 

On ne le dit nulle part, mais plus d'un s'est fait cette reflexion, a 
Hashiilgton et a Moscou, a Paris,· a Londl:'es,. a Varsovie et a Prague. Vrai
semblablement aucun homme .. d 1Etat responsa.ble de l'Ouest comme de l.'Est ne 
se pose le probleme de la reunification ·autrement que c·omme argu,ment de 
propaganda a usage interne allemand. Aussi· d 1 ailleurs veille-t-on, dans 
les faits, a ce que cette situation ne .connaisse. pas trop de. branle, Com
pares a d 1autres situations semb'lables.de non reconnaissance d'un certain 
statut territorial - songe•z aux relations entre P6kin et 'rai-Peh, ent:re 
Hanoi et Saigon,· entre Israe1 et ses voisins arabes -, les relations en
tre les deux Allemagnes sont vr.2iment fort calmes. I•l y a deux ent'ites 
qui ce:rtes contestant, aussi violemment que faire se peut, leur legi ti
mite respective, mais qui quand meme dans la pratique veillent a ce. que 
cette contestation ·ne prenne ·pas· ·une allure violente et incontroHie. 
on s' arrenge pour maintenir certaines relations elementaires en matiere 
de tr2J.1sport, de communications postales, de rel,ations comrae:rciales sur
tout, lesquelles ne sont nullement negligeables, pu.isque elles s'elevent 
presque a un milliard de marks dans chaque direction, Et pourtant cette 
accep·ca.tion prudente dans les faits reste un refus absolu en ·dl:'oit; 

Pourquoi? Il y a d 'abord evidemmen.t la situation de Berlin-Ouest, qui 
assurement complique ,tout •. Si j' aborciais ce probl,eme-le j 'aurais bien 
trop a eri.dire, aussi le mettrai-je 'cette fois entre parentheses. 

c 'est permis, a mon sens, dans la me'sure ou contrairement a ce que 
1' on croit d'habitude, Berlin n'est pas la cause de differends opposant 
0t chacune des Allemagnes, et les grends allies de celles-:-ci, mais bien 
le'. consequence de ce differend. Si l'on parvenait a regulariser le co
e::iste;1ce des deux Etats allem:mds, la solution .dl.\. pr·obleme de Be:rlil1 
serait aise0. Or qu'est-:-ce qui ne va pas de cc cote? Pourquoi mot-0:1 
tant de difficul tes a reconnai tre ce dont on a pris generdemcnt son 
pnrti, a·ssez allegrement ·mema? C'est que cette 6yolution ve:rs le consti
tution de deux Etats a toujours et,; niee dans sonprincipe. Cette evolu
tion s 1est faire au r0bours. de ce qui avai.t ete proclam6 commo l'i.l1ten
tion des grands vainqueurs de 1945. Ceux-:-ci avaie.nt en effet,, a 1<> .con
ference de Potsdam, .envisage le maintien d.'un ensemble unitaire qui, con
formemcnt ~ l'aboutissement classique de toute guerre, signerait la paix 
avec.ses ·v'ainque=s et retrouverait sa place d'E1;at libre et.souvernin, 
non sans avoir d 1ailleurs connu un long purgatoire, des restrictions et 
des controlos lourds et nombreux, certains permanents meme. En fait 
Potsdnm fut le dernier accord definissant .une volonte commune d 1action 
dos trois voinqueurS auxqua"ls- la' France Stait invitCe 8 se. joindra, fc.ce 
~ l~ nation qu'ils avnient ensemble vaincue ·auns des conditions si peni
bles. Dos qu'ils furent installes sur place, il y eut un boulevcrsement 
complet du systeme d'alliance et l'avenir de l'Allemagne se fit sous le 
si~1e non.d'une entente de ses vainqueurs, mais de la rivalite cxace:rb6e 
entre eu:c. Les dernicrs a devoir· s'cn plaindre sont assureme;,t lcs Alle
mands cux-mcmes qui ont profit6 de cette situation au-dela de ce qu'au
r2ient pu esperer les plus optimistes. Les·restrictions et les controles, 

·qui s'nhnon.,aient fort lourds, tomberent rapidement et, economiquemcnt, 
lcs .Allcmands s~ t:rouv~ren~·au contrniro mE3me encourag~s, 2 l 10Ucst ccr
tes, m2is bientot ·auss'i 8._ l'Est, 8. donner leur pleine mesure, C. d8pesscr, 
et de t:ras loin, une production d 1avant-guerre·, ·qu'on tenait. en 1945 pour 
redoutc.blc. L0s Allemands. se ·sont trouves etre rohabilites, se sont trou
ves reprcndre lour. place et lour· poids dans· le· mondo avec uno ranidite que 
vrc:imont porsonne n 1 eut en 1945 tenua pour possible, Et, alors qu~, situa
tion vrc.iment sans prec6dent, les Allemahds oc.~upent une positio;1 de choix 
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dans l'un et 1 1autre systeme d 1alliance, ils sont censcs etro encore en 
guerre avec leurs allies. 

C 1 est que le trai te de paix suppos~.i t un Et at succe sseu1·; or bientot 
il S

1en trouva exister deux. Cela n 16tait pas en soi incompntiblo ~,voc 
pareil traite: en 1914 1 'Autriche-Hongric representait intor:1c:tionnlemont 
uno soulo en·tite ctatique qui fut seule n declarar la guerro1 ot c 'est 
c.voc deux Etnts totalamcnt distincts qu 1 D. S~int-Germain et Q Triano:n, fut 
si~1ee la paix. Mais tout le monde.roconnaissait l 1oxistenco do cos dotL~ 
Etats et memo ils so reconnaissaient reciproquemont. Or riei1 do tol en 
l'occlli•e;1co. La nature dos relations entre 1 1Est et l'Ouost apr8s 1945 ox
cluait toute pol:ltique convergence, momo l'idcle do neutralisation, qui a 
pu s '·imposer pour 1' Autriche et encore seulement dans la phnso post··sta
linionne, semblait exclue pour l 1Allemagno, car celle-ci ropresontait Ul1 
poids trop considerable pour qu 1on se risqunt n la Uvror c ollo-momo, 
pour que, de part et d 1 autre, on ne sollicitnt son concours, no serait-
ce que pour devancer le s sollicitations prevue s de 1 1 advorseciro; 

Checun otait trop interesse n avoir dans son jeu uno portion du pays 
pour qu 1uno autre solution que celle qui s 1est imposee fut en definitive 
c~ncovnblo. Au mains cut-on pu concovoir un accord sur le dcsecccord. Or, 
mome cclc. n'n pes m2rch6, car si Oll ne songoait pas dens los fo.its Q ro
fouler 1 1autre des positions qu 1il dctennit, encore voulo.it-on 'woir pour 
soi le forc0 que reprcsentai t 1' idde nection:::J.e allomando, .le surcroit 
d•c.utorit6 quo pouvc.it dormer nu r&'gimc, dent on avait suscitC le. nnissc.n
ce, le fait qu' il se proclamai t soul r0prJ'son tatif de 1 1 ensemble do le po
pulation. 

LES SOVIETIQUES ONT FAVORISE LA RENAISSANCE DU NATIONALISME 

Les premiers n avo~r songe a tourner n lour profit les dispositions 
n2tioneclistes des Allemands, sont les Sovietiques. En effet, ?, uno opoque 
oU 1' im8gG quG se faisc.iont les bccidontnux de ce que devcit "Ctrc le 

.configuration future de 1 1Allemagne ~tnit fort imprecise, et ou memo los 

. Fro.n<;ais otnient ouvertement hostiles a toute unite, Moscou, et on tout 

. ccs le s forces nllem::::nde s qu:;i.._ nvnit3nt son eppui, se fnisc.iont pnssiom1.6-
mont champions do 1 1unito et de 1 1integro.tion de l'Allom."~e, a l'Ouost de 
l'Odor-Noisse. Le nationalisme des communistes allemands est Ul1 phenomena 
fort nncien~ Sous Weimar~ le pa~ti communiste a, po.r instnnt~ renchori 
nvoc 1 1oxtreme dxoite, meme naz1e, dans se lutte pour le dro1t de tous los 

r • , 
Allomands d 1Autriche, de Pologno, do Tchecoslovnquie et memo do Frecnco, a 
disposor d 1oux-memes, dnns 1 1excitntion centre 1 111 esclnvnge" de Versailles, 
centre Locnrno, la Societe des Nations, le plnn Dawes ou le plL',n Young, 
centre l'asservissement du peuple allemand a l'imparialisme et au capitc
lismo mondial. A cette attitude vrniment stupefiante des communistes c.lle
mands d 1 c.lors il y a deux .explications possibles. 

D'ecbord, les Bolcheviks se sent'1ient hOritiers du soci1'.1isme c.llomc.nd 
et le pnys p~r excellehce do ln r~volution restait n lours yeux 1 1Allomagne. 
Quo,nd on pnrlait de revolution mondiale, cela voulait diro concrotoment 
triompho du communisme en Allemagne. Aussi assurait-on d€j2 les rovondica
tions nectionalos d 1uno Allemngne virtuellement convertio nu communisme. 
Mo.is, ilj.dOpendumment mCme de ·ces parspectives_rCvolutionnc.ircs,, qui nous 
parc.issont aujourd 1hui c.voir et~ bien illusoiros, il y out, Qpros la pre
midro guorre mondiaie une convergence d 1 int8r0ts entre los deux Etc:ts, in
dopondammont de lour regime politiquo, dans leur lutte contra l 1ordre de 
1919. Convergence qui, elle aussi1 pout pnra!::tre avoir 6t6 fc:ito d'illusions: 
mais l 1ido'c de cott.c convergence domina la diplomntie sovictiquo cu moil1s 
jusqu'on 1934, et constitua une des constantes de la diplom.'Ctie du l1.oich 
soutenuo surtout par 1 'c.rmG e. 
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Le symbole en reste Rnpallo: les consG'quences pratiquos L;s plus gra
ves furent que les Sovi6tiques mirGnt lour territoire 1i. le. disposition 
do le Reichswehr qui p~t per 1G tourncr prntiquement toutes los rostric~ 
tions de Versailles,· Or, Lli l'accussion de l'hitl&risme au pouvoir, ni 
mome 1' invesion soviG'tiqua n' ont complotemont d6tournc 1 1URS:3 d'uno .percil- . 
le poli tique I me me Si CCllv-Ci devai t SaCrifier l'·oriant:ltion SpCCi::\1Cme:1t 
cnti-polonaise qu' elle avni t c 1' origine. 

"Ein Volk, cin Reich", centre los scpnrc.tistes et lcs dcmcmbrours, cen
tre le domino.tion de i• imporirilismo otrehger - tels furent· las principcux 
slogo.ns de le SBD, et en Allomegne O.c 1 1 0ue_st du parti comniu>lis.'""· L'c:rgu-. 
mcnt fondomental centre la polit:j.quc de ,la Ropublique foderoo:'.e et contra 
l'c~istonce m~me do la R<i'publique fG'd~rnie otait que cclle-ci Gtnit ·uno 
ocuvre de s6p~r:~tisme 1 que toutes ses ,mesures d'ihtcgr·c:tion ·atlantiquc ou 
europecnnc etaient une trnhison do 1 'uni.te .do la patrie. . 

k LXJ'-'Spective de la reunificntion fut agitee jusqu 1 en 195? p:Jr la di
plomatic sov:letique et par les autoritt1s de Pankow. n y .Gut memo en 1950 
et en 1952 des propositions qui avoicmt uno .appnrence do seriilux, prevoyant · 
des oloctions libres dans toute l 1Allomcgne. !On pout avoir des doutce.s sur 
le sericux de· cos propositions, mnis il est certain que .ln grnndo cr::.into 
do l'Occidcnt fut non pns .leur manque de s&rieux.mais, au contr.nirc, lour 
chance de roussite, et qu';Ll mit tout erioeuvre pour ~vitor t6utc nogocijl
tion. 

Pnr consequent I 1 'Occident dut so fairG n son tour chemplon de l'unitcl' 
nllcme.ndc,. se.ns memo trop clairemont pr6cisor les limites oriant<Clcs do 
cc nouveau Reich. Ce que la propaganda adv;,rse pres<Jntait. comma uno conse
crntion do la divis-ion do 1 1 Allemogne (alliance atlantiquo, into(';l"o.tion 
ouropoomie, etc.) devenai t nu· contr1:drc un pas vers son unite, puisque 
aussi bien a trnvers l 1adhesion ·au Pacto Atlrmtique,.l 1 Allemn~1G obtcnait 
le soution dos puissaneos "libros" d2ns cette justo revendication natio
nro.lc. 

Le plus grave.c'est quo los puissances occidentalos ont conserve ce 
point de vua au moment ou celui de l 1 URSSovoluait :i.ndiscutablemont. En 
oifct, on n'a po.s OvnluC 8 sa jus-t;e m0suro ce. qu•a repre'sGntO lr. rocon
neissc.nce, en _septembre 1955, do la Republique federnle allomc.ndo par 
l'Union soviiltique. Cc qui n 1etait jusque ln que la zone d'occupatio:-; de 
l'OTA!I ou la bese d 1agression americr:>ine, devonnit soudain pour ln diplo-· 
mntic sovietique la Republique ·federnle, Etc1t a qui on 110 contest nit plus 
la souvorninete internationale. Cette reconnaissc.nce reproscnto .. u;,1o trc.ns
formction totr:>lv de ce qui fut la politique tr2ditionnell0 do l 1 Union so- · 
viotiquo b l'endroit do l'Allemcgnv, 

II - Uno solution possible 

La ·reconnaissance, en septembre .1955, de la Republiqu~· fe dor:olo cl le- · 
man do per 1' Union soviG'tique, reprosente une tronsformetioh totoolo de cc 
qui fut la politique traditionnello de l'Union sovietiquc b. l'cndroit de 
l'Allcmagno. Snns doute l'evolution interne de la Republiquc foderc.lc 
n~t-ollo ::lUX yeux de Khroutchov, ate toute possibilito non soulemont de 
revolution, mais riussi d'une orientation diplomatique et politiquc pro
oriontr:le de oc pays, et, apres ovoir jouo s·i longtomps la cc.rto de l'uni
tC,. voilC. qu'nu contrcire la politique s·oviGtique·.v:i'snit C ft>.iro .roconnG.i
tro le str:tu quo de la division. Ceci ne fut pas sans cr6er do tr0s grnves 
cmbnrrr:>s pour le gouvernemcnt de la R.D.A., dont toutes los p:rat;:mtions 
politiqucs et ideologiqU0S se trouvoicnt par la ebr2nlees. Mais 12 gr:Jnde 
fcibl~sse de l'Occident a ete de ne pas avoir profite do cot cbranloment, 
et d'otrc rcsto fi,;ole n ln ligne Dulles. 
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Notons que cette irreductibilite de principe de la pert des puissnn
ccs .occidcntcles n' n jsm2is pris une ··forme agressive ou expo.nsioru.1:..sto, 
Et le gou.vornemont fO dOr nl lui-m0mc, quoi qu 'en disa .le prop2gc.ndo de 
l'Est, n'c. j2mnis cherchG lo. provocr.tion Ou l 16preuve do force, 11e s'cst 
jem2.is dopr:rti d 'une stricto prudGnce. 

i<EFUS MORAL 

Son dfirmation que lui seul represent nit la legitimit6 nllamnndo, 
le doctriJJ.e a laquollc s 1est attncho le nom du pr<fsident Hc.llstoin,n 
l'opoquc socr6tclire,d'Etnt aux affair0s etrangaros(co qui, pc:~'cit-il, 
n'cst p:~s sans le. gener depuis que c 1est sur un au.tre terrcin, quo s'oxor
cc,.. son action), n 'ant jcmr::is ~t0 li0es 8 une · quclconque volontC do rocon
quoto. Ellos m2rquent lL'l rofus moral d 1admottro toute omprise communiste 
sur uno pnrtie quelc.onquo du pouplc ·allemnnd. Le 17 juin, jour do l'unitc 
allemcnd, ei1 souvimir de la revolte do Berlin d.e 1953 1 sort do thcmG a 
dos discours moralisatours opposant i'ordre democratique st cl1r6tien au 
co~unismc mc.terialiste et ath6e, meis il n'est rien dit qui puisso de
ch~inor les passions. 

Il est absurde d'accuser le chancelier Adenauer d'avoir 6tc un rovan
chisto ot u;1 militarists, d 1avoir reve d 1lL'l nouveaU Grc,nd Reich, alo:cs 
quo c'est un hornme dont toutes les attaches sont rhenanos cetholiquos et 
europ6onnos, qui de tout temps fut nnti-prussien, qu'on n\a d 1 2illours 
ce ss6 d 1 accuser de sOpo.ratisrne rh8nnn, ce qui comma· accuse.tion, cl.2ns 1:;. 
mesure oU c 1en est une, est plus fondG, mais mal compntible 2voc celle 
de p211germanisrne. Mais c 'est pc.r nilleurs un homme qui vout moralcrncnt 
incQrnor l 1 intransigennce atlantique, dont l'anti-cornrnunisrne est otroit. 
et s2ns nuances, qui ne peut pas spirituellet'lent se degager de le! guerro 
froide (et, en 1 1 occu:ronce, soulignons le root.. f r o i d e, car porsonno 
mains que lui·ne. souhaite qu0lque nventurJ guerriCr.;;). Il c. OtO vrcimont 
l'hornrne du statu quo, statu quo qui signifie pour lui non pes conscience 
lucide do certcines r6elit0s, pour chercher 8 les am8noger, mais mcintien 
do cos rGnlitGs dans 1'8tat fig6 qui les a longtemps caro.ct~ris0os. Mnis 
il n 1 est pas commode de fniro cornprendre quo le refus de touto re>co:mais
scmce do l'Allernegno do 1 1Est n'irnplique pes un dosir de roconqueto do 
eo lle-ci; que la non-reco1maissance do la frontiero de 1 'Odol"-i!oisse n' irn
pliquo pes un dSsir. de bousculor les Polonais qui s 'Y sont instc.lles. Sur
tout quo d 1 autres ant aventago il eo quo cos distinctions no soient pns fn:L
tcs dc.ns 1~ Conscience des gens - et tout sp0cialement les diJ.:•ic;ocnts nc
tuols do l'.Allemo.gne de l'Est .. 

Mnis clors nous en venons a le question fondamontc.lo: quelle ettitude 
c.doptol" onvers 1 'Allemagne de l'Est? Ici il conviont de disti>1e,11or rigou
rouscmo:.lt deux questions, le plus .souvent facheusement confonduos: Fnut
il e.dmottre 1 1existence de deux Et2.ts s8pnrt5s, successeurS do 1'c.ncic;:n 
RcichY FQut-il don.11.er un surcrort d'nutoritG et de. consOcj_"c.tion a.u r6gime 
present ck ln R.D,A.? Nous repondons snns h~sitation oui a ln prcraioro 
question, non 0. le. deuxi0me. 

Et c'.'c.bord pour nous democretes et europeens, uno question d0 principo. 
Il n 1est pns question do reprendre la vieille conception quarc.nte-huitc.rde, 
rn~rno si on ln si tue dnns un contexte pecifique et d6rnocrntiquu, "oin Volk, 
ein Reich", sans quoi l'existence d'une Autriche indcpendniJ.te dovr1:1it nou::J 
indignor tout eutent, cornme ella a indign6 en 1918 quiconquo otni t mnrquc 
par los conceptiOllls nationt:'l:ttillires nlors dorninantes. 
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Disons-le memo franchement _: nous savons auj ourd 1hui ce quI a de re latif I 
d'accidontel, et en fin de compte d'artificiel la creation de n'importe 
quollo entite .l'tatique. On a vu d'autres Etc.ts naitre par la sculo volont6 
de gr211des puissances ;mperiales et pourtant perdurer: Panama, Tr2.nsjord2.
nie. Pas plus que tous ceux qui cul turellement ,- linguistiquemo:1t, o tlli1ique
mont so:1t Anglais, Espo.gnols, Fran9ais, Portugais, Neerlo.ndpis, Ar::>bes, 
Grecs no vivcmt dans un Etd unique, pas plus ceci· ne doit etrG lo privile
ce dos Allomands. 

LE "DROIT" D 1 AUTODETERJH1iATION 

Ayons meme le courage de faire hardiment' la critique de_ eo principo si. 
Vague ot si equivoque du droit des peuples a disposer d'eux-mamos. Gar 
c'est lo droit de qui a disposer de quoi? Et apres tout le devoir premier 
dos peuplos ast d~ contribuer a 1 iharmoriie d 'un certain orctre internatio
nal ot ils n'ont. pas le droit de se donner una extension qu_i· puisse tr_ou
bler cot ordre. D'ailleui:'s le cadre dans lequel officiellement, £.. l'Ouost 
commo a 1 1Est, le destin de l'A1lemagne reste pens6 ne corrosppndeit pas 
a l'idU'o ·gro.nde allomancle, mnis c. l 1 id6e gr::iil.'de prussienno, c 16st-C:-dire 
e Ul1C co:.1ccpti0n dO'rivJe d~s vuos bismarckiCi.1nes et liGe b. uno ·si tuntion. 
sociole 1 mili tnire, diplomatique, politiquc ,' morale aujourd 1 hui morto. Il 
n 1y nurn pas plus de nouvello Allemagne bismarckiennc qu'il n'y aur[\ do 
reconstruction du Roynumo Madjar de St-Etienne, 'de 1·a Suede do Gustnvo
Adolphe, du R'ou.aume de Pologne d 1 avant le part age do 1772, dG 1n Fr_c.nce na
poleonienne ou simplement de la France duns le cadre ·des fronticros prc
tondumo:1t nnturellos que lui a longtemps assigne la_ conscience publique de 
eo pays. 

Mais si les peuples n•m:it pas un droit absolu a d6terminor los limites 
de lo'urs assises etatiques, ils ont lG droit de posseder dos Etnts ropo.\1.
uent i', cortaino's exigences .fondamentnles de liberto et do justice. Dl' il 
est plus qu<J doutoux que cos exigences soicnt remplios dans .1 1 Allemagne 
de l'Bst. Ce pays est devenu vraiment le musee du stalinismo; car tout y 
est str.linien dans las mEithodes de gouvernement, d 1 organisation ot d 1 o_pu..; 
ration du pc.rti, do gestion.economiquo, de planification dons eo que· cello'
ci ~.de p·lus contrnign3:1t .avec s_0s mOthodos di·tcs do ·compOtit-io~l soc:Ln-liSte, 
Son ti'2V2il a la piOCO et ses normes, son 11 activisnw 11 (c 1 est ainsi qu 1 on 
y dCsignc eo qui fut appele cm URSS sto.kb:anovisme), avec s·on oncedromcnt 
do ia jeunesso qui evoque constamment l 1 opoqu.:J naz:i.e, avec EJa propegande 
consto.;1t0, ebrutissanto ot imbecile, avec son cul to de la personnalito 
d 1Ulbl'icht, avec, enfin, son ride nu de for qui a pris une forme hide use 
et sanglante. 

En fait, dans lo conflit interne entre Sovi6tiques et Chinois, la 
place naturelle d 'Ulbricht sorait dans lo callip des· ·Chinois, Mais 'alors 
pourquoi conserve-,t-il la favour do Moscou ot pourquoi s'est-il officicl
lcmant 1'-ligne sur la pos:i,tion de celle-ei? c 'est uno vieille vcrite quo 
la paSSG la plus dangereuse pour un regime de dic.taturc C<:lt 'le. moment QU 
il chercho a se liberaliser. C'cst qusnd los ocluses s 1 entre-ouvront que 
los pessi01is longtemps comprimSc:s se precipitant a flats: Il n 1·y a qu•n 
cvoquor 1.:> 17 juin a Berlin, P'oznan, et _surtout le drame hongrois. Or, la 
dorni0l'O region ou Moscou pout s·e permettre le luxe d 1 une situation hon
groiso c 'est bien 1' Allemagne ·de l'Est - avec los terriblos dangers que 
pout ontrainor l'oxistence d'uno armee on 1 1Allomagnc de l'Ouost dont il 
sGrni t bien difficilo d 1 exiger dans eo cas qu 1 ello rest a i 'armo au pie d. 
Aussi, sa;,s vraisemblablement ricn .ignorer ni du passe ni du pro sent 
d'Ulbricht, Khroutchev a raisonne comme Ailonauer: ·Koino Exporimonk. Et 
c 'ost, somblo-t-il, parco que sa ·roncontre pr~vue avec Erhard l'isque.it 
d'aboutir quanc meme t quelques 11Exporimento 11 quo d'autros e la direction 
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du parti ont cru urgent d'empecher a tout prix paroil saut dans l'inconnu ••• 

ENTRE MOSCOU ET PEKIN 

Quant a Ulbricht, il est bien clair qu'il no pout pas se permcttre le 
luxe de s 1insurger centre Moscou dont il est par trap dcpendnnt. Encore 
ost-il notoire que l'action de Moscou a souvent contredit scs propros vi
secs. Cc fut uno rude 8pre;uve quo ln ro.connaissnnco de Bonn par le gouvor
nomont sovietique, que le rofus de cc dornier de concluro do tr8it5 de pnix 
s6par0, rGclamB par Ulbricht 8 cor et a cri. Jouant nu conflit nvo6 POkin, 
il a mis vraiment los dirigeants de Berlin-Est a la torture. Car enfin, il 
6to.i t bion difficile do s' entcndre dire quI un Eta t socialistc ctai t capable 
c1 1o.grossivite et do bollicisme, que face n l'imp6rialisme nm6riccin, le 
Chine n•ctcit pas par nature et per essence pacifiquo. Bcrlin-Est trnitc 
de Moscou· sur 1' arrOt des essais nucl8airos; encore est-ce .en lui do11nL.uit 
llilG interpretation quolque pou chinoise. Bien sUr on est, 2 Bcrlin-Es·c 
comma C. Pcldn, partisan ardent do la paix. La colombo, le mot "Friodc" sG 
rcncontront n chaquo coin de ruo. lflais il est bion entendu quo paix signi
fio victoirG du camp socialisto, que par nature le camp du capitalism0 ne 
pout etro qu'agressif. Tout conflit quolconque entre l'Est et l'Ouost no 
pout otre qu'un conflit entre lus forces de paix et los forces de guorro. 
Il va do soi per oxemplo que le blocus do Berlin ou l 1 attnquo do le Corcc 
du Nord furcnt des gestcs dostincs a preserver la paix contru los entropri
ses do l'impcrialisme. 

Le regime affoctionnc les d6filos militaires dons un style copio en 
to~t point do colui de l 1 nncienne Reichswehr, mais il est bicn evident quo 
cc sont 10. des demonstrations do paix. "La paix est entre do bonnos mains" 1 

s' est cc:;.•ic Ulbricht, apres 1-::s grandos manoeuvres de Leipzig. Et il vn 
do soi que le "mur de Berlin" n 1 avai t qu 1 un but: pr~ server la po.ix contra 
los ontroprisos do la _propaganda et ·de l'espionnago des impcrielistus. In
verscmont 12 Republique fcderBlo est le successeur de l'Etat nnzi ot ne 
pout qu'on a~voir lus visccs. Mais quolle est la signification dc.ns cos 
conditions de la coexistence? Car enfin cclle-ci n'n do sons que si ollo 
est fait a do cortainos volontcs et de certainos fins convergontos,- On no 
peut pas faire coexister le· bellicisme et le pacifismo. Si vrnimont l'Al
lemagnc do l'Oucst est lo successcur d'Hitlor, il faut en tircr los con
clusions logiques et ne pas vouloir un nouvcau Munich. 

Il fc.ut malheurousement dire que cctte propag::mde, dont lo s fondomants 
sont oxnctoment coux dos ChinoiS, a uno ccrtnino officc,citS, et coci C 
cause dos graves equivoqucs de ·la politique de Boru1, Bion que los craintos, 
quo colle-ci suscite, soiont peu fondeos, ellcs ont pour elle de scriouscs 
apparoncos: lo dogmatismo anti-communisto, pendant quasi ideal du dogma
tisme comcJunisto des autros, la doctrine Hallstein, la revendication tau
to thcoriquo mnis jamnis roniee des frontieros de 1937 et nussi la proson
ce mnloncontrouse, 8 d8s fonctions dirigonntes, d'hOmmos QU pnssO trap 
suspect. Il est inutile do soulignor le pr!rti qu 1 a pu tirer la propag::'!n<'co 
<le le. R.D.A.· dos affairos OberUi.ndor, Globl{o, Frankol ou Kriiser, On a 
l'improssion qu 1 nu fond le gouvernement de Bonn no chercho pas 0. dissiper 
le s mo.lcntendus quo susci te· sa politique, me. is qu ~ e.u contl" niro il y trou
vo quolQuo confort. N•ost-ce pas signe de son intransigcm1co cnti-commu
nis'Go, du role eminent qu'il tient dans eo bon combat? Deplorable calcul! 
Car cGlui-ci ·a une consequence cortaino, c'cst de renforcer nussi bien la 
c1ictnturo interne -quo la position internationale d'Ulbricht. Mnis "'est-
cc pes cc qu' inconsciemmcnt e. Bonn on d6sire? Car nvec Ulbricht Adonauor 
a eu ea fo.co de <lni un communiste meilleur quo tout eo que sa propago.nde 
pouvai t i1wentor, Avec lui, a la b01me heure! il sni t ou o st le bion et 
le mal! Au fond Adenauer et Ulbricht n 1ont cesse d'entror dans le jou 
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d'cutres. Car toutes les m6-thodes-d 1Ulbricht trouvent toujours uno seulo 
et momc justification: n6cossit0 de la dGfenso de le paix centre toutos 
los ontroprises de guerre des impoi.;ialistos~ 

JUSTE COMI.IE ENTRE BELGRADE ET TIRANA 

C1 ost on cxploitant cette crainte du "rova~chisme" qu 1Ulbricht 8 obto..; 
nu son pl1:s er os su:oc8 s: 1' app-J.i do Gon:c.;lka. Si tuntion vrd- mcnt c.bsurcle! 
Los rc1c.tions entre Vnr8ovie et Borlin-Est cioVrni.eitt nO:Z..m:tlome:n·t; 0-trc du 
mOmo orc1ro (lt;.J --G 1.-~:~oa uxisi.c,nt· ent:..~C Bolg~adu et 'I'ir<:1na. Ici, _i'b.omfuo qui 
fut 1. 1cx6cut.nn .. en tous· poirlts z610 dos volont.GS do Ste.line, l'e:pologis·t~;;· 
du pacto gcrmano-sovi6tiquo ot la l'homme que Ste~lino avait fait mottro en 
prison et qui dovait figurer ·au rang des innombrablos victimos oxpi~toiros 
do son cultc. Ici un regime rt:ista, en taus points, fidelo 1\ l 1 ancion style, 
et le, nu contlliro, lc·"new-look" cvec ses_iacortitudas, sos docoilVoriuos, 
mb.'is D.Ussi sn s8dtiction. · · 

D'ailleurs los rol2tions ne furent rion moins que cordialos entre ·la 
R.D.A. et la Pologne nu londem~in _d 1 octobre 1956. Ulbricht dccl~·e ·crumont 
qu'on no tolororait pes de propaganda polonaise d::ms ln R,D.A. :>:;t, offoc
tivomon tl plus d 1un communisto :fut oxclu du parti ou memo 'mis _on prison 
pour avoir manifesto quelque sympathie pour la version polonaise du s.ocic."
lisme. Aujourd 1hui encore a1aillours, les oeuvres si riches et si vilrieos 
qui so publiont en Pologno trouvont un l8rge ~cho dans la Ropubliqu6 fc c6-
ralo. m~,is sent bnm1ies a 1 'Est,' et il est bion plus facile .e,, un oi toyon 
do 1~ Rcpubliquo fedOrale qu'a un rossortissant do la R.D.A. do so r'mdi'e 
0>1 Pologno. 

•,Juol chimp d'activite magnifique s 1 offrait ici ?! uno diplomatic rcalis
to et imeginative! Sa tache premiere cut etc do tout mottro Cl~ .ocuvrc pour 
dissiNr les· cro.intcs· et les rossentiments, combion expliccblos, que la · 
Po·losno poUV2it cprouvor n 1 I ondi'oi t dv 1 I Allomc!gne. Essayor' c,! 6 t!.!blir sur 
taus l0s pleas clos relations tellcs que la propaganda monce P<ll' le. RoD,A. 
cho:;; un pouple devenu en general fort allergiquo a taus les effets do la 
propc;_;andc, se trouve manquor co.mp.lGtemont son objot .. ox- cc fut cxe.ctoment 
l 1 invorsc qui fut fait. L3 gouvornemont federal so refuse m2mo, au nom de 
la doctrine Hall stein, 11 -nouer los relations diplomatiquos normc.lus·. quo 
rcclameit la Pologne et se priva do tout moyon d I action J?OUT dissiper los 
contrc-vcritos, pourtant les _plus flagr,mts., Gomulka 3 c'.u finir pi"-' so di
re qu 1cvoc les All.emands il n 1 y a decidc"'ent rion a esp6ror, et quo, pour 
dctostcblo quo soit le regime d'Ulbricht, il est vrnisomblablcmcmt colui qui 
]flur conviont la. micux. A us si eo ne fut pas une mince reus si to dos mc.noou.: 
vros d 1Ulbricht que 1 1 appui, boaucoup plus net que celui de Mosoou, quo 
lui apporta celui qui, dons le camp sovi&tiquo, aUrait du etro logiquomcnt 
so11 principal adverseir0. 

RO!tlPRE · LE DILEII'IME. 

On n8 pout nier que, par les graves erreurs do 13 poli tique occidcnta
lo et· de la Rcpublique fed~-~al.a en particulier, un r&gime qui est dove nu 
c.nachroniquo d!Cr: a le bloc eovi{t;ique s' o st trouve fortcment consolide. Cnr 
si cottc politiquo no change pas, toute la position d 1Ulbricl1t so trouve 
justifieu. Et si m5mo cllo ch£:ngo,. mais simplement de guerro l8sso, per 
co;1cessions grignoteos, par esprit de rusignc_tj.on ot non par volont6 posi
tive d 1 abordor le problilmo sous un angle nouvesu (et tol ost le sons des 
cmenn;;omonts quI c,pporto constamm,mt le ministre Schroedor n J.a doctrine 
Hnllsto in) Ulbricht pourra dire que c I est 1.3 le re sul tat de sn fornote' 
qu<; c'ost une cnpHulation des forces do guerre devant 1 1osprit rcsoln ot 
intr~.nsigoant du socialisme. Aussi, faut-il que 1 1 Occiclent pronnc dos 
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initictivos pre'cisos qui seules pourraiant rompre le dilcmuc, Il feut 
qu 1 il rei t le courage de proclamer ce qui est ill'le evidence pour to us, que 
le pGrtagc do 1 I Allemagne fait par tie d 1un equilibre global quo ]1 on ne 
SOilgo nullo part a romcttre en _question. Ceci admis, il est p0rDis. c1 1a.llor 
rosolume11t QU dovant du tout CO qu 1 il y a de raisonnablo dcms le S proposi
tions soviotiqucs: trnito de paj_x c.vcc les deux Etats nllemcnds, regime 
spo'cid pour Borlin-Otwst lui garantissant son orc1re interne 0t 12. libortc 
totalo de sos communications, institutions de ccrc.ct8rc confedOo.'cl pciur ro
glor certo.i::.1s probl?nuus com1:.-1W1s nux ·Allemnnds, crOetion, dr.ns i• cspl"'it du· 
plo.n Ho.po.clci, d'unc vnste zone d8nucl6nris6e Gt c18me cl6uilit,:ris~o. Il n'y 
a done p2s moyen d 1 o.ller plus nvant dons l'esprit de concossiono · 

Mo.is, en rovancho, 1 'Occident doit Q son tour GXigor UJ.lG concession 
qui normnlomont, ne devrnit pas· en 6tre une, puisqu'elle est conformo aux 
.Prtncipos nffirmOs nux 200mc et 22Cme congres: que le p8rti comr.nmisto do 
l'Union soviotique de nonce le rSgiwe-,- la poli tique, les principos idoolo.
giquos qui ont cours dons l'Allemagne do l 1Est dans lcs memos tol'mvs OU 
il 1 1 G fo.it pour la Chine et pour l'Albanio. · 

Qu 1 il no dise pas que c 1 est un probleme intorieur 2 cc pGys. Lo groupe 
nctuollomcnt dirigoant a Berlin-Est a ete f9rm6, triJ, opr8s Go rigoureuSes 
Cpurr;tions, Q 1\IIoscou. Ulbricht a 0t0 tu1 exScutr.nt dos plus bessos bosogncs 
de l'cro stc.linienno et il y a contra lui un dossier terrible qu 1 il convient 
de publior, Et tout, dc.ns ses wl'thodes de gouvernement, indiquv qu'il n 1 n 
on ricn OvoluG, qu'il nborde notnmment la coexistence dans un osp~it qui 
tend C le. nio~. 

Cortos, nous sor;Jmes conscients des troublus qu'un pGroil 2.cto poul'rc.it 
cnusor on Allemc.gne do l 1Est, et pout-Stre dt~ns d'c.utros d0mocrctios ~opu
lO:iros li1C.l d6stnlin.is6r!:ScAUssi' 18 encore' 1' accident doit-il Gtrc prct n 
fcciliter nu mnximutil cctte ontreprise. 11 C:oit prendre 1 'engngou11..:nt forncl 
de no pc.s cherchOr q tirer parti dvs difficult8s qui pourrc.ieiJ.t nnit:rv dG 
ln c~6s:t~liniso.tion pour uno quolconquG intervention, de no pes reprondro 
12. pro:Jag"nde irrosponsablo qui fut nag;ucre cello do Froc Europe. 

Il va so.ns diro que la suppression du mur de Berlin doit otre un dos 
objectifs do cotte liberalisation, Mais ln encore 1 'Occident cloi t so taon
tror re 2.liste. Il est certain qu 'un;; abolition subi to risquo1·o.i t cl' entrd.
ner uno fuite operduo et de vider le pays de sa substance. Aussi, pout-on 
imagine:' pour un nombro d' annoes strictem0nt limit& - met tons_ cinq <lU 

maximum - le mnintien d'un mur ntt8nuC dens ses effots - ou quolquo nutre 
formula plus souplo encore pourrait otre tPouveo: il sorait p2r example 
porrc1is nux Allemands de 1 1 Est do voyo.ger, twis le s puissance s occidcnttClos 
- y corJpl'is l 1Allemagne federale - s'ongageraiont a ne p2.s lour occorder . 
pour Ul1 ter.1ps le droit d'otnblissemont sans lo consentomcnt des nutoritos 
cle l 1 Allcr.1agne de 1 1 Est.· 

Brof, s'il fe.ut avoir le courage de reconnoitre ce qu'a <".'inevitable 
un cortc.in partage de la puissance dons le monde, et nogocior sur cotto 
bnsc on vue d'une forme nouvelle de coopJration, encore fnut-il nOgocior 
au prix fort, ii un prix pour nous incomparable: la liberto des hommos! 

.-
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DETENTE AND SECURITY IN EUROPE ------------------------------

Theinstit'ute for Strategic Studies, as a private international 
resea:rch centre, has been concerned from its inception -with 
proolerns of EiJ-st-West relations,. European security and German· 
reurrification. During the last year the Institute organised a 
number o:f study groups and meetings in order to discuss recent 
developments in· these fields and in- particular the various 
political and military implications of a new European security 
system. 

In ___ connection With these discus-sions three short- monographs 
have oeen published until now, namely "Europe in the Seventies" 
by C.urt Gasteyger (Ade1phi Paper J7), "Detente and Military 
Relaxation_ in Eurcipe: A German View" by Georg R. Bluhm (Adelphi 
Paper 4-0) and, "Change and Security in Europe" by Pierre Hassner 
(AP,elphi" paper 4-4-). As they are all directly related to the 
subjects the International Institute for Peace is proposingto 
disc·ui3S:_at its forthcoming conference in Vienna, it is hoped 
that .the follov;ing excerpts from-these three papers will be a 
useful_ contribution. Two further· excerpts .were taken fr-om a 
draft paper by Pierre Hassner which is scheduled for publica- -
tion in later spring (tentativetitle: "The Notion of a European 
Security System"). Needless to say that the views expressed 
he:re are those ofthe three authors and not of the ISS. 

'I. _ DETENTE 
·---"""";------

1. The understanding of d§tente 

" ••• The t-erm detente is imprecise to a degree which politicians 
and· jou:rnalists find very useful. _There is no doubt that the 
objectives envisaged in the individual policies of East and West, 
though tote.lly different and in part contradictory, are all · 
understood as Q_et_§_nte. • • • · 

It is easily forgotten that the technological revolution' in arma~ 
ments has not -only reduced_ the risk of .war in Europe as a:n ulti
mate instrument of policy, but has ruled out one of· the· ·most 
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important motives of classicaLdiplomacy: the solution of inter
national conflicts in .. oro:eY to ·avoid the--greater evil, war. Since 

.·none of the great ):iowers can any-lonj:;"er allow itself to revert 
to the.use·cir threat of force which were previously a feasible 
:meaiis of asserting its interests and claims or those of its 
allies, conflicts of interest, even those of great weight, are 
no longer subject to the urgent pressure of having to be solved. 
This state of affairs has created a. new kind of policy: one which 
is concerned with the contr.ol of conflict, with arms control, 
with crisis management,· with techniques and structures which are 
designed to minimize the incalculable or explosive elements of 
certain conflicts, rather than to solve them •• ,. 

The conditions of international politics in Europe in the nuclear 
age have reduced the inc.entive to find formal solutions to out
standing political differences in order to avoid the greater evil 
of war. The avoidance of war no longer depends on the solution, 
but on the control, of protracted disputes. But the element which 
remains, which moves the international system and· still contains· 
possibilities of- solving conflicts, is the evolution-and imple
mentation of policies which can create mutual interests and 
advantages. 

Military measures, which belong to the first of these political 
processes, take the form of arms control policy, designed to in
crease the ability of opponents to handle crises and the eff.:i_cacy 
of formal or informal renunciation .of useless or destabilizing · 
activities in the arms race. Conversely, military measures have 
no essential role to play in the other international process, 
that of solution by compromise, or only an accidental one. It 
is clearly possible to create a system of increasingly close co
operation, accompanied by growing. mutual benefits between stntes 
or groups ofstates that have been adversaries hitherto, without 
bringing about any immediate changes in their military preparedness. 
If this identificntion of interdependent benefits were to go far 
enough, a continuing military d.eployment might become. superfluous. 

The maintenance of, or change in, military preparations have, in 
the context of such a process, a diminished military but an ex
tended psychologicalmeaning. Developments in military policy 
would be designed primarily to allay the suspicions of the former 
adversary; a freezlng of force levels could appear to be adequate, 
while a decision to increase one's military strength substantially, 
or to open a new round in the nrmaments progrnmme, would appear 
inconsistent, and likely to disturb the process of re.pprochement ••• 

These are the two approaches: the policy of o6nfliot control by 
attempting to reduce the explosive elements in the situat·ion while 
allowing the conflict to continue, and the polic_y of solving 
conflicts by creating new interlocking interests which would make 
the onuses of conflict appear relative rather than absolute and 
might eventually resolve them; both these political .strategies 
could claim to be policies of detente. But if detBnte is taken 
as the elimination of a relationship which is oharnoterised by 
competing e.nd irreoonoilnble interests, claims, or challenges, 
and by the fears which arise from t]1ese, then a policy which 
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offers clear advantages to each side, dethrones their conflicting 
interests, and possibly reduces their driving ambitions to absurdity 
obviously comes neo.rer to the true meaning of detente than a 
procedure which simply attempts to reduce the explosive danger 
of continuing conflict," 

(Bluhm, pp. 2-J) 

2. The attitudes of the major West~rn_countries 

"In Britain, in France, and in the other memberstates of contin.ental 
Europe - with the exception of Germany ~ the prevailing view is 
that the military threat which the Soviet Union presented to 
Western Europe has been overcome. But the conclusions that are 
drawn from this are different. France, which considers that NATO. 
has solved its military tasks, has begun, independently from the. 
Alliance, to prepare for the political solution of the East-West 
conflict that is still to come: she does not seem prepared to 
accept the status quo as a solution. Britain's prime interest is 
in the preservation of NATO in order to make use of its integrated 
military structure f-or the maintenance of stability in Europe. 
Nevertheless, J3ritish politicians as well as British officials_ 
have shown a high degree of interest in. the evolution of a situa
tion which could permit a settlement of the outstanding problems 
in Europe - especially a settlement of the German question which 
would create greater stability by being founded on the consent 
of the people. · 

In the United' States, attitudes vary. It is frequently assumed by 
those responsible for defence policy that the Soviet Union continues 
to pose a military threat to Europe. They are concerned to preserve 
the military efficiency of the Alliance. A different group makes 
use of the argument ofthe continuing Soviet threat to Europe in 
the hope of avoiding a break~up of the Alliance before it has 
fulfilled its political commitments. The main line. of American 
policy seems to have been indicated in 'President Johnson' s speeuh 
of 7 October 1966. Here, the political task of NATO· was obviously 
regarded as unfilfilled, and a solution of the outstanding political 
problems - detente in Europe and, following from this, a solution 
of the question of German reunification - was to be attempted 
through 'peaceful engagement '·• 

In Germany th-e task of the Alliance is naturally thought to be 
unfilfilled so long as no satisfactory solution has been found to 
the question of reunification. There is thus a/ particularly strong 
interest in maintaining it. It is clear that the simplest argument 
is often used in the service of this objective, namely that the 
Soviet threat persists. After the fall of the-Erhard government, 
the Grand Coalition embarked on a policy of an 'opening' towards 
Eastern Europe. 1'his new stage of German .foreign policy resembles 
contemporary French policy and the intellectual concept of peace
ful engagement which has been developed by the American Admin'istra
tion, although there are many subtle variations in the three 
approaches. This policy is understood in Germany as a strategy of 
detente which, if it were extended in concert with the Eastern 
policy of the allies, could_ be expected to lead to a political 
resolution of the East-West conflict." 

(Bluhm, pp. 1-2) 
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J. East ern Europe ... and· dflt__§_nt e 

11 It rnay be asstimed that :the Inilitary an(l economic preponderance · .· 
of the Soviet Union. will remain the determining factor in Eastern·· 
Europe .:_ in contrast to the position of the. United States in -
Western Europe which may further recede; Given this continuing 
Soviet preponderance one is led to ask how far the present 
divergences in Eastern. Europe. can, or will be allowed to, develop. 
After all, the East European countries, even the most unorthodox 
ones, are still ruled by well-established Communist parties. Their 
basis of power has certain;Ly be:come more stable, but the;Lr regime 
has never been exposed to'free elections or ariy kirid'ofah open 

• 

.political opposition. There may be differences in the degree.of 
political, economic and culturall:i:beralisation in different 
countries. But it is already doubtful whether this 'liberalisa
tion' will ·ever be_ allowed . to go as far as it has gone in 
Yugosiavia,.. Harsh Soviet .criticism of the changes that are_ taking 
place in '(ugoslavia maybe ephermeral, though it cl_:early reflects 
growing concerriabout their infectious influence in Eastern Europe. 
It should eq_ually be remembered that, so far, most of the 'liberalisa
tion' in the Soviet orbit has been. in the economic field with the 
purp_ps~ of making the economy of the East European countr:ies more 
efficient within their present political system •••• 

For obvious reasons the Soviet Union is less interest en in any 
far-:i'eaching change of the present military and political situation 
in Europe than the United States. She is quite aware that the East 
European countries are more vulnerable to change than· Western 
democrac:i:es. Zbigniew Brzezinski rightly points out that 'only· 
in a relaxed international atmosphere could the hidden tensions 
and, cont:radictions that plague the East, surface and 'lecome 
pol.itically important. The Communist regimes, more than the 
pluralistic Vle:'lt, require hostility and tension to maintain their 
unity' •. Hence Soviet reluctance· to allow any further evolution in 
Europe to be more than conf·irmation of the present status quo ••• ; 

The preponderant and most urgent tasks which lie ahead of the East 
European countries are therefore to be found primarily in the 
domestic field. The attempt of their present regimes to gain a 
broad.er consensus of, and a more active support from, the popula
tion is therefore closely linked with their determinat.ion to solve 
the manifold economic, social and political problems without 
losing control over this complex and difficult process or en
dangering their established positions. In doing so, they, too, 
have accepted that evolution is safer than revolution, and that 
it .is only in a r'elatbrely stable international environment' that 
such evolution cah take place; Being vul_nerable to any fundamental 
political change and burdened with a great many .internal problems, 
the East European count.ries will certainl.Y not be prepared to · 
accept any major change in their internatioi-1al environment. They· 
are all anxious to assert a greater degree af economic independence 
of the Soviet Union; At the same time they are prepared to accept 
that the. Soviet Union is the- only guarantee of their security and 
stability in Eastern Europe. Under these circumstances it is ir-· 
relevaritwhether they do this by their own choice or by force of 
political and geographic reasons. The. common objective remains the 
same: to gain a breathing space which allows for a cautions but 
uninterrupted'devolopment. Such common objectives create a corilinunity 
of interests which has little to do with ideological cohesion or 
'§ocialist solidarity'. · -
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There is no.doubt that Peking's emergence as a rival centre of 
authority has greatly facilitated the emancipation of most of 
the Communist regimes in .Eastern Europe from satellite status. 
But this process may soon come to a stop. Richard Lowenthal has 
pointed out that the impact of China on the cohesion of the 
Soviet bloc in Europe has by nowbeen largely consummated 'not 
only because the greater tactical flexibility shown by Khrushchev's 
successors and the present extreme rigidity of the Chinese leaders 

-give the East Europeans very little scope for further exploitation 
of the dispute, but simply b_ecause the ideological factor has 
become less central for the development of relations within the 
bloc'. In future the Warsaw Pact alliance will therefore rest 
far less on ideological homogeneity and compulsory 'solidarity', 
but will evolve gradually into a classical alliance system whose 
cohesion rests mainly on a community of interests." 

(Gasteyger, pp. 5-:-7) 

±_._The Soviet Union 

11 The prevailing characteristics of the.Soviet approach to dfltente 
-and this. goes beyond the German problem- are fundamentally 
different from French policy towards Eastern Europe, or the 
American approach to 'peaceful engagement'• They are not co
operation, or a form of engagement which offers mutual advantages 
or interdependent interests, but the elimination of all external 
factors which could restrict the exercise of Soviet control in 
the Soviet sphere of influence. In order to carry out her demand 
for the legalisation of the status quo, the Soviet Union is 
attempting to bring a European security conference about in the 
near future. If this conference did meet ·soon, the East would 
almost certainly demand dfltente through the enforced legalisa
tion of the status quo in Germany. 

There is no doubt that the Soviet Union is at present resolved 
to make the fulfilment of this demand a prerequisite for any 
lasting detente in Europe.•·· 

(Bluhm, pp. 5-6) 

11 There is little plausibility in the assumption that the SoviGt 
Union is fully prepared to support the whole European status quo, 
including the Atlantic institutions and the American presence in 
Europe. Certainly there are elements, even in the West European 
situation, which she strongly wishes to preserve. These have to 
do with maintaining German inferiority, by way of discrimination, 
special military limitations, denying her access to nuclear 
weapons and keeping her from becoming a latent military power. 
This·is precisely what it being done by NATO and by the American 
presence. Hence the tendency among many reasonable - too reason
able~ people to think that the Soviets, like General de Gaulle, 
when they call for the withdrawal of American troops and the 
end of NATO cannot really mean it •. 
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This is a fallaoywhich is due to our lumping together, under 
the. name of status quo, elements Which .to others seem quite 
separable or even incompatible~ For twenty years now, the West 
has tried to convince th(! Soviet Union (and implicitly General 
de Gaulle).that the best way of preventing the re-emergence of 
an independent German power which neither party wanted was to 
integrate Germany as tightly as possible in a Western framework; 
For twenty years the Soviets have refused to accept the argument, 
have regarded Western frameworks and organisations not as safe
guards against G'ermo.ny but as vehicles for her influence and 
rise to power, and have bitterly fought them, thereby bringing. 
about (as in the case of the EDC and German rearmament) a more 
dangerqus version of what they wanted to avoid. They are. .certain
ly not totally blind to the argument, but their attitude to the 
American presence has at best.been ambivalent. Signs that they 
favoured it have usually had to do either with relations within 
an existing HATe (where they most ce:rtainly oppose any increase 
of German influence and participation, and hence want to preserve 
American preponderance) or with declarations about the increased 
bellicosity of a German-led Europe. Nevertheless, the fact remains 
that for the time being they are confident (but for better reasons 
thci:n d.e Gaulle) that, in a continental system which the United 
States had left, they could handle the Germans and dominate the 
situation. 

The world. would sur.ely be a safer place if America'" politicai 
rivals regarded the American presence as a desirable means of· 
protecting other, less powerful rivals. The trouble is that they 
don't, If.the Soviet G.overnment and General de Gaulle really 
are clandestine NATO-supporters, they must surely be able·to 
see that the American-German psychological and political.relation
ship is the very basis of NATO, of the presence of American troops 
in Europe, of Germany's feeling of security, and hence of her 
lack of military ambition. However1 even the most optimistic 
advocate of the Washington-Paris-Moscow axis for the status quo 
would not deny that both the Soviet Union and France do their 
best to undermine the confidence and intimacy of this relation-
ship. · 

This does not mean, of course, that the Soviet Un~on does not 
attach great value to her bilateral relations with the United 
States and to maintaining whatever bipolar supremacy she can 
at the global level, Indeed, this is likely to have a clear 
priority over her continental ambitions, just as it proved to 
have over her revolutionary commitments or her Middle Eastern 
entanglements, The point is that she does not. see the two 
approaches as conflicting. Again as in General de Gaulle's case, 
one tends to forget the distinction, which is as alive'with the 
Russians as. it is with him, between the global balance and the 
regional one. Both regard the global .balance l:)etween .the United 
States and the Soviet Union as .of a fact of life, which has its 
advantages .and·.its.consequences for theregional one; but they 
see.no reason to confuse the two, and they both find it 
advantageous to deny the United States a direct voice in 
continental matters. 
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From the Soviet point of view, there is a striking parallel 
between the propos2..l for a non-proliferation treaty and the 
proposal for a European security system. The first is meant 
as a bilateral enterprise with the United States against their 
non-nuclear friends and allies; the second as a continental 
enterprise with the Europeans against the United States. In 
both cases, however, the opponent against whom the project is 
really directed is Germany. 

This shows in a striking way that the choice which is constantly 
urged upon the Soviet between trying to collaborate with the 
United States to rule Europe or the world, and trying to divide 
the West and separate the United States from its allies, poses 
no real dilemma for the Kremlin. For the time being, not only do 
the Russians manage to get away with their double policy, but 
its two aspects reinforce each other in two different ways. First, 
the more the Soviet Union deals bilaterally with the United States, 
the more she divides the West. Nothing except Vietnam and General 
de Gaulle has done as much as the negotiations on a non-prolifera
tion treaty to drive a wedge between the United States and Europe. 
Second, by working on both levels, she has hit upon the best way 
to isolate Germany - a goal of Soviet foreign policy that nobody 
would deny. 

It is this very goal, however, which raises the most perplexing 
questions about the future. Let us suppose that the Soviet policy 
of separating the United States and Germany hns some success, and 
that Germany adopts a more independent line and feels less bound 
by NATO. This might take the form of an attempt at a more national 
defence posture, or of a greater openness to Soviet demands, or 
both. What, then, would Soviet policy be? 

.. One possibility is that the Soviet Union, her eyes open to the 
dangers of separating Germany from the United States and con
fronted with a choice she is tcday able to e.void, would really 
go whole-heartedly in the direction of bipole.r condominium, 

.~iving up.her attempts to bolster her position vis-~-vis the 
United States. Another possibility, however, is that she might 
try to play a bilateral game with Germany. The precedent of 
Rapallo is, of course, misleading, but so is the notion that 
because the circumstances of the 1920s will ~ot recur, no 
circumstances could favour another understanding between Ger'many 
and Russia on very different bases. 

In other words, the question is whether the Soviet policy of 
isolating West Germany and of excluding her from·· the general 
detente is fixed for all time or is an intimidation tactic. And 
if it is the latter, is it designed simply to bully Germany into 
recognising her borders and East Germany, or might it in some 
conceivable circumstances lead to the kind of Europe implied by 
the idea, alluded to by every successive Soviet dictator at one 
time or another, of Germany and Russia being the two great peoples 
whose mutual understanding could guarantee the peace of Europe. 

Whichever Russia's choice would be, in this hypothetical situation 
in which the present tactical manoeuvring would no longer be 
relevant, it seems safe to assume that she will always tend to 
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go for a bilateral.deal with.!:\ partner whose ooilab~ration she .. 
needs or, in her own sphere, Whom .she hopes to d'ominate; rather 
than for a c.olleotive .setm:tity framework which would put an end 
to alliances or spheres of influence. · 

Perhaps,_ however, with polycentric rebellions in the East and 
socio-economic dynamism in the West, the Soviet Union does 
consider that trends are against her, and. that, to quote Fritz 
Ermath, since 'the processes at work are irreversible, in order 
to shape the result, she must set ·the pace in defining the new 
order in Europe'. Ermath finds this awareness 1 almost pathetical
ly eJ(tJ.ibited in Soviet efforts to launch a European security 
conference' •. This would be, then, a kind·of fuite en avant, a 
series of tactical initiatives resulting j'rom a strategic 
defensi-ve: the Soviet Union would accentuate the active aspect 
of her policy precisely because she felt its basis, the status 
quo in Eastern Europe, to be endangered. But this .again .. would 
go to show that offence is the best defenne and that, to use a 
Marzist formula, one cannot .consolidate the status quo without 
ove:tcom:ing it.". 

(Hassner, Adelphi Paper 44, 
uncorrected proof.) 

5. The limits. of d€ltente 

"How far can and will d€ltente go? There is ho question about 
the considerable improvement of relations between Eastern and 
Western Europe. The network of new cultural, economic,. technical, 
scientific and political links has become wider.and denser than 
ever before. Though the gulf between the two political systems 
of government remains deep it no longer seems to be unbridg-e
able. • •• 

D€ltente has thus made Europe realize to what extent the inter
national climate has changed in recent years, Although· the con
frontation between the two super-powers in Europe still' basical
ly exists, the international context within which Western and 
Eastern Europe see each other has altered. No doubt, the di
versification or even disintegration of the alliances has made 
the international system more flexible. But at the same time it 
has also become more fragile, more vulnerable to_competitive 
rivalry and suspicion between formerly allied countries •. · In fact, 
it looks as if members of the same alliance often know better 
how to develop relations with those of the other camp than how 
to maintain and improve the iinks with their own allies. With 
the spirit of integration waning they se~ to be tempted to re
turn to a rather old-fashioned bilateralism as the main basis 
of inter-state relations, both inside and outside the alliances. 

For Western Europe this raises the question whether such a 
policy is really the best means to establish a new and better 
relationship with Eastern Europe and the two super-powers. It 
is difficult to see how successful the attempt can be •to wean 
the East European countries away through increased contacts and 
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to prepare for a European settlement' if WesternEurope loses 
still more of its internal cohesion. While a somewhat greater 
diversification may help a rapprochement with Eastern Europe, 
it is most doubtful whether this is equally true vis-~-vis 
the Soviet Union. She will certainly try to exploit the present 
dBtente and diversification in her own favour. Thus she might 
welcome an expansion of the EEC if there were signs of its dis
sociating itself from the United States and providing a wider 
political framework which would better neutralise Gerrnan in
fluence. The entry of Britain might therefore appeal to the 
Soviet Union as watering down its supranational objectives, 
helping to reduce Britain's oversea commitments, and further 
weakening her special relationship with the United States. 
Soviet support for a loosening-up of the European community 
is linked with her promotion of precisely the sort of bilater:;l,l-:
ism Western Europe seems ready to turn to again; both actions 
are intended to reduce the political impact of European integra
tion. By also encouraging Western Europe to strive for greater 
independence from the United States, the Soviet Union hopes t.o 
increase her own influence there and bring the individual 
European countries 'into some form of closer and perhaps sub
ordinate relationship, thereby enhancing its power position 
relative to th8 .. United States'. Hence recent Soviet hints of 
the possibility of technological co-operation with Western 
Europe and of a European security system without American 
participation,·. 

The question which Western Europe in the 1970s will therefore 
have to answer is, in the words of Marshall Shulman, 'whether 
there can be enough co-ordination and political consciousness 
in the management .of these (East-West) contacts so that the · 
effect will be a strengthening of Euro:pean independence rather 
than a fragmentation or subordination \to Soviet. preponderance)'. 
At the same time, Europe must be clear how much it can realistic
ally hope·to gain from a rapprochement with the Soviet Union on 
the one side and .a greater independence from the United States 
on the other. Both approaches require at least a common political 
understanding on which such an autonomy can rest. One couldcall 
it a kind of 1 dBtente management' •••• 

Two basic elements. have, however, to be taken into account here. 
First, a Western Europe which demands greater responsibility 
for its foreign.policy and defence should also be able to create 
the necessary institutions to carry them out. What is therefore 
required is a com~on agreement on whether the present alliance 
system should·continue, though in a somewhat modified form, or 
whether the time has .come either to replace or to complement 
it by a new system better suited for the requirements of detente 
and greater European independence. The changing nature of Amerioan 
commitment to, and the basically unchanged Soviet interest in, 
Europe could otherwise lead to an imbalance of forces which may 
possibly enhance Western Europe's greater independence from the 
United States but at the same time expose it to a greater pressure 
from the Soviet Union, The most important task for Europe .in the 
1970s will therefore be to work out, and agree on, new forms of 
co-operation which help to establish a more satisfactory relation
ship with the United States and to counterbalance Soviet power 
without foreclosing a further improvement of the relations with 
Eastern Europe, ••• 
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Second, th'e Europeans must accept that any processof change or 
dHente as well as any progress towards the establishment of- a 
new security system in Europe. can go only a limited distance 
without a basic understanding between the United States and the 
Soviet Union, It is-thus precisely over Europe·that the Soviet...: 
American bilateralism s'eems to crystalise. This is not without 
risks because it .could revive European fears .that such bi- -. 
lateralism might lead to some kind of great power· bargain at 
their expense, Some West-European reactions tothe negotiations 
on a non-prolif-eration treaty give sufficient evidence that these 
fears are stillwith us. But they show, too, how fragile Western 

··Europe's newly acquired self-consciousness and independent 
position still is." · · 

(Gasteyger, pp.1J-15) 

a) Some -.basic questio.ns 

."It seems that for both East and West the problem of European 
security as well as the problem of German reunification were much 
more alive in the early 1950s than they are today. From the 

-German 'point of view, both aspects were more urgent: there was 
then a real danger t-o .German security, to which integration .in 
the_ West seemed the most obvious answer, and there was a real 
case for attempting negotiation with the Soveit Union and for 
hoping that she might trade reunification against some form of 
arms control. Of course, there may have been no more prospect 
that the Soviet Union would invade West Germany, or give away 
East Germany, in the early 1950s than there is today; but we 
shall never know, and .8:t any rate the uncertainty at the time 
was sufficient to give rise to a genuine pro-blem of priorities 
and· of risks. Conversely, from the point of view of the Soviet 
Union, German rearmament could conceivably have appeared as a 
threat to her security, and German integration in the West as 
a blow to her hopes of dominating a weak and neutralised unified 
Germany. __ In addition, East Germanywas at the most precarious 
and tense moment-of its existence, as demonstrated by the up-

.Tisingcif June 1953. 

In short,· there could be on both sides a genuine concern for 
security in the broadest sense, and a genuine temptation t'o 
regard the balance of risks and hopes as more favourable to a 
settlement than to the status'quo. Today the feeling that pre
vails is exactly the opposite; the characteristic of thepresent 
situation is the very low level. of fears or of hopes. ·Neither 
Germany nor Russia can really be worried for her security in any 
immediate sense of aggression from the. other side. Neither can 
have any real hope of .dramatically altering the status quo at 
the conference table. The military balance seems stabilised; the 
political status quo, in Germany at least, more and more con-
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solidated. The Question, then, must arise: if everybody's level 
of dissatisfaction is so low, why start.thinking up models for 
change? If the Soviet Union is so happy with the two alliances, 
why does she do her be.st to destroy one of .the most essential· 
foundations of the Western one, the American-German relationship, 
and why does she call for the suppressiQn of both alliances by 
1969? If Germany is so optimistic about her security and so 
pessimistic about her reunification, why does she need a new 
policy and dream of a new system? 

For an answer to these Questions, we shall need to examine more 
closely the current meaning of, and relationship between, the 
twin yet distinct notions of security and status Quo. But a pre
liminary and apparently flippant answer would be that, today, 
the search for a European security system has nothing to do with 
any direct search for security. 

Already in the German debate of the 1950s, the proponents of a 
European security system were precisely those who refused to 
give priority to security. They '(ianted to accept risks for the 
political objective of reunificatioh, and the notion of a 
collective security system was there to buttress their claim 
that one could have both reunification and a degree of security 
eQuivalent to the one provided by NATO. Certainly today, however: 
conservative the Soviet Union may be, if she were solely concerned 
with security she would not call for the replacement of NATO and 
the Warsaw Pact by a European 3ecurity system in which the control 
of .Germany by the United States would be considerably weaken~d. 

The truth is that we may have come out of the security dilemma 
to enter into what one might call the paradox of self-denying 
security: that is, we may have entered a stage in which the on:j.y 
serious threat to security comes from security being taken too 
easily for granted. This, by contrast, could not happen to the 
political status Quo. The essential difference between military 
security and political stability is that politics is never neutral. 
There can be no clear, final and mutually acceptable definition 
of the status QUo. · 

One may escape from the security dilemma, not from the status Quo 
dilemma. A policy of maintaining the status Quo must, as long as 
some one is challenging it, be a policy of manipulating the status 
Quo in one's own favour. If no one is challenging it any longer, 
political attention will no longer be directed.towards keeping 
it; but then ·the status Quo policy will be replaced by an absence 
of policy, and this is not the best basis for maintaining the 
posture on which military security is based. Either security will 
be .threatened,· or it means that there is no one to threaten it 
any longer, in which case both the political and the military 
policies have radically altered, · · 

The Question, then, is how much political change- whether through 
political revisionism, political exploitation of the stat.us Quo 
or political inattention - is compatible with the preservation of 
military security. Converse1y, when and tci what extent 11anpolitical 
stability stand on its·own feet, without being propped by the 
military balance which has helped to bring it about? Both Questions 
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point to a third one, which is precisely the one raised by the 
notion of a European security system: if, deliberately or un
wittingly, one's political objectives challenge the status quo, 
and if this modification of the status quo brings about the dis
mantling of the existing security arrangements, what alternative 
security arrangements can be devised to. help achieve the new 
political objectives, accommodate the new political conditions 
or guarantee the new political agreements?'' 

(Hassner, Adelphi Paper 44, 
· uncorrected proof.) 

"The only·way of achieving some clarity is by exposing some 
ambiguities. This could usefully be done, for.a start, with the 
three words . ..:.. ]!:uropean, security, and s_~em themselves. Their 
possible meanings give us a useful indication of the various 
directions in which the quest for a European security system 
may lead us.. ·· · 

A. T:tw te:rm·~lQ:opea!!. can be taken in 2. more active or a more 
passive sense; \¥hich immediately gives us the two ovposite answers 
to our problem; it can also lead to a variety of conflicting 
conclusions, according to the geographical scope it is supposed 
to indicate. 

The first distinction can be made clear by asking -·as was done 
by one of the pr.oponents of an "Eastern Locarno", the Belgian 
Senator Henry Rolin, whether, when speaking of a "European 
security system'', we mean a "European system of security" or a 
'''system of European security": is the result method, the system, 
to be European, or only the result, the security? Are the Europeans 
to be security· producers, or only consumers? Are we to aim at the. 
security of the Europeans, by the Europeans, for the Europeans or 
is Europe's security basically to be provided by the two great · 
powers, with or without the representation or the participation 
of the Europeans? · 

This obviously raises the problem of the relationship between the 
regional or continental balance and the global one~ Probably the 
most important issue as far as not only European but international · 
security in general is concerned •••• 

B. The examination of the second and central concept, that of 
securi~, should go i:h two directions: the question of structure, 
of the identity and pattern of states concerned, and the question 
of content, of the n.ature of security itself, of the values it is 
supposed to preserve.of the·threats it is directed against. In 
other words the first is the question: securitL_of whom against 
y.:_hom?, the second:· security of what against what? 

On the first question, .. assuming for the time being, as an a1;1swer 
to the second, that one is concerned with the most general and un
avoidable problem- the !Jlilitary security.of states- this system 
can protect: · · · · 
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1) All the states against a threat external 
to their system 

2) All the states against one of them 

J) All the states against each other 

4) Every state against every other 

5) All the states against accidents· linked 
to the system. itself~ 

In the first oase, the system is in fact one of collective de
fense - like an alliance. A typical example is a cold-war alliance 
in a bipolar w.-;rld, directed against the threat of a more or less 
symmetrical opponent. 

In the second one, we still have collective defense but more on 
the type of the classical multipolar balance-of-power system: 
rather than holding a line against a menacing environment, it 
means closing a circle around the most menacing member of the 
group. This can either take the flexible aspect of the various 
powers rallying together against whichever of them threatens to 
become too strong, or the more rigid form of a peace settlement 
trying to prevent a defeated candidate for hegemony from re
suming his bid, by imposing binding limitations on him and 
commitments on his victors. 

The third case constitutes collective security pro]Jer, which is. 
distinguished by its stress on reciprocity and on solidarity. · 
Like the first (balance of power) aspect of the second one, it 
is supposed to be directed not against a particular enemy or a 
particular threat defined in advance, but against any of the 
concerned :powers itself if it happened to commit aggression; 
like the second - (peace settlement) one, however, it relies on 
the keeping of binding commitments (in this case reciprocal .···· 
quari:mties of common ac.tion against any agressor) rather than on 
empirical power adjustments based on each state's individual 
reading of the situation and of his own interest. 

. . 

. The fourth cas·e could be said to be the same in reverse: while 
equally based on the rejection of partial alliances or defense 
arrangements which by ensuring the security of some might appear 
to threaten that of others, and of flexible balances which might 
lead to unpredictability, hence to insecurity, it is based on 
every state insuring. by itself it·s own security - against any 
individual or coalised aggressors. Instead 'of "all for each, 
each for all'', it would be: "every one for himself" instead of 
the complete centralisation of collective defense or alliances, 
and of the ad-hoc coordination of flexible balances, one would 
have complete d.ecentralisation. · · 

Even if this completely individualistic structure were attainable, 
however, it would not be incompatible with some of the measures 
taken in the common interest under our fifth heading - which 
would correspond more or less to arms control and crisis manage
ment: measures taken not against aggression but against the ·' 
consequences of the existence of military establishments and 
technologies and of the sheer multiplicity of states ~ against 
war breaking out by accident, misunderstanding or insubordination 
and against lts getting out of control if it does break out •••• 

.... 
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The concept of "system'' appears as the most urgently in need of 
clarification among the three components of the "European Security 
System'' idea, In itself, it would seem to suggest three connota
tions: complexity, copstruction and fixity. Since we speak of a 
system, we ce.n mean neither an isolated measure nor an isolated 
feature of reality, but a set of interdependent and coherent 
measures or features; secondly, we seem to imply, although less 
necessarily, a re.tional intellectual or mechanical and deliberate 
construction, as opposed to a natural, organic or historical 
product, with its possible confusions and hazards; and thirdly, 
from this emphasis on reason rather than life, one tends to assume 
that although systems may be flexible and responsive to change, 
they would cease to be systems if this flexibility was not meant 

_to restore a given equilibrium against environmental-disturbances 
or at.least.to keep a certain proportion or structure, and hence 
·a certain permanence in the midst of evolution. 

It is very striking, however, that if one looks at the existing 
concrete proposal for a European Security System, and at the 
realities to which they are meant to apply, neither of these 
characteristic:> seems universally and unambiguously present •••• 

It is very hard to say when from one or several measures one gets 
into a security system, and when the latter really implies a 
political settlement. Many current proposals - in particular the 
Eastern ones - include under the name of a European security· 
system.a package of three or four decle.rations or agreements 
(recognition of the present borders. of the coexistance and of 
its German states German renunciation to nuclear weapons from 
aggression guarantees, nuclear-free zones) without·explaining 
to what extent the list is limitative and constitutes a· system 
rather than an addition of measures. To the extent to which 
either non-aggression between the two existing military organisa
tions or their simultaneous dissolution is involved, these · · 
measures certainly are based on the existing alliance system 
or presuppose an alternative balance. But the··question which 
arises is precisely: what can more adquately be called a security 
system- the measures. listed under this heading or the balance 
which const~tutes their background? ••• · 

The crucial question about a European Security System taken in 
the narrow, institutional sense is its relationship with the 
present European. nnd international.system taken in its broader 
military and political sense: is it supposed to be an· addition 
to, (hence, .a consolidation of) or a substitute for, the present 
situation of loose East-West ·bipolarity in Europe? To take the 
most obvious example, two standard proposals -Of the East,· pre
sented as contributions to·a.European Security System, call the 
one f-or a non-aggression pact between NATD and the Warsaw pact 
organisation, the other for a. suppression of the two military 
blocs in Europe. Obviously the first proposal would be based on 
the existing military balance and tend to freeze the existing 
politice.l status quo, even though, by promoting a change in the 
relationship and meaning of the two alliances, it would perhaps 
affect some of its psychological features; obviously the second 
would imply a fundamental change in the international system and 

.. might produce an important change in the military balance even 
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though a system of reciprocal guarantees or bilateral pacts might 
work toward preserving some essential features of the status quo. 
One finds something of this opposition in Willy Brand's distinc
tion between a European Security System based .on the existing • 
two alliances (but whose actual content and contribution remain, 
then somewhat obscure) and a European peaceful order based on 
their replacement by. other arrangements (whose precise mechanisms 
for solving the security problem are in their turn obscure) •••• 

But whatever the type of the solution, the basic problem appears 
as that of the link between the various dimensions of the security 
problem, applied to the particularly complex and ambiguous region 
.of. Europe. Geographically, the problem can be defined as that 
of the relationship between the military status and the security 
of Germany, of Europe, and of the two super-powers. The link bet
ween the limitation of the armaments of Germany and of the rest· 
of Europe goes from Versailles to the various conferences of 
the fifties. But it is obviously connected in its turn, with the 
relationship between the political solution of the German problem, 
the political structure of Europe and the nature of the inter
national systein, particularly of the Soviet-American relationship, 
The ultimate question is: what·kind of Germany can be fitted in 
what kind of Europe and what kind of world? The link between 
the three geographical subdivisions crosses with the link between 
the three levels the institutional, the military and the political. 
From those complex inter-relationships, the problem of European 
security re-emerges again at the crossroads between the German 
problem and the problem of international order; the answers must 
lie somewhere at the crossroads between the two conceptions of·· 
stability, between the preservation of the military balance and 
the satisfaction of political aspirations •••• " 

(Hassner, unpublished 
manuscript) 

"If the solution was to be found in building an abstract institu
tional model, certainly the most satisfactory structure f.or Europe 
would be that of two federations of West and East Europe, c.onsti
tuting an all-European confederation with Germany (from the West) 
and Poland and Czechoslovakia (from the East), constituting a 
special arms-control zone, and the Soviet .Union and the United 
States being linked with each other and the European confederation 
through a mutual security treaty (involving multilateral hostages, 
especially in Berlin), economic association, and common technolo
gical projects. One might even represent this structure in the 
form of three circles, two overlapping ones including in a wider 
one.· 

··-... . .. ~···· 
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But the very purpose of the exercise would be to show that institu
tional model-building is at best premature c.s a contribution to a 
European settlement. First, a fuil-fledged settlement of this kind, 
which indeed would represent a genuine political revolution, could 
only come at the· end of a very long process of economic, social, 
cultural. and ideological evolution; cooperation and convergence 
of which today we only witness the barest beginnings. Secondly it 
is in the nature of a process which relies·on so many levels and 
is Eiubmitted to so many influences to be unpredictable not only 
in its course but also in its results. Its relations wi_th the 
future organisation and balance of Europe are likely to be much 
more complex and less intelectually satisfying than is ·imagined 
eithe±"by those who rely on elaborate blue prints for a federal 
constitution or a security system or by those who are content to 
put ·their hopes in B" process which, by producing an interlockine; 
of interests, would make war impossible (which it will never be) 
or unprofitable (which it has already been for g_uite some time). 

The·problem of security, hence of balances, will always be there. 
But its political and mili,tary dimensions cannot be foreseen or 
speculated upon in' isolation from the balances and imbal£mces which 
will re'sult from different phases of technological and economic 
progress and different degr(les of political and psychological 
presence and involvement. 

They are bound to disturb the symmetric structures which can be 
constructed on paper. The q_uestion is whether, with the help of 
political will and imagination, they will, at some point, produce 
a multi-dimensional "balance of imbalances" which would provide 
the basis and the setting for the resolution of Europe's unsolved 
problems. Fol' instance, Eastern Europe is likely to remain 
significantly weaker and more divided than Western Europe, 
simultaneously more attracted towards the latter than vice-versa, 
and moredependent on the Soviet Union than Western Europe is on 
the United States; but this gives all the more reaons for fore
seeing anything .which may increase the imperfect degree of Eastern 
Europe' s unity, cif her ties. with the West, and of aut oncimy vi.s.:..a-vis 
the Soviet Union. Similarly, it is likely that the United States 
will continue to be technologically and economical::l.y stronger than 
the Soviet Union and that Western Europe, while the Soviet Union 
m<:w very well .appear more and more as more di:rectly present and 
concerned politically and militarily than the United States. The 
two phenomena may weli be put to good use for a renewed balance: 
George Liska has suggested that "a Soviet-sponsored European
security pact may prove to be the necessary, if not necessarily 
sufficient or easy to most, complement of Em American-inspired 
OECD extended eastward". On the other hand, this might mean the 
victory of present trends towards a Europe dominated economically 
by the United States and militarily by the Soviet Union, both, 
and specially the latter, being able to turn their superiority 
into political hegemony, unless European political will and 
unity introduces a third factor within which the first two, in 
spite of their unevitable and beneficient aspects, would be 
oppressive and intolerable. 

Again, nobody can say whether this European element will take 
the form of one or sev~ral federations or confederations, nor 
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what pattern of links and influences will emerge from such 
phenomena as the "technological gap", as West European cooperation, 
as the Common Market's relations with Eastern Europe's willing
ness and ability to enter, with or without the Soviet Union, in 
multilateral enterprises with Western Europe or the United States. 

The only indications given by•our analysis are that, whatever 
the actual balance and organisation which may, unknown to us, be 
beginning to take shape, it will have to be based on an adding 
and combining her even contradictory ones, more than on cutting 
them. By the same token, it will have to combine the three levels 
- the national (and particularly the inter-German one), the 
European (in the form - both of West European institutions and 
of all-European cooperation) and the global East-West one (if 
only as ultimate condition and guarantee). 

For all its vagueness, such a perspective should impose some 
rather specific orientaticns and constraints. First, the obliga
tion to pursue the day-to-day work on each of the three levels, 
on Germany's own new policy, on European integration and coopera
tion, on Soviet-American detente and arms-control negotiation, 
without sacrificing any of them but also without letting it block 
the progress of the two other ones. Indeed, the only promising 
path is to link them by introducing the specific concerns of 
German and European unification and security into the Soviet
American dialogue on arms-control, or that of the two Germanies 
on the German problem and European reunification into the Common 
Market debate about British entry etc. This might conceivably 
lead to progress toward what 1\larshall Shulman has called the 
'second stage of detente', that in which, perhaps twenty years 
from now, as he indicates, perhaps by thirty, a real European 
settlement might be reached. The need, in the meantime, is for 
interim policies, policies which are justified in their own terms 
but also take their full meaning either as contributions or as 
precautions predicated on this long-range perspective. E. Heath's 
notion of the British and French deterrent 'held in trust' for a 
future Europe, the idea of many Germans that Franco-German friend
ship must be maintained at all costs not for its benefits of 
today but for its possible importance tomorrow, are (whatever 
their merits as far as the actual issues are concerned) a good 
example of this attitude. 

More negatively, the two basic principles, as annunciated by 
Stanley Hoffmann, would be to act neither as if tomorrow was al
ready here, nor as if it would never come. A third principle is 
to be prepared to be both surprised and disappointed by the 
settlement, if and when our efforts succeed. For, as R.H. Ta.wney 
wrote in another context: 'It is the tragedy of a world where man 
must walk by sight that the discovery of the reconciling formula 
is always left to future generations, in which passion has cooled 
into curiosity, and the agonies of people have become the exercise 
in the schools. The devil who builds bridges does not span such 
chasms till much that is precious to mankind has vanished down 
them for ever. '" 

(Hassner, unpublished 
manuscript) 
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Europe is an area where the ·main military and economic forces of the imperialist 
camp and the countrie.s. of the socialist camp confront each other~ The· Socialist·: 
countries of Europe take up about 65% of the continent 1 s territoryc-and account for:. 
about a half of the entire European population. Tremendous concentration of· ' 
manpower·and material resources is characteristiC of capitalist Europe as well. · 
The high density of the population in European cities, the concentration in this. • · · 
part of the world of the greatest achievements of mankind 1 s spiritual and material 
culture make the war on the European conti.nent specially trazic. The situation . 
is aggravated by the fact that armed conflict between the forces of imperialism and . 
socialism in Europe can turn into a total world war. 

This largely characterises the place and role of the European contirient in modern. 
international relations. At the same time, historical factors are of especially 
great importance. The peoples of the world know that in this part of the world 
aggressive German imperialism unleashed armed conflicts that grew into world · 
wars. The incalculable human and material losses suffered by Europe were a 
tragic consequence of world War I I. · 

The tremendous military potential, nucl~ar missile weapons included, that is con
centrated .in Europe and th.at .has turned it into a powder keg, gives rise to grave • 
apprehensions. If this potential is used, whole states will be wiped off the !Jlap 
of Europe. And the ensuing world conflict is fraught with fatal consequences for 
the whole of mankind. That is why the consolidation of peace and security in 
Europe is of world, as well as European, importance. 

However, the problem of guaranteeing European security, which is of such vital 
importance to the peoples of our continent, comes up against certain substantial 
negative aspects • 

After World War II the Western powers could be expected to draw the necessary 
conclusions as to Germany 1 s role in the unleashing .of the, war and to achieve , · 
jointly with the Soviet Union, a settlement in Germany in the spirit of Potsdam 
agreements which would provide reliable guarantees of peace and security in 
Europe. But the effort for peace and security in Europe was impeded by the 
policy of the imperialist states.. Guiding themselves by the doctrine of anti-· 
Sovietism and anti-,.Communism, and also trying, by means of the "power politics", 
to limit the influence of socialism and to push the peoples away from the socialist 
road they chose,· the imperialist powers, the USA in the first place, began to 
conduct in Europe an aggressive policy against the USSR and other socialist 
countries. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation was knocked together for 

. the purpose in 1949. · Its aggressiveness increased sharply after the GFR joined 
it in 1955. Under those conditions, the European socialist countries set up their 
own defensive alliance, the Warsaw Treaty, in 1955 • 

... -·. 
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The feverish arms race, the presence of nuclear weapons on the continent .affects 
the entire life of the European peoples, slows down the social and economic progress, 
worsens international relations and involves tremendous materiaLexpenses. 

The total military spending of the European countries . -. · members of NATO 
exceeds 300 thousand million dollars, Washington·keeps-iri Europe more than 
300,000 officers and men, 7,000 nuclear warheads, the Sixth Fleet in the 
Mediterranean. 

The concentration in Europe of such big military forces· owing to the US policy can
not but evoke legitimate concern on the part of the Europeans. The US policy in 
Europe is particularly dangerous for the European peoples also-because of the 
fact that it rests to an ever greater extent on the alliance with the revanchist and 
militaristic circles of the GFR. The alliance of Washington and Bonn threatens 
European seaurity because it backs upthe stubborn efforts of the GFR government 
to annul the military defeat of Hitler 1s Germany, to recarve the map of today 1 s 
Europe. ' 

It is _quite natural, .therefore·, that the expansionist aspirations oLthe USA and the 
GF~R ·cannot but" d.ash ~ith the national interests of many We.st European countries 
which finds its expression in. the crisis of the ·North Atlantic bloc,:: · To: prevent :· 
be'ing drawn "into a military conflict outside Europe or on its own territory, France·· 
has already left the bloc ._.s military setup o The crisis of the NATO and of the: US · 
policy is aggravated still further by the Vietnam war. . The US attempts to have · 
West _European countries render it moral and political, if not direct material,. ·suP..·' 
port ·:r:ender in failure - . the Europeans see in the Vietnam war a dangerous · · · 
hotbed 'of tension cclpable of turning into a world: thermonuclear clash. · . . -. ~. ' . .. ·- . 

France 1 s withdrawal from the .NATO deprive American imperialism of one of the . 
main strongholds. . Hence its special attention to, the GF·Ro :·· The strengthening· 
of the· GFR 1s roie in the military aggressive mechanism of the NATO manifests· · · 
itself -iiJ the fact that the change-over to the "flexible reaction" strategy., pre- · ·· 
supposing a broader use of the conventional. armed forces; automatically pre-· 
determines the higher stake on the Bundeswehr as the most powerful· ground force 
in the NATO framework. At the same time this strategy favours the West German 
demand that the GFR should be given the right of participating in taking decisions 
on the use of nuclear weapons. Bonn 1 s representatives reminded the latest 
NATO session ·of that in Brussels, .. 

Having at ·its disposal.the Bundeswehr, which has the numerical strength af 
500·,ooo·~d is a;rmed.yith modern weapons, the revived German militarism has 
becomei.he·most po"werful force of tl:!e Atlantic grouping in Europe,. The GFR is 
coming out against the reduction 6( the Americ;m and British troops on its terri~ory _ 
and even meets part of the expend::tures on the upkeep of .the::e troops in the GFR·, .. 
which is oonfirmed by the siguing ·of an·agreement am~mg the GFR, the USA and 
Britain to that effeCt." Thii preparations for the atomic armament.of the GFR is · 
fraught with grave danger, It is of no ).mportance whether these preparations 
are carried on directly, indirectly or secretly. In Europe., it is only the Bonn 
government that proclaims in its official state policy the slogan of revising the 
existent borders o · If the West German milita.:ists get the atomic weapons, this · · 
will create a new situa,tion in Europe,, . In this case the. revanchists would get.hold · 
of a \'leapon using which they would be able to spark off the war conEa{Jiation.and, · 
through.the NATO; to draw all Hs allies into the dangerous adventures~ ···Proceed_; 
ing from ·thiS, the socialist. cquntries brought it to the notice of the NATO., that . 
the atomic armament of the 'GFR would .compel.the Warsaw Treaty countries· to take·· . 
the appropriate reply measures in the interests of their security. 

"European security would become. ·a, reality had •it not been for ihe revanchist ·aggres
sive policy of the GFR backed up by the imperialist Jor.ces of the USA and the NATO. 
Bonrl1s foreign policy plans are aimed, above all,. at: the isolation; weakening and 
swallowing up of the socialist G~rman stat~, the 'GDR, as the first step in carrying 

' f 
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out the aggressive plan of West German militarism, This underlies the so-called 
"Hallstein doc;trine" according to which the GFR is the only German state allegedly 
representing '"the whole of Germany"~ . The GFR uses any methods to prev.ent . ·.. ., 
other countries from recognising the GDR and establishing diplomatic relations .with 
it. Bonn is doing this for fear of such a recognition impeding its policy aimed at 
swallowing up the GDR. 

Bonn 's leaders officially proclaim the task of revising the borders of many European 
countries. In their revanchist frenzy they demand the 1937 German borders be 
restored trying to provide a "legal substantiation" of their plans (the claims to "the· 
right to speak for the entire German people", "the right to the motherland'"·• etc .• ). 
It is precisely for carrying out these goals that the GFR 's military potential keeps 
increasing on the basis of strengthening the military and political alliance with the 
USA and that a feverish political campaign is conducted to take the leading positions 
in the NATO. Appropriate propaganda and ideological work is carried on to justify 
this policy. Revanchism and militarism is spreading to ever newer spheres of· the 
social and ·political life of the GFR, evoking associations with the recent past of 
Germany, with the history of the growth and strengthening of Hitlerism, This is· 
evidenced by the Hanover congress of the so-called "national democratic party'! 
held at the end of 1967. The activisation of the neo-nazi forces, oonned by the ·· · 
Potsdam Agreement, is carried on with the direct connivance of the GFR government. 

But it should be remembered that the Potsdam Agreement provided for the ban "of ·· ··. 
any nazi and militaristi<; activity or propaganda" just as of "nazi and militaristic 
doctrines", As is known, the new Bonn government, actually- pursuing the line . · · 
mapped out by the Erhard government, proclaimed .its new "Eastern policy" oosed . 
on "opening a window" in the notorious "Hallstein doctrine" for the European ... ·· .. 
socialist countries - and for them alone, The new Bonn government is .aware·· .. · .. 
of the fact that as far as the socialist ·Countries which have had diplomatic ,relations . 
with the GDR from the very begi.n,ning are concerned, the "Hallstein do.ctrine'' is 
directed not so much against the GDR as against the GFR itself. Besides , the 
"new Eastern. policy" is a calculated manoeuvre meant to create the. impression · . 
that the GFR allegedly quit the "cold war" positions and is ready to normalise its 
relations with the socialist countries. Actually, Bonn still refuses to recognise 
the fact of the GDR' s existence, continues to claim parts of certain countries' 
territories and to reach ·for nuclear weapons and, consequently, does not want a 
real .normalisation. 

Bonn.' s militaristic and revanc!llst policy is a direct threat to European secur~ty ~ 
This threat is aggravated by the fact that, as the Soviet Government saic;l in itS' · > 
Statement to the GFR Government of December 9, 1967, the GF~ is now deve!oping;: 
atomic industry which, in a short period of time:, can be reorganised for the. pro
duction of riuclear weapons , 

If the GFR gets nuclear weapons through the NATO or of its own making -: 
and tries to use them for carrying out its aggressive schemes, Europe may.·suffer. 
an unheard-of catastrophe. 

·-There also. exist other factors, dirE!ctly or indirectly threatening ·the peace and 
security in Europe. These factors are connected, above all, with the policy of 
the United States and with the interests of the NATO. Thus •· the opinion of p;a.rt 
of the West European ruling circles that the zone of the sharpest international con
flicts has shifted to Asia and Africa for a long time is erroneous. The conflict, 
like the US aggression in Vietnam, can spread any moment.and turn into a world 
catastrophe. And during the Israeli-Arab conflict, the danger of such a spread 
existed· in the immediate vicinity .of Europe. A close look at the situation wjll 
show that the trajectory of this danger lead further int9 the very heart of Europe. 
Thus, the Greek:.. Turkish tensions .around the Cyprus crisis directly affected 
Europe, This revealed with a still greater clarity the .. real aims 9f the USA. 
dictated by the intere,sts of saving the NATO. All this .changes the attitude of a 
number of West E:uropean countries to the USA, which manifested themselv.es, in 
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. particular, in connection .with the military ·coup in Greece, carried. out with the 
knowledge and direct support of the United States, The Western governments can
not but be concerned over the fact that the American intelligence acts not only 
against the socialist countries but against these governments as well. That is 
why the events in Greece evoke legitimate anxiety and protest not only on the 
part of the progressive forces of Western Europe, but also on the part of those 
countries 1 government circles, 

e)lch are certain trends of modern political development which are closely inter- . 
twined with the problem of ensuring peace and security in Europe and can turn ou:t 
continent into a hotbed of war. 

At the same time, there exist other, positive aspects of the international policy 
which not only favour the .. strengthening of European security, but actually made it 
possible in the course of ·twenty-two years that have passed since World war I I. 
This, above all, is the powerful socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union, The 
unity·and solidarity of the socialist countries in conducting a peace-loving policy 
have been. guarding their security, deterring the. forces of imperialism, militarism 

.and revanchism, Another factor is the first socialist German state, ·the·Cerman· 
Democratic Republic, that emerged after the war. 

Among: the .positive factors favouring the achievement of European security, ther-e 
are also the peace-loving forces in West European countries. These forces 
include.the.Communist and workers 1 parties, various political groups adhering to 
broadly different orientations but coming ouf shoulder to shoulder for guaranteeing 
European security, men of culture and religion, representatives of science, the 
youth;· .etc. Among the most important results of the struggle for European 
security there is the further strengthening of the international position of the GDR, 
the Western outpost of the socialist camp in Europe. 

The very fact of the existence of the German socialist state consistently carrying 
on a peace-loving policy and conducting an active struggle against the aggressive· 
revanchist policy of the GFR ruling circles is one of the vital elements of a radical 
change of the balance of forces in Europe in favour of peace. · · :. 

' ... · 
The strengthening of the international position of the GDR is favoured by its active 
peace-loving policy, the support of its lawful rights and interests by either soeiatist · 
countries;: The·:demand.that the GDR should be officially recognised by all coun- · 
tries is. of great importance. This demand is a slogan of not only the international 
communist movement, The need for the recognition of the GDR has been ·recognis'ed 
by the representatives of many social circles of Western Europea In certain West 
European countries the problem is often discussed at parliamentary sessions and 
on the Rational scale. · Ver:y often these a:::-e not the discussions of whether the 
GDR exists as a sovereign state or not, as was the case some ten to fifteen years · 
ago, but of when, how and under what conditions and in what forms the GDR should · 
be recognised. 

• 

There is no doubt that the official international recognition of the -GDR and the normal
isation· of relations with it by the capitalist ·states, .the European states in the· first 
place; could largely contribute to the cause cif peace in El.lrope and all over the ·. 
world, and would be conducive· to the· improvement of the existing political situation · · 
that arose as a result of the conti:1ued policy of militarism and revanchism conducted 
by the GFR ruling circles, · · 

As for.the socialist countries they keep stressing, in the ·warsaw Treaty and in 
numerous declarations .and· statements, the important ili.ternational role of the GDR 
in the struggle for peace and security in .Europe, that have been coming out for its 
all-round international recognition. The socialist countries are actively coming 
out in support of the GDR 1 s application for admission to the UN. The admission 
of the GDR as a peaceful state to the United Nations would be conducive, on the one 

\ 
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hand to raising the prestige of the UN and,,on the ()ther-_, to .. the-defence.of..the: 
inter~sts of peace in Europe foi upholdmg the security system in the face of the· 
GFR 's intention to perpetrate an aggression against the GDR and to revise 'the · 
European borders. , · : -'· : 

-. ; • -· ••. ·• . . -.!~·- • ' .. 

The basic factor of gu?Xa~teehig European security is the inV?,o!ability of the state 
borders in Europe established after World War Il, the Oder-,Neisse border and the 
border between the two German states included, the recognition of the existence·: 
oftwo sovereign and equal German states, the GDR and the GFR ,. with·the latter 
repudiating its claims to the representation .of the whole of !}ermany,, the .ruling·. 
out of the possibility of the GFR getting access to nuclear weapons in any form -:
the so-called European, multi-lateral or. Atlantic forrr. s _included- .- the declara
tion of the Munich Agreement null and void since the moment-of its conclusion. · ' . . - . . ' . ~ 

Such are the goals for the achievement-of wh~ch the Soviet Union and: other·., . · ·. 
socialist countries are coming out together with all the progress_ive and-democratic 
forces.. · ' · ·.. '.-. 

: ·. . . . ~ ~ ' ' 

As for the Soviet Union, way back iri 1934 ~ ihe Soviet Gove~ent actively sup
ported the pr()ject of the European regional security agreement,:.later known as'."' 
the Eastern pact. The conClusion of this agreement was called upon to guarantee 

-the security of all European states, big and small, and to prevent the s·plit of;.-· ·, 
- Euiope." But Britain anci a number of other countri!'s refused to conclude the: ::' 

collective security pact at the time which largely encouraged the aggression·of : · 
Gerinany. · · , · 

The foreign policy activities of the Soviet Uni~n and otper socialist countries, 
·their stand on the European problems. is. called upon to senre the vital interests of 
not only Europe but of the whole world - such activities conS:ist in consolidatirig 
the gains of the peoples achieved as a result of the. most terrible war in history! · 
and the subsequent socio-political changes in Europe,- in isolating the forces of · 
reaction and militarism trying to draw· Europe into a world war again, strengthening 
the security of the borders of the socialist countries_ ;md creating the broadest 
conditions for fruitful cooperation in Europe of coun~ies having diffez:ent' social , 
·systems. · 

It is natural that" the attention paid"tO European problems in the policy of the, : 
socialist couritiies is determined by the place these .problems ~ke in the system 

· -of modern international relations, by the role played by Europe in the modern- . 
world< · ' · 

The Soviet Union's struggle for peace and iriternational·friendship dispersed.the ' 
mjth of "Moscow's aggressiveness", of "Communist th,reat" - a myth by which 
the international reaction tries to justify the knockingtogether of the NATO-type 
aggressive blocs. 

The peace-loving foreign policy of the socialist countries is getting broad re-cogni:.. 
tion. The world public opinion is growing aware of the fact-.that this policy-is the 
basis of reiaxmg tensions in Europe. At the same time, the socialist forces· 
attach great importance to the influence of the public circles of the West European 
countries which are aware of the.need for reducing the danger of war, for achiev
ing a relaxation of _international.tensions, for an all-round development of the 
mutually advantageous relations among all states without any discrimination •. . . ~ : - -. . ' ~ 

Of great importance also is the work of the peace-loving, progressive and demo
.. cratic forces of the. whole world coming out for the relaJ(ation of international 

tension and ·for guaranteeing European· security. _ _ · · 
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These forces facilitate for .all the peoples of Europe the struggle for· peace, againsf 
the forces of -reaction, :revanchism and aggression, In the last few years peace 
in Europe was preserved thanks to the-struggle of all the-peoples of that continent 
and to the struggle of the world socialist camp, An analysis·of the basic changes 
in the balance of political forces in Europe and their connection with the problem of 
European security:suggests the following conclusion:- two opposite trends are at 
work in today's Eumpe and in the world as a whole - on the one hand; the broad
enfug and activisation _of_ the struggle for peace on the part of socialism and other 
peqce . .:loving forces and, on the other hand, the stepping up in the last few years of 
the activiti,es of the imperialist, militaristic and revanchist forces, US and GFR 
imperialism above -all, · · · . . : - . 

Ffo~ the exi;;tence of these two trends there ensue two basic conclusions as regards 
the 'prospects of the struggle of progressive force:;; for guarantee"ing European . 
security. -: on the one hand, the Soviet and other socialist countries,. together 

·.:·with all the progressive forces , have already achieved a number of important con
--crete results in the joint struggle with all the progressive forces for peac1:! and' 

security in Europe; on the other hand, a long, stubborn and resolute struggle is 
sg!l ahead ·for bringing about European security; · · ·· 

. . 
The· experience of the last few years confirmed the correctness of the ·thesis that a 
world war., as the $tatement of the Karlovy Vary 'Conference of the Communist and 
Workers_i 'Parties ]:ut it; is not inevitable, that it can be prevented by a joint'effort 
of the world .socialist camp, the international working class, the national liberation 
movement, all states coming out against war, all the peace-loving forces. That 
is why the successes of the struggle for guaranteeing European security largely 
depend on the new-concrete results achieved by the Soviet Union and other. 
socialist countries, as well as all the progressive forces; in isolating the aggres
sive forces .i.n Europe, in relaxing international tension, in a gradual ~olution of 
all.the disputable problems, in consolidating the peaceful coexistence of states 
with different. social systems through the development of the general European co
operation in various fields on a mutually advantageous basis, . . ' . . . . . . . . . . 
An irilpol:-iant means of achieving these aims is the unity of action of all.t11e anti-,;_,ar 
democratic forces in West European countries and the strengthening of their pres
sure on their governments with the prime aim of achieving positive c~anges in tl;le 
foreign policy of the West European countries, the GFR not excluded. One of the 
chief problems ·of European peace and security is the_ setting up of a new _systerri of 
interstate relations, It is known that the NATO policy necessitated the· conclusion 
of the Warsaw Treaty, This Treaty, however, has an article which says that it 
loses its force the moment the collective_ security agreement is signed, 

"To overcome the crisis of NATO, it is necessary to overcome the NAT9 itseif", : 
those Ji;uropeans - Catholics , Liberals·, Socialists - · who are interested _in the · 
preservation of lasting peace, say. Representatives of various political circles 
and public forces of Europe are opposed to the prolongation of the North Atlantic; 
:Tr~aty. · · · ·· 

It "is necessary to exert every effort to launch; a broad-scale movement of our . 
continent's pei).Ce forces against t:1e prolongation of the North Atlantic Treaty, . 
T..I:Us moveme!J.t is favoured· by the constructive position-of the Warsaw. Treaty 
countries which repeatedly declared and solemnly re-affirmed at the July 1966 
Meeting of th~ Warsaw Treaty countries in Bucharest their preparedness for the 
simultaneous liquidation of bo.th organisations - or their military setups , to. . 
begin with. __ .There are many .constructive ways of strengthening European Security. 
Among the concrete steps mention can be made of the possibility of signing an agree
ment on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons with declining the nuclear claims 
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of the GFR, the possibility of the conclusion by all the European states, of an 
agreement on the denunciation in their inter-relations of the use or threat of force, 
on non-interference in the internal affairs - an agreement guaranteeing, in keep
ing with the principles of the UN Charter, the solution of all the disputable problems 
by exclusively peaceful means. It would also be possible to call a general European 
conference for discussing the problems of guaranteeing security in Europe and get
ting the general European cooperation under way in the field of economics, science 
and technology. 

European collective security is a common cause of the countries having different 
social systems. It goes without saying that in the process of achieving this aim 
they can adhere to different views on some concrete problems or other. But one 
thing is clear - without joint efforts it is impossible to achieve the common goal 
meeting the vital interests of not only Europe but the whole world. 

Those who want to save mankind from the world nuclear missile war should redouble 
their efforts in the struggle against the aggressive schemes of the imperialists who 
are the chief enemies of peace. · · 

There exists a danger of nuclear war in Europe. But there are also forces in 
Europe capable of preventing the war and ruling it out altogether. These forces 
have already achieved no small results • Our joint efforts for the support of these 
forces can add substantially to Europe's chances of peaceful development. 

- o - o - 0 - 0 - 0 - o- o -
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EUROPE AND THE .lQTIJRE OF ALLIANCES 
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The mod.ern history of Europe has been deeply marked by the system of 
alliances. The inherent security of some nations, and the expansionist 
desires of the others have led them to continuously seek alignments. 
However, these alignments, which cent::ed around five major powers of 
relatively equal strength in the nineteenth century, were temporary and 
shiTting arrangements directed.now against this, now against the other 
rival with limited ob~ective of preventing drastic political change in 
Europe. 

It is; therefore, not surprisin(l' that in response to the new and rapidly 
chanGing· reality of post 'Torld ·Jar II, which was infinitely more com
plicated and explosive, the European nations continued to faithfully follow 
these historic footprints. But, if such an action could be consid.ered 
as the normal continuation of European tradition, the shape that the 
alliance sys tern. took was, ho11ever, qui to different. 

The multipolar system, which had constituted as the principal aspect of 
European diplomatic history of the nineteenth century, was replaced by 
a rigid bipolar system under which preponderant material and military 
power was now concentrated in the hands of two nations, the United States 
and the Soviet Union, who were extra Europeans with vital interests in 
areas far away from the European 0ontine::1t. And their capacity to 
destroy or to produce was far superior to that of their allies joined 
together, Admittedly, the European powers, too, during the height of 
their imperial power, had been influenced by extra European interests, 
but their obvious geo(l'raphical location could not be ignored in the 
formulation of their foreign policy; wh.ereas for the two super powers, 
Europe, though important, was another foreign area towa~1s which a policy 
had to be shaped. 

Moreover, the bipblo.r system was dGcply coloured by incompatible 
political. p;rijlpiples and philosophies which vrere absent from the 
alliance systeulS of the precedi113 century, '£he leaders of the socialist 
bloc countries, deeply embedded in :!arxist-Leninist thinking, had 

.. ; .. 
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developed a fixed view of the outside world. For them, to put it 
simply, the area beyond the frontiers of the socialist states was 
dominated by obsolete capitalistic system, whose basic objective was 
to exploit the masses in their own societies, as well as in the 

';., • 

societies of other nations. Although the formulation of such a thesis 
was attributed to the sober, rational and systematic study of the system, 
through ane.lytical tools provided by Marxist theory, the conclusions 
reached were full of moralistic fervour. 

The Atlantic nations, in particular the United States, had also injected 
a tone of intense morality in their assessment of the communist 

1 
worl~. For them, it represent?d "materialist~c and2ahteistic creed" , 
serv1ng "the most ruthless emp1re of modern t1mes" • . 

In addition, the strategic balance was uneven. The preponderence 
of American nuclear power was faced by Soviet conventional power, each 
arousing apprehension that it mi~ht be employed to exploit the advantage 
possessed in its field. But, instead of creating a military equilibrium, 
it led to an interacting spir2.l of mutual anxiety and tension only 
further complicating and intensifying the already tense situation. 
Each side felt a sense of vulnerability, inevitably stimulating the 
arms race, encourC\ging both to make efforts to neutralize the advantage 
the other had. 

It is evident that the combination of all those factors, compounded 
\Vith·the rapid dot;eneration of th0 ov0rall political situation,c;enerated 
an atmosphere of unparalleled hostility in Europe. On a number of· 
occasions, the spiral of explosive actions and equally dangerous re
actions gave the uncomfortable feelint; that Europe was sitting ori a 
barrel of gunpowder all ready to explode. Perhaps, what was even worse 
was the prevalence of a general fear that this was not a meteroric · · 
crisis whfch would rapidly disappear with the movement of time, but. 
something with which the European may have to live perpetually. 

Hovrever, after the middle fifties, a series of important devolopmen ts 
radically transformed the situation in Europe. Some of them weakened 
the very basis of the alliances, while the others rendered obsolete 
the circumstances that had originally led to the formation of the bipolar 
system. 

The U.S. monopoly of nuclear weapons was decisively broken by the 
rapid Soviet acquisition of such weapons, followed by intermediate and 
intercontinental range missiles. The Atlantic nations now became 

1 This expression was used by John Foster Dulles in an article in 
Foreign Affairs, October, 1957• 

2 John Foster Dullos expressed these views in ITarch 1954• ··For details 
see John R. Bcal, JohnJ:9E_t.££_Jl~~. (Now York: 1959), p.232. 

; -.. ; ... 
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equally vulnerable, irrevocably neutralizing the qualitative advantage 
it had enjoyed over the socialist world. But if the introduction of 
nuclear and thermonuclear wea~ons had changed the very character of 
the vmr, making them infinitely more destructive, they had also inter-· 
jected certain strategic stabilization, hitherto non-existent in Europe • 

. ,The clear-cut partition of the continent· and the repeatedly announced 
determination of the super powers to defend their European allies 
with such weapons if necessary m<tde it apparent that it was no longer 
possible to forcibly change the status quo in Europe, Political and 
diplomatic manoeuvres, within certain limits, ucre the only means loft 
for European nations to attain the goals that they set out for themselves. 

Political changes in Europe wore equally striking-. The rapid steps 
t11kon by the now communist leadership to liberalize the political and 
economic syst81'ls of the Soviet Union and eastern Europe generated a 
considerable dccr0asc of tension, breaking down, to somo extent, the rigid 
and artificial barriers that had divided the continent. And the whole 
area, which in the early fifties was the central theatre of cold war 
confrontation, now became the l1rincipal theatre of detente, encouraging 
nations, both in tho East as well as in the West, to r0viow and revise. 
their ass0ssment of Gach other .• 

Perhaps thG most encouraging ch2.ngc pertained to West European nations' 
estim11tion of Soviet intentions in Europe. No longer did they view, with 
any groat seriousness, a military throat emanating from the Soviet Union; 
and no longer did they consider it necessary to set up high barriers 
against the socialist countries. 

It-is evident that the evolved situ~tion in Europe has generated a 
number of 'significant mutations in the rel~tions bctwe0n nations be
longing to. the two blocs. Tho sup0r powers tend to converge on a number 
of issues, some barriers bct'.7oen E~,st 11nd 'Yost Europe have been broken, 
and ,the relations ni thin the two blocs he.vG been greatly al tared,· per• 
mitting nations to develop a diversity hitherto non-existent in the 
two groups. 

The establishment of nuclear equilibrium bct>7eon the Soviet Union and the 
United States has introduced a novel and sicsnificant situation. While 
the super povwr conflict lias by no moans been t0rmin~.tcd - thG Gvio.Gnce 
of which we sec "rouncJ. the >~orJ.d - strikinc elements of co-operation 
have nevertheless boon introduced in their o:·clc,tions. i'loth of them 
appear-to have become interested in preventing their conflicts and that 
of other nations from escalating into general conflagrations. Both 
arc interestGd in insuring against undesired eventualities. In fact, 
the converconce of interest of the tv10 no.tions has led them to seck an 
unclcrstanding on many difficult problGms, or has led them to pursu.e 
confluent, though nonothelGss unco-ordinated, policies. It was the 
coalescence of interests that impelled the tvTO. nations to establish 
a direct communication link, to sicn the parti11l test ban treaty, to 
agree upon principles concerning activities in outer space, and con
clude, after long nec;otiations C'.nd in face of opposition of some of 
their all~os, the important treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear 
weapons. . 

----·-
3 For o.ctails, sec The. Un_i_ted_]i., tiqp.§_~-::,_nd Disarmarg_ont, 

(Now York: 1967). 
1945-1965 
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It is also the coincidence of interest that is leading Moscow and 
Washington to pursue collateral policies on many issues. The.contain
ment of Chinese expansion - a throat considered by both the nations -
is lcadincr them to separately strengthen India aaainst China, pacify 
the long-standing Indo-Pakistan dispute and develop meaningful relations 

·with Japan. 

But if these agreements and undcrstandings have generated an clement· 
of hope nnd have improved the atmosphere of world politics, they 
have nlso created difficulties far American relations with some 
EUropean allies, who consider the improvement of U.S.-Sovict relations 
a·a a part of a general effort by Washington to establish bilateral 
relationships with the Soviet Union over the heads of the Euro~~ans 
and probcbly at the. cost of· the Europeans. 

In addition to the superpo11er relations, Europe since the last decade 
has also· wi tnesscd the. development of significant contacts in 
cultural and .economic fields for which nci·j:hor· the East nor the '.'ie.st, 
significantly enough, has souc;ht the previous approval of rlashington 
or liioscow. Relying principally on their own ini tin ti vcs, and (i;uidcd 
fundamentally by their own national interests, th0 nations of Europe 
have undoubtedly made important progress in parti~lly undoing the 
partition of Europe. Britain's continued efforts to maintain bilateral 

.r.ciations with Eastern E)lrope have been duplicated by de Gaulle's 
' recent economic, cultural and poli ticn.l offensive towards such countries 
· a's Poland and Rumania. This has been followed by West Gcrmnny' s economic 

and political overtures in that nrea which has led to the virtual 
nullification of the Hallstcin Doctrine. The development of such bi
lateral arrangements have been by no means due to the initiatives 
undertaken only by the West European nations. Important efforts on 
the part of the East Europeans have also played an important part in 
partialiy lifting the curtain that has separated thorn from the Wcs.t. 

It''is evident that there is still a considerable scope for further 
expansion in tl\cse and other domains between the two areas. But uhat has 
already been achieved is an indication of the extent to which-Europe 
has evolved from the tragic cold uar days when it was ricidly pi'.rt~tioned 
into two'separatc nnd mutually suspicious \7arlds. 

The stcw.dy aggrandizomcmt of polycentrism within the t11o blocs is 
perhaps the most sicnificant devolopmant in the Europaan system. In many 
countries, the direction given by the super power leadership is now 
beina analysed more objectively ~.nd critically. Strateo3'ic doctrines 
omana.tina. from MoscoVI c.nd 1Tashington are being subjected to a new r.md 
more sophisticated scrutiny. And economic plans, conceived in those 
po11cr centres to accomplish an economic intcgration.of their respective 
groups, ~re being abjured. 

Within'the socialist bloc, the firm decision of the nc11 leadership to 
destroy the hiahly furbished image of Stalin and to introduce the much 
needed reforms in the politic~l and economic systems provoked a series 
of, sequcnti2.l crises, t~,p continual crrowth of which we arc still >7i t:
ncssing. From a monolithic structure, to·cally inspired and infoJ;mally 

.. / .. 
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directed from one centre, the bloc has moved to a form of .polycentrism 
nherc political control and theoretical inspiration emanate from different 
centres. Among t;1e socinlist countries of Europe, there has begun to 
develop, after the violent upheavals of the middle fifties,. a, series .of 
significant mutations organized from· above but inspired f;:om belo,., as 
a result of which one nou discerns a remarkable degree of autonomy and 
divergence in political and economic realms. Even in the field of 
foreign affairs, in \1hich the Soviet Union uas perhaps _most sensitive, 
to contradictory voices, divergence has increasingly begun to manifest 
itself. The recent discussions on the J,!iddle East crisis, and the 
cleme11t of diversity noticeable on the German problem arc striking 
examples of this development. Undoubtedly these ara revolutionary· 
changes, perhaps of the same dimension cs the chnnc:es that shook. the, 
area nfter World War II. 

Even more striking than all this is the relative spirit of nccomrnodation 
and grouing flexibility the Soviet lendorship has displayed to these ... 
changes. This is indeed remurkable,considering tbe fact thnt before 
1953 it was knoun for its intolerance and, accustomed to an atm0sphere 
of complete obedience and fidelity from other socialist countries. In 
fact, even before the process of diversity really set in, gntherinG 
momentum every dn.y, it uas the Soviet Union uhich took the initiative··. 
in encouraginG reforms in East European countries. Even in the sphore 
of foreign affairs "specific n~.tional interests and tasks in ·in4ernationn.l 
o.ffairs" of socialist countries appco.r to ho.ve been recognized. .. · . .. '. . 

The Atlnntic cor.nnunity has also undergone 'impo:rtcnt mutr_t:i.ons since the 
middle fifties. Although the liberal character of the .'7estorn nations 
had alun.ys prevented the generation of monolithism, divergence among 
them, houever, h2.d never attained such an intractc.bl.c pitch. ns they nave 
·since the last decndo. "-nd the uorld todn.y is critncssing grouJ.ng . 
differences CLJOn(> them on the >:r>.ys c.nd men~is of. c. ttain:ing economic nnd 
politico.l unific,.,tion of 11ostern mrope, o~ the nature of the Soviet 
"thrca;t", on: the Gorluan· problem, and on· the· whole q\~csticn of non
proliferation of nuclcnr rtca.pons. -. 
It is cvide:1t th::. t 'festern Europe, increasin::;ly united by cul turn.l ,. 
economic n.nd insti tuioml:l.' links, e.nd increasinGlY conscioti.s of its 
growing economic power, no longer considers thc.t its intoreGts o.rc . 
alun.ys identicnl with those of the United States, and has come to demand 
a role of Greater independence and grantor voice in the coalition of· 
'.7estcrn powers. It is, thus, no longer possible for th.e Un.i tod Stn.tes 
to obto.in unflinching support for her actl.ons ·in other :Po.rts of the 
uorld, and hardly any more possible' to b'ilato'rally .decide - vrith the .. 
Russians - the fut'uro of Europe, · 

Europe, there is no doubt, has. significantly evolved. The objectives 

4 Sh. Sanakoyev, "FormD.tion and Development of Socinlist International 
Relations", International Affairs, October 1967, p.10. 
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formulated and the control mechanism established during the period of 
the cold rrar do not any more respond effectively to the non and changing 
reality. Of this there is no doubt. But has it developed to a point 
rrherc it is justifiable to consider that the military alliances can be 
safely cast into the limbo of oblivion, that the future of pence on the 
contin;;mt has become contingcn·t on such an action, that the further 
reinforcement of peaceful coexistence is no more possible rrithout a 
conscious effort on the part of the European nations to do array nith the 
military blocs? 

·-· 

This, alas, is a uto.pian dream which seems hardly rc:1.lizablc under the 
existing circumstances. In the first place, military bipolarity continues 
to subsist as the ch~racteristic feature of the Eutopean military 
alliance system. Despite the French decision to nithdrarr her troops 
from· th5 North Atlantic Treaty Orge.nizc.tion, none of the Europc::.n 
nations - including France - have renounced the protection they enjoy 
from the wilitc.ry blocs of rrhich the super poners arc still the accepto.ble 
leaders. ITill they do so in the future? It is of course difficult to 
say rrith any exactitude. But considerinG the fact that the dissolution 
of military allic.nces uould lcc-.d to the ni thdrtmal of the United States 
from tho continent, leaving only one super poner in the z.rea, it is 
unlikely that the· \Test European nations - ·,_t least most of them - uould 
renounce American protection o.s long as the real problems of Europe have 
not been resolved. One could validly ar::,'1lc that those nD.tions could 
overcome this difficulty by settin6 up a joint nuclear deterrent. But 
such a development ·would inevitably give '7est Germany, the most po·rrerful 
nation of \iestorn Europe, a decisive voice in the formulation of nucler>.r 
policy - a development full of explosive p·ossibili tics and hardly 
accopt~.blc to ·many small nntiona. 

Second, the European situation, even in its prcsant evolvcd·form, has 
still not lcid solid foundations for real peace. Thoro aro a number of· 
intractc.blc problcns \7h{ch co·ntinuously defy solutions, and there is s.ti11; 
it must be adnittcd, c. 1~.ck o:f confidence in ccch others' intentions. 
The sinews of aodern military strenc;th continue to gro ... The German 
problem, uhich had originally pr<)vo)<Cd the partHion of Europe, still 
racks the continent. And the GTovth of 'Jest Gcrm2.ny into c porrerful 
nntion, together with the revival of neo-nazism in that country, has 
once· again generated a feeling of ereat appreh.:msion ruuong many nations 
nho, not long ago,.uere victims of nazi aggression. 

Third, the North Atl.o.ntic Treaty Organization exercises considerable 
restrcint to the establishment of West GGrmqny as an independent military 
po':Tcr by having integr2.ted her forces - divorced from nctional control -
into the alliance system. Tho dissolution of the allinnces, before the 
attainment of effective disarmament·, U'ould undoubtedly permit 'lest 
Germany to become, after the Soviet Union, the moat important military · 
factor in Europe. \lould this not, once agcin, revive insacurity r'.nd 
tension, especially v1hcn we tP.kc into ac.count th~.t ·.:est Germ~ny is the 
most discontented nntidn of Europe still strivirig to bring about the 
reunificction of Germany? 

5 with the exception of Albania .. ; .. 
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Fourth, if there has bccn'considcrablc detente in Europe, this by no 
moans cc.n be s~.id for the Third ·"'orld countries, whore· escalated conflicts 
have become incessant, and in uhich the super po1-rors become directly 
or indirectly involved on opposite sides. Since the dccolonization 
process-had irrevocably set in after ?orld ryar II, hardly a year has 
ended >1i thout the explosion of a conflict in some part· of Africa, Asia 
or Lctin America. If it rms the Korean Jar, tho Suez and Cuban crises ~ 
to no.mo just a few- that racked the rrorld a few years ago, ·it is the 
traeic Viotnc.m rrar - to mention just ono- rrhich is dominc.ting the uorld 
scene today, Admittedly, many African, Asian nnd· Latin American 
countries arc brooding grounds for conflicts and tensions duo to frustrated 
desires of tcrri torial expansion, or unsutisfied aspirl'.tions ·of 
nationn.lism, not to spen.k-of the dGop economic and social problems that 
they arc faced uith. But it is also evident that the involvement of the 
tuo super po•wrs in LJnny of these conflicts h<ll.l dan&'erously escalated 
them, thereby further incrcn.sing the risks of general conflagrations. 
The trc.(Scdy of Vietnum is n. typicc.l 0xmaplo of such a situc.tion. 1.iore 
than a decade ago, the relatively minor crisis centred c.round nationalism. 
N0\7 rri th massive and direct intervcmtion of the Uni ~od States, and the 
indirect involvcLJent of the Soviet Union, the conflict is bristling 11ith 
truculence and is escaln.ting into a major rrar. It is clear that the 
3rowth of China into a nmjor porrer on the continent of Asia rrill only 
exacerbate thG involvement of lioscorr and 'lashingto!l in the nhirlpool 
of third world politics. 

'rhcroforo, as long as the "inner core" of the European nations recognize 
the two super powers as the loaders of the trro ~-llianco systems, it is 
difficult to conceive of them disappearing froLJ this continent, for· the_ 
situation here is bound to be influenced and affected by situat~ons in 
other parts of the rrorld. Perhaps the European nations, uhose interest 
in the Third World has become marginal since 1.\Torld War II, could to some 
extent overcome this hurdle by insulating themselves from the loaders 
of tl1e tuo blocs. But <loos this SGem likely in the foreseeable futuro, 
in vicn of the fact that they arc greatly dependent upon the groat 
porrors for political, economic o.nd military support? 

If on" uould accept the underlying assumption of this paper that the 
rapid dissolution of the military alliances in Europe rrould be premature, 
that such a development, in all likelihood,rrould leave the field open 
for nations to LJake endless diplomatic and even military moves at 
the expense of each other, thus creating instability, it is then valid to 
reflect en the manner in which nations could proceed to attain 
collective, organized and generally acceptable detente on the continent. 

First of all, it is evident that the mechanisms of change that arc 
already functioning on the continent ought to bo intensified. The super 
ponors shoul~ continue their bilateral endeavours to sock greater under
standing and ngrecment on points that still divide them. The East-'Tost 
European efforts to develop bilateral economic and political relations 
ought to be intensified, and the process of polycontrism >lithin the 
two political groups should be permitted to make some more head11ay • 

. . / .. 
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However, there is a point beyond which this process of ch.o.nge could not 
be carried as this might disrupt the goal of organized :o.nd gonern.lly 
acceptable detente. The super pouers cannot any uoro reach bilateral 
agreements on issues· that directly concern the European natim1s, as the 
progressively developing polycentric situation would not permit such 
:o.ccords, The En.st-'7est European .nations could hardly go beyond the 
development of bilateral relations without the approval of the super 
p.orrers who arc directly concerned with tl10 European situation. And the 
total fragmentation of the two alliances is also hardly possible, con
sidering the myriad of common ideas and interests that still unite the 
members of each group a!1d separates them from the other, 

But what about the gencrc,l problems with which all the Europeans are 
collectively concerned? How can they be resolved? 'lhat procedure ought 
to be folloued in order to co;,1o to rrrips ni th them? It is evident that 
they cannot be resolved through bilateral negotiations bot·,7eon nations. 
The ,ticklish problem of tuo Germanys, the issue of atom free zones and 
military disengagement, the problem of European security treaty, etc., 
are all vital issues.uhich concern all Europeans, and uhich none of thorn 
is prepared any more to leave in the hands of the super powers. It is 
herG in such casGs thGt the role of the tuo military Glliances becomes 
crucial, For a reGUlar, instituionalized Gnd, .adni·ct<:>dly long, 
negotiation between the chosen representatives of the Atlantic and Warsaw 
alliances appc:1.r ,to be the only rational channel for seeking, stop by 
stop, generally acceptable solutions for the ::;roblems of Europe. The 
chances of real success of such a procedure have considerably increase<::, 
as ·there is now a nidG consensus of Ol)inion among almost all EuropNms 
that tho most intractable problem - the problem of Gernan reunific:c.tion -
will not bo tho first, but tho last stop, in the ovontual unification 
of Europe. 

--oOo--
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-:In spite of all thefar-reaching facts and changeovers that have happened since the 
. end Of World War I I, Europe still plays an important role in all international 
· events. As far as maintenance. of the world peace is concerned, Europe has a 
key position for the following reasoos:-

( 1) 'The main confrontation bet'ween socialism and capitalism on world-wide 
scale is taking place for the most part in Europe at present. 

. . - . . . . 

(2) m Europe there are serious political problems in which the main great powers 
are directly involved~ 

(3) In Europe there are powerful armies on both sides, equipped with nuclear and 
other modern weapons. Nowhere else.in the world can we find such a strong 
concentration of armed forces and war material. 

(4) Launching a w~r. in Eur~pe wo1,.1ld lead almost with certainty to a thermo
nuclear inferno on a wor-ld-wide scale~ A limited local war would be 
practically impossible. , 

The importaq.ce of Europe as a whole, everi in respect of many other positive lines; 
exceeds a regional frame. The economic potential of European countries is big 
and is constal}tlJ growing •.. · 'J;'he European countries are both technically and 
culturally on a high level. Among almost 600 million Europeans, we find the 
names of a great many prominent scientists, highly able and talen1ed. technicians, 
brilliant artists and persons of world.,.wide reputation in cultural life. In the 
space of Europe there also lives the most experienced and politically most mature 
part of the world's working class. 

. . . . .. 

Until lately it seemed that the existence of two different social and economic 
systems on this Continent would seriously affect the acting faculties of European 
nations. Nowadays this fact seems rather to be its relati.ve.advantage. Europe 
has a great opportunity to serve Jhe whole world as example, provided her nations 
succeed in ensuring · a lasting and reliable state of affairs for peaceful coexistence . 
and competition for nations with different social systems, if they solve the problems 
of confrontation between socialism and capitalism in a peaceful way in this part of 
the globe. Just this confrontation, competition and cooperation within the new 
conditions of developing scientific and technical revolutioq,can make Europe one · 
of the most dyn21mic and objectively most progressivEl powers in the future evolution 
of human civilization. · 
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And such a chance offers itself. In Europe, despite all difficulties , obstacles 
and sudden backward changes, we can see a certain process of changes which 
could lead to a positive goal. At present Europe seems to stand at a cross-road. 
Which way will she take? That is a great and meanwhile open question. 
Tremendously much will depend on the wisdom of her leaders as well as on the 
reaction of peoples' masses. 

The tension in other parts of.the world, especially the American aggression in 
Vietnam, undoubtedly infest; the outlook in- Europe and severely reduce> the poten
tially exi.stir!g possibilities of general relaxation ar!d gradual normalization of the 
international relations in Europe. In spite of these negative facts, the tendency 
towards peaceful coexistenCe, competition and cooperation is cutting its way by 
steps, but without restraint. The growth of many.bilateral relations among the 
European states with different social systems bears speaking testirngny of it. 
Of course, many obstacles in the positive evolution al.so have their roiits·in 
Europe. In most cases rudiments of old policy and deep distrus.tj>Jith scepticism 
are the main reasons of misunderstanding. However, the power of ifi.e positive 
trend lies in its o_bjectiveness. 

If we wish to understand the main features wb_ich emerged in the course of evolution 
after World War 1 I and which are still now prevailing, and if we wish to find our 

· bearings in the uneasy ·field of European politics , in many ways coherent with the 
whole world, it is necessary to ascertain the entities which are qualitative, new 
and decisively progressive in the present stage of evolution, compared with 
previous periods. The former post-war period, reaching from 1945 to the 
beginning of the sixties, can be characterized by the following cardinal features:-

( 1) A .forcible disintegration of the then. existing political structure of Europe 
and efforts to build a.·new structure ·fused on a new proportion of power. 

(2) An explosive conflict of antagonistic soc~al and economic ;owers contingent 
. ·on the "moving front" under a prevailing ideological shape of most subjects 

of the European political evolutio!l, a layout of extreme, contradictory 
alternatives of evolution. · 

(3) A clea; p;eponderance of "power-position" elements, especially as regards 
military aspects with the aim to change the power-ratio in favour of one 
party i aiming towards a direct and total solution of the confrontation between 
socia:iism.and capitalism in Europe. In European politics there were con
tradictory and discrepant interests prevailing. . . . . 

(4) Iri. cor:mection with the polarisation of power, an outstanding consolidation 
of the hegernonial position of the new great powers in post-war Europe -
the USSR and USA. The influence of the middle-sized and small 
European countries has sunk in ~any respects. 

The principal characteristics and factors of the contemporary European evolution -
which are called dete.nte (relaxation) - are above all the following: . 

( 1) A conspicuous 'stabilization of the. political structure in Europe which results 
from World War 1I and comprises Germany. · · 

(2) The impact of the atomic age upon international relations with bilateral 
understanding that a nuclear war on a world-wide scale ceased to be a means 
of politics (although not a threat) and that the long termed basic political aims 
in European conditions must be strictly followed according to this axiom; 
The confrontation between socialism and capitalism in Europe, which is going 
on, has reached a riew platform and has become a problem of many years to 
come. 
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Strategically (and under the present conditions also politically) the deter
minative position of both world great powers lasts , but their influence upon 
the evolution in Europe has a declining tendency. In European politics 
the specific interests of the middle and small European countries are gaining 
ground. 

In the relations of European countries, irrespective qftheir social and 
eeonomic systems also common European interests are working their 
way, even if other contradictory interests might prevail at the present 
stage, · 

Above all, it is the imperative interest to prevent any military conflict in Europe, 
qnd the 'risk of Europe being involved in a conflict somewhere. else in the world, 
that does not concern the interests of European nations. . Si\1]ultaneously, a 
~ommon understanding is arising that the security in Europe cannot be continuously 

safeguarded by military means nor by races of armament that could overthrow the 
existing balance of powers and cause a most unstable situation. Besides , the 
immense material costs of armament are forcing the smaller European countries 

·to play the role of political outsiders. However, the sums that European 
countries are spending on armament are a considerable brake·to their social and 
economic progress at a time when economy and science are on the march• The 
very important connecting link is the effort to surmount the division of the 
European continent, Playing a still greater role are the problems arising 
from which is called the disparity of the Continents, be it in respect of Europe 
to the USA (a problem of technological backwardness) or - in a far greater 
degree - in respect of the so called ''third world" (a problem of nutrition etc.). 

· The fact that in Europe there are interests exceeding political alliances, that 
there are common interests of .all European nations ,represents a quite new value 
in European policy after World War II, an even more important factor of evolution 

· in the life of Europe-an nations •. 

Of course, the community of the basic interests of both groups, the capitalist as 
well as the So.cialist countries, remains predominant. To a great extent it 
determines the .position of both· great powers .and sets a limit to an all Europe-an 

· settlement, However, thanks to the mentioned factors, the influence of the 
middle and smaller European countries on European politics is. constantly 
growing and if the present trend goes on, it will be .even stronger. The . 
important pre-supposition of it is that these countries will correctly appreciate 

·the developing process of chartgeover and will exert a positive influence on it. 
It is. of .paramount importance not only to use up the po.SSrliilities· on hand t but also 

. to recognize .and to react correctly on the objectively, as well as subjectively, 
limited lines of the general change in Europe andof the virtual possibilities of 
the European countries· under present circumstances. For the smaller and 
middle European countries it is important to find out the value of their own 
position in the European area. For the great powers Europe cannot be more 
than just one. space for their global interests and politics. 

In any case , time has come to develop a policy of realism, tenaci:ous of purpose, 
combined with courage and initiative and proper imagination. The main problem 
is to design a real system of measures and to achieve an agreement of all deter
minative powers on such a mo()d that would forwa:cd the gradual creation of a 
system of European security and cooperation. 

In this respect the import-ance of the correct comprehension of the basic factors 
and prevalent circumstances, which will influence the evolution in Europe in 
the near future, is growing. 
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Perhaps it will be the following factors:-

( 1) The lasting confrontation between capitalism and socialism, an outlook of 
a long co-existence of capitalist and s.ocialist countries in Europe with the 
purpose to create reliable institutional conditions for' a peaceful eo;., ·- ·' 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

existence and competition. Agreat deal will depend on creative under-
standing of possibilities of further development of the objectively stipulated 
social changes. 

The interest of maintaining the military-strategic balance which is decisive 
for seeking new, modern and more reliable forms of security in Europe, 
including the participation of other than European countries in this system 
as well as the further existence of today's alliances, their purposes and 
characters. A .great role is assigned 'to the development of military 
technology; too 4 

The growth of common European interests which concentrates especially 
on extending the platform of European detente and on passing over to a 
generally acceptable ·European settlement. Much will depend on the evolu
tion on world scale; Especially the relations between the USSR and USA, 
the harmonization of their interests with those of other European countries, 
the development in Gerrr.any, first of all of the· policy of the FRG, and of 
course the evolution in China and in the whole area of the third world will 
be of great importance, 

The efforts of European countries to diminish the importance of military 
factors in ensuring their security; especially by means of versatile, 
mutually advantageous cooperation in economy and 'science and technique 
resulting from the need of _international distribution of work , first of all in 

Europe, which is characterized by the existence of many state units. 
Moreover, . :the most dynamic power will be the pressure of consequences 
of the technical and scientific revolution, objectively given by the process 
of further evolution of human civilization. 

The effort to create gradually optimal prerequisits not only on an interna
tional scale but also with necessary measures in each country or their _ 
groups. Much will depend on structural changes within the existing social 
and economic formations of technical advanced society m Europe. . · _ 

Anyway, it is essential to ~ealize that Europe of today is only at the begin
ning of a complicated and long process of changes in a positive direction• · 
The·main context of the contemporary development is the struggle for the :. · · 
creation of the startingbasis of a comprehensive system of European ' 
security and cooperation (status quo - a change of the status quo); · ih the 
meantime c-nly particular and not yet all-European interests are prevailing 
in this part of the world. The main task is to eliminate all backward an:d 
retarding elements in the European evolution and to concentrate constantly 
on seeking. and enforcing positive and objectively progressive factors 
that are in harmony wi:th the interest shared by an European countries and : , 
nations. · · · 

-o-oO-Oo-o-
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· ALLIANCES AND THE FUTURE . OF EUROPE)_ 
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Privredu, Belgracie 

The Origin of the Alliances. 

The formation of allianCBs, both in the \lest and the East of Europe, j_n 
the late.forties,have divided the old continent into two politically op
posed camp's. Only few countries remained_outside these alliances and re-

JO 

··', mkined• more or less successfully outside of the influence of the ·poli.cies 
iriaugu.r!lted by .the alliances. The quasi total division of Europe into two 
well organized and rather strongly united political and military blocs led 
to the widespread contention that postwar developments were responsible 
for the. divfsion Of hitherto united continent. 

The postwar divisim is indeed a novel phenomenon in mariy respects,_ but 
Europe was in fact dJ.vided even before the formation Of the. existing 
·al-liances. Reference is made here, not 'only to the division developing . 
after the socialist revolut'ion in Russia in 1917, but also to the .. situa
tion preceding this important event. On· the cont,inerit of Europe there 
were .before the first world war independent and relatively economically 
develope<i'nations of the West and the overall less developed East of the 

·continent,· where. most nations lived under open foreign dO!nination or in 
·antiquated and insupportable conditions of obsolete forms of society. 
Europe of the first· decade of 'the twent.ieth ·century can, therefore, not 
be.,;considered as a united continent. 

The revolution. i_n Russia in 190'5 and 1917 as well as revolutionary move,.; 
ments and ac·tt1al .revolutions' in practically all countries ·of ·eastern Eu
rope in the. twentieth century came as a c<Jnsequerice of mounting opposi~ 
tion to existing conditions both in the sense of social. and national 
'oppression. As a re:SL!lt of successes of revolutions in most of the East-

. · European ·countries the stage was set. for the present-relationship and the 
·division of Europe a's we know it now. At the same time, the achievement 
. of :independemce. and the accelerated economic development of these countries 
prepared the stag·e for a development aiming at a real and solidly estab
lished unity. Apparently, the. two parts of EUrope had to drift apart., 
Eastern Europe had to go her way in. accomplishing political, social and 
economic revolutions' at-. an ·accelerated pace, in order to .create conditions 
needed for re.la tions with the l>'est. based on equality. · 

'··' .. ::· ., 

These developmi:mts in Eastern Europe did, of course; not leas automatically 
. to the'political· division and especially the intense" tensions of the Cold 
War as -it qriginated ~oon ·after the end: of the Second World vlar. Even· the 

· ideologic~:~i differences, as. they developed in thG>·pr.ocess of change in 
Eastern .. and. Western Europe, are, no sufficient· ex.planation for it. If they 
were, then .there co,uld be no hope for· improvement without a decisive (in 
the circumstances·- catastrophic) show-down betwe13n the East and the. \Jest, 
the current dot€mte could never, have happened. 

The differences in the systems of society and the specific problems of 
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accelerated growth within Eastern Europe, the efforts to overcome the in
herited backwardness, wen; bound ·to reduce· ~conomic··,ties and limit other 
forms of contact, but were not bound to cause high tensions and hostility. 
In order to verify this argument,we must examine the circumstances in 
which tensions mounted; leading to the formation of military alliances 
and also the circumstances in which tensions decreased to a level per
mitting the unfolding of substantial economic and other relations in···re'-'··· 
cent year~. 

There can be littie'doubt that tensions preceded the formation of allia]'l-
ces. VIe- must, therefore, e-xaoline the origins and causes of tensions if we 
want to "tiriderstand the· origin of the alliances and before proceeding fui'
ther in our analysis. The point of departure must be the interpretation: 
of the imder'lying substance of the controversies which led, in the first 
years after the war, ·to mounting tensions. In other words, we mu.st try to' 
find the colillllon denominator of the several specific differences be'tween 
the East and the VI est in the_ initial period of the Cold 1-lar .• 

Without entering into an extensive discussion of the 'specific issues which 
caused tensions between the Allies in the last years of the wa_r and e've:ri' 
more tensions, leading . to a gene'r'al Cold: Har' later, we could define. the · · 
colillllon element in all of them: distrust, if· not outright hostility,' based 
on the differ:ence in the· political systems of society_. In fiict, the ill
fated first attempts to· negotiate an alliance between the Western Powers 
and the Sovi~t Union in 1939 failed mainly because of this. 

The uneasy.atmos'phere in wartine meetings of statesmen of the Alliance 
and the frictions around the opening of a "Second Front" grew into more 
concrete clashes about the line of division in turope, which was to be
come a· border .of s6cial systems and not.·only of countries or zones of 
occupation •. This· self-evident circumstance:: which was, in the. course of 
time, more and•mbre explicitly- stated on both sides led to the almost 
general belief that the whole tension of the Cold \Jar was caused by and. 
inseparably linked with the existence of the two systems, capitalism arid 
socialism, in Europe, The "theory" of an allegedly irreconciliable 1lJ1d 
final struggle between two systems represented in the two groupings of 
states i took the place of the hitherto li:CCepted VieW of J1arxists that 
the struggle of•classes.of society withi:ri national states generates chan-
ges in the .system of society and its political institutions. · 

On the other -side sl()gans like that of "rolli'ilg back cornmunism" in the 
United States had a similar content but pointed to the 'opposite· direc-' 
tion. It was based on the concept of using international conflict,pres
sure and force· 'if need be, in order :to nullify the changes _which occurred 
during and after the ·second \·.rorld War in Eas.tern Europe. This slogan was 
a maximal exprossion of nn aggressive poiicy based on the view that in
ternal changes in a·state can be a valid reason for intcrnnti6nal action. 

Of course, none .of these attitudes was applied strictly and consistently 
in the real actions :of governments, but' they have greatly contributed to 
the belief that the difference in ·social systems was the inevitable root 
out of which tension and hostility must grow. The several specific prob
lems which would have iri·rtny- case been a likely cause for differences 
between the Allies have, as a raatter of fact, grown to dangerous proper-. 
tions because of the confrontation of the two systems and it is under
standable that this should lead to undue generalizations. 

' 

' : 

,-:· 
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The simultaneous effect of two factors, the clash of interests between 
the major allies in the past war and the presence of two different social 
systems, were the ingredients out of which the high tensions of the Cold 
1'/ar were made. One of them, the clash of interests, was r:wre likely to 
fade out of focus with time than the difference in the systems of society. 
Nevertheless, in order to catch the imagination of the people and because 
of a general tendency of mankind to genera.lise, the Cold War was presen
ted as a clash of different systems. The ideological difference was ele
vated to the status of main, if not unique, cause ·of .. tension and. of: ten~ 
sions in contemporary international r.elations in general. 

The time that ·'has passed sinc<3 and the event~ of recent years in pnrti
cular indicate, however·, that even radical changes in relati'ons are pos'
sible without a change in the respective systems of society. Now, the 
prevailing view is that peaceful coexistence of countries, irrespective 
of dir"ferences in systems cif society, is possible· and should be the prac
tical .. goal of political action of governments. The change which made this 
new trend possible must come next in our examination, 

There have been. considera.ble ·changes within the countries on both sides, 
but in no .case have these changes led to a fundamental transformation of 
the system of society. On the contrary, the most important outcome of 
the postwar years vms the strengthening and stabilization of the· existing 
system and the prevailing order of things within most countries in the 
1'/est·and in the East of Europe• Above all there was, here and there, a 
radical improvement of the economic position end an unprecedented growth 
in production and well-being. 

The countries in the East have pushed forward with great success the in
dustrializia tion of the loss developed areas of that region. The general 
economic progress. introduced new-' elements in the way of life and "':lOdi
fied the social' structures of those countries. The economic deV€1Lop:tent 
also brought about a better political climate, particularly.after the 
death of Stalin' in March 1953 Interna·l changes in·. the countries of the 
East of Europe led to changes in their J:lutual relations. Relations be
caoe more relaxed and opened the way to a gradual development-in con
tacts with the. outside world. Visas for travelling ><ithin East&rn Europe 
were gradually abolished and movements of persons across the border line 
of the Cold.War became ever more frequent and free of excessive bureau
cratic formalities, 

If there was ever a real ground for the fear that infiitrution from the 
West could endanger thEJ system of socialism, this-apprehension dissipa
ted at an accel.,ernted pace. There was less and less need:to compensate 
the prevailing: lEtck of self confidence by public manifestations which • 
could induce .apprehension on the other side. In fact the ne.ed and the 
ability to <;lxpand econooic relations with the West and·to enhance other 
relations gave. birth to new approaches to inherited theoretical formu
lations, Coexistence became the main slogan and efforts wore even made 
to trace the desire for coex~stence in statements and-policies of the 
period of high tension. In a.way this is_not surprising, because oast 
of the aggressiveness ()f the past years was conditioned by fear and a 
sense of insecurity, rather than by aggressive appetites. 

In the ~/est, economic developments also took a favourable turn in: 'ihe 
years following the war. Gradually oast. of the countries of the W€ist 
rehabilitated their econOiaic establishment and continued to develop 
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at e. ·pace exceeding. earlier experiences and even optinistic forecasts 
by experts. ilestern Europe bac:me raore independent and gradue.lly deve
loped into a fierce. conpetitor of the United Sto.tes. rather than renain
ing a junior partner supported by the wealth of the giant across the 
ocean• The lowering of econouic barriers within Western Europe, in spite 
.of the creation of two rivalling groups (EEC and FJ!'TA), contributed fur
ther to the econonic development and to the desire and ability to expand 
ties with other regions; including the East, 

In the cirCt'Bstances, a oore realistic and sober view was taken of deve
lopnents and the general situation in East&rn Europe, The increased sense 
of 'security and the optiuisra accorapanying achievenent peruitted a gradual 
deGlystification of thinking about Eastern Europe and Socialiso. This trend 
could not wipe out vested interests and pressure groups advocating aggres
sive attitudes, but the ground.was cut frora under their foot e.nd they wore 
no longer in the position to dooinate the scene. 

The changGd situation was reflected in public nanifestations ·and, in the 
eyes· of the East.,. t'estern Europe becane an ever oore ·sui table partner 
for peaceable,;relation·s. Inasnuch as ther.o rene.ineq friction and even 
fiGrce.Mnfrontation between the-Soviet Union and .the United States in 
regions· outside Europe; these events ho.d no. decisive effect -on' intra
European deve1opuents •. NATO, the uain tie of vie stern Europe with the 

·United States, reoained in ·;force, but was now oore flexibly interpreted. 
The countries of Western Europe did not find thenselves bound to join 
the United States in the oilitary action in Vietnao, as they did in the 
years of the Korean ~Jar. The oili tary .organization of NATO was less en
. phnsized, Frartce dropp_ed out altogether fron the uili tary estnblishnent 
and the· dooinant role of the oilitary in East-lvest politics was greatly 
reduced. 

One should, however, nention that the unresolved Geruan QUe.stion remain
ed thenost ioportant cause of friction in Europe in spite of all these 
favourable developraents. It is also good to keep in nind the special case 
of Spain and Portugal in the south-west corner of Europe and Greece in 
the Balkans (since a oilitary junte. took over the governnerit there).Fur
thermore, the strife over Cyprus and. in Cyprus is another cause-of un
rest in Europe. But it appears that the trend of iuproving East~~lest re
lations is not in peril because of these negative factors on the Europe
an scene. 

The first conclusion to be drawn frou.this presentation of developnents 
· in Europe after the war is that a coobina tion of changing circw;\stances 
together with a more constant factor,. the confrontation of two .. systeos 
of society, have created a teoporary state of high tension· in Europe. 

·The temporary character of this condition is based on the changeable 
cir'CUL!Stances. ·The second conclusion which can be nade now is that the 
circ=stances which ho.ve led to the postwar conflict have substantially 
Changed in spite of the further EOxistence, s.ide by side, of the two sye
tecis and that a basi.s for better arid still ioproved nu:tual relations has 

·been create d. 

The argmmnt leading up to these conclusions has. been brought in a ra
ther sketchy way and should not be considered as ·exhausting the nest in
terestingprobleo of postwar rele.tions in EuropJ3. Only sane najor points 
ho.ve bcen.briefly indicated with the p]lrpose of'helping us to exaoine 
further developnents leading to a growing East,-Fest cooperation and deve-
lopucnts beyond the Cold l<Jaro · 
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_.~ The Period of Change 

The lessening of Eas_t-West ten$ ions in Europe and the relaxa-
_tion of relations within the two ·alliances introducing-a · 
gracual dissolution of thest;r>ict_bipolar pattern established 
in the Forties; did not automatiNilly provide a basis for. 
general cooperation. The picture in-Europe changed in recent 
years into a combinatioii of· politic;al cross-currents. Basical.:.. 
ly, the pattern remains.doininated by a division into twoparts, 
but the relations betvreen thllm show marked improvement and 
the discipline within the two political blocs becomes less· 
and less strictly observed, leading even to rather significant 
departures from the behaviour of the group as a •::hole. One 
is inclined to think in this connection first of France and 
Romania, but these are only extreme cases of a ra.ther general· 
development. 

It would he mistaken to beli_eve that the prevailing degree 
of across-the-fence cooperation, or even further progress in 
this direction would automatically usher in a new era of non
aligned_ general cooperation- the ultimate goal of the doctrine 
of coexistence. Alliances continue to exist.and the inherited 
bipolar pattern is still the under:;·:ing basis for political 
and economic relations. 

There 'is, no doubt, some inertia. in existing political forma
tions and 'alliances and one must consider it first. It. would· 
be an oversimplification to believe that the. mere·fact of 
existing treaties and bloc organizations is the only element 
slowing-down the pace of cooperation. In recent history, and 
particularly in the history of Europe of the twentieth cent)lry, 
we can find enough examples of disregard of treaty obl:i.gations, 
or at least cases of negligence, to. permit the supposition .. 
that modern States apply with considerable promptness, in
voking even slightest. pretexts, the dictum ''sic re bus stan-' 
tibus"~ In political behaviour, departures from hitherto ac-

. cepted patterns is _done with even more expedition. Theref.ore 
- the inertia in our case must be based on more than conservative 
respect for formal obligations or slowness in adopting new 
ways in international relations. 

Firstly, the role of the United States in the western alliance 
and of the Soviet Union in the East is still rather outstanding. 
The two nuclear super-Powers have, by virtue of their status 
in the international community and their interests in Europe 
in particular, still considerable influence over European 
;East-West relations •. 

This influenc'e is obviously exercised in accordance with the. 
foreign policies of each of the two Powers. It is, however, 
patent that they are confronted in a substantial· manner'in 
several conflicts or situations throughout the world as vrell 
as in some of the outstanding universal problems of a political 
or military nature •. In spite of a marked improvement in the· 
relations between the Soviet Union·and the United Stat_es, they 
lag visibly behind the rapprochement within Europe. 
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Europe may have quite successfully insulated intra-European 
relations from the echoes and impacts of disturbances in 
other parts of the world, but through the presence on the 
continent of and close ties with the two super-Powers, Europe 
cannot escape the effect of strife and conflict in other 
regions. These effects are particularly strong in cases when 
an outside conflict tends to emphasize the East-West confronta
tion, or rather a confrontation between the Soviet Union and 
the United States. One of the most important examples of it 
is the war in Vietnam, although one should say that it is 
surprising to note how little this conflict has so far in
fluenced intra-European relations. It is, however, obvious 
that it did cast a shadow over Europe as it did indeed over 
the whole world. 

It is unlikely that Europe could become fully protected from 
the repercussions of the clashes between the two major nuclear 
Powers in view of the wide interests the old continent has in 
world affairs and also because of the special connections of 
the two Powers with European affairs. It is unlikely that 
relations of the West of Europe with the socialist countries 
could develop at the expense of the relations of the West 
with the United States. It is also obvious that one should 
not expect to unify Europe at the cost of alienating the 
Eastern European countries from the Soviet Union. 

Politically it is of little consequence that the Soviet Union 
is on the continent of Europe and the United States not. It 
is equally irrelevant to insist on the fact that the major 
portion of the Soviet Union is in Asia. In view of the level 
of technical development, the ability to conquer distances, 
similar geographical considerations have little value. It is, 
in fact, illogical to talk about the growing unity of the 
world and ignore the close and inseparable connection between 
countries whose association is the leading example of this 
integrating trend. 

Within both of these groups of States one can find friction 
and sometimeseven divergent attitudes, but it would be exag
gerated to believe that the behaviour of France, or the behaviour 
of any country in the West or the East, justifies expectations 
that the one or the other super-Power could be separated or 
excluded from the affairs of the continent. This behaviour can 
be used only to show the increasing flexibility of relations, 
but a rigid military alliance is not the only form of close 
association between States. 

It is by far more reasonable to expect that every European 
country extending and developing relations across the Cold War 
line in Europe will ke.ep its old friendship and ties without, 
however, permitting them to interfere with new oonnections and 
closer relations with partners who have earlier been prohibited. 
This is, as a matter of fact, already in progress on both sides. 
It is therefore natural that the ever more complicated network 
of relations in Europe tends to confuse sometimes those who 
have become too used to the simplified pattern of the Cold War, 
governed by two types of relations mainly: strict adherence to 
a group of outright hostility. 
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•Now, let us return to our argument. If the developing pattern 
of relations in and around ~urope leaves in existence, al
though greatly changed, the connection of the two major 
Powers with European affairs, then it is>logical to assume 
that the Cold War of the past will cast a shadow also over 
the next future of relations virithin Europe and that it will 
at the same.time continue to influence relations between the 
.super..,-Powers, This appears to be one factor slowing.down the 
East-West rapprochement. 

Anoth.er .. important factor is the level of economic development 
in.the two·parts of Europe. One cannot, of course, speak of 
uniform levels of development either in the West or in· the 

.. East·, There are countries markedly lagging in economic develop
ment. in the West, such as Spain, Portugal or Greece, and 
highly· industrialized areas in the East, such as some areas 

.in the Soviet Union, or·Czechoslovakia and the German Demo
cratic Republic. These differences in the level of industriali-' 
zation or of economic progress, measured by whatever method 

·one might apply, would even show that a certain country or 
area of the West is less developed than an area or· country 
iri the East. · · 

For the shaping of political relations this.is less important 
than one could at a first glance assume. Both regions ·are · 
rather extensively integrated into distinct economic regions. 
This applies to the West, ih spite of the existence of two 
rival economic organizations. In b.oth cases trade and . .other 
int ernati.onal econ.omic activities within .the regions are 
highly developed and are decisive· for the economic stability 
e:nd growth of each one of the countries of the ·given region. 
This pattern becomes even more significant for our argument 
ifwe include North America into the picture as a part of .. 
the West. · 

Over. the years'a rather persi~tent inertia developed and it· 
is extremely difficult to redirect the fl.ow of. ·eoonomio rela
tions and. to chapge this pattern. The. development of industries 
based on a givenmarket and the supplying of energy and rav_1 
materials from a given source tends to empii(l.size the rigidity 
of the pattern of economio ties on both sides. It is, ·there-. 
fore, .from a point of view of political relations rel.evant 
to speak of' the two areas as distinct, though complex, units 
on different levels of eeonomic development. 

Moreover, the economio policies and the specific· needs of·. 
economic development are also different and this tends to make 
an increase of economic transactions b.etween the regions rather 
difficult. The p<'ltt.erns of o·onsumption and the patterns of. 
productions are different also and differences in the way of 
lif.e as well as the level of consumption add to the problem. 
One could go on emiinerating the many contrasts in the ec-onomic 
field, but this·might be enough for our purpose; 

Here it·may be enough to note only that the material disparity 
and the different ways and means to handle it .creates real 
obstacles in the prooess of developing economic relations.· 
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between the two regions. It might be aO.ded that the deliberate 
reduction of trade of the West with Eastern Europe in the past 
has greatly contributed to the preservation of these obstacles 
and to the growth of new ones. 

We must recall tcio the blockade of Soviet Russia immediately 
after the revolution of 1917 arid the more or less strictly 
applied obstacles and restrictive measures since then, as 
well as the new wave of restrictions during the Cold War. The 
abandoning of this attitude and the dismantling of the restric
tions could not by- itself bring about spectacular changes. 
Expectations that trade could easily grow on the basis of the 
traditional complementarity - food and raw materials from the 
East, manufactured goods from the West - could not materialize. 
The industrialization in the East left little to be exported 
along these lines and a rather narrow market for the importa
tion of-consumer goods in view of changes in the pattern of 
consumption and the high levels of savings for_investment. 

The West, developing favourable sources of raw materials and 
oil in overseas countries and regions, could not absorb ex
pected quantities of commodities from the East of Europe. Sea 
routes are less expensive and earnings of workers overseas 
lower than in Eastern Europe. Irrespective of past political 
restrictions, even the growing interest of the West to develop 
trade-with the East, counting on the rapidly developing 
potentialities of the expanding markets there, could so far 
produce only moderate results. 

It can.be said that both sides demonstrated in the last few 
years 0onsiderable and growing interest in developing·economic 
relations, but found material and-objective obstacles which 
caused these efforts to be only partially successful. In spite 
of the relatively fast growth of East-West trade in Europe the 
effect on the general pattern of the flow of trade on the 
continent is modest, because the point of departure is·very _ 
low. A percentagewise high increase represents here a rather 
insignificant change in the pattern. Th·e two areas are still, 
and will remain for quite some time, distinct economic regions 
with low to moderate levels of mutual economic relations. 

There is no doubt that this state of affairs in the field of 
economic relat~ions must havereperoussions in the field of 
political relations. The slow change in overcoming the division 
of Europe through the expansion of economic ties is one of the 
forces of inertia siowing down East-West cooperation. It cannot 
be removed by political acts alone. It can bo. only gradually 
overcomeby economic growth and by economic measures facilitat
ing livelier mutu2cl relations. In the political sphere only 
favourable general circumstances, that isa climate conducive 
to the development of mutual relations can be created. -

The need for measures facilitating interregional economic ex
changes brings us to th-e third obstacle to East-West coouera
tion. Changes in-the economic sphere which are now under~ay 
in all countries of the East of Europe may be generally 
summarized for the purpose of this argument as measures favouT-

·-
- ' 
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• ing a more free development of trade and other economic rela-
' tions with the outside world. This is 1 of course, not a com

prehensive appraisal of these far-reaching reforms, 'which 
have a far more deeper significance. It is, however; extremely 
important to note that they have an intended and actual favour
able effect on the developing of economic ties with countries 
outside the region, 

In flict, the regional _economic organization in Eastern Europe, 
the Council for Economic. Mutual Aid, and its institutions,_are 
also affected by these changes. One should 1 however, be .cautious 
and avoidoversimplificationl In spite of all these efforts 
and d,e-velopme_nts, £C substantial increase in the trade and 
other _forms of economic cooperation will for a considerable 
time-be slow because of difficulties caused by general policies 
and-institutions, including regulations created at a time of 
autarchy, In this respect one might consider as an example 
the difficulties which Yugoslavia had to overcome internally 
before developing _substantially her mutually beneficial rela-
tions with th~ West. 

It follows from the presented argument that, in spite of.the 
-e~istence of good will and of promising potentialities, the 
East-West rapprochement in Europe, following the lessening 
of te'i:mio'ns and the demonstrated will to increase cooperation, 
nev·ertheless· must be taken as a slovr process. Important factors 
ofinertia inthe political and economic fields in every-day 
practiceand in iherited institutional and conceptual complexes 
on both sides can be overcome only gradually. 

~e.yond the Cold War 

What is then the prospect for the future of Europe? 

It is not easy to give a. simple and concise answer.· The present 
is a rather confusing pattern of cross-currents of- forces and 
habits cre_ated in the years of the Cold War and new tendencies 
struggling to assert themselves; The division of Europe _has 
given birth to two military alliances and the two alliances· 
have contributed to a rigid definition and the institutionalize.~_ 
tion of this division. From the point Which has already been 
reached_a return to the past seems rather unlikely, but it is 
not probable that the past cciuld be simply wiped out or forgotten. 
It will play, at least for some considerable time, an important 
role in the forming· of the future. 

- • r., • 

One could, of course, take the facile approach and construct, 
according to one's preferences, a model and set it as the goal 
to be achieved. Politicians usually behave like this and they 
are right in their way. In.order to achieve something one must 
know wheJ:; ·one is aimi.ng at. But, for the purpose_of this paper, 
this would still be a facile' approach. The purpose is to come 
possibly to an understanding of current tr'ends _and not to 
add one more set of goals or to repeat those which have _al-
ready been defined. · ' -
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The essential disappearance of mutual fear, or of the earlier 
sense of insecurity, on the one hand, and the economic and 
technical demand for integration on an ever wider scale, are 
likely to press developments in Europe towards more general 
cooperation. The specific and temporary causes of conflict 
in the years after the war are disappearing from the scene. 
What.remains is the long-term essential problem of coopera
tion between countries with different social systems, bet
ween capitalist countries of the West and socialist countries 
of the East of Europe. 

We shall now try to examine briefly this problem, removing 
from our mind the. specific causes of friction and tension 
which made. these relations tense in the early years after 
the Second World War, We have seen that the confrontation of 
countries with different systems of society does not neoesaari
ly lead to hostility. It is also obvious that the similarity 
of types of society is no secure basis for friendship. Wars 
between capitalist countries have happened, tension developed 
recurrently between. socialist countries and has, so far,. been 
an accompanying phenomenon of the coexistence of several so,
c.ialist countries. 

The question we must ask now is: ho.w far can relations develop 
between a socialist country and capitalist countries? The 
obvious thought that occurs in this connection is to examine 
the case of Yugoslavia. This country has developed relations 
with countries of the West for almost twenty years, a period 
long enough to permit some more general conclusions, particular
ly if we take into consideration the many events that have 
happened during .these two decades. The example of Yugoslavia 
certainly can be used for.more general conclusions, but there 
are also. limiting circumstances which we must take into 
consideration. · 

During the first years relations of Yugoslavia with the West 
have developed in circumstances which were governed by some 
general features, broadly resembling conditions of East-West 
relations today. There were unsettled political problems 

·charged with high emotions (Trieste), there was a general 
desire to develop economic ties and to overcome distrust e.s 
well as to reduce obstacles to more free exchanges. There was 
a will to cooperate e.nd there were elements of restraint. Ther·e 
was the low level of economic development and institutional 
obstacles in Yugoslavia as negative factors, In the political 
sphere, inertia generated from pa·st and present politi()al dif
ferences and added its weight to the factors slowing down pro
gress in cooperation. 

The first steps forward were made in the economic field. and 
economic ties developed ~urther, simultaneously with a gradual 
change in the economic system in Yugoslavia. The changes were 
generally along the lines of changes occuring now in other 
countries of Eastern Europe. The road covered through the years 
was difficult and the efforts were burdened with the additional 
weight of inexperience and novelty of the enterprise. Neverthe
less the experiment proved to be successful and may have in a 
way contributed to the relative easing of similar developments 
on a wider scale in Europe at present. 

·., 
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The main value of this example is in the proof that a state 
of highly developed relations and the absence of substantial 
tensions are possible between countries with different social 
systems. The West is, as a region, the largest partner in · 
trade and _in other economic transactions and activities .of 
Yugoslavia. The country is open to millions of visitors;_ there ·. 
is a free access to information and gathering of information,· ·
as well as abundant travel of Yugoslavs to the outside world. 
All this went along with the continuous improvement of the 
economic conditions in the country and the unhindered develoP
ment of its.socialist institutions. 

As already stated, we must see to it that the meaning of·this 
example is.not overrated. In the first place, it proves only 
that friendly relations and extensive cooperation between a 
socialist country and capitalist countries is possible. It. 
does not prove that it will or could always occur. On the one·. 
side the cooperation of Yugoslavia with the West has not dis
pelled all distrust and barriers, but, on the other, this did 
not hinder the genere.l development. This might prove to ·be 
somewhat different in the case of relations on a major scale 
and involving major Powers on both sides. 

Problems of security have a different content in cases of 
major Powers, they imply interests and considerations far 
beyond the limits of one country. Even in the economic field' 
the ~bsolute size of the problem or of the enterp~ise could 
introduce new elements complicating the solution. Finally we 
must not forget the specific circumstances in which this 
development started. 

What is then the overallmeaning and significance of the 
case of Yugoslavia? 

If it were possible, and if the cooperation of Yugoslavia 
with the West continues to develop simultaneously with the 
development of the relations of Yugoslavia w_ith other so....: 
cialist countries and with less developed countries, then 
it should be taken as evident that it is not the difference 
in social systems that prevents cooperation existent in the 
case of Yugoslavia and the West and consequently that the 
future of Europe is not bound to suffer because of it. Further
more, __ it should be taken as evident that the formation and 
continuation of the Cold War alliances is not an outgrowth 
of differences in social systems and that in the future they 
could disappear. The disappearance of alliances may, however, 
leave Europe still having two distinct regions with growing 
mutual cooperation and developing an economic integration 
irrespective of inaterial .and political differences. 

It should not he difficult to indicate the road which would 
lead to an early implementation of this prospect. Europe, 
after all, is already underway on this road, Bilateral econo
mic and political relations cutting across _the old battle 
lines of the Cold War pave the road to higher form of multi
lcteral cooperation. There are still few elements of multi
lateral economic cooperation in Europe which survived the 
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Cold War and include countries from both sides. The most 
important is, naturally, the Economic Commission for Europe 
of the United Nations, which has made so far small steps 
forward after years of almost complete impotence and stagna-
tion. · · 

Expected further steps forward should not be understood as 
meaning that this commission might in the foreseeable future 
replace the ·existing economic organizations of the West and 
the' Ea'st. One would rather think of the Economic Commission 
for Em"·ope as a coordinating body organizing in the. beginning 
onl·y such types of cooperation and in such fields as would 
be compatible with the normal functioning of the existing 
organizations on both sidEs. This might lead to a pattern in 
which both the separate organizations in the East and in the 
West would coexist and cooper11te with the United Nations 
body in Geneva, · 

It would be irrealistic to try to envisage at this stage 
more detailed plans for the future, but there is obviously 
still much room left for general .economic cooperation in 

·-

Europe even while the divisive groUpings continue to function' 
After all, the lowering of barriers·in the economic relations 
between the two sides is not incompatible with the carrying 
out of the integrating functions for which existing organiza- ·. 
tions have been established. If past and present policies, 
greatly influenced by inherited habits of thought, preclude 
substantial mutual concessions and the elimination of obstacles, 
this should not be considered as an irrevocable attitude built 
into the foundations of these organizations. 

It may perhaps seem over-optimistic to expect all this to 
happen in the near future, but one should not forget that 
the time is not far in the past when now existing bilateral 
arrangements between the majorWestern countries and the 
countries of the Council for Economic Mutual Aid were still 
unthinkable. The development in bilateral relations has not 
yet been.expanded to possible volumes and much can still be 
done along these lines. But >it is time to consider further 
ways and means and particularly the use of the Economic Com
mission· for Europe as a center :('or further developing multi
lateral cooperation and the lowering of barriers in general. 
Some kind of an intra-European "Kennedy Round" certainly 
should !lot be considered as something outside of realistic 
possibilities in the years to come. · 

In the political field there is no existing framework that 
could genuin<:;ly serve the purpo;se of. i?,n all-,European forum, 
or even for the purpos<:; of multilateral deliber,ations and a 
discussion of problems of general concern. This is not sur
prising. The climate soon after the war prevented the estab
lishment of similar regional all-European organizations. 
Europe was the· central battlefield of the early years of the 
Cold War, Existing qup.si-European organizations, which have 
all served as western platforms in the. Cold War apparently 
do not serve this .purpose. 

' 
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There have been made several suggestions for all-European 
conferences of representatives of parliaments or governments 
and probably one or the other could at a propitious moment 
serve as a point of departure for recurring meetings of 
politicians and statesmen and become a centre ~or the har
monization of political attitudes as well as a point of 
departure for more ambitious forms of multilateral coopera
tion in the more distant future. 

In the political field, even more than in the economic, it 
would be useless to seek the dissolution of the existing 
alliances before the formntion of new and general European 
frameworks of cooperation. The existing alliances have great
ly reduced their public activities connected with the concept 
of a threat of war within Europe, and the divisive impact of 
these organizations has diminished considerably. 

Bilateral contacts and agreement~'!. have in several cases 
established a new atmosphere between countries of the East 
and the West. Here, perhaps, still more than in economic 
matters, vast possibilities remain unused for further develop
ing bile"teral friendly relations across the line of division. 
The general climate must apparently improve still considerably 
before the German problem ceases to be a stumbling block in 
the way of general cooperation, but the results achieved so 
far indicate that the movement in this direction has a great 
chance to progress faster than hitherto. 

The existing alliances are undoubtedly a more serious impedi
ment to general cooperation than the economic organizations. 
Developments in this field are without any doubt incomparably 
more complicated and delicate, but they are also greatly in
fluenced by fundamental economic interests. Progress in the 
economic field, therefore, precedes developments of a poli
tical nature. Existing alliances should not be taken as the 
main target of actions aiming at the unification of Europe. 
The first stage, already in progress, is bilateral economic 
ties o"ccompanied by a political rapprochement eventually 
spreading into multilateral forms of economic cooperation. 
Then, one would expect, the stage would be ready for more 
advanced political forms of multilateral cooperation. 

If existing trends continue and further progress is achieved, 
Europe may become united on a sound basis of general economic 
benefit and prosperity reinforced by political stabil.ity and 
cooperation. Although this paper has not discussed possible 
forms of this cooperation, it should be underlined that the 
mere disappearance of the existing alliances will not neces
sarily and automatically bring harmony and cooperation. It 
could in some circumstances facilitate strife, conflict and 
chaos. Cooperation cannot be achieved through dismantling 
existing unsatisfactory structures alone, it can come only 
as a result of creative efforts which, necessarily, start 
within the old frameworks and therefore have for some time to 
coexist with them. The new structure of Europe can only grow 
out of the existing pattern. One would wish that this were 
not so, but wishful thinking hardly helps to achieve results. 

-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-
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Europe 1 s destiny is inseparably linked to developments in Germany. Since 
the Government crisis in the Fall of 1966, things have happened in German 
politics which have resulted in Europe today facing a completely new situation 
concerning decisive political and security problems. To be able to under
stand what this change implies; one has to establish what are the factors that 
determine German politics. 

Orie thing can be ascertained right away: it is a fundamental change of course 
with rather far-reaching and long-term goals. As the Foreign Minister · 
Mr. Brandt writes in his article in "Aussenpcilitik" (No. h/67): "We are now 
living iri the decisive years between two epochs, where the course for a long 
time to come is being decided". Brandt underlined strongly in the same 
article that Borin intends to continue its policy of detente towards the East 
European countries, including the Soviet Union and the G)R, regardless of 
difficulties and setbacks. However, West German policy is aiming farther 
than just for a detente' it is aiming for a "lasting and just peace settlement" 
for the whole of Europe, in eluding German re unification. The German 
Foreign Ministeris of the opinion that it is advisable to retain, for the time 
being, the alliances and modify them in accordance with a new security 
system,· "But" , he says , "it is a good thing that the problems around a 
future European peace-arrangement are already being studied and discussed 
within the alliance. We are vitally interested in this kind of work and we 
must do our best to bring constructive contributions of our :own." 

This is fundamentally new in the European security policy, namely, that the 
very state which, maybe more than any other, has been the corner stone of 
the existing security system, gives priority to the replacement of this system. 

The European power constellations have seldom remained' stable over a longer 
period of time. ··The situation during the last twenty years has been rather 
exceptional in this respect •. · This relatively lorig period of stability has, of 
course, not occurred in the first place due to the Europeans themselves, but 
to the two Slper :f>Jwers, the USA and USSR, who have dominated the scene 
completely. The confr.ontation between these two powers in Europe has been 
a part of a confrontation of global dimensions which, however, over the last 
years has been marked by the opponents 1 mutu;3.l interest to avoid open conflict 
and anything that could disturb the stability. · 

The small European countries, like for instance the Nordic ones, have not only 
found it necessary to accept this superhegemony. It has actually been regarded 
as an arrangement which takes care of the small cou.ntries 1 interests. \\Tith the . 
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detente and normalisation of relations between the two GreafPowers ,"internal 
ideological frictions within the small countries between the East and West 
orientated groups have also gradually declined, At the same time the stabil
ising tasks of the alliances concerning the situation in Central Europe - in 
the first place Germany - have been underlined. Experiences from the two 
World Wars which both originated in.Central Eu:r:ope.,. make it a natural desire 
for the small countries to prevent that a rivalry between the former European 
Great Powers should again have free play. They rather accept the existing 
S:.Jperpower-hegemony. This at least is the case of the smaller Vie stern 
European countries, Besides, a distant hegemonial power has a less
pressing effect than a close one, Therefore, a strong conservative stand 
of the small countries 1 governments is to be expected as to the problem of 
eventual replacement of the existing arrangement. 

The situation appears a little differently, however, to the larger European 
states, above all Great Britain, France and Germany, who were used to play 
an important part previously. These, of course, did not wish, and still. 
don 1 t; to be dominated by any Great Power, but the strength of the Soviet 
Union arid their own weakrress forced them to accept the American hegemony 
over Western Europe, Besides , the three former Great Powers, Great 
Britain, France and Germany, were in quite different positions. Great 
Britain came out of the war with her prestige of a Great Power fairly intact 
and was able once again, thanks to her "special relations" with the United 
States, to maintain the il~usion of her 1110rld power for some time. France, . 
as a result of her .ctefeat by Germany and the rather poor part she played -
during the war; became a third r:ank power, It has been de Gaulle 1 s aim 
ever since to rega:iri thi's lost prestige for France, but in the light of the 
chaotic· internal situation during the post war years, such a hope seemed 
rather unrealistic; Neither could France rely on the USA, as Great Britain 
did. 

It was, however, in the -first' place, the unsolved problem of Germany which 
formed the basis for the two Super :Fbwers 1 hegemony over Europe, Beaten 
Germany possessed no possibility whatsoever of deciding her own destiny, 
and the result·of the disagreement' which ha_d arisen betweeri the victors was 
a Germany divided between the East and the \>/est, serving a.S the. scene of a 
giant trial ofst:ti:mgth between tlie two S1per P·Jwers. .. · 

,, , • , L 

The building up of alliance systems of both sides served , naturally, to 
strengthen the•Slipet P:>wers I influence within their respective camps. 
And, after the two parts of Germany became integrated into opposite alliances , 
this. leading position became consolidated by treaty, The fact that the inte
gration principle was used as a basis for the West German membership of 
NATO, made a uniform military organisation - and thus .also a uniform 
alliance command - necessary. And it was--a- mafter-6Fcourse that the 
USA should have the decisive voice within this command. West Germany, 
the only country with all its military forces under alliance-command, became 
thus inseparably linked to the United States with regard to her entire military 
policy. The defence of the Federal Republic was simultaneousiy to be re-
garded as the main defence line for the USA. · · 

A similar role was played by .East Germany in the Soviet strategy, and in this 
mainly American-Soviet conflict the other alliance-partners had to adapt 
themselves as well as they were able, to the policy of the Bg powers. This 
holds true for Germany especially. 

In the postwar period the stability of Europe was based on this hegemony of 
S:1per powers. Whether or not this was desired by the European countries 
dii:! not make any difference,· as long as the Cold War way of thinking dominated 
the scene. ·But developments of the last few years have revealed that the 

t 
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arrangement was to the highest degree linked to the conflict between the 
Soviet Union and the United States iri Europe, As the, two Great"Powers 
took_ up the policy of detente and status quo, they removed at the same time 

·an important part of what formed the basis of their dominant position in 
Europe; Released from the menace of a great war between East and West 
iri Europe, overshadowing everything else 1 the European countries could 
more easily start maneouvering on their own. This tendency was most 
clearly demonstrated by the. policy of France, but also the example of Romania 
reveals the same thing• Both tried to free themselves from the dominating 
influence of their respective hegemony•powers - and succeeded, 

The dominating position of the Soviet Union and the United Sta:tes in Europe 
depends , as already mentioned, above all on their position in Germany, As 
long as this is firm, they can maintain control also over the rest of Europe. 
Thus we have reached the topic of this article: the latest developments in 
West Germany and its possible consequences for the alliance, for European 
integration policy, and for the smaller. European countries, As previously 
mentioned, the Nordic countries would presumably be among the last to wish 
for an alteration of the existing agreement with the \]SA as the predominating 
power in Western Europe. Here they follow Great Britain, However, if 
Western Gerrr.any should take her ·own, more or less independent course, as 
seems to be the case, then it is obvious that a new arrangement will force 
itself through in any case. 

Bo.!!!_l_and National Interests 

The integration of the Federal Republic of Germany was a compromise between 
different interests, The Western Powers, above all the USA, did their 
utmost to obtain West German contribution to the common defense, while on 
the_ other· hand theY desired to continue maintaining control over the _situation 
in Central .Europe, i, e. over Western Germany, which, after all, forrried the 
central link of the defence chain. They could not give the newly established 
Federal Republic a free hand without running the risk that this state might find 
it fit to arrange itself with the Soviet Union, in order to reach its own highest 
national goal, reunification. Thus, Bonn had to be bound tightly to the West 
by ties strong enough to hinder any such eventuality, And the West held all 
the trump cards. They had the power to keep West Germa,ny occupied and 
powerless, They had no need for making any further concessions except 
what was necessary to secure their two main aims: West Gentian contribution 
to defens? and control over West German policy making, Germany was at 
her lowest ebb, dependent on what the Great Powers deemed right for her. 
Germany 1 s orily trump card was her industrial and military potential which, 

· however, in the existing situation had the weak point that it could riot be 
· taken advantage of by the Germans without the approval of and in cooperation 

with the occupation powers, · 

· Full sovereignty for a united Germany was, naturally, Bonn 1 sprirnary 
demand, But since the East/West conflict made reunification impossible, 
and the occupation powers would not tolerate an indeperidenLstatus tor 
their respective occupation zones, a gradual improvement of their situation 
was the best the Germans could hope for-. · · 

The price.of obtaining German participation in Western defense had -. from 
the German viewpoint - to be made as high as possible·, paid in extended 
freedom ofaction. At the same time the reunification had to be maintained 
as a national claim which could not be abandone<t. 
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The treaties which formed the basis for Germany's participation in NATO 
was a "package deal" attempting to unite the interests of the partners in the 
best possible way, "Integration" was the cue, The incorporation of the 
Federal Republic in a defence alliance with common organisation artd uniform 
command secured for the Western Powers a West German contribution to the 
defence and control over West German policy making: The West Germans 
for their part won back their freedom of actiort within the framework of this 
integration, and thus reached considerable improvement of their international 
status , together with military security. Adenauer 's main idea was that 
further development of the community should gradually rescind inequalities 
between the partners, leading eventually to the Federal Republic obtaining 
equal rights with her partners. 

As for reuriification, which is a principal German national interest, the 
agreement was based on doubtful prenises: It meant in practice that the 
Western Powers should strive for a unified Germany belonging to the Western 
alliance. But the illusoriness of this obligation was confirmed by following 
historical developments: Germany could not be reunified within any of the 
existing alliances. · The Soviet Union has, naturally, no interest in a Germany 
reunified and rearmed in alliance with the USA and against the Soviet Union. 
And, since during the cold war period it became obvious to everybody that the 
Soviet Union could not be forced to give in to this matter,· it wa~ evident that 
the policy of the Western Alliance would not succeed in trying to fulfil,the main 
German goal. · But still - unrealistic as it was , .:.. ·this illusion of the alliance 
as a means to reunification served as a foundation for the' West German alliance 
policy. The collapse of this illusion li.d to an internal weakening of the Bonn 
Government and to NATO' s declining influence in Western Germany .. 

The other main pillar of the West German alliance policy, the idea of inte
gration, and the hope of obtaining a position of: equal rights within the 
European cowmu\Jify, proved as well to be an illusion. The Federal 
Republic has indeed gradually obtained a better,position asanalliance 
partner, not in th.e last place thanks to her military power and strategic 
importanc'e. However, paradoxically enough, the stronger. the West Gentian 
state has grown economically and militarily, the he11vier to bear seemed to be 
the burden still resting upon the West German international status, as a re- • 
sult of the unsolved national problem. After all, the Federal Republic was 
still to be regarded as provisory, according to the treaty with the Western 
Powers, which we:re entrusted to take care of "the problem of Germany as 
a whole"; · 

West Ge:rmany \l'lade it a condition that the status of dependence due to the 
unsolved·national problem would be eliminated by an arrangement assuring 
that the Federal Republic together with the remaining alliance partners would 
form an inlegrated community where the Germans had equal rights with the 
others. But sci far, developments brought one disappointment after the 
other; first the failure of the European Army (ECD), then the unsuccessful 
planning of a multilateral nuclear force (MLF) within the NATO· - which dem
onstrated that equality for West Germany with respect to nuclear weapons was 
out of question - and finally the defeat of the principle of supranationality 
within the EEC. The Germans di.scovered, that they never will be able to 
obtain their full equality· as a nation within 'the framework of NATO, and that 
a West European political federation based on the principle of equal rights was 
incompatible with the French policy. The relationship with France was 
seriously endangered by de Gaulle 's efforts to force. Bonn to loosen itself 
from the USA. · 

r 

• 
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For the West Germans the integration policy _has lost its most significant 
aspect. It has given them several advantages and raised them up from the 
occupation status and almost - but not quite - brought them to the status 
of equality. . The little remaining step became of decisive impqrtance. 
The West German Government was prepared to accept the existing arrangement, 
including the American dominance , as long as this could be reconciled with 
principal German interests, but it could not accept that the Federal Republic 
or a reunified Germany should be kept to the status of iirleriority in Europe 
for ever. This attitude was most clearly demonstrated by the Government 1 s 
strong reaction against the American draft proposal for non-prolife"ration of 
nuclear weapons. 

However, the security situation has, over a long period of time, given the 
West Germal") Government no chahce for independent national policy-making. 
As long as the confrontation between the USA and the USSR in Europe .was 
marked by high tension, security was the most important problem to be con
sidered, which meant that Germany had to adopt the American foreign policy. 
But Bonn 1 s situation grew more and more difficult as the tension was grad
ual,ly succeeded by detente and it became clear that the Alliance will not be 
able to give Germany either reunification or equality. If the .Federal : 
RepUblic with persistent emphasis would continue her cold war policy -
which originally formed the basis for West German participation in NATO -
she would run the risk of political isolation. On the other hand the prestige 
of the German Government would grow weaker if itgaye;in .Jo the pressure 
from outside to accept the policy of detente, if this policy did not imply 
advancement of Germany 1 s chief national claims - equal rights and re unifi
cation. Strong groups within the Government coalition as well as. the 
Bundestag demanded change of·priorities in foreign policy. The so..,-called 
"Gaullists" supportecl a close cooperation with Frarice and establishment of 
a West European federation through which the Federal :Republic would gain 
the "genuine position of equality". However, they had no grounds whatever 
to believe that de Gaulle would back up their federation policy or their "policy 
of strength" which they advocated towards the East; While de Gaulle is of 
the opinion that the German problem could be solved. only by an understanding 
with the East European countries and is not interested in a West European 
Federation either - anyway not before he has made quite sure that the 
remaining EEC countries would join his political course - Franz Josef 
Strauss and his disciples reject to take part in negotiations on the most 
important East/West problems in Europe, before West Germany has gained 
her "equality". · 

The "Gaullists" within the West German Government forced Er hard· to abdicate, 
but were not strong enough to determine the new course. Through the cab
inet crisis in the fall of 1966 the Social Democrats entered the Government 
for the first time. They shared the opiniori with the "Gaullists n_ that a good 
relationship to France was a necessity but ,- in conformity with 'de Gaulle -
opposed them by placing emphasis on a policy of understanding with the East 
in the matter of reimification. The progress of the nationalistic "National 
Democrats" in the Federal elections in Hessen and- Bavaria during the govern
ment crisis influenced the new cabinet programme by giving it a distinct tinge 
of nationali~m iri order to weaken the extremis tic tendencies. 

The Government crisis caused a change of priorities in the West German 
foreign policy. The security policy, including the alliance policy, had to 
give way to a more active Eastern policy with reunification as the ultimate 
goal. 
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If reunification will continue to have first priority in German policy, it will 
have far-reaching consequences for NATO. As mentioned before, the real
isation of German re unification depends upon one condition: that both ivestern 
and Eastern Germany separate from their respective alliances, because a 
Germany reunified within the framework of either of the existing alliances is 
unthinkable. 

Nobody - the Germans in the last place - wants Germany to start operating 
completely on its own, which would mean a new danger for European stability 
and become reason for acute differences in the relationship to its neighbours. 
Thus, military security of lrfestern Germany, or of a united Germany, has to 
be found within the framework of mainly a European arrangement, as a replace
ment for the hegemony of the Great Powers over East/West Germany respectively, 
which excludes reunification, 

The natural thing for Bonn, therefore, would be a close adherence to France, 
the only West European country possessing sufficient independence. If it wants 
to remain independent of Moscow, Bonn can never reach an agreement with the 
Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries without being backed up by 
Western Europe. Moreover, partnership with France would represent increased 
respect for Germany;s East polt:y ,since France and the Eastern countries gener
ally have common secu:city iilterests towards a reunified Germany. Also France 
wishes to protect herself against a too dominating Germany and what France 
considers acceptable in this respect should be considered acceptable by 
Germany 1 s Eastern neighbours as well, 

If the German policy of reunification should ever succeed, it will be only under 
the. unalterable condition of reaching understanding with the East European 
countries, 

~onp;_;E_tJe~~a~i.§'!n Pol~g: 

Rappro(;h~ment to East Europe and simultaneous loosening of the ties with 
the alliance are the two parallel moves which Bonn has to undertake to 
achieve reunification, One depends upon the other, This is, of course, 
something that cannot be done by a single one-lime operation but only by 
gradual.develo:pment,; .. The· new German Government, led by Kiesinger and 
Brandt demonstrated its awareness .of both these conditions. In its 
inaugural declaration the wish of better relations to France - .which implies 
to a certain degree loosening from the USA - and .extended cooperation with 
the East European countries was underlined. Naturally, the German 
Government would try to ascertain that the appea,sement in its Eastern policy 
has a chance to succeed, before taking any positive steps on the way of 
loosening the alliance-bonds, . It immediately started an offensive to es
tablish:diplomatic relations with the East Europe.an countries, and the 
postHive response revealed a great interest on the part of the Eastern States 
in normalisation of the relationship with Western Germany • 

. The. introduction of diplomatic relations ·with Romania brough no serious 
. difficulties. Later development revea,led, however, that B:mn cannot come 
very far without undertaking profound alterations also within other sectors of 
its policy. · 

Moscow 1 s attitude towards .Bonn 1 s new Eastern policy appears to be rather 
ambiguous. Over a longer period of time, the Soviet Union has accused 
Borin of opposing the policy of detente and normalisation in Europe; on the 
other hand it was Moscow, followed b_Y Poland and the GDR, who vetoed the 
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establishing of diplomatic relations tietween Bonn and the remaining Eastern 
countries, This ambiguity has probably its origins in Moscow 1 s operating 
two different goals at the same time, Moscow would not object Bonn 1 s policy 
of detente and normalisation, if it accepted status quo. In that case the 
Soviet Union, East Germany and Poland would require from Bonn full rE: cog
nition of the GDR and the existing boundaries, as well as renouncing nuclear 
arms of any kind; however, not a separation from NATO. In this .way, the 
Soviet Union would continuously maintain control over East Germany, and 
Germany would remain divided over a forseeable future. 

However, as already mentioned, also the new West German Government gave 
re unification first priority, rejecting any settlement that might not recognise 
reunification as legitimate claim, Its policy of normalisation actually aims 
to 'change this status quo, If the Government officially accepted the status quo: 
and acknowledged the GDR and the given Oder-Neisse boundary, it would loose 
effective weapons to influence the Super-Powers in the matter of the German 
question, This of course, complicates the situation also for Moscow, The 
Soviet Union does not oppose German reunification under the condition 1 how
ever, that this does not imply increase of power for her principal opponent, 
the USA, It seems that the only compensation for Soviet ~oss of power due -
to a German reunification would be withdrawal of US troops from Western 
Germany, As long as the German Governm~nt insi"sts on continued alliance · 
with and close adherence t<;> the USA, while simultaneously :raising claims for 
reunification and refusing recognition of the given boundaries, any increase 
of West German influence in Ea,stern Europe will be regarded as a reduction 
of Soviet power position, not in the last place towards the USA, and as a 
menace to other East European states which might suffer from Bonn 1 s claims, 
above all the t;DR and Poland, If Bonn will do nothing to compensate for 
this, its diplomacy towards the. East has rio prospect to succeed, 

Here becomes effective the parallellity mentioned before in this paper. The 
rapprochement towards the East must lie followed by a corresponding separation 
from the USA' in order to satisfy Moscow Is demands 0 During the negotiations 
pertaining to the. stationing of American and British troops iri 'west Germany, 
this new trend in German policy became evident. Bonn did not oppose a 
considerable tro9preduction, as it would have done earlier, At the same 
time, the number of NATO divisions in' Europe have been reduced from 30 to 
20, which means that .EuropeanNA TO countries, all together, have soon 
reached this goal as ~ar as conventional weapons are concerned. Germany's 

· growing scepticism towards the value of NA TO-integration appears reasonable, 
considering the fact that the Super Powers over a longer period of time have 
promoted a policy of nuclear disengagement in Europe - even mo_re strongly 
in view of the Vietnam conflict - and would under no circumstances agree to 
Germany introducing her own atomic weapons.· West Germany itself has 
twelve combat:-ready divisions, more than any other European country, with 
the exception of the Soviet Union, Additionally as a means of deterrent, she 
needs only American nuclear guarantee , which cannot be reached through any 
form of integration, depending only on the American President's good will, 

Hitherto, all West German troops have stood under NATO command, but the 
establishment of an own West German General Staff to place Germany on the 
same level with the other member countries is no longer unthinkable, if Bonn 
should find it advantageous for its maneouvering towardsthe East. In case 
NATO should raise objections in this matter, Ben~ could defy them with good 
reason by pointing out that the Western Powers a long time ago ceased to tak;e · 
their treaty obligations seriously e.g. by no longer respecting the interde
pendence between the alliance policy and reunification policy, as it was settled 
by the treaties of 1954. 
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The understanding that these treaties no longer have any practical value for 
solution of the German question was, not in the last place, the reason for 
Bonn to begin a completely new policy alsotowards East Berlin, It became 
obvious - especially after the demonstrative treaties between the GDR and the 
other East European countries in latest time -. tha.t it is only via cooperation 
with the ·:::i DR the Eastern policy can succeed, if ever. . Even if such coopera
tion would presume a full change of opinion on both sides, there are good,reasons 
to believe that the GDR will become of steadily growing 'importance for Bonn 1 s 
Eastern policy as a whole. Bonn is bound to accept' minimUm demands from the 
East, i.e. acknowledgement of the Eastern Government as equal partner in 

. negotiations, recognition of present boundaries , and renunciation of atomic 
· weapons. Ulbricht is representative for vital interests of the Soviet Union 

and Poland, as well as of his own; Not before these interests are fulfilled, 
will the East start seriously considering reunification, and naturally only under 
the condition that the reunified Germany would be free of alliances and to a 
certain degree submitted to armament control. 

At the present time, Bonn on its part, refuses to meet these demands, regarding 
the refusal as the only possible way to keep the German question open, hoping, 
however, that it 'will be in a position later to promote .reunification by other 
diplomatic means,. ·The· first phase of the diplomatic Eastern offensive bypassed· 

· · these demands and concentrated on gaining political footholds in as many East 
European capitals•as possible, In case the acknowledgement of the Oder-Neisse 

· boundaries C'Ould no longer. be postponed, Bonn would then be, presumably, in 
the position to i-hfluence the .development in the desired course. Since this 
effort failed, due ·to opposition on the part of the Soviet Union, Poland and the 
GDR, there is just one way left: to remove this opposition. 

Bonn considers the acknowledgement of the Oder-Neisse boundary as the most 
important trump-card, even if it does not expect them to be changed, Therefore 
this will hardly be the first step to choose on the way to meet Eastern demands, 
An acknowledgement offers no guarantee whatsoever of a positive change in 
Eastern attitude towards reunification. This can never be reached without 
being approved by the Soviet Union and the GDR. 

Thus, the logical thing for Bonn to' do is to go via the GDR and fulfiL Ulbricht 1 s 
demand to be acknowledged as equal partner in negotiations. (He does.not 
demand a recognition de jure , though). · Contacts between Governments do not 
necessarily bind the negotiating parts, and negotiations may be interrupted at 
any time, without having sincerely altered. the situation. But should Bonn get 
the impression that this may be the right way, a promise of acknowledgement of 
the Oder-Neisse boundary by a reunified Germany - as the GDR did already in 
1950 - might be the next step to take. The reunification might be based on 
the condition that both German states will pledge themselves to comply with 
their internatiDnal obligations. Thus, another main obstacle would be removed, 
and moreover, Poland might be won for the idea of re unification. An inter
resting proof that developments have taken this new course seems to be the 
exchange of letters between the two German Governments, opened in May 1967, 
where both sides have expressed their wish for direct negotiations in order to 
"normalise" the relationship between the two German parts, althOtigh'based 
on different premises. 

For the time being, it is too early to predict whether or not Bonn 1 s policy of 
detente towards the East will succeed. From the Eastern point of view, a 
"normalisation" based on status quo is to be prefered, which means recognising 
the GDR as a State and the Oder-Neisse line as boundary. West Germany, 
however, is not willing to do so, and links normalisation together with abolish
ment of Germany 1 s partition. Therefore , the necessary prerequisite for Bonn 
to succeed is via recogniticni. of East-Berlin as equal partner in negotiations to -
convince Moscov• and J:arsa'.J that their interests will not be endangered. Then 
the process ·.Jf establL-;hing diplomatic relations betv1een Bonn and the remaining 
Ea3t ·~ur.cpean capitals could be continued. · 
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In the light of the great inequality between political and economic power of the 
two German States, a disengagement from alliances on both sides becomes an 
obvious necessity before any positive step on the way to reunification can be 
taken, And, just because West Germany would be the dominating part within 
a common German cooperation, the rapprochement of the two German States , 
with Germany still adherent to the NA TO-alliance, would necessarily be re
garded by Moscow as a loss of power. 

EUROPE BETWEEN USA AND SOVIET UNION _____ _._._ _______________ _. _____ """------

To a certain degree, this disengagement could be adjusted to the general policy 
of detente, which until recently has characterised the East/West relations in 
Europe, From the East came proposals of dissolution of the alliances. 
Washington has officially advocated a policy to make the alliances superfluous • 
Also other occurences are to be regarded as links in the Super Powers 1 

policy of detente' like abandonment of a planned multilaterial atomic force 
within NATO, withdrawal of American and British troops from Germany, or 
"denuclearisationi1 of the German air force, all of which would earlier have 

. met strong opposition in Bonn, 

USA 1 s policy of detente is based in fact on status quo, including American 
presence in Western Europe. Bonn, on the contrary, attempts by its own 
independent contribution to detente, to reache an abolishment of status quo, 
which, at the end, necessarily must result in American withdrawal from 
Europe and West-Germany 1 s withdrawal from NA TO-integration. NATO 
would then be dissolved or, .in any case, transformed into something completely 
different from. what it is now, · · · 

It. would be to.b much to say that the two ways of making a policy of detente' the 
American and .tile German one, cannot be coupled. It is not unthinkable that 
the situatiohn1ight become "normal" insofar as the USA would no longer deem 
it necessary to remain in West Germany, and, together with the Soviet Union 

and the European states, would reach an acceptable security settlement for 
'Europe.. · 

But such development depends on lasting reduction of tension between the USA 
and the USSR, However, exactly in this respect things are about to happen 
which might cause a profound change of the whole situation, also in Europe,. 
Particularly the consequences of the Vietnam v;ar might prove to become of 
decisive importance. Both Super Powers are a ware of the tremendous risk 
connected with any larger conflict in Europe, and both of them are therefore 
interested to prevent .that the Vietnam war should switch over to Europe, On 
the other hand , it is evident that the continuous escalation of the South Asian 
war and the increasing Soviet engagement in the War must sooner or later 
result in stressing the relations between the two Super Powers to such an 

· extent that also the situation in Europe will be inevitably influenced by this, 
It is assumed that, more than to a certain limit it is not possible for psycholo
gical reasons to· be at war with a country one place on the globe while, at the 
same time carrying out a policy of detente elsewhere. 

Until recently, the common interests between the USSR and the USA were dom
inant. This ·was maybe most clearly demonstrated during the negotiations on 
non-proliferation of nuclear arms, where particularly America did her best to 
force her allies (especially West Germany) to accept her proposal; but also 
the adopted resolution on reduction of American-British forces in \!Jest Germany 
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by more than 40,000 men within the next months reveals the same thing. 
Moreover, the USA made the effort to persuade the Soviet Union to stop 
extending her anti-missile system, in order to slow down the arms race. 

However, all these occurences became gradually overshadowedby the war in 
Vietnam. Once more, the military factor in the East/WesLrelations has· · 
considerably gained importance, and a new tension threatens .to succeed the 
detente. The tense situation in South .,East Asia, the new c:fisis_·in the Middle 
East, and the failure of disavniament negotiations, all these occutences are of 
special' importance from this point of view.. As a .result of American unsl1ccess._ 
ful efforts to reach an agreement with the Soy:Let Union, the American Government 
had to revise its European policy. The possibility of a new tension within this -
territory made it a necessity for the Americans to maintain their influential posi
tion in Europe. West Germany will, under these circumstances, regain her 
importance for the USA • A clear expression for this was - among other 
things - the American official statement that the. USA will not sign ?JlY non'- _ 
proliferation agreement which runs ·counter to·German interests>~-'.:. ' ... · ... _ _ · 

The most interesting and most important question in this conjunction is .what the 
European, and particularly the West German, reaction would be if Washington 
decided td forma new firm front against the Soviet Union, · The'Soviet Union 
could, of .course , make the choice easier .by taking an uncompromising attitude 
towards West European countries. But, assumingly, it is in the interest of 
the Soviet Union to discriminate between the USA and Western Europe, in a· 
situation like this. And Moscow will have plenty of opportunity to take ad- . 
vantage of the conflicts of interest bound to arise; Would, fOr instan,ce i _Bonri 
remain loyal towards the USA by joining a possibly harder American line after 
Washington having over a long time continuously put West German interests 
aside for the benefit of its dialogue with Moscow? Would Bonn do it, even if 
the higher tension originates, in the first place, from a confrontation between 
the S;Jper Powers on another continent, and even if this tension would exactly 
run counter to present West-German policy? An adherence to the USA in such 
a situation would· doubtlessly result in a new conflict with France, and jeopardise 
possibilities for further development of the EEC. And also the new Eastern 
policy would be deprived of any chance to succeed. The hope for reunification 
would thus become more fictitious than ever. The danger for unstability in 
Germany would increase. 

Re-establishment of the hegemony of Super-Powers would decidedly i\m counter· 
to the long-range goals of West German and French foreign,po!ky'. Recent 
developments in these two countries in the direction of extended iri(iependerice 
from the USA and deliberate national interest policy eastwards, have gained 
ground to such a degree that it is rather doubtful whether these two countries 
could be persuaded to re-adopt the former attitude of Cold War., especially if 
the reason were chiefly non-European disagreements betwee!Hhe Super Powers. 
Abolishment of this- very hegemony and detente are fundamental prerequisites for 
any West German and French successful policy toward the East. - If America · . 
exerted a too strong pressure on Bonn in this matter, the re1ations between the 
USA and Western Europe would be put on a more ,serious trial than ever caused 
by de Gaulle alone. It might result in a sort of break between the USA and 
West Germany, arid simultaneously in a complete upheaval .. of European as well 
as global power constellations. __ ,_. .- · · 

But ·would Bonn have any choice at all? Is not the i:\meriean pre se nee in West 
Germany itself enough to decide whkh course the whole of the East/West re- . 
lations in Europe should take? If the Soviet /American antagonism should · 
considerably increase in the near future, any further withdrawal of American 
troops from Europe can hardly be expected. Neither can the USA be forced 
to withdraw. Could Bonn, in the case of increased tension between the Big 
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Powers , afford to take steps which were to weaken the American defence 
obligations towards Western Europe, thereby endangering its own security? 
Both Bonn and Washington are here in a dilemma. Both of them desire 
detente in Europe, and both wish the highest possible military security. The 
trouble is that this security cannot any more be found on a common basis. For 
Bonn, the policy of detente m<'~kes sense only as long as it serves its purpose -
to bring Germany close to re-unification. But re-unification via detente presumes 
a different security policy which might be of such a character that the alliances 
and the American presence in Western Germany become unnecessary. Washington 
would prefer to build on status quo in its relations to Moscow and treat the sit
uation in Europe from a global point of view. The US Government is afraid 
that German withdrawal from NATO could be of fatal consequences for the whole 
of the defence system which is built up against the Soviet Union. 

The problem of West-Germany 1 s future role within the framework of Western 
defence was thoroughly discussed during the visit of Messrs. Kiesinger and 
Brandt in Washington in August 1967, without, howElver, reaching any solution. 
On the other hand, it seems that the German leaders were successful in their 
attempt to convince President JOhnson that a political co-operation between 
Bonn and Paris would be of advantage for the USA as well as for Bonn, In 
German quarters it was stressed that a more independent course of the coalition 
in Bonn regarding Eastern ·policy had been accepted by the· USA, and that . 
Kiesinger haq made it clear that Bonn will not be able any longer to follow US 
instructions inall important matters. The independent "Stuttgarter Zeitung" 
wrote sa.rcastically that the relationship USA/West Germany was like a marriage 
where both spouses agree on going each his own way, both rejecting, however, 
the absurd idea of a divorce, 

If this interpretation of the Washington negotiations is correct - and there is 
no reason for doubt - it would mean that Bonn intends to continue its new 
Eastern and reunification policy, which pres1,1mes a di.ssolution of the present 
alliances and its replacement by a new European security settlement. Even 
if .America 1 s influential position in Europe will be considerably weakened 1 as 

·a consequence of this policy, it does not seem likely that Washington would seek 
to. hinder it, butrather try to moderate its consequences for the existing defense 
system. · 

To the same degree , however, as Germany frees herself of the American domin
ance, the leadership of European policy as a whole will slip away from the USA, 
This development may be slowed down or speeded up, in accordance' with occurrences 
in Europe herself .or in the relations between the two Super Powers. This 
pr·ocess can proceed without causing serious consequences for stability, only 
under the condition that the new security arrangement will be approved by the 
main parts involved. 

The agreement will, in any case, have to include a solution of the German 
problem, i.e •. to prepare the ground for rapprochement of the two German states 
with prospective possibility of re unification, since it is presumed that no German 
government will ever give up this claim. A "greater" Europe must be the goal, 
if this claim should have the chance of realisation.. GDR can never be incor
porated in either the Federal Republic of Germany or in any west-European 
Union. Firstly not, because neither the East nor the West desires a too dorn,... 
inant Germany, secondly because a genuine West-'European federation -· which 
eventually might be a means of neutralising such a predominance - is no ·longer 
of current interest, neither to the French nor to the German part. I( such a· 
federation st10uld be established, then it would have to be accomplished before 
re unification has taken place. The establishment of a West-German Federation 
would as such mean a serious obstacle for reunification. That is, it would 
inevit.!tbly make the GDR an "alien" country. 
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And the West Germans would not be able to pursue a reunification policy on 
their own, but would be formally dependent on the other member countries 1 

The Germans can hardly take it for granted that reunification should be given 
first priority i_n the Federation 1 s for~ign policy; , 

In addition, 1t is well known that the French policy does not intend to subject . 
itself to majority resolutions before eventual guarantees have been formed, 
ensuring that the French course would be followed also by the other member 
states. Thus with respect to supranationality and foreign policy, Bonn and 
Paris are approximately of the same view. At the moment, neither: would 
like an institutionalised common authority in this field. This does not 
necessarily imply a reduction of the importance of the EEC. On the contrary, 
one can expect that increased community of· interests between Bonn and Paris 
will result in sturdier consolidation and harmonisation. in most spheres of 
organisational_ cooperation. 

The greatest obstacle to a far-reaching political and military integration in 
the EEC, is the unsolved problem of Germany 1 s military status, It is, of 
course, out ofthe question that the GDR should even join any West-European 
defence organisation. . And it is likewise unthinkable that an integrated 
defence-organisation for the whole of Europe would be established in the 
forseeable future_, Should East and West Germany approach each other, 
Germany as such will have to achieve a military status which, in any case, 
excludes atomiC weapons on German soil.· 

It is, therefore ;just natural that the still vague conceptions of a European 
security system concentrate more and more on the idea of a military zonal 
arrangement in Europe, which might offer the best possibilities for reconcilia-
tion of interests. The Soviet and East European interests are evidently 
taking this course·, perhaps most clearly expressed by the so-called Rapacki
plan. De Gaulle took up the same idea during his visit in Poland in September 
1967, when he submitted his division of Europe into Easter[l, Central, and 
Western Europe, where Central Europe consisted of East and _West Germany, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Austria, forming a military neutralised 
zone, free of nuclear weapons, guaranteed within the framework of a greater 
treaty system by France, Great Britain and the Soviet Union. It would be a 
matter for the two parts of Germany to settle the reunification problem between 
themselves, within this framework, and in agreement with their neighbouring 

,. countries and guarantee powers. Also in this point there is a remarkable 
likeness between the French and the Eastern points of view. It is worth 
while noting the fact that the West German government officiil,lly responsed to 
to de GaullB 1 s statements by terming him a "good spokesman for the German 
cause..-·. In this connection, it could also be mentioned that Mr. Kiesinger, 
during his visit in Washington, supported in a TV interview "a neutral reunified 
Germany which does not belong to either of the blocs". 

Presuming that the USA accepted the fact that Germany gradually--takes its own 
course, it is to be expected that the American government would consider a 

_,zonal agreement a natural solution, since Washington could not possibly station 
nuclear weapons on a territory. over which it no longer maintains-military or 
political control. Moreover, a zonal agreement prohibiting production or 

- stationing of nuclear weapons in Central Europe would make it considerably 
' easier to reach an understanding cin nuclear non-proliferation with the Soviet 

Umon. · 

America 1 s ·approvaL of a zonal agreement in.Europe, including an extensive 
·American withdrawal, depends upon the condition that it would not imply one
sided increase of po.wer for the Soviet Union. Consequently, also the 
Soviet Union must be willing to withdraw her fQrces from the East European . 
countries. · ' · 
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The West European countries comply of course with this viewpoint completely. 
An uncompromising Soviet attitude oo. this point would prevent the establishment 
of a thinned-out zone• It cannot be done without an approval <?n the part of the 
Super Powers~ 

Hitherto, the idea of a military disengagement in Europe has beeh constantly 
refused by the Western, especially West Gerrilan, side, with the justification 
that such an arrangement would in any case imply a onesided advantage for the 
Soviet Union, while the USA would have to withdraw her troops from Europe, 
the Soviet Union would practiCally just move them some hundred kilo:neters 
within the same· strategic territory. 

The fact that disengagement proposals now again have appeared on the scene, 
and this time seem to draw greater interest from the chief parts concerned, 
is less due to change in the opponents 1 relative military strength than to a 
reconsideration as to their intentions. A war in Europe is believed to be 
unlikely, because nobody can expect to ~in anything by initiating a war. The 
dispute between the two Communist great powers, China and the Soviet Union, 
strengthening of self-confidence of the West European countries as a result of 
the economic growth, increased independence of West as well as East European 
countries towards their respective Super·Powers, and the increased East/West 
contact in Europe, all this, together with the disillusioning of West. German 

. politics, has contributed to a psychcibgi:al disengagement _which is the necessary 
prerequisite for the military ,one • 

Should a closer cooperation of the two German states become reality - e.g. 
within the framework of a German confederation where both parts committed 
themselves to pursue the aim of reunification in thei.r common policy - this 
effort would as such be a security guarantee of great importance for the two 
German states, as well as for the rest of Europe. The desired progress in 
the reunificaiion process would then depend upori. both sides 1 good will to 
compromise. · 

As long as reunification has not become reality, there must be a possibilitY. of 
retreat for both German.states, if they should feel that their security is en-
dangered. · 

Paradoxically enough, the GDR would then be a safeguard for West Germany· 
against possible attacks·from the Soviets. For after the inclusion of the 
GDR into some kind of confederation with Western ·Germany. within a neutralised 
non-nuclear zone, Soviet military aggression or efforts to re-establish military 
dominance in Middle Europe , would be connected with enormous risks. Not only 
the Western guarantee powers, but also the East European states - maybe with 
the GDR on the top - would oppose such steps, the latter ones for purely na
tional reasons. The desire for reunification in East Germany is at least as 
great as it is in West-Germany. 

On the other hand t)l.e Soviet Union and the other East European countries could 
reasonably expect that Germany would strive for the best possible relationship 
eastwards, in order to speed up the process of reunification. Moreover, they· 
could bvild on the identity of security interests between East and West European 
countries , as far as Germany is concerned. 

But still the idea of gradual rapprochement of the two 'German states within a 
European system includes so many doubtful elements that serious hesitations in 
this respect arise, inside and outside of Germany. 

Within Germany itself an approach of the two. socially and economically unequal 
systems would necessarily require ideological <?-djustment of the various interest 
groups and elites, which, without doubt, would be accompanied by frictions. 
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Which is the best way to unify the economical system of free enterprise in the 
West with the socialistic one in the East, in a sort of "synthesis"? Could this 

· problem by reduced by e.lg, introducing a more thorough economical.planning 
·within the EEC system? 

For Germany's .neighbours and ·the Super Powers ~ following question would 
then arise: might_nqt :rapprochement petween the twO German·states, as mutual 
and peaceful as it !hight be; still represent a menace to the stability of the whole 
of Europe? Would not this process of reunification be likely to· assume such a 

· dyhamic character that the whole .ga\]le of power would once again focus on 
Germany? Would the estabUshmentof a neutralised and militarily thinned-out 
zone in Central Europe .be sufficient to remove such elements cif risk? Would 
the Super Powers· be able and willing to .keep developments in Central Europe 
under control by a coordinated poli<:Y ,or would rather each of them separately 

· attempt to make the most of the dynamics of the situation to his own advantage? 
AM, fina,lly, would Germany in the 1ong run be prepared to tolerate the res.,
trictions placed upon it by such a zonal agreement? 

Only the future can answer all these questions. · The best way to reduce the 
risk to a minimum would, of course, be to find a form for cooperation or inte
gration within the framework of. a "greater" Europe, which makes it impossible 
for Germany or any other European state to endanger the stability individually. 

Consequences for the Nordic CO'untries 
-----~----. :-·------------
Regardless of whether or not the ·usA approves of developments in Europe, it 
is to be expected that it will try to secure a foothold in Europe by a close 
military cooperation with Great Britain and the two Nordic NATO countries, 
Denmark and Norway. Because of the Continental great powers ' long-term 
goals, this kind of cooperation is in the long run out of the question. Sooner 

· · · ._ or lciter·, ·cre~t ·Britain and the Scandinavian countries will be con~ronted with 
. , a difficult choice. 

Should these countries decide to continue their close cooperation with the USA 
pertaining to foreign and security policy, this will necessarily result in 
aggravated division of Western Europe, including reduced West European 
political and economic power vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. 

As for the Nordic countries, this would imply, at the same time, the danger of 
an increased American-Soviet confrontation in this area. As soon as it became 
evident that the · ontinental states. follow their own course, and that the American 
leadership of European politics no longer exists, Great Britain and Scandinavia 
being the only remaining European bridge-heads for American power policy 
towards the Soviet Union, then the North of Europe might run the risk of get
ting deeper involved in an eventual new super power conflict. Especially 
Norway would be of growing strategic importance for the USA. Norway would 
then, probably, be tightly linked to the USA, qnd Finland to the Soviet Union. 
Denmark might possibly venture on an independent approach toward the 

···continent. In any case, a common Nordic policy would be out ·of the question. 

On the other hand, the nature of the EEC cooperation concerning international 
politics - a rather limited realisation of the principle of supranationality and 
the fact that the leading EEC countries will be able to attain their long term 
international goats. only via detente towards the East - will reduce the hesita
tions of the Nordic countries as to entering the EEC. Since an economic 
rapprochement of East and West Germany necessarily implies an econoll(ic 
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rapprochement of Eastern and Western Europe, one can expect that such a 
development will be accompanied by a growing interest in some kind of ex
tension of the EEC eastwards. This will make it easier for countries like 
Austria, Sweden or Finland to join the EEC. 

An alternative policy for the Scandinavian countries, and possibly also for 
Finland, might be a joint entering the EEC without waiting for Great Britain, 
which probably would force Great Britain to follow. However, an inde
pendent move like this from the part of the Scandinavian countries can hardly 
be expected, Norway., in particular, prefers an American leadership to a 
Continental one. She makes the choice dependent on Great Britain, under 
the assumption that British membership would guarantee an Anglo-Saxon 
counterbalance against the Continental Powers .• 

As for the idea of a neutral Nordic union, its realisation would require a dis
solution of Norway 1 s and Denmark 1 s respective alliance bonds, as well as of 
Finland 1 s. Treaty with the USSR. Even if such a Nordic union would be ad
vantageous for Nordic cooperation, it would, on the other hand, cause further 
disunion in Western Europe, economic as well as political: collapse of EFTA, 
and an even more difficult position for Great Britain. Soviet military pre
dominance would have a un;tabilising effect. From the Western, and parti
cularly the American pc1;,~ of view, the North of Europe would, in such a 
situation, appear too weak and vulnerable towards the powerful neighbour in 
the East. 

All these problems would be much simplified if Great Britain joined the EEC. 
This depends, however, upon one pre-condition: that Great Britain loosens 
her ties with the USA enough to make her policy reconcilable with the two 
leading Continental Powers 1 long-term goals. 

-o-o-o-o-o-

• 
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CAN BLOCS PAVE THE WAY TO SECURITY IN EUROPE Z 
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Vienna. 

When we talk about security in Europe what we have in mind is certainly not subjective 
security alone, despite the fact that the sense of security stems from security under- . 
stood as a material reality and is at the same time a po:ential factor for security v;hen 
there are still obstacles in the way to such a security. Hans Kelsen says: "It is 
doubtful whether there is a difference between "peace" and ";;!=-.curity". International 
security is guaranteed if international peace is maintained."\ 1) The formula of · 
Manfred Lachs is similar. The carrying into effect of the ban on aggressive war 
and making the def<;in:Se of peace effective, compose, in fact, a system of ;>ecurity. (2) 
The subjective element should not be played down. Under given circumst<}nces it 
can play a substantial role. However, its impact is indirect. This is the case when· 
as a relic of the past d01shing with the actual setting it comes to retard the process of 
consolidating the achieved stage of common understanding and cooperation and its· 
further growing. It is also the case when being the reflection of the chariges that .. 
h2. taken place in the consciousness of those who .realised that a new perspective 
has opened - it underlies the active attitude of people striving to transform the . 
perspective into political, economic, cultural reality and so on. For our ·purposes · 
we assume that when we talk of security in Europe we mean first of all objective 
security,· i.e. absence of the state of war and of those elements in international. 
relations which create international tension and may lead to armed conflict. 

. . 

The sequence oj events in Europe after the Second World War is well known. As a 
result of the war, which started in Europe and assumed vwrld-1·i~cb c!imensions, a 
system of collective security v.>as estabEshed on a vjorld. scale in the fo:::-m of the United 
Nations Organisation. H is an open system, tending to universality.. It was base.d 
firmly on the prohib1tion of the use of force.o< the threat to use force in international 
relations and on the obligation of its members to settle their contentions peaceably and 
it was provided with a mechanism permitting the Organisation to apply enforcement 
measures, including military enforcement ..if needed. because cif a threat to the peace, 
an act of aggression or another breach of the peace.. The members of the Organisation 
recognised the fact that the. system can be workable only if the great powers are en
dowed with special responsibility for its effectiveness in matters concerning peace 
and security. This special responsibiiity was reflected in the composition of the 
UN Security Council and in its rules of procedure requiring that this organ should 
take decisions concerning matters most vital for the sovereignty and territorial inte
grity of states· by a majority including all the permanent members of that organisation. 
The requirement of unanimity of the five great powers, permanent members of the 
Security Council, .together with their special responsibility in matters of utmost 
importance _for peace; became the pillar of the United Nations security system guaran
teemg that1t w1ll never be used lh the particular interest of ohe or a group of powers, 
mstead of m the common mterest, and will never become an instrument in the hands 
of a majority for imposing.its will on those states which find themselves in a minority. 
----"'f'"-· -.------------_:._.::..:...-:-___ .:....,_ ---··:..:.:.,;,;,...,. __ _ 

(1) 

(2) 

Hans Kelsen: "The Law of the United Nations, A"Criii~al Analysis of its 
Fundamental Problems, With Supplement", New York 1966 Fifth printing 
p.13. .· ' ' 

Manfred Lachs: "system bezpieczenstwa zbiorowego a sprawa bezpieezen stwa 
i pokoju" w "Zagadnienie bezpieczenstwa zbiorowego w Europie"", Warszawa 
1955, p. 56 
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In the postwar period when the socialist system ceased to be confined to the territory 
of one state, when it turned into a system prevailing in a number of states, and the. 
Soviet Union developed into a world power, the mechanism of enforcement built into 
the United Nations security system has meant not only that stronger powers will not 
be able to use the Organisation for their purposes against the will of smaller ·or 
weaker states, but, first of all, that the Organisation will not be used by a group 
of states with a certain economic and social system to the detriment of states with 
a different system. There is quite a lot to indicate that it us just this specific 
.feature of the United Nations security system which made the United States and 
several other states complain about the paralysis of the United Nations and express 
their disappointment with the Organisation. 

After the Secpnd World War, forces aiming not so much at security based on the 
principles of the United Nations as at the attainment of their particular interests 

.even by means of force or pressure, soon began to take the upper hand in the United 
States and in some Western countries. The process of taking over power by the 
proponents of this new policy led, within almost two years, to a fundamental change 
in the international situation. The United States has come to a revision of its goals. 

· Being aware of the enormous economic and military resources at its disposal, it 
strove to acquire an exceptional position based on its strength. It saw this strength 
as the· title for imposing its will on other states by means of economic measures and 
military measures as well. On the basis of this, the policy of strength was formed 
but this policy was a negation of the United Nations system of collective security. 
It unleashed the chain reaction of phenomena well known in history, as a rule leading, 
sooner or later, to war. In place of cooperation based on acceptance of the status 
quo that had arisen after the Second World War, hectic activities began aimed at 
preparing .military superiority permitting the Vnited States to dictate its conditions. 
Therefrom, the arms race and the search for allies at all costs. This led, among 
other things, to the destruction of the fundamental provisions of the Potsdam Agree
ment, to toleration and accommodation of the revenge-seeking elements in the political 
life of Western Germany, to the .open or behind the scenes backing of reactionary and 

. dictatorial forces throughout the world •. 

Under these circumstances, the United Nations security system had inevitably t0 under
go a far-reacl:}irtg paralysis. The United States definitely foresook its traditional 
policy not to partiCipate in agreements on mutual military assistance. The United 
Nations security system had also been abandoned for the sake of edifying exclusive 
military alliances under the leade_rship of the. United States afid directesl against the 
USSR and the other socialist countries. · 
Quiricy VJright was correct insaying that this tendency subjugated the ca~se of 
strengthening the United Nations to the aim of victory in the cold war. ( 1) John 
Maclaurin expres,sed the same thought in a more emotional and emphatic w2y, when 
he demanded the western governments to cease saying that they had been compelled 
to turn to the cold war as a result of the policy of the Soviet Union, which frus
trated their efforts to get the United Nations to function: "This is untrue, our 
government has not tried yet to pursue an honest policy in the United Nations." (2) 

On the ground of the revised approach to the problem of security and the revised pur
poses of policy in general, the Western European Union came into being, established 
by the treaty signed in Brussels on 17th March 1948. This was the first serious 

( 1) 

(2) 

Quincy Wr.ignt: "Problem of Stability and Progress in International Relations", 
Berkeley, 1954, p. 53. (from Manfred Lachs, op. cit. p. 69) 

·John Maclaurin: "The United Nations and Power Politics", London 1951, 
p. 445 •. 
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breach in the United Nations security system. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, 
established according to the treaty sfgned in Washington on 4th April 1949, that is one 
year later, actually replaced the Western European Union in the military field. 
Western Germany entered the NATO Alliance five years later, only after the .. first 
attempt to introduce itthrough the medium of the European Defence Community under
taken in 1952 failed. When Western Germany became a full member cif NATO and one 
of its pillars under various agreements signed on 23rd October 1954, which entered 
into.force on 5th May 1955, its military potential was already considerably recon
structed. A clear-cut military alliance emerged. It is a matter of rather secondary 
importance to seek, in the stipulations of the NATO treaty, indications reflecting its 
character. The observation made by Wojciech Morawiecki to. the effect that the text· 
·of the NATO treaty is noteable for the generalisat~oh and ambiguity of its formulations, 
which permit interpretation at will, is correct. ( 1 J It is the activities of NATO and . 
the policy of the states composing it that characterise this organisation. From this 

. point of view, the fact that the Organisation turned down the move of the Soviet Union 
in March, 1954, to become a member is an indication of its character. 

The Warsaw Treaty Organisation was set up as a reply to the inclusion of Western 
Germany into the military grouping directed against the USSR and the other European 
socialist countries. Representatives of these countries met at a conference convened 
in Moscow from 29th November to 2nd December 1954. It is to be emphasised that 
all European states with whi.ch the Soviet Union had diplomatic relat~ons, as well as 
the United States, had been. invited to this conference. However none but the 
socialist states sent delegations to Moscow. The delegates at the Moscow conference 
declared then that "should the Paris agreements be ratified, they have decided to 
undertake common measures in the field of the organisation of armed forces and their 
command, as well as other measures indispens2ble for the strengthening of their 
defence capabilities , in order to protect the peaceful effort of their nations' to .· 
ensure the inviolability of their !;larders and territories and secure their defence 
against eventual aggression." (2) The socialist states saw the Paris agreements 
first of all from .the angle of the inclusion of West German militarism together with 
its political programme into the Atlantic Alliance. · In view of the share of the 
West German economic potential in the Alliance and of the tempo of the reconstruction 
of the GFR 's military capability, and in view bf the influence the GFR has among the 
members of NATO, a substantial stepping up of the danger of armed conflictin 
Europe could be envisaged.. This does not mean that the political thinking of the· 
socialist states, confronted with that situation, vJas limited solely to criticism, 
although criticism of NATO and the plah to permeate the Atlantic Alliance with an 
exceptionally dangerous ingredient by reserving in it a privileged place for West 
German militarism and revisionism was the direct premise of the c6unter-action. 
The alternative concept of an all-European system of collective security was opposed 
to the concept of a military alliance with the participation of the German Federal 
Republic. · The main lines of such an all-European collective security system were 
presented by Molotov at the Berlin conference on 10 February, 1954, that is still 
before ratification of the Paris Agreements. However the Paris Agreements were 
ratified. A couple of days later representatives of the states that had participated 
iri the Moscow Conference (November-December 1954) met in Warsaw. As a result, 
the Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance was signed on 14th 
May 1955, by the socialist states· of Europe. It is characteristic that the text of 
this treaty explicitely favours the setting up of a system of collective security cover
·ing the whoie territory of Europe. The treaty specially emphasises that it is open 
to all states, notwithstanding their social and economic system. And in the final· 

( 1) 

(2) 

Wojciech Morawiecki: Organizacje miedzynarodowe, Warszawa., 1965, 
pp. 381 - 382. 

Kcmferencja . .kr.ajo.w.europejskich w spraV<ie zapewnienia pokoju i bezpieczenstwa 
w Europie·, Dokumenty, Ed. PISM, 1955, p. 145. 
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clauses, preference for the all-European security system also found expression in 
the stipulation that, should such a system enter into force, the Warsaw Treaty would 
become void simultaneously. . 

The circle closed. As a result of the policy of strength, the Western military 
alliance, instead of promoting a united Europe in mid 1955. completed the circle of 
its members by introducing as its second pillaf Western Germany, which did not 
acquiesce with the prevailing territorial set-up in Europe and declared its firm 
intention to revise this set-up. It was then that the socialist states of Europe re
plied by establishing their own alliance. 

Had Europe, divided up into two alliances, become more secure? At this juncture, 
it would be useless to consider to what extent the sense of security of the socialist 
states of Europe had grown after the establishment of both blocs. The diplomatic 
action preceding the conclusion of the Warsaw Treaty, the provisions of the treaty 
as well as several later statements, including the declaration pass<;ld at the meeting 
of the Consultative Political Committee of the Warsaw Treaty member states, on 5th 
July 1966 in Bucharest, aild the statement of the Communist and Workers' Parties 
of Europe participating in the conference at Ka:J;'lovy Vary in April 1967, indicate 
.that the socialist states see the existence of military blocs in Europe not as a 
guarantee of their security but as.a threat to the security of this continent and have 
always beenprepared to cooperate to achieve replacement of the system of blocs 
by a system of .collective security. The Warsaw treaty was the result of the in
clusion of ~~-estern Germany in the Atlantic alliance. The initiative of creating 

· blocs belonged to the West, to the United States of America and 11 other states, 
which were joined in 1952 by Greece and Turkey and, finally, by the German 
Federal Republic. If our question is to make sense it must be applied precisely 
to those Europee1n states which claimed that they sought the1r security in a return 
.to the system of military alliances. · 

Here we. come to an interestingpoint. A lot written about the rationale of the 
Atlantic. Alliance mentions the Soviet tJnion and the ·danger of an attack allegedly 
threatening West Europe in 1949 in one breath. Now, too, with reference to the 
detente which began .to make its appearance on. our continent in recent years, it is 
said that this detente is att:r'i butable to the fact that the danger of an attack by the 
Soviet Union has diminished or is ilo longer present. Both judgements have been 
formulated with embarrassing oversimplification. It is difficult seriously to con
ter:d that when the Atlantic Alliance was befng established all its members were moved 
by the same motives. The economic, political and military situation was different 
in the United States on the one hand and .in the West European states on the other. 
Just as great were the differences in the situations of the various West European 
states. It is true that the argument of the "Soviet threat" influenced quite a large 
section of the population in these countries and served to justify joining the alliance. 
But it is very doubtful whether the same argument motivated the United States. By 
1949 the United States was fully aware of its power . qnd the temptation to try to 
impose its will upon the world became irresistible. \1). Besides,. it was not isolated 
in this new formulation· of its political aims. France, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands 
and to some extent even Great Britain were wrenched by the c·onvulsions of the post
war period. · In these countries the struggle went on, in differing·_intensities, 
between the distinctly polarised political forces representing definite .class interests, 
and in this struggle the support likely to be obtained from the State that made anti
comrimnism the cornerstone of both its domestic and foreign policy became of non
negligible value. The weight of this factor induced a belief that it was necessary to 
join the alliance even if this meant sacrificing a considerable _measure of national 
freedom of action. . .. -

( 1) 
Confer Pierre Genevey: "Detente en Europe", in "Politique Etrangere", 
1967, no. 6, p. 507. 
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Analysing Italy's policy towards Europe, Bronislawa Norton writes that in no other 
Western European country, except perhaps France ,fplt the bourgeoisie se; 
threatened by Communism, and this is why. it regardcrlthe Atlantic Allianc" as a:n 
iz:s~rument to rest9re and s~bilise the capita~ist s:>:stem in the c_ontext of a world 
d1v1ded for ever. \1) Alasta1r Buchan and Ph1llp Wmdsor see th1s same fact as . 
applying not only. to Italy and France, but to the whole of Western E4rope when they 
stat(! .in terms proper to their style of thinking that "Europe , ••• " is " •.•• entirely 
dependent on the United States for the preservation of her •••. political existence."G2) 
Finally, it is difficult hot to observe that the close tie between membership of the . 
. Alliance and the prospect of economic assistance from the only power able and ·willing 
to contribute to the restoration of the capitalist economy was not the least argument 
in favour of joining the alliance. The motives for the establishment of NATO were 
not so simple and uniform as they have so often been presented. If these were really 
the Circumstances under which NATO was established in 1949, would it not be advis
able. to disentangle our ideas somewhat about the detente, for, as Philip Windsor says: 
"The fact that some kind of detente is going on has become commonplace." The same 
writer asks: "Is this detente purely an indication of NATO Is sobering effect upon 

. the Russians, .and is it liable to give way to a situation of extreme danger and in
stability if anyone starts tinkering with the elaborate military structure alliance?" (3) 

Windsor believes that this question has recently been replaced by a less extreme 
position and a more judicious effort to measure the alternative possibilities and 
dangersinvolved. However it seems that what is actually taking place is not a 
cl:~ange in the question itself but in its wording. The pn:>blem still remains whether 
NATO has contributed to the detente in Europe or whether the process of detente 
has been developing outside the framework of blocs and perhaps even despite of 
NATO. . 

Quite a number of analysts have tried to determine the causes of the easing o:t ten
sion .on this continent, which started in the early sixties. Pierre Genevey riot only 
does·not attribute the detente to the existence of alliances but sees them as a factor 
that to a. great extent helped to evolve and perpetuate antagonism between those ) 
European states which - as he says - "have no natural feeling of hostility"; (4 
Genevey, as can be easily understood, writes about both European alliances , but 
it .. would be advisable to bear in 111ind that the alliance created by the Warsaw Treaty 
appeared in Europe only at the dawn of the period to which Genevey refers, Neither 
does Genevey speak about the disappearance of the threat presented by the socialist 
states, but correctly states that "the ·opinion with regard to the socialist regimes 
has changed. The appearance of these systems , firstly considered as the fruits of 
the wa:r and the subsequent disorders and therefore susceptible to being called into 
question, is no longer regarded as a mere accident. It is recognised that thex are 
fir\IIlY implanted and that the transformations accomplished are irrevocable ,11 · \5) 

The implications here are clear. It became evident that any endeavour to imp1ement 
the "roll-back" policy would be risky. Philip Windsor points to the "Soviet
Ainerican detente", which in his view developed after the Cuba crisis, as the pre-

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

"Wlochy wobec problem6w Europy" in "Sprawy Miedzynarodowe", 1966, no. 
no, 12, p. 39. 

"Arms and Stability in Europe", a report by Alastair Buchan and Philip Windsor, 
London, 1963, p.3. 

"NATO and European Detente'.' in "The World Today", 1967, September p. 361. 

Pierre Genevey, "Detente en Europe" in "Politique. Etrangere", 1967, no. 6, 
pp. 507 - 508. 

Op. cit., pp. 512- 513. 
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condition to the "second" detente, the European one, Windsor sees the balance 
between these two super-powers as extremely unstable and perceives in this 
instability the reason why this balance rules out any trend towards change in 
Europe. In his view, it is quite the opposite with European detente. It is an 
attempt "to get things moving", It became possible as many European countries 
"were able for the first time since the war to differentiate their interests •••• 
Once security could be taken for granted, at least in the short term, it became 
possible to distinguish between the nycessities of alliance cohesio;-t and the 
priorities of national development." \1) No matter whether we agree or disagree 
with the opinions of Genevey and Windsor, these two· examples are in themselves 
enough to sho>-J that a sophisticated analyst does not seek an easy answer to the 
problem of the causes of the d~tente in the alleged impact of the Atlantic Alliance 
and does not attribute the detente to the Alliance's "deterring capacities" 0 It 
was not the functioning of NATO that put detente on the agenda 0 The development 
processes of the states of w·estern Europe and of their relations both with the 
United States and with the other partners in the Alliance against the background 
of the general set-up in the world had led to the political and strategic conceptions 
of the American partner being received with growing scepticism and reserve, 
Windsor writes that NATO was in a state of political disarray '"'hi eh "had been 
growing since the late 1950s" and that the difficulties in NATO" were concerned 
with the fact that the United States was attempting to forumulate a coherent and 
centrally controlled strategic policy for the whole Alliance just at the time that ( ) 
the European countries 0 •• ". were becoming restive under American control." 2 
This process also .bore the germs of the revised policy·in relations with the 
socialist states of Europe. The fact that new contacts could now develop in a 
comparatively short time was/c:f&~~o the persistent active policy of the socialist 
states. This policy made the various West European countries tal<:e a new look 
at their alliance, its function and perspectives 0 The detente helped to bring 
centrifugal .tendencies into the open in the seemingly monolithic Atlantic Alliance 
and tended to emphasise national interests subjected Ut:Jtil then to the political, 
strategic and economic plans of the Alliance as a result of the policy imposed 
upon NATO by the United States. 

It is a platitude to say that the detente is a complex phenomenon. However, it 
is perhaps worth while to recall that it has its roots both in the evolution of the 
balance of forces at world level and in developments on the European continent 
itself. The fundamental tenet of US policy since the Second World iriar has 
been to fight communism. In terms of politics and strategy this has meant a 
policy of strength directed against the socialist states, whatever form it may 
have assumed ove;r any given period. The world lived through the doctrines 
of containment and liberation accompanied by their strategic opposite numbers, 
At a certain point ·.:. the exact period is immaterial for our purposes and may 
have been of some duration - thls policy was bound to undergo alteration. 
"Liberation" proved unfeasible. The United States had to realise that it was 
not iri a position to impose its will and that to try to implement such a policy must 
result in thermo-nuclear war. The nuclear arsenal lost a gre<l.t deal of its 
validity as a factor in foreign policy. The new situation raised the question 
of the utility for NATO members of a structure whos·e original economic and 
domestic policy purposes had in principle been accomplished but whose external 
function was shown to be invalid. One can agree with Genevey when he says 
that "from this point of view the detente is not a European phenomenon: it 'is 

( 1) 

(2) 

... ~··· 
-- -· .. 

Philip Windsor·; "NATO and European Detente" in "The World Today", 
September 1967, p. 366, 

Op. oiL p. 364. 
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·one aspect of .a much brarler phenomenon," (1) The effect of this extra
conti.nentai variable is not unequivocal. , The fact that the Soviet Union possesses 

· a parallel nuclear set-up deprives the United States of any possibility of using its 
own potential in order to extort concessions on the pain of using nuclear weapons, 
and this is a v<3,lid factor of stability on a world level. However, the functioning 
of this factor is not automatic, It does not rule out the threat stemming from 
conflicts between smaller powers nor does it prevent the political adventurism 
of the United States. which, as can be seen in Vietnam, brings the world close to 
the verge of nuclear war. The ups and downs of the confrontation at world .level 
irnpinge. of necessity, on the atmosphere in Europe. They are a reminder of 
the possibility of this continent being involved in a clash resulting from the 
brinkmanship which can again be distinguished in the policy of the United States • 

.. The stabilising effect of what is sometimes called the balance of terror at world 
level, therefore, has its limits, In Europe these limits are somewhat extended 
by the fact that the probability of keeping any armed conflict on the border between 
two opposing social and economic systems below 'the nuclear leyel is, actually, 
extremely slight. However it is doubtful whether the 'dest European members 
of NATO can. tak;e, comfort from the fact that they might find themselves involyed 
in a nuclear conflict started' by the United States outside the European scene 
and not. in Europe. . One should also not forget that the premise of rational 
tonduct is a purely abstract construction by no means confirmed by history. 
Many wars fought in the past might perhaps have been .avoided had those who 
decided bn. starting them been able to foresee their endings. The forces .in 
Europe which aim at obtaining a reshuffling of state borders on this .c.ontinent · · 
have not disappeared, The assumption that this time they will not seize any · 
attempt to use force is based on this very belief in the rational motivation of 
activities' in international relations. The history of 20th century Europe does 
not providE;! any. material to warrant such a belief. 

On the other hand, it is impossible to under-estimate the importance of intra
European developments as a: 'strong factor promoting a change in the attitude of 
the members of NATQ towards the problem of their relations with the socialist 
states, This development was m1,1ltifarious but it formed. a mutually conditioned 
complex, The stabilisation of the economy of several states of· Western Europe 
as well as the parallel stabilisation of the political establishment had consequences 
on the whole of public life in these .countries. . They reflected on national self
assertion, on the perception of the place these nations occupy il! the world, on 
the evaluation of their relations with other partners in the Alliance as well as 
with the nations outside the Alliance. Rethinking took place on the understanding 
of national.i.nterests against the background of existing obligations issuing from 
membership in the Alliance and from participation in the international community • 
In the course of this reassessment of values it turned out that the interests of 
all partners within the Alliance did not necessarily coincide, or at least not in 
all matters, and one of them, France, called into question the very political 
direction of the Alliance. Differences also arose in the assessment of the degree 
of security which prevailed in Europe and the tasks which stand before NATO and 
its participants in Connection therewith. The detente reached the basic sphere of 
the functioning of the Atlantic Alliance. A visible activisation in the foreign 
policy of the socialist states played no small role in this process. 

Detente is therefore an aggregate having its sources not primarily in the dimini~h
ing of a fear, in one single isolated factor of a psychological character. It grew 
in the processes taking place in the basic spheres of national life, in the economics, 
the social structure, political life, relations with other nations, in the broader 
context of the evolution of the world balance. This is what induced most European 
members of NATO to revise their understanding of self-interests and their policy 
of isolation and consolidation of the division of Europe. · 

---------------------------~---------------------..... ------
(1) Op. cit. p. 508 
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It is probably not necessary to dwell on the impact on NATO caused by the easing 
of tension between the states that are members of the two blocs in Europe, on 
relations between its members and the United States and between these members 
themselves. These matters are well known. What interests us here is the 
present arid future role of the Atlantic Alliance and in particular how its function
ing will reflect on the normalisation of relations in Europe, on the perspectives 
of eliminating the sources of tension and the replacement of the confrontation 
between blocs by a cooperation between European nations. 

While formulating the problem in this way it is justified to seek the opinion of those 
who are, or at least should be, most interested in determining what role NATO can 
play in extending and accelerating the process of detente in Europe. There is no 
room for an exhaustive exposition of views in the Western European countries that 
are members of NATO, but an outline of the broad political lines held with regard 
to detente in these states might be of some use. Such a presentation has to be 
simplified and perhaps controversial, but perhaps it will be enough to give the 
general idea of what the final goal of this detente is to be and by what means it 
is to be achieyed in the opinion of those who share in the decision on it. 

The opinions in Italy are, in essence, typical for the wing which sees detente as 
a compound of measures undertaken for_ the purpose of entering into contact with 
the socialist states of Europe which would provide grounds for the extension of 
economic, scfentific and cultural relations with them but would end at that; 
There is no programme of detente in Italy unless we count a negative-programme. 
Under the impact of new trends in the world the center...:left government in Italy 
made its policy somewhat more flexible. This policy has found expression in the 
attitude of Italy towards NATO and the European socialist states as well. - With 
regard _to NATO the ingenuity of the Italian policy is ve_r limited. _ It boils dowq to 
the wish that the Alliance start considering how it should be adjusted to the needs 
of a community of equal partners. Within this concept the main principles of 
Italian participation in the Alliance remain unchanged. The Italian policy still - -
considers the Alliance and its integrat\)d organisation as essential for the security 
of Italy. The Italian government evaluates negatively the idea of throwing up -
bridges of cooperation over the head of NATO. In relations with the _European , 
socialist states this policy is directed towardsrernoving the possible sources of 
friction in favour of a dialogue betwe_en "all nations striving for peace'' (as said 
by Minister Fanfani at the Chamber of Deputies Commission for Foreign Affairs 
on 19th April 1966). The economic interests of rtaly favour protection against 
the stronger competitors of the European EconomiC Community and the market 
oscilliations which recently seriously threatened the Italian economy. This is 
why Italy insistently seeks contacts with the East and takes a serious interest 
in its markets. However this policy does not have far-reaching' aims. The -
government of Italy deems a too extensive detente to be risky because of its 
possible effect not orily on the shape the Alliance has had up to now but also on 
the domestic balance of social forces in the state. With regard to Germany the 
government does not, call into question Bonn 's position concerning access- to 
atomic weapons and reunification although some pressure groups take a very 
critical stand from time to time on the Bonn programme under the impact of events 
in Alto Adige. The detente should by no means adversely affect the coherence 
of the Atlantic Alliance. All steps toward detente should preferably be, channelled 
through NATO although the diplomatic practice of the Italian government often 
departs from this principle. 

One can observe some variations in several elements of the position of the other 
European NATO members with regard to key problems of relations in Europe; 
For instance the policy of Great Britain tends to emphasise the non-proliferation 
question. Denmark, in its interest in a European inter-governmental conference 
as an instrument for developing detente, went further than the other NATO members. 
However, in principle, a number of them tend to consider till future evolut:i:n ci detente 
as a process taking place within the framework of NATO and, to an ever greater 

,. 
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extent, through NATO. They are-interested in preserving at least correct 
.. relations with the United States and perhaps good relations with the Federal 

Republic of: Germany: This does not mean that they are prepared to engage 
themselves too energetica1ly in favour of the thesis of the priority of German 
· reunification over. security, let alone to support the territorial claims of the 
FRG. They give sorrie weight to the extension of trade with the European 
socialist states and seine. even think of cooperation with them. The important 
excepti-ons are France and Germany, although. the attitude of each of them differs 

__ . ,from· that of the above-mentioned group .in substantially different respects. 

Itwould be difficult to say that the political practice of France represents the 
opposite attitude. And this is not because its policy does not differ clearly 
from that of the above-mentioned group of NATO members, but -because France 
is _so far the only country to take such an attitude. However, this does not 
·d~tract from its enormous importance. If we take the position of the Italian 
government as the level of reference , then the position of France, of de Gaulle , 

-- is opposed to it on almost all essential points except -perhaps on one aspect of 
the' German problem. At this juncture we take into accountthe forward-lookbg 
concepts only to the extent to which they explain the position taken in a concrete 
matter. Such a concept ...; key to the explanation of the attitude ~f French 
policy towards detente - is the idea of the grandeur de Fran<;e linked, on .the 
one hand, with the concept of the unity of Europe and, on the other, with that 
of equilibrium. Detente is then for the present policy: of France a roadleading 
to the unity of this continent, to. a European equilibrium, to recovery qy France 
of its former great power position, a·nd not merely a matter of temporary 
expediency. It can be observec!'that, in European affairs, th<:t steps under~ 
taken by France towards detente do not differ qualitatively from thos undertaken 
by, for instance, Italy, in spite of the fact that the territorial scope of. these 
contacts is far broader, that more fields are covered, and that these contacts 
become a continuous process. What distinguishes them, however, is the 
accompanying conviction that they form only a stage on the way towards further 
goals,' to overcoming the division on this continent. This background -is decisive 
for _the qualitative difference of the French position on detente, Only France 
considers de,tente to be an affair from which the United Sti3-tes is excluded. Only 
France takes an almost realistic stand on the role of the German problem in the 
context of security in Europe. Th-is is why it opposes access by the German 
Federal Republic to nuclear weapons, the posing of the problem of reunification 
while t~oring the interests of secUrity and the fundamental condition of reunifi-

. ·cation, which is full agreement and acceptance by Germany's neighbours of the 
circumstances in which reunification would take place, This. is why the con
crete steps of current French policy should be seen not as aims in themselves 
but as an overture ·to the process which, according to the premises of this poli.cy, 
is. to lead. to basic changes in the whole European set-up. This would comprise· 
a: change in the place Western Europe occupies in the partnership with the United 
Stcttes as well as in the place Europe as a whole occupies in the world, . The 
pdlicy of France, in spite of the fact that so far it is a unique phenomenon, is 
making a strong impact on the .opinions taking shape in other countries of Western 
Europe. 

In this gamut of approaches to the complex of problems whic.h has challenged the 
European members of NATO, the approach of the German Federal Republic is 
qu1te-specific. To give even a most general outline of its policy is extremely 
diffkun for two main reaSOJilS. Firstly' the actual political aims of the Federal 
Republk are such that they can in no measure correspond to the concept of 
detente, the precondition for which is to refrain from seeking political benefits 
at.the..expense Qf tl}e other side, _It is obvious that detente cannot serve to attain 
goals which could not have bee-n adl.ieved through a policy of strength.- Striving 
to achieve such goals must lead to the negation of detente, to tension, and make 
the establishment of security in Europe more remote, The h~ad .of .the West 
German government says that "preservation of the status quo is not detente" as 
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it is conceived in the policy of the Federal Republic. (1) With regard to the 
territorial image of the Federal Republic, its stand departs considerably from 
the position of its European allies and compels its public figures to use language 
permitting the West German government to maintain the appearance of a unity of 
purpose with the other NATO members, Secondly, this very need to create 
appearances has, at various times, led to representatives of the West German 

establishment maintaining this camouflage in different degrees. And this is 
why the formulas they use in public statements seem contradictory. The impres
sion that a diversity of stands exists is further deepened by the tactical diver
gencies between the Socialist Party and the right wing of the CDU/CSU which, 
from time to time, also come into the open. 

The fact remains that the Federal Republic does not concur with the policy of 
detente unless accompanied by steps opening the road towards a revision of the 
existing territorial set-up. Its political programme has not changed essen-
tially; it is striving to acquire new territories, claiming solely to represent 
the whole of Germany, and endeavouring to annex the German Democratic 
Republic. Strategy also remains unchanged; the Federal Republic leans on 
the United States, uses its aliies in order to give its policy a "European" 
character, directs its policy against the socialist states, against the Gerrnari 
Democratic Republic • NATO is seen as a guarantee against.a weakening ,of 
the unity of the West resulting from detente. The detente should· consist of a 
synthesis Of deterrence and easing of tension. Military doctrines also match 
this concept~ opposition to non-proliferation treaty, · which might cover 
the territory of the Federal Republic; the forward strategy and the.build-up 
of conventional arms as the counler-part to flexible deterrence. 

Now what hits one 1 s eye is the far-going diversification of interests of the 
various members or groups of members of NATO which showed up in the process 
of d€tente. An almost natural question comes to one 1 s mind: whether NATO 
is the structure capable of being used for the purpose of channelling so divergent 
approaches and goals into a cornmon stream-bed? Perhaps one should ponder 
·over t:he words ot Philip Windsor who points to the fact that: "The alliance was 
in a state of progressive disintegration. Hence, any measures which were 
taken to halt or reverse this process seemed to be·urgently necessary; on the 
other hand, the exploration of the detente was tentative and hesitant. But the 
use of NATO as a clearing-house or as a forum for political negotiation required, 
or at least assumed, a static political relationship among its members. At the 
very least, it assumed that they approached the problems of East West relations 
in Europe in the same way, and with the same interests. But the definition of 
these interests, involving the economic policies and political relationships of the 
member-countries, included an assessment of the residual security requirements 
of the alliance as a whole, of the force levels that were necessary to meet these, 
and of the organisation of the appropriate strategy. Where each definition de
pended ori the other in this way, it was difficult. to go on behaving as if all the 
members of NATO knew what their interests in a detente '('le re, or even that 
they all shared the same definition of a detente itself." (2; However, tli.e · 
answer to our question is certainly not easy •. Our reasoning has been focussed 
on European affairs and the actors on the European scene. The impact of world 
events on relations between the two blocs has been put aside. It cannot be pre
dicted with a reasonable degree of probability.. The aggressivene-ss of the 
leading extra-European NATO power might work in several directions. On the 
one hand it has led the United States to endeavour to win the support of its 

------------------------, ----
(1) 

(2) 

K. G. Kiesinger, in "Stuttgarter Nachrichten" , 28.2. 1967. 

Philip Windsor: "NATO and European Detente" in "The World Today", 
1967, September, p. 364. 
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European allies for its extra-European purposes. On the other hand, and in 
the given circumstances, it can lead the Uqited States to keep Europe out of the 
drastically increased tension, caused first of all by its war in Vietnam. It is 
also difficult to overlook the consequences ensuing from the US policy of selective 
coexistence and its purposes should it continue. But bearing in mind the fact 
that tMse factors might bring altera-tions to the picture, let us come .back to the 
European scene. 

One cannot contend that preservation of the military and political structure of 
NATO is the insurmountable obstacle in the way of the further development of 

. d~tente in Europe. After all, the process we have daily observed indicates 
that detente has developed parallel to the existence of NATO. The fact that it 
grew, not in line with the premises and functions for which this organisation 
had been established but quite independently from it, and not without friction and 
pressure being exerted on NATO in order to make it comply with this .development, 
is quite a different thing •. · Since several West European governments proceed 
from the assumption that there is a. possibility for NATO to assume a new charac
tE:>r as a result of some new functions being conferred on it within the field of 
regulating the process of detente, it is necessary to examine whether this is 
likely, ·and to what extent. Windsor formulated his doubts in a global manner. 
Perhaps it would be worth while, however, to take a closer look at the matter. 
For this purpose let us try to divide the sphere within which detente ·can grow. 
A clear-cut segregation of the military field from the economic, scientific , 
technical and cultural as well as political fields is not possible. It seems 
however that such a mental operation. might be helpful in determining the role 
which NATO can play in the course of detente in Europe. 

Now it seems that NATO can perform a function with regard to ·some military 
measures. Assuming that nonE> of the initiatives undertaken in the detente so 
far, including relations between France and the European socialist :;;tates , has 
penetrated into the military field, one can infer. that this is the field in which 
the European NATO members areleast inclined to pursue an independent 
policy. This thesis is not contradicted by the withdra;;al of· France}rom the 
integrated NATO command nor by the permanent pressure of the. West German 
government to obtain a further military build'-'Up, because thes\i! are intra
alliance affairs. NATO can probably serve as a forum for working out common 
stands on possible initiatives in the field of some contractual military measures. 
One should not rule out the possibility of some initiatives which have been talked 
about for a long time and are being considered in Western Europe more seriously, 
being implEtmented, if not with the support of NATO ...: by using its structure, or 
at least that they might be implemented without any strong opposition from NATO. 
This could assist to give an initiative a uniform shape which would protect its 
proponents from incurring accusations and antagonism from the United States. 
One can imagine that such initiatives might first of all comprise an all-European 
treaty on renunciation of the use of force and threat to use force against the 
independence and territorial integrity of European states, or a treaty between 
the NATO and Warsaw Treaty states' tothe same effect. We can also classify 
in the same category those initiatives aimed at freezing and reducing armaments. 
Such initiatives have been put forward over the past ten years and include, for 
instance, the Polish proposals for a nuclear arms freeze, at least in Central 
Europe; i,f workable, this might be extended to a wider region and perhaps 
finally comprise all non-nuclear European states. . 'I'hey also include the pro
posals for denuclearisation of a wide as possible zone in.Europe. Measures 
to reduce conventional armaments and· conventional forces and to reduce foreign 
armed forces stationed on the territories of other states also come within this 
category. This list is obviously not exhaustive. but points to those measures on 
which a concensus is perl'.aps more likely than on others. It is characteristic 
that the study presented by the Committee on the Study of Relations between 
France and Germany of the Centre d-Etudes·de Politique Etrangere in the sixth 
issue of "Politique Etrangere" of 1967 enumerates among the first measures 
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envisaged for the "contractual" stage or model, renunciation of the use of force 
accompanied by the obligation to settle disputes by peaceful means, the withdrawal 
of atomic weapons from some zones in Central Europe and the fixing of levels for 
conventional forces in a "zone pilote". 

It is doubtful whetherthe possibility of developing adetente in Europe while using 
the NATO structure goes beyond the above-mentioned category of measures; and 
we have to qualify even this category with the reservation concerning steps in which 
the military element is. more closely interwoven with the political one. The course 
of negotiations concerning the non-proliferation treaty shows that NATO has hot 
been found an instrument capable of pushing the solution of this vital problem 
forward. The extension and deepening of the detente and cooperation in the 
field of foreign trade, science. and technology. and in the field of culture and the· 
arts is likely ,to proceed over the head of NATO in a bilateral way. This course 
of events will probably be paralleled by more or less open conflicts with those 
tendencies within NATO that see this process as a menace to the very idea of the 
Alliance. The field of economics is one .in which the relative role of the United 
States has, during the last twenty-two years, undergone a substantial reduction 
and, what is more, a partial transformation from a factor of development into a · 
barrier against further growth. There is no place here for a thorough analysis of 
the causes of this transformation, but it is a fact that the technological gap between 
Western Europe and the United States in at ieast three key industries - chemical,, 
machine construction, and electronics - is incessently widening. For obvious 
reasons, a common denominator between the individual countries in Western Europe 
making a demand for NATO participation in dealing with the socialist countries of 
Europe can hardly be found in the field of science, by which we also understand 
cooperation in technological development,and in the field of cultural and art ex-
changes. · · 

The events in the field which we may agree inaccurately and for this purpose to call 
the sphere of political relations is the least amenable to one and tl)e same evaluation 
by any organ of NATO. The more so because of what Windsor calls the "disarray" 
of NATO •. This is the sphere in which the interests of various European NATO 
members not only have some common points but also differ essentially.· ·At the 
same time this is the sphere in which measures towards detente are perhaps most 
difficult. Detente in politics is no longer only a return to. diplomatic courtesy or 
the discovery, not for the first tirrie. it is true, that pecunia non olet, nor is it a · 
mutually beneficial extension ofcontacts in variousfields of public activity. This 
type of measure if taken by a NATO member reflects on the atmosphere and helps 
to create <:> better climate but does not affect important politici3:l. interests of the 
remaining partners in the Alliance. The case is quite different with regard to 
measures in politics. One can say that here a threshold is crossed, beyond which 
the sphere of detente is fortified by elements of security. 

Perhaps it would be easier to point to the· consequences of this transformation if 
we trace it by taking specific examples, even if we are compelled to simplify matters. 
Behind the letter of the Atlantic Pact, which is common to all its signatories, hide 
by no means common interests. The role of NATO in the policy of the U11ited 
States is not identical with the role it is assigned by America 1 s European partners. 
The United States expected something different from the admittance of the Federal 
Republic to NATO than what was hoped for by the Federal Republic 1 s West European· 
partners; nor can one say that the expectations of the European members of NATO 
were similar to those of the Federal Republic. The stumbling block to security in 
Europe is the position of the West German government regarding the territorial 
status quo on the continent. It is obvious that security is ruled out as long as 
there is a state striving to revise existing borders. The fact that it is declared 
that this state aims at achieving this revision by peaceful means changes nothing. 
Such an additional clause detracts from the necessity for undertaking all measures 
indispensible for repelling possible attacks no more than if this formula "by peace
ful means" were not attached. It is known that the United States has had recourse 
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to formalistic statements on the question of borders and has been reluctant to put 
the dot on the "i" since it is not willing to antagonise those forces in the Federal 
Republic on which it leans, It is known that on this question France takes a 
stand diametrically opposed to that of the Federal Republic. It is also known 
that the policy of the Federal Government does not win support for the GFR 
among its other allies reluctant to become involved in military adventures for 
the sake. of the ·revisionist policy of the governing establishment in the Federal 

· Republic, This is true, in spite of the fact that these alli.es are not willing to 
antagonise the Federal Government by a too unambiguous stand. It is somewhat 
hard to imagine that NATO could ever be an instrument assisting those of its 
members who so wish to tell the Federal Government that its political goals are 
the main roadblock on the way to security in Europe. 

The problem of the reunification of Germany is the second typical case. Here 
the balance of viewpoints presents itself somewhat differently although the real 
picture is partly blurred. The fact remains that the contention that the German 
Democratic Republic should be annexed to the system of capitalist states of 
Western Europe infringes the fundamental rule of preserving security to the 
same extent as it would be infringed by a claim for a part of Yugoslav territory 
to be detq.tched in favour of Italf. In spite of the fact that much has been 
written as to why the existence of the two GenEn s:.:1tes threatens ~!1e secllrity 
ofEurope, it.has been done so in a rather dogmatic way and without supporting 
evidence. It would have been better to .advance this thesis when the three : ·· · 
Western greatpowers were toiling in 1949 to establish the Federal Republic 
and thus divide Germany. But it can easily be seen that reunification on the 
lines sought by the Federal Government is unacceptable,and certainly not only 
to the socialist states. From the point of view of security, the re unification 
of Germany has to be considered in conjunction with the setting within which 
such reunification might take place. The claim that Germany be reunified in a 
way and on terms which would de.s.tro_y the existing political and military balance 
cannot lead to security. German reunification cannot be achieved regardless of 
the security of the continent. It is not surprising that the demand of the Federal 
Government enjoys declarative support from the US administration but, again, it 
is no secret that by no means all the Federal Government's European partners 
are inclined to fight battles for the sake of the annexation of the German Demo
catic Republic to the German Federal Republic. The position of France with 
regard to the methods and conditions of reunification is opposed to that of the 
Federal Government in spite of the fac that, for the time being, France, too, 
does not recognise the German Democr2.tic Republic. So, in this case also, 
it is hard to conceive how the mechanism of NATO, in which the policy of the 
United States carries main weight, could work successfully against the catchword 
of detente being used for purposes running counter to security in Europe. And 
now perhaps the most striking example: the non-proliferation treaty is one of 
those measures we have classified as military but more closelj' connec·~ed with the 
political element than the other military measures mentioned above. The current 
political situation, not only in Europe but throughout the world, is causing also 
the United States to be interested in the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
For the West German government, however, the nuclear weapon is not merely a 
form of armament; it is at the same time a mirage of the long-dreamed of 
possibility of realising its political aims through nuclear blackmail; aims which 
would change the existing balance of power in Europe. In this case, diver
gencies between the United States and the policy of Bonn revealed themselves. 
It turns out that the Alliance is not only a very unlikely instrument for forming 
opinion in favour of detente against the pressures of the main force of this 
Alliance, the United States, but that it has failed even as an instrument for 
unifying the views of its members on measures for detente in a situation where 
the United States favours such measures while the Federal Government opposes 
them. 
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These remarks point to the narrow margin assigned to the Atlantic Alliance as 
a mechanism which might be used to some purpose in the process of detente. 
Does this mean that efforts for detente and security in Europe cannot continue 
because of the existence of NATO? Such a conclusion would clash with reality. , 
It was mentioned earlier that the process of detente has developed in Europe 
not only despite NATO but most often in opposition to NATO. It is obvious 
that as long as this process does not go beyond specific limits it will probably 
continue, the more so as a number of European NATO members are asking that 
NATO should also play a role in this process. The more the detente encompasses 
problems decisive for security (that means the recognition of the territorial , 
status quo resulting from the Second World w·ar and the renunciation of all 
measures in the field of armaments which might be used to try to destroy this 
set-up quo), the less apt will be the mechanism of the Alliance for the purpose 
of participating in detente, The state whose world policy is characterised by 
aggressiveness and arrogance is the pillar of NATO. Its Europeanpillar is 
the state openly striving to change the existing balance of power in Europe" 
It is more than doubtful that an Alliance with such an internal balance of power 
and with the given political purposes, the core of which is to divide and noLto 
cooperate, could be an adequate instrument by means of which those states of 
Western Europe which are interested in true security could successfully influence 
their more potent allies. It is more likely that progress towards security, the 
passage from rudimentary pre-conditions of.security, from a normalisation of 
relations to security, will be made along bilateral channels , imd may eventually 
reach<~ higher form which could be a conference, i.e. a multilateral mechanism 
in which all interested European members of NATO would tave better conditions 
to pursue their national interests than is the case when they try to do so through 
NATO. - -
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In the years of World .War II, Europe developed a kind of specific thinking, 
completely new in nature. It relied on the unity of inter~stst of the Buropeari 
nations suppressed by Fascism and especially on ·the interests of the occupied· 
countries', oppressed by Hi tleri te Germany. . This special, new solidari_ty gradual
ly grew ovel'·.t'he certaiq ideas about the future pattern of Europe. n. 'cannot 
be said t!ia t in the course of World War II these ideas had a definite shape or 
that they''were clear in,all aspects to everyone anywhere ·in equal measure.' 
They were· primarily id.eas of hope. Accordingly, the principal moment,' which· · 
influenced them and w):lich was the clearest; was the moment. of hope thi.i.t Fascism 
would be defeated and :that ,na~ions wbuld be freeci .from the yoke of the German 
occupation. . All the rest in. those concepts was stressed less,. and seen less 
clearly. Tracing the development' of these ideas on Europe in the course c:if 
'llorld ·War II in European Countries, we can see that it was accompanied by a 
very strong wave of social o'onceptions of ·a future ·;set-up. The resistance 
which hada distinctly anti-F.ascist naturewas ever mo.re clearly assuming 
socialist .p_osi.tions and communists became its leading force in many conntries. 
Even the 'non-socialist :resistance was gradually absorbing the ideas ·and slogsns 
of the socialist revplutionary resistanc"' and very often, especially in the 
final stages of the war, it was impp~sibl·e· to· tell apart texts of the socialist 
and the non-socialist illegal press of· the'_ resistance in a number of E:uropean 

cruntries. 

Viewed from the historical angle, the resistance formed in its ranks a strong· 
tendency-characterized by attempts to make far-reaching social changes after 
the defea-t of Fascism. Reports written by the German Gestapo ,o,r ·'the Sicher
heitsdienst '.in. the occupied C01,1Iltries during World War II indicate. that their 
authors'•often reached. the conclusion that the entire resistance of European 
coruitries was· "bolshevist". This, iri. fact, was certainly not. the case; how-: 
ever, the clear rpvolutionary, socialist trend manifested in the entire resist
ance activities during World War 'ii undoubtedly influenced the developments in 
European countries after the end of the war. The liperation of most Europei9.n 
countries from Fascism was greete:i with national flags _and r.ed :tlags as well,·· 
anci feelings of revolutionary pa tr:i,otism Jningled .with feelings of social·· 
revolution. This process took place both in the countri<)s of Eastern Europe 
and in Western )':urope. T11e big shift to· the left whi:Gh the war caused was, 
after all, also ,reflected in the sweeping victory of the. British Labour"Party 
immediately· after the end of· the war in Europe. 

. ./ .. 
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The anti-socialist forces placed a barrier against this revolutionary wave 
tending towards a new Europe. The barrier was, first and foremost, the 
presence of the United Stat-es in Europe. After World War II, the USA, a 
significant member of the ariti-Hitlercoalition, embarked on the policy 
of supporting anti-socialist forces; a.·r first.,. J;_his policy manifested 
itself in disarming guerilla groups and restricting the··posit:i,Ons o.f those 
representing resistance and extreme left-wingers in the Governments of .. 
West European countries. Where such interventions proved impossible, there 
was a big advance of the forces and ideas born in European···ri'rsi:staii~e. and 
political regimes of a new type, highly socialist in nature- which were ·· .. ··-. · 
called people's democracies-came into existence. This was the development 
predominant in the regions of Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. 
At a later stage these people's democrat:i,c~regimes openly assumed socialist 
nature and the countries became socialist;· .Thi-s.-is·· the beginning of the 
process of the .div:l.s:Lon of Europe. \1'hile socialist regimes are born in 
the East of Europe,· \festern Europe revives in fact the systems existing 
there before the war. The·· relations bet1<een the two sides are imbued 1<i th 
mutual apprehensions, mistrust'ancf particularly by uncertainty. West 
European Governments fear a new intensity of revolutionary trends. The 
United.States .. in Europe fears the victory of communism in Europe. Revolu
tionary 'Socialist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe fear an intervention 
aga:i,Ast leftis~. forc'esandc·elements of resistanc·e in a number of countries 
of Westerri>and Southen'n Europe. 

In thi·s.atmosphere· of'\:nicertainty, both sides undertake measures 1<h:lch; .·· · 
in the opinion- of their leaders, may fortify the poei tion of their .. res.pecti ve • 
regimes ·iirid safeguard it -agains.t the possibilities of an intervention. It 
is only natural- that this course serve~ a further deepening of differences 
and eventually, in the late n;ineteen-forties,.leads.to'a,coinp!l.ete div;ieion 
of Europe into two ··opposing groupings. These gr.oupings, at the. beginning 
strictly politiyal and ideological, are ·later secured in the military field. 
Under the leadership of the th:iited States·, the anti.,-cotnmuriist forces in the 
Western part c;>f Eur'ope create the Atlantic Pact. It is a military alignment, 
formally presenting itselt:...as defensive ... The socialist regimes in Central 
Euiope;·. however; mi:l.st:·necessarily see it <3-S an alignment having a potentially 
aggr~ssi-ve charac~er, as they ciinnot but see· the military bases of the Western 
powers which ente_r NATO against the 1<ill · o'f the :resistance leaders and 
leftists ·in West. European colintries. This 'is why they respond to this 
challenge by forming· their o1<n grouping,· the lla·rsa1V Pact. The respective 
texts of the two treaties show ·the d{fferences between .them. The \iarsa1< 
Tre')ty unequivocally underlines the time limiting aspect and the :t;.act that 
it provides only an ans1<er to the Atlantic Pact and ~1ill be dissolved··as 
soon as the. Atlantic P.act CE';ases its existence. 

The. realities of the divisibnn of Europe .into two political, ideological and 
_military'blocs ~uite nat)l.rally render their. impact on the whole development 
of int'ernational relations. oii. the EUropean .continent. The dividing line 
running across Europe forms for a timEr two completely isolated units which 

·for ·teii"years make the distance between .them ever .greater; ·they are completely 
isolated and they oppose.each other in alniost all .important :political issues. 
This· division is gradual~y underlined by ari economic division, European market 
co;>ase·s to exist. in practice and it is replaced by two new markets completely 

. guided by· integration tendencies, serving to a great extent to the political 
aims of the. existing groupings. Within this period of almost one generation 
the-conditions of mutual relations bet1<een individual member countries of 
the existing groupings \Uldergo deep changes. Common interests, ideological 
sil!lilarity or unity, membership-in one economic and military grouping- these 
are elements influencing to a great extent the relat~onship among individual 

, 



countries who are members of .the same bloc, Old border disputes disappear; 
new forms of co-operation, relatively very advanced., rise to prominence. 
Even the territorial and· economic sovereignty of individual states are limited 
to a donsiderable extent. Military forces are deployed in different terri
tories irrespective of state borders, joint organs co-ordinating activities or 
actual managemen-t are formed at various levels. . . 

Along with this process, the· world is undergoing far-reaching and very·comple:x: 
changes~ The epoch· of colonialism comes to its end; neophyte nations enter 
the stage of history and start influencing it. States which were only the. object 
of-political games· of European powers become important ·subjects which must be 
reckoned with in an increasing measure.. The integration processes, aft0r having 
reached·.,,_ certain stage ii:r the two existing blocs in Europe, practically in 
1956 - 1957, start slowing down or stagnating. The Rome Agre-ements in fact 
constitute a codification of the achievements of integration but db not initiate 

.new integration stages. 

A very important factor which enters practical political decision-making of_ 
powers is the realization that it is not possible to crush the new socialist 

· regimes· by military force or threat of force. Then comes the period of 
balance of force. This period carries within itself far-reaching changes in 
the tactics applied in the fight of the two blocs and in the international 
relations of the two blocs in general. 

The weight of the fight of the two blocs is shifted to other than·military 
fields, especially to the sphere of economy and ideology. However, very· soon 
it is becoming evident that those spheres are of a nature which is different 
from the rigorous military field. There it is impossible to build up a firm 
.and clear-cut front and to conduct operations in the hinterland of the opponent. 
On the contrary, these are spheres which offer· wide conta<Jts· ·of the two sides, 
mostly ._taking the form of pers·onal meetings; very often, this aspect substan
tially changes the situation and usheps in quite new and unc;xpected elentehts. 

The two bloc-s continue to exist, they continue to oppose each other by means 
of. a new warfare without the use of· weapons and continue to hold manoeuvres aimed 
at gaining advantages,. each to benefit its'elf and to weaken the opponent •. How
everv it is becoming ever more evident that the situation has changed to such 
an extent that the fight of the two-blocs may be repluced by co-operation of 
the count:des who are members of the· blocs. In my opinion, the initiative in 
this respect was undoubtedly taken by the socialist side. The.socialist'bloc 
was formed only in response to the threat the countri.)s felt. Once the threat 
was. less urgent, they could take' the initiative to bring about the elimination 
of th_e blocs. At first, their propositions, for instance the proposal for. the 
conclusion of a non-aggression-pact between NATO and thc.-Warsaw Treaty, were 
not accepted in·the West·and were interpreted only as political manoeuvres, 
Step by step, however, the situation started .changing. The existing blocs 
showed a tendency to weaken the rigorous inner relations uniting the countries 
within the bloc and even showed a-tendency to expand contacts between countries 
belonging to different groupings. 
Suddenly there was a new feeling of European coherency and this feeling found 
its expression in the tendency to revive common Europe on the basis of _the · 
security and co-operation of all European countries·. 'tn fact, this new situation 
gave rise to three different approaches to the problem of the relationships bet
ween the two existing European blocs: 

First, there wasc.--a tendency to dissolve the blocs ·immediately. This tendency 
relying on the· assumption that the blocs-are obsolte and therefore my be-dis
solved with<mt delay reflected the· spontaneous desire of European people. to 
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get rid of the bonds within the existing blocs and to open ajar the door 
of mutual encounter and co-existence. Those advocating this tendency did 
not beli\)ve it was necessary to await· further d'e.ilelOpments and further 
nc;gotiations; they .thought ·ii~ .was Url)'ent to take up the dissolution im
mediately. ·rt should··be said that at· the 'beginning. the: tendency to dis
solve the blocs immediately had lliatiy·enthusiastiC: advocates,. ThE?Y believed 
that such a step would be sufficient to create a·newat!)losphere and basicaUy 
to solve the problem of relatiQns··among nations. How<ayer, difficulties of 
various kinds started to emerge step by,step •. It was becoming clear that 
after all, the existing blocs still 1'8fiect to a considerable extent ·the 
objective situation in internat;i.onal relations in general. They are a re
flectio.n of the fact that in Europe thete are states having different 
social 'sy.stems and that some counfries are not recolicile.d to the fact that 
after World War II new .. political r<aginies were formed in a nU!nber of European 
countries; they are reluctant to take the fact for granted and to live side 
by side with these regimes as with equal partners. It is also an indisputable 
fact. that' the concepts .·of a number of states having different social systems 
in Europe of pivotal questions of w.orld events are different. The differences 
of views were particularly underlined. by the American. military operations 
in Vietnam which made difficult all r'elations between· the socialist countries 
in Europe and·'the· USA ·and aggravat.esJ. relations in the world iri general, 

Further, it has become evident that up to a certain point and in a very. im
perfect form, the two· existing blocs do form a certain security systeqi in 
Europe. ' However, it is a verydo11btful system, based.:on military P.dwer 
equilibrium which, in the event of any deviation or even slight careless-. 
ness, might change into. a front line. A more profound analysis of the 
question·s of European security makes any, observer draw the conclusion that 
it is impossible ·to •eliminate the system of European security which operates, 
though imperfectiy, ·.unless it is replaced by a new. system.. And it ie, ~pre- . 
c~ely thE! questions of what the system of European security will be like 
should the. P';'Cts be dis.solved that nobody could and ctm .seriously,.answer. 

However, the existence of the pacts is fraught with a seor;Lous da~ger, It 
leads towards a eonstant growth of the military potential." of the two ~xis'ting 
blocs to change the balance of forces in Europe in its. favour. In this · 
r7s.pect. Germany· has a very important position. Germany is· the country of' 
t!J..e. dema:rca tion l:i:ne dividing the . two hlocs. . Glmroan:y has the biggest . 
concenttation of the war. potential of armies' belonging to the two .existing .. 
blocs,·· Moreover, the fact ·o:t: the exie1tence ·of the ·two German .states of which 
one, the Federal· Republic of Germany, stubbornly refuses to recognise the · 
ex.istence. of· the other·,· the· German Democratic Republic, contributes to the. · 
fact that the· tension between the· two blocs is ;the greatest in·. Gerniany and. 
that there. it' is best. possible to.put a brake ori·or to render impossible any 
attempt<;; aimed at improving relations betw.een the blocs and 9reating new 
relations amo.ng ·European countries·. · 

·-, ,· 

The 'tension in tha·t region is further aggravated by the fact that t'l)e Govern-. 
ment of· the Feda.ral Republ,ic of G(lrmany ·continues to rofu,se the r:ecogni tion 
of .the status quo in Europe created as a result of the Po~s<l,am Agreement. 
It expressly. refuses to recognize the Oder-Neisse line.. It does recognize 
the .Czechoslovak border; it refuses, however, 'to recognize the. transfer 
of the German population made under Article xr:r·ofthe Potsdal)l Agro8ment and 

.-,refuses to dissociate itself from the Munich Agreement of 1938. All signa-
..... tories of the .. Munich Agreem.enj; .renounced it, .with the exception of the Federal 

Republic of Germany which: regards itself to be :the legal successor and heir 
of the German state. No wonder that it was exactly this question, the ··q_uestion 
of. Germany, which caused a dangerous zone of tension in Europe whiqh, should 
the.blocs be sim:1JlY dissolyed ar;d the zone remained, might bring about far-

.. / .. 
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--r<laching complications in the .}Juropean policies in general, might even 
-provoke conflicts of va_rious types. 

S_econd·, there . .;.ere 'tendencies aiming at the preservation of the blocs or 
.at ·an agreemerit,:_between them. The tendencies of this type rose mostly· in 
res pori se to _;the failure of the far ,too spontaneous tendencies to dissolve 
the blocs ... A typical feature ~f these tendencies is'to-preserve the blocs 
'either forever. or at le-ast: for a very long time and to settlii European 
questions simply through agreements between the two 'blocs, agreements 
which would assume basically two forms; either they would be ~greernents 
of a miliLtary nature, including first and foremost a non-aggres-sion pact 
between the two blocs, or possibly agreements on non-proliferation, re
duction of armaments, creation· of' certain forms of armaments control, de
militarized zones, denuclearized zones, the so-called freezed system, etc, 
All these agreements should be guided by the spirit of easing the tension 
in Europe and eliminating or at least minimizing the threat of W<J.r; in
cluding the possibilities of a limited local war with the use of conventional 
weapons. 

_ In my opinion, these tendencies _-do not take into_account some .of the 
serious changes that have occurred ·in the situa tiori in- "Europe in the 
meantime. First; the Atlantic Pact no longer includes the whole of 
WesternEurope; France withdrew from the military organisation of the Pact 
and embarked upon an independent policy aimed basically at double alliance 
- an alliance which has been the great ideal of General de Gaulle since -
World War II. The other members of NATO have also undergone considerable 
shifts and serious proposals have been made for a reorganization of the 
structure of NATO, including a fundamental change in the entire orienta
tion of the Atlantic Pact. It is highly probable that processes aiming 
at changing the structure of NATO will continue. The Warsaw Treaty, too, 
has experienced a number of new elements which were formerly_ non-existent.' 
The states who are members of the liarsaw Treaty reiterated their readiness 
to 'dissolve the grouping at the moment when NATO ceases· existing and thus 
they have taken a seJ?ious initiative calling for a genuine dissolution of 

:the blocs. Then, of course, some countries, members of the Warsaw Treaty, 
e'xpanded their contacts with. vlestern countries very substantially', entered 
iimto economic, technological and industrial co.:.operatiori.-with them and 
tried to normalize their relations with those' Countries .·of NATO with which 
their relations had not been normalized, i.e. with the •Federal Republic of 
Germany. Some member countries of the V/arsaw Pact gave the German Demo
cratic Republic, which is most endangered by the revisioni?t claims of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, guarantees of its security in a form of 
pacts on mutu!l-1 !l-ssistance on a bilateral basis. This act to a great 
extent dispelled the. hopes of some quarters in the Federal Republic of 
Germany to isolate the German Democratic Republic froii! the other socialist 

' c·ounltries in Central l;;urope and then settle accounts wi til li. t as !l-n isoia ted 
_country, 

The. changes that have oc9ui-red.w'ithin the existing pac_ts undoubtedly open 
the_ door. to new possibilities_ in:the mutu!l-1 relations not only of the two 
~acts but also in individual countries belonging to different pacts. There 
l.S a certain relaxation within the two .pacts and a- restructuralization 
proc.<;1ss is-under way which is under the impact of all influencing factors, 
both external and internal. Therefore, as the above indicates time is not 
suitable for putting the two existing pacts simply back to their original 
forms and supplementing their missions by.certain international agreements 
between them, · 

'./ .. 
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Third, there is a l!lethod of a combined approach to safeguard European 
security. It seems that- the current stage· indicates a neeru for working 
out a serious method of approach to the solutions of the questions of 
European security. It is my belief tha~ scientific disciplines, atomic 
physics, military sciences, political sciences and history, ·all npw faci·e 
a difficult task: to analyze the factors influencing the present situa
tion and to find ways and means which might lead to the safeguarding of 
European Security. A preparatory analysis, in my mind, offers several 
solid facts which should be "taken as a ~tarting point. The first is the 
continuad ex;istence of the blocs which, despite the changes that have 
occurred, still constitutes the. most expressive political and military 
constant on _th_e European _continent. The development within the blocs, 
however,· requires a more profound clarification. It should be revealed 
what is the still existing intensity of the dependence of .individual 
member countries of the bloc on the bloc as such, what are the possibili-
ties available to members in influencing the behaviour of the entire · 
bloc and, eventually, what are the mutual relations between the individual 
members of the -bloc ih relation to the foreign policy of the individm;l 
member-· states. 

On the other han~; it appears to be firmly established that centrifugal 
forces operating against the blocs are iri swing and the example_ of France 
brought along serious consequences for the ·future life of the blocs. ·It 
should be clarified whether any other country of NATO.or any country of 
the Warsaw Treaty has_ a possibility simply to follow suit or whether the 
case of_ France' is in its way specifically unique. ~e. third important -
fact is that the attained degree· of economic integration does not-show a 
tendency of a further rise. _ Of course, this does not apply naturally to 
the extensive operation or the existing integrations and primarily to their 
attractive power in relation to the COUntrieS standing outside the _grOUP
ing. ·There the processes are still going on and -it is possible to expect 
that the ..<exis.ting integration groupings, particularly the colll)llon mark_et, 
will further e·xpand. However, the fact that the degree of ·integration 
was no.t further elevated and that ·in any case economic integra tio.n _did 
not go bey0nd the confines of the field of economy and was not accompanied 
by the-establishment of super-state political organs is of tremendo~ts :i,mport
anoe f-or all activities and for the future development of relations among 
countries belonging to the 'opposing blocs. · As·T s·ee it, this· -tendency provide<! 
a possibility for expanding relations of all- types between countries of dif- -
ferent bloes--and, at least the foreseeable future dOes not place qualitative 
barriers-of- principle on the road of the development of the European co
operation--between countries having different social systems, even though, 
quite naturally, the achieved degree of inte&ration renders a strong· impact 
on each state belonging to one or the other bloc. 

A prepar;tor; analyflis will reveal that the German question has also entered 
a new stage find two_ new tendencies appear. _ It is first the pressure of hard 
realities which make,s the Federal Go1rernment o:i'.the Federal Republic o{ 
Germany .go over to a higher· degree of-understanding the re1ation between 
Germany and the socialist countries of'· central Europe; The necessity to 
abandon the Halistein doctrine and the c·stablishment· of diplomatic rela-
tions with the socialist countries in Central Europe receive more and more 
attention and thus the Federal' Republic of Germany is .becoming more realistic. 
in its understanding of international policy in general. Likewise, the 
re],a,t:i,qns between the two existing German states necessarily enter a new stage 
which demand realistic solutions. Here, too, the laws of development will 
overcome the stubborn voluntarism which has relied, moreover, on great fantasy 
and romantic idealism. I believe that the time has come for deeds in the 
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sphere of European policy; some will probably be mad through the two 
existing blocs, others will be undertaken by European countries, jointly 
or in groups. It seems to me that the process will, in all probability, 
start with some agreements of principle concerning the reduction of nuclear 
and war danger in Europe. In this respect the non-proliferation agreement 
is ripe for conclusion • Although this agreement brings along a number of 
serious and complex problems, these must not be regarded as..brakes. It 
provides for a transition to solutions to other problems which must be 
resolved and settled in due time. Among them, there is the question of 
small and large countries and the just distribution of the nuclear po
tential, the question of principal guarantees of the security of countries, 
which, by non-proliferation, will be deprived of the possibilities of 
atomic defence. Last but not least, there is the question of the relations 
9f the third world to the advanced industrial countries in the field of 
the utilization of atomic energy and thus the development of power industry 
and industrial production. These and similar questions will have to be 
examined and clarified since all of them make up a complex of questions 
which, once solved, will constitute a great step forward not only in the 
relations among European countries but in the relations among all states 
of the world at large. 

Other questions will have to be solved in direct co-operation of individual 
European countries and •it cannot be excluded that in future they might 
have to be eettled through new organs of international co-operation and co
ordination at a scale in which they will come up, It will be necessary 
to prepare specific scientific analyses of individual questions and sub
mit concrete proposals for certain solutions to provide the political 
authorities which will make concrete decisions on the matters with ela
borated propositions made on the basis of thorough scientific analyses. 

It is my firmly held belief that the co-operation of European scientie:e 
in this field will have to precede co-operation in politics, in any cas·e 
it will have to supplement it. Of course, the most significant pheno
menon which may crown all efforts in this direction with final success is 
a systematic co-operation of Governments of all European countries. There
fore the proposal for the convocation of a conference of representatives ·of 
Governments of European countries is the most useful initiative rece11tiy made 
in the field of European policy. It is important, however, that the meeting 
of Heads of European Governments should be well prepared to mark a genuine 
beginning of a ne~< era in the relations among European states, an era which 
would me<et the expectations of European countries calling for a prosperous 
and safe Europe. The whole channel of actions.in this direction ~<ould ne
cessarily result in a gradual elimination of the existing blocs and along 
with this process of elimination there would be new processes, a process 
of the gradual creation of a new Europe, a Europe without blocs, based on 
eo-operation among independent European countries, irc·especti ve of their 
social systems, and based on mutual respect of these countries, I beliefe 
that condisions .exist for taking up this road. However, it is necessary 
that European nations should undertake ·these history-making solutions with 
courage, realism, self-confidence and with confidence in Europe, in its 
substance and in its future. 
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. The security of Europe is a problem of major importance. Twic·e _il). the past 
50-years Europe has been a stage for the bloodiest wars in human.history 
reaching far ·beyond the Continent •. War-activities, altl;tough initiated in-_ 

· • Eur'ope,_ involved almost all· continents and dramatic consequences of 'the 
last of these cataclysms are still felt by the world at large •. 

Consequently, peace:on our Cniltirient is of importance to the entire world
and-this.is what makes the problem ofEuropean security so topical, It is 
here, _in·Europe,-that the two most ~mportant military and political group.. 
ings of-states;•- the Atlanti·c Pact and Warsaw Pact alliances, face each other. 

When World War II was still in progress, parallel to concepts for·a·ruture 
system of safeguarding w·•rld· peace through the creation· of the United Nations, 

. _suggestions were put forward for the establishment of a separate system of 
security fo·r:-Europe, where both world wars originated, 

I11 .this -connection, it seems neces.sary to draw attention to· one .significant 
element of t'he.se plans. During the war, European powers a~d those outside 
this Continent emphasized by words and deed.s that a sy.stem of Europea,nsecur
ity must prevent any new aggressif"n on the part of·imperia'lism and German 
militarism. By the same token, these·. states always considered imperialism 
and German militarism as the IIIain peace-destroyoing fo'rce in Europe. 

l;Iow otherwise can one view the spirit of war time agreements b~tw·een the 
·soviet Union and Great' Britain (1942), the Soviet Union and CzechoslovaKia 
( 1943), Soviet Union and France ( 1944) as well as the meaning of the ... 
conferences of the three Great ·-Pewers in Teheran, Yalta arid Potsdarri? 

!11 _these .agreements co~cluded during the war seemed -to create real possi"-
. biLi. ties for a final solution of the European security problem, though, 
unfortunately' such a solution was -designed only ss a resuif of. the tragic . 
lesson of the .. last war. This.was ;a prevailing feeling- not ~nly at the _offi
cinl l:evel but also among the general public in: countries of· the anti-,Hitler 
coalition, 

The id§l\l of peaceful coexistence, althOugh not yet emobodied in an explicit 
legal framework, has found its expression both in the-creation of the 
United Nations and in the very spirit of the Charter provisions which des
cribe the maintenance of international peace and security as the main 
purpose of the ·world organisation. In. Article 1, para· 1 of the ·charter we 

..... /~-.-
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read that, in order to maintain peace and security, the United Nations should: 

",,,take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of 
threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other 
breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity 
with the principles of justice and inter.na tional law, adjustment or settlement 
of international disputes or situations which might lead to'il. breach of the 
peace/'~< . 

The People's Republic of Poland, since t)le very beginning, gave evidence that 
her basic objective. was to ensure that the Polish nation will live in peace; 
security and within just frontiers, The !1anifesto issued by the Polish Com
mitee of National Liberation declared that "•••Polish foreign policy will be 
one based.on the principles of collective security". 

This idea bedame a corner stone of· the ·first. international agreement ·entered 
into by the new Poland, nafusly the .Treaty of friendshi].l, mutual assistance and 
post-war cooperation, concluded on 21 April, 1945;:with the Soviet tJnioii. Each 
of the subsequent accords 'of the· People's Republic· of Poland • embodied· principles 
which fully conformed with this line set by the Manifesto. ·· · · 

During the· first' feiw year's after the capit11lation of Nazi Germany a tendency 
to est!l..biish a systeim oT collective: security,., .close1y related tO self-protection 
agains't ·a new' German ·aggression, was also .reflected in _international·agreements· 
concluded .. l?<Ol.tween certain West Euro]Jean countries. One may recall 1;he treaty 
betwee!l.France a.!ld Great Britain signed in Dunkirk in 1947. or the peace treaties 
with 'Italy, Finland, Hunga·ry, .Rumania and Bulgaria, 

Unfortunately, the decision by the West to J'lmbark on a roE!d of cold war •gradualLy 
began to destroy the first elements of a system of collec.tive fllollrity iri Europe·;.· 

J 

One of. th~. most characteristic ·illustrations ~f th~ und~:rmining •of foundations 
of European security was the 'departure by the \llest ,from· the 'principles con-
tained in the PO'tsdain Agreement.· , .. 

·_I. 
.. 

This process atlvanCed in tt:any directions" 

One of 
of the 
ing of 
that: 

them. was the failure to implement p:rovisions which called for destruction 
basis of ·a.erman. militarism. This pro,ces~ was also. ev;Ldent in the ignor
a major colrimitment of the Potsdam Agreement, namely.' the stipulations. 

• 
".-.-.-the ··allies will take in agreement together:, now and in the future, the other 
measures .necessary ·to'·assure that Germany never again will threaten her neighbours 

'):. 

or the peace of the world·.-" 

It was wi tfi deep concern and anxiety that. Poland observed the deveiopment of · 
the international situation in those years, especially.with 'regard to European 
matters.- Poland could not passively observe such developments as the revival· 
in West Germany of the Bundeswehr or tolerance by the Western Powers of the 
revisionist claims of the Bonn Government, Cl\lr active att'itude can be illustrated 
by a number of disarinament proposals submitted by the l;'olishrepresentatives at 
the General Assembly. 

While supporting plans for general and .complete' disamment we· ·hiwe n'ever failed 
to try ~d bring about partial measures in order to limit the scope of danger 
felt in the most neuralgic points and to solve the most vital matters, This was 
in full harmony with the principle of constructive peaceful coexistence which we .. / .. 

'· 
' ' 
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' CQ!l!3istehtly pursue; 

A growing instability of peace in.Eutope resulting from the expansion of 
armaments by the Federai Republic- of Germany .fromher demand~ for the 
annexation of foi'eigJl ter:i'i to;r_ies and he"r. st)lbborn claims: for· n_uclear 
weapons- all this constituted a ·direCt threat to the security of •this. 
-part of the world .an_d, thus, a threat to our national· security. · 

Beating vital interests of national security in mind and, at the same 
time, taking into_account certain-possibilities for European detente 
visible at the moment, in .1957 the. Pqlish Government put forward the ·plan 
for the ·creation of a nuclear free zone in Central Europe, 

.The creation of such a zone could be supported for both military and. ·pqli
tical considerations, 

A ban on the concentration of arms, followed by a stage of .reduction, 
:_·provisions in the plan not limited to nuclear arms bUt also including · 
conventional weapons~ all this would-undoubtedly greatly help to limit 
the danger of conflict. Quite understandably any conflict can be more 

··_easily provoked where there are heavy concentrations of .arms thah when 
._they are reduced and dispersed. .,, 

~he, political impact of the Polish plan, if implemented, would-be sigJli- . 
. fied "by an enormous ·growth of mutual trust between the states of-the ·two 

·_bloc:;., Consequently, the realisation of this plan could become a step 
towards the solution of the Ge_rman ·problem • 

. Looking retrospectively at. the. years when. our plan was first submitted, 
and at :subsequent actions and prosposals of Polish diplomacy, cile-can 
see that they form a certain logical chain. Similarly; the obstructi¥e, 
negative position taken by thci governments of the Federal Republic up to 
the present day has also a certain logical pattern·;-

The :Polish peaceful initiative of 1957 met with an illimediate response. 
from official circles of. the Federal Republic. In the Federal Governm_ent• s 
Aide Memoire dated 24 February 1958 we find the following sentence: 

"The Federal Government considers the Rapacki Plan' fo- be only one "of many 
proposals dealing with a future system of European security, a subject on 
which no negotiations can be conducted which do not link it with the 

_ question of th_e. reunifica tion· of Germany," 

Our subsequent proposal - internationally known as the Gomulka: Plan -
which was officially put -foriiard by the. Pql:i.sh Government on 29 February, 
1964, assumed that:the most urgent step in Europe was the f:i'eezing of 

. nuclear arms.. This stewmed from the fact that 'the FRG' s _drive to obtain 
access to nuclear weapons grew to a very a],arming degree: 

. .·This fact. could not. pass unnoticed by the. Polish Government. -.The scope 
· '·of the Gomulka Plan, in a sense, was limited; Howeve~:, 'it dealt with 

a very: important matter and the im)'lementation of the.J'lan.could become 
s ·se:dous step towrds the. relaxation of tension, streng-thening of secu
rity and ··progress in the field of disarmament• 

At the moment of the official launching 
when international detente had advanced 

.. ~ ' 

of the· Gomulka Plan in 1964, ... 
in spite of many obstacles and 

' ) .. / .. 
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turning points, the policy of the Federal Government was also aimed at 
torpedoing this proposal. Several weeks after the publication of the 
Polish proposals in the press; namely on 13 March, 1964, the then Minister 
of Defence, Mr. Kai Uwe von Hassell, in his statement at the WEU meeting 
in Hamburg, spoke against these proposals. Although the Federal Govern
ment at that time still tried to assure public opinion that the Polish 
proposals were the subject of detailed and attentive studies, one- of the·. 
cabinet ministers brutally tore the veil off this farce, Mr. von Hassell 
spoke not. ·9!1..1Y against. the proposals known as the Gomulka Plan ·but also re'-· 
called the n<;>gativ<> attitude-of the Federal Government against.the Rapacki 
Plan and-adcj.ed the Wilson Plan to this a:s well. The crowringca'rgilment 
advance!i~·by von Hassell was that these plans did not ·solve the main -
problem- in his·opinion·.that of German reunification. He added, more
over, that as long as there are strained relations, Europe cannot be 
"militarily .-thinned out" (mili tarisch. verdiinnt), Thusj once more 
a dead end was re«ohed. Once agaiiLthe. "cart. was put before· the horse". 
But let_ us be clear that the Federal Government took a negative attitude: 
not only with regarq to-our proposals. It also-rejected all suggestions 
coming from Western countries, suggestions which+ like ours • although 
some.times differently mo.tivated - led in the same- direction: detente in· 
Europe. 

Instead, _the Federal- Government -tried, __ to-· av.oid consideratton·-of the Inert ts 
of our Plan;1-. i!_rie·d to. circumvene ·answering the ·question of whether: our ·· · -.. 
p;Lan re<t<l~. purported a change in the .balance of power. It knew very·· 
well what the answer mus.t. be. Bu-t it did not even spare sonie· political ·· 
blackmailing of partners, asserting that the adoption of the Rapacki Plan: 
could result in the creation of a dangerous vacuum which might ''t:mcoura.ge 
a possible aggressor to take hostile actions". 

--' 
To attack a policy of detente, regardless ef its proponents, ·even•the· 
Bundeswehr generals were-involVed.· At least·one-characteristic.illustra• 
tion of thts is worthy of mention. _ 

On 7 October, 1966;. ·President. Johnson emphasized ·the necessity to rela.x 
tension on the- E1,1rppean Con tinen·t. For the first time· the AillGrican: side 
publicly .stated that European security had. supremacy over other European 
proble~s, including the German question. 

As soon as_ 11 October, 1966, "Die \fel t 11 publishGd an interview with General 
Kielsmansegg reporting the following: -.. • ' 

-The General_is of the opinion .that the threat from--the Easth9.s not di
minished and,what is more, the quality of weapons and military prepared
ness of the \Varsaw Pact armiGs ~havecgrown-.significantly, 

Speaking on the- so-called nuclear threShold; the General a.dvised ·"•·.nuclear 
weapons should be used at the earliest stage and- in the•.'largest po"ssible 
numbers", while he termed or brushed aside all proposals aimed at the 
reduction _Jlf the r:i;:sl<: of war as mere "prescriptions", -

")-. 

Simultanecusly., the General obviously felt in a position to· criticise 
his American superiors when, at the .close of the interview he· declerGd 
that "·., the American. trumpet cannot be again uncertain". .· ...• •' .. 

However, we are sur,._ and would like to stress the conviction that• it is 
not the generals_ of the Bundeswehr. who will inf:Luence the policy o.f• 
other Western pm;ers. Also spreading is. the. convtction that· the 'West' 
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German concept of ir,timidating its o:Wn'alliEls by aliegations of possible 
aggression on tne part of the sodial:i.st countries 'has no ground whatsoever. 
Belief in this concept.is disappearing evim among certain p6litical·circ1es 
of West Germany itselfL 

Despite the fJ-Jlt that our plans \laven<it become a subject of official multi
lateral talks, believe that. tney have not lost the'ir··actual meaning •.. Just 
the opposite, the more aware ·western leaders hecome of the peace-loving in
tentions and· peaceful for'eign policy. objectives of our countries, the deeper 
and more embracing will be t)le interest in our prnposals. The last chapter 
of their life has not yet been written... · 

It would .be a crude simplificatioJ;l to assert that the Polish disarmament 
plans, designed to createfoundations for European security, were motivated 
solely by our national interests,· Such interests. are undoubtedly a basis of 
our initiatives. Simultaenously, however, they harmonize with principles 
of general security and, therefore, provide a formula which, taking the mat-· 
ter objectively, is acceptable to any state. We do not pretend to be fault
less and, therefore, Poland willingly enters discussions on the subject •. We 
discuss because we want to reach a sincere and honest understanding. We do, 
however, demand the same in return. 

Had the idea.of a nuclear-free zone, constituting a basis of our plan, run 
contrary to interests of other states, then this idea could certainly not 
have become a subject of talks which seek the creation of similar zories·in 
othe;r; .·parts of .Europe and the world. 

We do not think that the scope of a European security system should be "li-"· 
mi ted to the introduction. of our plans alone. We have··emphasized many times 
the :o.eed to discuss other pians submitted· by l-Ie stern statesmen also. " It is. 
not., however, due to us that, until the present day, words have not been 
turned into deeds, 

Taking into account the current international situation; particularly the 
policy of the Federal Republic, and gilided by the peaceful principles of 
its foreign policy, at the close of 1964; the Governinent of the PPR suggested 
holding a.n international conference to discuss problems of the whole complex 
of European· security. The Polish Foreign Minister; Mr. AdamRapacki, in 
his ~tatement delivered on 14 December, 1964·, at the General Assembly, des
cribed the objectives of the conference and proposed tha·:t it could be pre
pared by representatives chosen ,by .the Warisaw 'Pact and NATO st<rtes with the 
participation, if desired, of r:epresentatives from European states not be-
longing to the two alliances. . · · 

Poland's proposal concerning a conference on European security has been 
supported by other soc:j.alist states~ The ~Political Consultative Committee 
of the., l\farf;aw Pact, in its: statement of 21 January, 1965, favoured "holding 
a conf.el'ence of .·European states to discuss steps to ensure collective secu-· 
rity in Europe," 

The idea contained in the Polish suggestion also received the'support .of·many 
Western nations, The joint communique dated 18 February, 1965,. on the Brussels 
talks between the foreign ministers of Poland and Belgium, Mr. Adam'Rapacki 
and Mr, Paul Henri Spaak, stated, among other things, that " ... both parties 
attach great importance to the· question' of European· security" and "• .. are 
determined: to continue their efforts,. wi.thout neglecting any possibility, 
to reach- this objective". Again in the communique of 25 April, 1965, on 

.. / .. 
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talks held in Prague between the Foreign Ministers of Great Britain and 
Czechoslovakia, Mr. Stewart and Mr. David, both parties recognized the .. · 
usefulness of a European conference,. although tnis statement. wi.:s'· qU:alif;i.ed
by the reference to a need' for 'ra,:,ourable conditions and the app:r:opr:iate 
preparat:j.O!l of the COnference •. \)ne pan als() mention many instances Of 
Norway's declared :readiness·to discuss with the Polish Gover!llllent the 
question of European security within the context of the ·Polish plans .. ;for 
the creation of a nuclear-free zone and fpe~ing-·nuclear· arms· in Pentral 
Europe •.. 1\o _similar attitude was t?,ken by.the· then Foreign Minister of ' · 
Denmark, Mr. Haekkerup, when 'at a pr.es.s conference· in Stockholm on fO. . 
April, 19.65, he.' referred to Denmark Is, int.e-:ref'!t· in" talks with Poland ~imed 
at "the .reduction' of tension between East and West. and·'the examination 
of possibilities for- disarmll.ment';. . . - , . . · •· 

The only state which took an _ob'liously negative stand against this Polish 
proposal was -the Federal Republic of Germany. The FRG put forward two ba
sic condi t.io.ns .which ran contrary to the v_ery meaning of 'the Polish 
suggestion: a conference, in its _opinion, ~Jhould· be. devoted "first. ai,1d .. 
foremost to the liquidation of the partition of the German nat:i9h througJ:t .. 
the implementation of the·right to self-d'ltermination", and the Gerl)ian 
Democratic.fiepublic should riot participate in the . .cconference lleca1ise 
aiLlegedly i.t. :i,s·no.t a state in tb,e li!jht of international'la,w. 

Developments of 1966 brought further examples of support fo.r the. )".olish . 
initiative. It was expressed. in a joint communique issued ·a.'ft~r diplo~ .. 
matic talks between Po'lahd al)d :=;weden on.·10 June, Poland~Italyon .:213 July· 
and Poland-Be1gium.:.on 8 Septemberh 1966. ]Ul elaboration ·on the id,ea . 
of the confe:rence- ·on European security was made in .the Bucharest Declara
tion of the Political Consultative Committee of the \larsaw Pact dated . 
5 July, 1966. The declaration emphasized that "an tinderstandingreached 
at the conference could be embodied, for i!lsta)lce, ·in an alf-Eu'r'opean . . 
declaration on cooperation to mainta:in and strengthen Europeansecurity". ' 
Such a declaratiOn could contain an undertal';ing by states to se<ttle peace- . 
fully internati<mal disputes, to coris'ult each other end exchange info{.ma~ 
tion on matters of common concern, along with an undertaking to promote 
the development of economic, scientific, technical' and 'cultu_rai exchange• 
This document should be· open· for signature by alLEu:ropeari'si;ateii; . 

As far as the Ge.rman question is. conce;ned, our. ~hole a-pproach is based. 
on a sober ass.essment' of reality. This reality· consists' of the. existence . 
of two German states;·· With o!le. M ihem, .tl)e -.German Deiiiocratic Republic, 
we are bound b.y a fraternal allianqe and close. ·.ties of co'o:pera tion . in all 
spheres of life •. There is. hardly any f.ield of political, soci1i1; . economic, 
cultural, sportingcor other activities in which•we do not· have niutual 
relations or ex.pect. to develop them; ··· 

The German Democratic Republic, following. the Potsdam Agreement,· recognized 
the Oder-Neisse frontier as the final Pcilish-German border. This .state 
pursues a policy in full confo:rmi ty with the. Potsdam decisions relating. to 
the full democratisation of life in Germany.· The GDR not only opposes 
all utterances and claiins for the revision of frontiers established at 
Potsdam, but simultaneously encourages its population to have respect for. 

··,.· 

other nations. Never before was there any German Go·vernment which pursued 
such a policy _towards Poland. 

Our country develops: a wide l!nd. Universal trac'.e exchange with the .·GDR. The, 
total volume of ·our turnover ·)J:as a.lrea'dy doubled that of Polish exchange with · 
the whole of Germany before the war. The, scientific and· technical . eo- · -: · 
operation between our two countries .. is also·. growing and bec-oming more 
diversified. 

. . / .. 
. . . . 
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.We >~ttach· great importance to strengthening the international'position of 
the (<erman Democratic Republic, to reinforcing her sovereignty and national 
security, It iE; in the utmost· interest of Poland and all European 'states 

. for peace to be, maintained on our Western border and peaceful cooperation 
·expanded. ·\le want to see this border as a uniting factor, ncrt a. dividing 

one. 

On. the contrary, the Bonn Government '.s foreign policy with regard to 
. Poland, clearly illustrates that, until. the present day, the Federal·' 
)lepub,lic of Germany hns not established normal relations with the social-
.'ist states which were the Object ·Of Nazi aggression. And this is 
exclusively .the fault of the .FRG •. 

. . 

B~ginning in 1955, when the Polish Government declared the cessation of 
a state of war with Germany, it has repeatedly declared its readiness 
to·. normalize relations with the FR(} in alJ:·, spheres. Unfortunately; and 
due to no fault of ours, ou:r: constructive efforts did not receive an 
appropriate response from the: FRG •. Just the opposite: for many years 
the whole. policy of the· Federal Governm.ent towards Poland has been 
characterized by revisionism, by demands to ch.;mge the existing·POlish-
German frontier on the Oder and Neisse. \le cannot be misled by declara-
tions. of Bonn' s spokesmen who try to· whitewash the real· attitude of that 

. Government through verba]: assertions that the FRG allegedly does not· 
pursue a policy of .revenge against the socialist states, does not intend 
.to pursue such policy in the future and that it wants to live in peace 
and neighbourly relations with us. 

The. West German E;tandpoint on the normalization of relations with Poland 
was expressed in the note of.·the Federal Government dated 25 March, 1966, 
and· submitted, inter alia, to the Polish Government. The note made an 
effort to create. a faise impression that the Federal Republic "is trying 
particularly hard" to promote relati.ons with Poland and simultaneously to 
infer that it is precisely Poland who is .·making these re]at·ion:s more 
difficult. The Polish Government, in its note of· 29 April; 1966·, referred 
to· matters raised by the FRG, The reply made a distinction between the 

· official policy of the Federal Republic and the ·desire of a part of the 
West German population to normalize relations with Poland on the basis of 
existing political realities aspirations restrained by the FRG · 
Government> On 'this occasion it was recalled that the: actual· state of 
affairs between our two countries stems from ".,,.the pol·icy of the 
Federal Government and its attitude with respect to the vital interests 
of Poland'', Simultaneously, the. note stated that the conditions for 
full normalization will emerge when "• ••• the Government. of the ·FRG recog
nizes without reservations the existing frontier of Poland on the Oder 
and Lusatian Neisse and finally discards i.ts claims· to .the Polish Western 
and Northern· territories". 

The new Fed.eral Government constituted in December, 1966, and called the 
"Government of the. Great Coalition"·, has devoted plenty of its time and 
paper to the subject of its relations with the socialist countries. It 
tried to present its policy as an !'llleged departure from ,the old dogmas 
Which were governing principles. of the Adenauer and Erhard administra-
tions. However, verbal declarations .or press articles do not yet 
constit.ut.e a policy.·· In the final instance, a policy .. is judged upon 
specific actions and the results which it brings. Polish leaders, and 
this goes f.or political leaders in -other countries as well, were easily 
able to recognize the new accents in Bonn's political· vocabulary as only 
a change of tactics with the simultaneous retention of the basic strategic 
goals of West German policy, unchanged since 1949. 
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Poland demands a fulJ. revision and chan:ge ·of the policy which the West 
Qerm,an t>overriment ha·s pursued, until .. now, · _The· Government of· a country 
of this size and importance. cannot maintain an ambiguous policy. There
_fore, we ask for clear, specific and ·practical neighbourl_y relations. 
Verbal· declarations so· oft_en.made by·Bonil's ·statesmen with. the intention 
of setti:'!lg aside controversial issues, particularly those between Poland 
and the FRG, are misleading, especially for their own people. The estab-
lishment of political and .diplomatic relations ·will not become• a panacea 
or a direct ·me-tho·d uf bringing about normalization. Therefore, we 
-believe that the normalization depends on such c'onditions as: ·unequivocal 

·.recognition by the Federal Fi'e.public of Germany of the Oder and Neisse 
frontier as the definite Polish-German border; West German renunciation 
of claims for exclusive representation of the whole of Ge>rmimy and recog
nition of the existence of .the GDR; total and unreserved renunciation 
.of claims to pb'ssess or share nuclear Weapons. On these matters it is· 
naturally not ·sufficient to limit oneself to issuing paper declarations, 

·.even the most solemn ones.. It is. also necessary to achiev,e the in cess-
. ant. implementation of these undertakings in everyday li,fe-. Lack of the 
above 7mentioile'd prerequisites for normalization fully entitles us to view 
most sceptically· various proposals on an exchange of declarations on 
renunciation of the use of force. If such agreements are to:be enforced, 
thim the: Government of the FRG, in the first instance, should' renounce 
those ·parts· of its present policy -that are based on .the. policy ... of 
s:trength. -On the other hand, West German reluctance clearly toaccept 
the necessity to conclude nn agreement banning the use of force with the 
G~pnan··Dembcratic Republic a matter of the for.emost importance 
gives us the right to assert that all prerequisites, by no means·, exist 
for opening discussion on an exchange of d-eclarations, 

. Many times the Bonn Government has •spoken about the nee.d to disarm, in-
cludipg total disarmament, Occasionally it even made a .promise to 
submit· its own specific plans on the subject but as yet' we_ have seen 
no such. plans. Lt the same time it is worthwhile draiving att.ehtion to 
the ,t:act that, so far, Bonn has not changed its negative attitude con-

. cerning- ·.Polish. vroposals for partial disarmament in Cerit:ral Europe. 
ile have ha re as on to take seriously various plans abq.\it European o.rder, 
alleged reconciliation and. bridging the ga·ps which divide us. We are 
not dreamers but base ourselves firmly on existing realities.·. Undoubtedly, 
we would ·be glad if it we:re possible to ov'ercoine the existing differences • 
. Certain Bonn politicians sometimes suggest 'pulling a makeshift cover over 
these gaps... Hoviever, we .received only ·recently a new sample of the true 
attitude of Bonn'·on a matter of vital importance for nations, on the issu·e 
.of the. non~proliferation' treaty·. . From our point of view, an- atti'tude 

·.-on this treaty is i:m ".acid test" for any state policy. Aiready in 1967, 
when. some possibilities o:f,. understanding :ori the SLlbject b.ecame, visible, 
leaders. of the Jlonn- Go-vernment launched a mtissive attack against the draft. 
This ·aroused unfavourable reaction among Western public opinion ,against 
Bonn. Now, when the two great powers, ·USSR and USA, submi.tted a.ne'w 
draft on the non-proliferation treaty, ·we can again observe tpe cfirst 
signs of disslrtisfaction on the part of the' Federal Republ;Lc ,of Germany, 
only its meth'ods of' undermining ,the treaty.·have changed., The present 
objectd;ons are reportedly caused by West· German con:ce:rn· ov,er the .. d-eVel
opment of the national atomic industry and· fears ·of th~ alleged revealing 
of indus-trial secrets. The whole absurdity of the thesis. that there is 
a. desire to penetrate \le_st German nt,tclear estabiishments should be clear 
when .one recallS that .it. is .precis:ely the soc-ialist eo.untries who, for 
many years now; have support,ea the, 'idea. of closer economic; .scientific 
· [lnd technical ·coopera.tion qnd exchange between-'nations of our continent. 

· ·tooking for true reasons for Vlest Gennan objections, One must remember 
t·hat the treaty is to ban the dissemination of nuclear weapons and that 
issues raised by the FRG tend to circumvent this main goal. 

,. 
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We in Poland attach great significance to the non:...proliferation treaty. 
Its conclusion could bedome an important stimulus for bringing about an 
agreement on a freeze on nuclear weapons in Central Europe, It may be~ 
come a step forward towards the reduction of nuclear and conventional 
forces of states. 

To sum up, the question of the normalization of relations with the FRG 
is one of the elements of European security. If this normalization is 
to be meaningful for peace on this continent and to eliminate after
effects of the last war from relations between the PPR and FRG - as was 
the case between the PPR and the GDR - then it has to be subordinated 
to the requirements of European security, These requirements are 
increEsingly recognized by states of all o~ Europe, except the FRG 0· 
and include recognition of the existing European status guo: with regard 
to territories - recognition of the existing frontiers between 'the GDR 
and FRG as well as those between the PPR and the GDR; in the political 
sphere - recognition of existing states, including the GDR, and the 
establishment of normal relations with them without any discrimination. 
These requirements also include the need to renounce any claims by the 
FRG to nuclear weapons. 

Nobody refuses the German people the right to be united. However, we 
shall never agree to unity and self-determination as a green light for 
the annexation of the other German state - the GDR, as the permission 

... of another version of Anschluss or other methods of aggression. It is 
no secret that, in the present conditions, when there are two German 
states with completely opposite social and .economic systems, the re
unification of' Germany must be a hi.storical process. It is important 
to understand that this historical.· process can advance only in conditions 
of detente, improved security and confidence within Europe. Only such 
an atmosphere can permit·the expansion of cooperation and gradual 
rapprochement of the two 'German states. · 

However, we a.re well aware· that even now, when the Bonn policy with 
regard to Poland and other socialist countries is marked by signposts 
leading to nowhere, there are also in that country political forces 
which soberly assess the past and look at the future even more rationally. 
These people understand that the future of the German nation lies in · 
peaceful development and not in creating new conflicts. 

There are circles of the West German population raising their voices 
against the policy of revenge and against militarism• They demand 
changes in the Federal Republic's policy, including recognition of the 
Oder-Neisse border, recognition of the German Democratic Republic and 
relaxation of international tension. In the past few years scores, of 
p;ress publications and books have be.en printed in the FRG defending this 
point of view. Reference can be made to the work of a renowned Ge'rman 
philosopher, Carl Jaspers, in which, among other things, he advocates 
abandoning the present political course of the FRG, Also worth recalling 
is a book by the well-known and esteemed Erich MUller-Ganloff with a 
very expressive title, "Living With Partition" (Mit der Teilung Leben), 
or a collective work by three authors entitled "Catechism of the German 
Question" which puts forward .a programme for a federation of the two 
German states, Let us also recall several TV programmes, especially 
one by RUdiger Altmann concerning the necessity to recognize the 
existence of the two German states. Another illustration is articles 
published in some German newspapers explicity calling for change in the 
present Bonn policy, particularly for recognition of the Oder-Neisse 
border, 
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All these. OXE)mples, though quoted at rar)dom, give evidence that in the 
Fede:~;al Republic· t'j)O---there ar~ fra6tior)s of the population which are not 

·remote froni themain stream of p'rogressive thinking in Europe. 

'tJnfo;t,wiat~l:'y, it is thee voice o·f West German reactionary forces, who 
have never learned the lessons of history, that is predominant in that 
country. These forces form the .substantial part of the power elite in 
t,he FRG, ThoyAecide on the policy of the country, They uphold an 
imp_ostro~s thesis about "the existence of Germany within the borders of 
1937'~. These are the forces that would like to liquidate the. GDR. 

We would not like to get down to drawing extensive historical parallels, 
but it is enough to open a book on the history of Germany within the 
lasteentury to convince oneself that the Government of .the FRG has 

_p.ursued the same political line directed agains .the East, Poland and 
peace - the policy of Bismarck, Wilhelm II and Hitler. 

Despite tragic war .experiences we are not .at all, as s.ome try -t9 .. infer, 
anti-German. We arc only enemies of ·German militarism which is·sim-. · 
i'farly ·viewed, without any difference of opinion, by.modern his.tory~ ,,,,., 
we· are, and shall remain, enemies of those who try to-eliminate us. ~r·to 
send all Poles living in our Western territories "to work in:,Freucb,-:.<G·:·: 
mint>s". It takes a. large dose of ill will to make :en equation--be_tweenc. 
our,,posi tion and an anti-Germim obsession, . 'J''lke our closeness w;hth the 
Germl'\n Democ.rntic ReptJ.blic, Is it not il fine. example .of our real :.atti• 
tudii towards:the Germans? Or take Our contact's with the young people 
of the-FRG who come t.o us and do not hesitate to visit the f-ormer "death 
factq_ry" in Auschwitz, Is it not a striking example ~f our support for 
everything that is peaceful and ariti-w'ar? It is not our intention to · 
CO.J;istanl;ly recall thi3 tragic chapter' in the history of our nation, but 
peop;t.e must not f·orget it, We shall' gladly accept a truly and hones.tly 
peaceful line by official circles o'f ·the· Federal Republic, but this must-
take the existing realities into account. It is not our fault that 
this ,may so.metimes seem painful to those ruling ~.he FRG. It is rather 
the. fa'u1i:.of those who started the-last: world war, Are. there. no sober 
leade'rs_ in West ·,Germany who reali'ze that one must pay the price by 
reeognii:'in~S thirigs ·which vie 6ali the status quo? We shall be. happy 
in ,Poiand; perhaps more than anywhere' else, when we are able. to devote 
ouri;·elves to pcQceful work withiiut t·he need for simultaneously thinking 
about threats tcJ our security. 

We would like· t.o. believe that it is not thii force.s prevailing in the 
FRG who are going to shape thefuture devetopment of international re
lations. vie camo·.here with· th·e intent-ion· ·of seeing tha.t this meeting 
contribUtes to better mutual understanding, to improvingo:r:, perhaps, 
laying foundntions for an atmosphere of mutual trust, Every achieve
ment on this road,,however small, is worth our effort since it contri
butes. to the success cf the cause Vlliich is .,of vital interest to all of 
us-" 

- .0,.- 0 - -0 _ . .,. 

,_, ... ,., 

.. 
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The world breathed a sigh or' relief when taik of coexistence replac~d talk of Cold 

:. ~ 

~ ·.. . 
;; >; ··' ~-

:. ·, ... 

; . 

War·; with its promise of turning·into a hot -one, Many in this blessed·relief:f<?rgot .. 
to ask what precisely "coexistence" means, The full phrase curremi' in the Sci:viet' ·' .- · 
literature is "peaceful coexistence of states with differe~t economic arid social · · 
systems". Obviously 1 then, one characteristic of eoexistence is. "peace" in the . 
sense of "absence of war". But 1 equally obviously, we already enjoyed absence 
of war when the world· was in a state of cold war; actually only a relative absen~e · 
in both cases, for there is little difference between the Korean war. under the cold·.· 
war system and the Vietnam war under the coexistence system. And: of course.' the· ..,_ 
US and USSR _coexisted under the cold war system, in the sense of going on livin_g ·:. 
side by side, wlthout wiping each other out. Suppdsedly this was due to mutual .. ' : 
det~rrence, a military scheme which has not at all been even· partly dismantled, · · · · .. 
The ·partial te?t. ban treaty is only an attempt to control further perfectina of nuclear 
weapons (con.trol which may fail because underground testing is permitted) and to . 
stop further spread ·of nuclear weapons (an attempt which has failed· because France 
and Chrna have since joined the nuclear club and carried :out atmospheric testing); 
besides this' it is perhaps marginauy·valuable as a public healt_ll. measure. 

Is there then s oinething distinctive and new in coexisten~e? .. ~-Tinbergeh 1 beli~~~s 
that "the rules of the game" of coexistence include not only an implicit-agreement 
between the US: and USSR to avoid nuclear war at all costs (an agreement which was 
already implicit under deterrence), but also an agreement to refrain from trying to 
obtain victory over the other side by means extraneous to the conflict·, i ,e. by 
military force or threats, by financial or economic pressure or.coercion, or by 
psychological tricks or lies. While coexistence is conceived as "competitive" and 

·not "cooperative", in the sense that the two economic .and so.cial systems, capitalist: 
liberal democracy and Marxian "socialism", are trying to prove their-superior worth 

.to each _other (i, e. to each _other's peoples over the ~~ads of the leaderc) and _to the 
uncommltted, they are permltted to do so only by '"legltimate" means. Coex1stence 
of ·this type becomes possible when proponents of'each system have a ;strong belief 
not only in the righteousness of their ideo~ogy (which alone ._m'ight make .them use 
illegitimate means for a supremely worthy·end) .but an. equally strong :b:elief in the 
historical necessit~, given either by mate:rialistic laws of historical.,developmerit or 
by the will of God, tOf ~ventual victory overthe opposing system by legitimate means~ 

'· .. 

"' It is intere~tirig to note that Waskow2-5 describes a possible f~ily,~i~armed world 
in which all mea!lls short of violence for pr,gmoting the n·ational interest are per
mitted 1 including lying, cheating and bribery. · He· himself admits that this would 

·be unstable, and such a world would soon rearm, .... · 
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In addition, MdVhinnei believes that coexistence fmplies a preservation of the status 
quo, a tacit acceptance of non-interference by each great power in th~.fphere of in
fluence of the other. Cf. also Khrushchev 1 s statement on this point. 

This is why the US ~tayed out of Hungary and Ea~t Germany during their revolutions, 
and why the USSR withdrew its missiles from Cuba and did not interfere in Guatemala 
or Dominica. This is essentially the old-fashioned 19th century balance of power. 
Coexistence in this sense means that the US gives up all ideas of a "roll back" in 
Eastern Europe, and the USSR stops using Communist parties in Western countries as 
agents of subversion or revolution, However, it seems clear that the new and devel
oping countries of the "Third World" are still __ very much up for grabs. The Soviet 
doctrine of coexistence specificii!ly"-excit.i-des "wars of liberation" from its renuncia
tion of war. The Vietnam conflict, among others, proves that the US does likewise, 
as well as showing that avoidance of nuclear war does not at all mean avoidance of 
limited war; experimentatiqn is stil) proceeding in that unhappy country to find out 
how far escalation cari go while keeping the war "limited" in the nuclear age. ·No one 
knows for sure, liecause it has not been tried before. We may yet find out the hard 
way. Those of us who have done tensile testing in the industrial laboratory, in which 
a sample is stretched until it breaks, wonder if some "non-destructive tests 11 . could be 
devised to obtain this information, if the military strategists really have to kno\;'. 

Perhaps the ·only gain in the coexistence -system over the cold war system, is some ·gain 
in s'tabil:ity against all-out war, though not absolute stability; for each side, while 
presumably swearing off illegitimate mearis to~victory, mu~t necessarily su'spect the 
other side of hot keeping this commitment, and therefore is· constantly_ tempted· into 
"preventive cheating" of its own, which of course would confirm the other side 1 s sus
picions. This is the same kind of trap into which cheating on a disarmament treaty 
might fall, if -~ere was disarmament, and this is why disarmament alone would also · 
not be' stable.__ It is 'this evaluation of the Soviet-American conception of coexistence 
whic_l'l-iriduced ·ne wart 9 to consider it much inferior to the coexistence concept of .Pope 
John XXIII in "Pacem in Terris", which is that of a common search for a more human 
order·, and the priority of allegiance to mankind over allegiance to either nation or · · 
ideology. While the Soviet-American concepticn is "competitive coexistence"-, the 
Pope 1 s conception might be termed "cooperative coexistence", and would obviously 
give inuc;h 'Qetter stability~·· · 

The question still remains as to the detailed content of the rules of coexistence, .either 
competitive or cooperative or some combination, such as might be attainable. in the _ 
pre·serit international climate. It might be worth noting that, while the East talks , 
about "peaceful-coexistence", _some in the West talk about "World peace through law", 
which does not necessarily mean world government, though it might, (The phiase ... 
does mean thllf for Clark and Sohn, 10 but not for Charles Rhyne 1 s World. Peace 
Through La'.w'Center, which would strengthen the International Court of Justice, .. but 
doe_s not mention._any other governmental institutions at the world level, such as police 
or legislature~) _ . Is the "peaceful coexistence" concept compatible or even comple
me!ltarY to the."world peace through law" concept? Is this a case w~ere East and 
West can converge, each approaching the problem of-obtaining stable peace frqm their 
owri pecuiiar angle? · · · 

The main difference in the two approaches seems to be in the amount of supranad:o'hal. 
institutions involved, -:The East ·suspeCts such institutions, even the Intei:nationah · · 
Court, of being necessarily ·Western--dominated. This is understandable, in view of 
the Soviet experience of being in'a perpetual minority in the United Nations,, These 
fears could be qti:teted perhaps only by a radical revision of UN voting, in which the 
natural Soviet desire (shared by all countries) for "legislative justice", in' LuseyYs .. · 
sense, 11-1 2could be satisfied" The Soviet conception of coexistence lays great 
stress on "national sovereignty", "sovereign equality of nations" , non-interference 
in domestic affairs", and "self-determination of nations"-, s;ould the two neverthe-· 

. ~ . . :·: ··.·. 

~ Rapoport 1 s "priso~er 1 s dilemma games" ill~-~trate this situation ~dmira~ly, 8 

• 
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·iess be reconciled, not at the philosophical level, but in the form1.1lation of particular 
rules or ·codes of international behavior which both sides would agree to observe as 
a condition of coexistence, under some minimum form of international supervision 
and conflict-resolving or conflict-controlling machinery? 

World Federalists usually concentrate their attention on the instruments of world 
. law: police, courts, legislature. The content of world law, other than that 

embodied in the world constitution or revised UN Charter itself, is usually left 
unspecified, presumably to be settled by the future world legislature or reformed 
UN Assembly. Could and should this order be reversed? Would it be possible, 
and perhaps easier, in view of Sovi~t suspicions of world government, to start with 
the formulation of world laws, using the old machinery of treaties and UN resolutions, 
and .only later create the supranational machinery as the need for it becomes apparent? 
Even if this order-reversal is not feasible or desirable, World Federalists should 
be giving more thought to the content of world law than they are now doing, since 
this subject is at least as important as the instruments and institutions. · 

Will the rules be observed if agreed to only in treaties, without at first. any enforce
ment machinery? We must readily admit that they may not be, just as disarmament 
without world government is not quite stable. It is, however, still desirable to 
formulate them, because: (1) they would further somewhat increase the present 
precarious stability of coexistence, and thus give us more time to strive for com
plete stability; and (2) the formulation of even initially inoperative rules, such as· 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (which has not even been ratified by any 
governments) checks the lawlessness of nations somewhat through the pressure of 
public opinion, as pointed out by Burchill. 13. . · .. 

Negotiations on formulating the rules of peaceful coexistence have actually takim 
place in the United Nations,~ although surprisingly little of this has been reported 
in the Western press. It might therefore be of value to give a brief history hete; 
as gleaned from an article by Potocny in a Czechoslovak journal. 14 · 

The first move was made at the 15th UN General Asseil)bly in 1960, when, during 
the debate on the report of the International Law Commission to the Legal Committee 
of the General Assembly, the Eastern and neutral countries demanded codification 
of the principles of peaceful coexistence, and complained that the Legal Department 
of the UN Secretariat was inactive (Document A/ 4425) ,. On December 12, 1960, 
the Assembly approved Resolution 1505/XV, stressing the importance of codifica
tiOn of coexistence and asking the 16th General Assembly to put this question on its 
agenda, ., 

At the 16th General Assembly in 1961, a 12-nation resolution initiated by Czechoslo
vakia asked the 17th Assembly "to consider principles of international law concerning 
peaceful coexistence". The West at first opposed the whole idea, as it had· pre
viously opposed the formulation of a legal definition of aggression,5 on the .grounds 
that all the necessary rules of coexistence were already covered in the UN Charter, 
However, when it became obvious that the neutrals would side with the East and the 
West would be isolated, the West concurred, but managed to change the wording to 
"principles of friendly relations and cooperation among states in agreement. with 
the UN Charter". 

This was unanimously accepted by the Legal Committee on December 13, 1961, and 
by the General Assembly on December 18, 1961, as Resolution 1686/XVI. . 

During the debate at the 17th Assembly in 1962, Czechoslovakia proposed a 
"Declaration of the Principles of Peaceful Coexistence", on October 26, 1962. 
This Declaration, conceived as a parallel of the Declaration of Human Rights, 
contained a preamble and 19 articles. 

'*' Work on codification of these rules is also proceeding at the Inter~onal 
Law Association, at its conferences in 1956, 1958, 1960 and 1962 • 
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When Western opposition became manifest, 14 neutrals proposed 6 principles of co
existence as a compromise: ( 1) prohibition of the use or threat of force; (2) peace
ful settlement of conflicts; (3) duty of international cooperation in all spheres; 
(4) right of nations to self-determination; (5) right of sovereign equality of states; 
(6) duty to fulfil. international obligations (See No. 7, added later, in next para-_ 
graph). • _ · · 

After 2 weeks of informal and arduous negotiation, a 37-nation resolution was accepted 
by the Legal Committee on December 12, 1962, with 73 votes in favour, 1 absent, and 
by the,General Assembly on December 18,1962, with 70 votes in favour (unanimously), 
and became Resolution 1815/XVII. It added a seventh principle to the above six: · 
(7) non-interference in internal affairs of states. 

At the 18th General Assembly, 4 of the 7 coexistence principles were considered.·. 
The Declarati:on was to be ready for International Cooperation Year in 1965, but this 
\\/aS ,not achieved. The 18th Assembly passed a resolution establishing a Special
Committee on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co
operation Among States. This Committee held its first session in Mexico City on 
August 27 to October 1, 1964; 27 states (named in Potocny 1 s article 6) took part. 

The Special Committee was able to reach agreement on only one of the 7 principles, 
namely that of the sovereign equality of states, This was submitted to the 19th 
Assembly, but this Assembly was prevented from voting on any issue by the dispute 
over financing peace-keeping, so that the Special Committee 's report could not be
properly dealt with. 

The Special Committee held no sessions in Spring or Summer of 1965, because of 
Western opposition. At the 20th General Assembly (1965-6), Resolution 2103/XX 
was passed unanimously. It declared that the task was not just study of the co
existence principles, but their actual.codification and progressive development. 
To produce a Declaration of the 7 principles, a new 31-member committee was est
ablished, -containing 5 socialist states, 13 Afro-·Asians, 5 Latin Americans and 8 
Westerners-. Its first session was in New York on March 8 to April 25, 1966. 
Unlike the previous committee, it could make decisions by majority vote, not by com
plete consensus. 

This new committee succeeded in obtaining agreement on 3 of the 7 principles: 
sovereign equality of states, peaceful settlement of disputes, and (partly) the duty 
of international cooperation. Interestingly enough for world federalists, the -
agreed-upon point on peaceful settlement of disputes left out mention of the compul
sory jurisdiction of the futerna-tional Court, presumably at the insistence of Eastern 
and neutral countries. 

An interesting argument developed about the principle of national self-determination, 
when the "Eastern countries argued that the use of force was justified for national · 
liberation from colonialism. On!:l wonders how they square this with the other co
existence principle on banning the use or threat of force. 

On the whole, the history of these negotiations is very reminiscent of the history of 
disarmament negotiations 15; the same jockeying for posit~ons that favour one's own 
national-interest, the exploitation for propaganda of both successes and failures, 
the same 'iengthy and arduous progress toward an incompJ.ete achievement, There 
could be no better commentary on the actual state of coexistence today" And yet, 
3 prindpies agreed upon (though not ratified) out of 7, is better than could have _. 
conceivably been achieved in the 1950s. · · 

• These principles were discussed in a series of articles by Yugoslav experts. 37 
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Nevertheless, even today, it is perfectly clear that China would have none of these 
negotiations on peaceful coexistence, even if she were invited. For it is clear, 
according to Tinbergen 1 , that one of the concrete contents of Soviet-American co
existence is "the formation of a. common front against extremists of left and right, 
against proliferation of ntidE!ar' weapons' and again!;~ the creation of "illegal" 
regimes (as defined by a "code of behaviour" or a "battery of tests", not simply con
stitutionality or democratic election). No wonder China perceives this as a con
tipiracy of the Big Two, to divide the world between them, as Spain and Portugal did 
'several hundred years ago. · 

... -
One would wish that the West, instead of dragging its feet and fightirig a rearguard 
action at the UN against the Eastern and neutral countries on the codification of 
coexistence, in terms· of their nationalist-oriented definition of it, would take the 
initiative and propose some supranational measures as rules of coexistence. It is 
urgently necessary that.scholars in the West give serious thought and study to the 
rules to be proposed, ·not as propaganda ploys, but as serious proposals genuinely 
acceptable to the East, and yet truly promoting a stable peace - something which 
we do. not believe nationalist-oriented rules alone can do. 

How could onE! go about trying to formulate these rules? Tinbergen 1 i.ricludes, 
besides the "common front of the Big Two" mentioned above, a "socio-economic 
common effort" (strengthen the peace-loving nations and help the developing countries), 
improvements in group deci!;iori.;..inaking processes (perhaps by UN voting revisio-n)"', 
arid a "military common effort" (an effective UN force).. The emphasis· here is on 
cooperative coexistence, in the sense of common efforts toward common goals, which 
~ociological ex~riments s~ow,., are the most effe.ctive ._me~s ~or .rec:m(;ilin_g seein~1gly 
mtractable conflicts (Sherif 1o). . Yet supranat::.0nal'mstltutlonal elements are still 
missing. · .·. · · 

Since prohibition of aggression in some form would certainly form part of the rules of 
coexistence (among the 7 principles, the one baniling the use or threat of force come·s · 
closest to it; also that ;On non-intervention), it is important to define legally what is 
meaJit .by aggression. · 

Sohn 19 points out that' as iong ~s W~S were not prohibited by international law; ~ 
definition of the term "war" was of minor importance. But when certain types of viar 
became prohibited by the Covenant of the League ·of Nations and the Briand-Kellogg 
Pact, the need for a definition became:urgeni. Since it was not war in. general which, 
was outlawed, but asgressive·war {self-defense being net only permitted., but en- . · 
couraged to become .collective defense or "collective security"), it was a definition · 
of aggression rather thari a definition of ·war that \'I as needed. 

The Procedural Committee of the United Nations General Assembly decided in April, 
1959, to postpone until 1962, "further consideration of the question of determining 
when it shall be •appropriate for the General Assembly to consider again the question 
of defining aggression" 20. The Corrimittee held further brief meetings .in 1962 and 
1965, and another is scheduled for April, .1967. . The Communist nations at all 
these meetings have pressed for· at least·a partial definition of aggressiori; for 
example, that the invasion of the territory. or the air space of a nation by the armed . 
forces of another nation should be classed as aggression. . However, the Western 
majority of the Committee have consistently· opposed any formal definition of aggres"- . 
sio~ ~ preferring each cri.sis to be _judged on its own_ merits, presuroablY.'by a· 
politlcal act of the Secunty Council·,. ruled by the b1g power veto. 15 

• It is interesting to note that Tinbergen suggests as one possibility the equal 
division of voting power betweeri the. US, USSR and the neutrals, as was 
independently proposed by Simoni·-lb-17. 
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The long history of the quest for a definition of aggression up to 1958 was written 
by Stone21, He examined minutely almost all the definitions proposed by govern
ments and scholars, ·and concluded that a definition of aggression is not feasible for 
technical, political and moral reasons, In arguing against this view, Sohn 19 
points out that the lack of unanimity, the danger of non-observance or evasion or 
abuse, and the difficulties of precise definition, while real, are nevertheless of a 

·· type which always has to be faced in developing any system of law. However, the 
real moral difficulty is that of prohibiting the use of force in countering anything 
short of an "armed attack", as specified in the UN Charter. E.g. Stone defends 
the action of Israel against Egypt in 1956, when no other recourse against constant 
Arab border raids seemed forthcoming. The difficulty, Sohn admits, lies in a 
failure of the UN system for the peaceful settlement of disputes. The two-fold 
remedy lies in strengthening that system, and in defining aggression so as to in
clude more than merely "arined attack". Rather than refusing to define aggres
sion because a limited definition would be unjust, we should work more diligently at 
framing a wider definition which would satisfy the demands of justice as well as 
peace a little better, even if perfection may be unattainable. 

To the classical meaning of aggression as the crossing of national frontiers by 
another nation's armed forces, the conditions of modern war, revolution, and 
ideological penetration, plus the rhetoric of politicians, have added other types: 
indirect aggression, support of rebels in another country's civil war, subversion, 
propaganda (including bro~dcasts inciting to revolution), intervention, espionage, 
overflights by spy planes or satellites. How many of these types of hostile activi
ties, some old and some new, should be included in a legal definition of aggression 
and prohibited? · 

Burchill 13 discusses economic, verbal and military aggression as disti~ctive types: 

One possible approach to a definition of aggression is a list of aggressive acts , such 
as the partial one above, Thirring 22, however, points out that a list can never be 
complete, and rejects on that basis the draft definition of aggression which was then 
( 1953) being proposed by the Soviet delegate at the UN. ; · 

Another, perhaps more hopeful approach, is to study the historical record of some 
cases of actual crises in the light of existing international law; and then try to· 
generalise on the basis of their common feat•Jres, This inductive approach to 
construct a law of precedents has me:dt, although it may not r:roduce an exhaustive 

· definition either. This type of approach is applicable not only to the problem of 
defining aggression, but also to the w)der one of f ram:lrig concrete rules of coexist.;. 
ence. Besides considering existing international law, such an approach would 
necessarily also creat :::ew law on the basis of these precedents, and on the basis 
of the commcn in':u~hon crma:tkind,. · It ·,:u"!~d c:~ea::L·e~.y ccmoine elements of 
science (comparative analysis), history, law; and the normative rules of ethics, 

This approach was applied by Qui~cy Wright, in a ser:.es of papers studying the U-2 
incident 23, the Berlin crisis 24, the Goa occupation 25, the Cuban crisis 26-27, and 
the US intervention in Lebanon28, · . · · . · · • · 

After reviewing the events surrounding the U-2 incident, and giving legal argumen~s. 
concerning 11 questions arising from it, Wright. 23 summarizes his CO!\Clusions as . 
follows: "This survey suggests that, in authcri.zrng :he U-2 fli~:;ht over So\·iet · 
territory, the US violated international law, a:1d aggra-rated the ofien.se by state
ments intended to conceal its action; but it was not guiltv of 'aggression' • It 
should have expressed regret as well as given assurances that there would be no 
further flights,. If had considerable moral, if not legal, justification on grounds 
of self-pr-eservation an:d the extensive Scviet espionage activities. Its allies were 
justified in taking measures to prevent their territory being used as aerial rec-on
naissance bases, and the USSR was justiiJ.ed in protestmg against, but not in threat
ening to bomb, foreign bases actualJy so used, The USSR was justified in forcing 
the U--2 down and in proceeding under its criminal law against the pilot." 
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On the Goa incident, Wright 25 stresses the major differences in interpretation of 
. UN law between the East (both Soviet and uncommitted Asians) and the West. The 
West insists on the obligation of states to settle disputes by peaceful means, and to 
refrain from the use of force even in case of injustice. · The East considers 
colonialism illegal, since it was originally ·established by conquest and recently ·, · 
condemned by the UN General Assembly (December 14, 1960), and classes resistance 
to it as a delayed resistance to a continuing aggression (in the case of Goa dating 
from 1510).; Wright.tends to fav<iur:the Western interpretation on legal grounds, 
but recognizes that the views of the ex-colonial countries will have to be taken into 
account, since they form the majority in the UN. · · 

. Several crucial i~s~es. also arise in the Cuban crisis 26• Wright concludes that: 
(1) Aerial surveillance, as practised by the US over Cu\:)a, and credited with 
discovering the missiles, is illegal, in spite of the Punta del Este resolution of . 
the Organization of American States on January 31, 1962. (2) Soviet shipment ·of 
missiles to Cuba was in accordance :with international law, which permits nations 
to supply arms to other nations at the latter's request. (3) The US ciaim"·that 
these weapons were offensive and therefore a "threat of force" in the sense of the 
UN Charter cannot be sustained, because the difference between ·offensive ahd de-

.. fensive weapons has never been defined, and perhaps cannot be., according to ·most 
strategists. . (US missiles in Turkey were claimed to be there for defense tiy 
means·of deterrence.) (4) US objections to violation of the Monroe doctrine can
not be sustained, since this doctrine has no status in international law. (5) The 
US "quarantine" of Cuba cannot be considered a "pacifiC blockade",. since under 
the rules of the latter, ships of a third nation (USSR) cannot be forcibly stopped 
and searched, (6) The quarantine can be contrued as a "threat of force" in the . 

. sense of the UN. Charter. · (7) The OAS does not have legal authority to:order an· 
"enforcement" action,.only the·UN has, (8) The US action does not count as 
"necessary defense", since the UN Charter specifically permits self-defense only 
to an existing armed attack, not preventively. 

AbOut the Berlin crisis 24 , Wright concludes the following: "·Fro~ the :·point ~f:~:ie~ 
of international law, it would seem that the West cannot object to Soviet recognition 
of East Germany, but·should enjoy continuous access, at least civilian;· to We'sf ··" 
Berlin, which would not become legally a part of East Germany. ·Both the West 
and the Soviet Union 'should refer' the matter· to the International. Court ·of..-Justice 
in case East Germany is recognized as an independent state and interferes with the 
present situation," · · · ' · · 

O~·the Bay of Pigs expedition to Cuba in 1961, Wright 26 comments by calli~g it not 
only subversive intervention, but perhaps actually armed aggression i insofar as a 
s~te is responsible for any military expeditions from its soH to inVade another 
country. The article discusses in detail the question of balancing the right of free 
speech against the need of states to protect themselves against subversive inter
vention, calls· .for a clear definition of aggression, and urges that uniliitei:'al 
interventions by states should cease, in order to make peaceful coexistence possible, 

. . 
The legality of the US action in Vietnam was discussed by the Lawyers'· Coniinittee 
on American Policy Toward Vietnam 34. The overall conclusion· is that the action 
is contrary (1) to the UN Charter; (2) to the 1954 Geneva Accords; (3) to the 
SEATO Treaty; and (4) to the US Constitution. · . 

( 1) The UN Charter bars all members from unilaterial ·use of force,: eixcept in case 
of armed attack; this does not include gradual infiltration of a state's own 
territory. The Charter also empowers the Security Council as the only. 
agency competent to "determine the existence of any 'threat to the·-peace, breach 
of the peace, or act of aggression" , and to decide on countermeasures. 

····· 
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(2) According to the Geneva Accords of 1954, South Vietnam is not an independent 
state, only a temporary zone under the armistice agreement. Therefore, it 
cannot be the victim of an· "armed attack" from the North (as South Korea was), 

. and the US action cannot be interpreted as "collective self-defense" at the 
request of an allied ·govermiJeni. The US did not sign the 'Geneva Accords, 
but declared that it would not disturb its provisions. Yet, at US instigation, 
the Saigon government refused to cooperate in the all-Vietnam elections sched
uled for 1956 by. the Geneva Accords. Both the US "military advisors" and 
the Northern infiltration w_ere and are illegal by the Geneva Accords. 

(3) SEA TO is not a properly constituted regional alliance, because the US, who is 
a member, is not a South East Asian state. In any case, "regional arrange
ments" to maintain peace are allowed by the Charter only if undertaken with the 
authorization of the Security Council. In addition, the key provision of the · 

i SEATO treaty is that use of force is permitted only in the event of "aggression 
by means of armed attack" on· a merriber state; in other cases ("indU:ect aggres
sion"), there is to be immediate consultat~on.. The US action in Vietnam· was 
·never brought before SEA TO for approval,. because it would require unanimous 
consent :of all presen( and voting, and it was known. that France would veto it. 

·.Even if unanimous consel}t had been obtained, the action would. still have been .. 
·illegal under the UN Charter. · · · · . . · ·. · .. . 

(4) The US Constitution reserves exclusively to Congress the right to declare war. 
The Tonkin Bay resolution was not a declaration of war. · 

The US Stat~ Department answered this Memorandum 35 , and the Lawyers' Committee 
replied to this in turn; 

Before outlining .some principles which nrlght emerge from a comparative study of par
ticular crises along the lines laid down by Wright, we sho\,lld establish a few prin
dples.:to guide the comparison itself. 

In conflicts, especially those in which our own interests are involved, the _temptation, 
which hardly anyone bothers to resist, is to judge them on the basis of our national 
or ideological bias. The traditional patriot says: "My country, right or wrong, 
but still my.'country". The Marxist dialectician says: "A gun in the han.d of.a · 
worker is an instl;ument of liberation, a gun in the hand of a reactionary is an instru-
ment of oppression".. · · 

If we are to introduce law and otder into international affairs, .;,e have to abandon 
this national or ideological vie\~point and adopt a legalistic one~ This always ~s 
to be done in any system of Jaw. A policeman. or a judge cannot ask "Is A~ a g·ooo 
man, or a better q1a.n than.B, ?" or "Is A, one of~ or one of them?" He merely 
asks "Has A. committed this particular act against B. on this occasion, or has he 
not?" ·. · · · · · 

. . .~ 

As Dulles said at the time .of tbe Stiez crisis, "The same rules must apply' to our 
friends as to our enemies," (Wish that he and ·his successors had adde~. "and 'to 
ourselves".) It is time to 'realize that a gun, in anyone's hand; is always and· 
primarily an instrument of violence, and that violence in international relations is 
obsolete, whether it is for liberation or oppression, for aggression or de.fense • 

.. · ' . ., . ' 

Does this also appiy to the gurt'in the hands of the ~ternational, policemen, the UN 
peace keeping force? While the pacifist and internationalist w4'!gs of the peace 
movement split precisely on. this question, we might pert aps say ·that under certain 
rules, designed to minimize violence, the international policeman may be indispen
sable for the control of conflicts. However, again, the rules for such "UN inter
vention'~. need to be.just as strictly and clearly defined as the rules·of coexistence 
applicable to national behaviour. 'A world police state would·be a disaster second 
only to world atomic annihilation. · 
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.The rules we are now going·to suggest:, :purely·as a· guide to further study, are, 8· 
in number, one more than the rules of coexistence being discussed at the United· 
Nations. They deal with the following subjects: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Armed attack and self defense. 
Intervention in civil wars. 
UN Intervention. 
Conciliation and UN-supervised votes. 

; .. 

Treaties and countermeasures against Violations. 
Recognition of states and universality of UN membership. 
']"ropaganda; subversion and spying. : · ·· · · · 
Role of UN force:.'. ·· .. 

A discussion group of the Hamilton Branch of World Federalists of Canada, ·!he··· ., ·; 
Political Action Committee,- met several times in the winter of 1966.:.67 to consider;. 
this subject, The ideas outlined here are a result of these discussions. They 
must be considered as strictly prefirriinary. Our main recommendation really is. 
for a full-scale professional·study of this:subject. · ·• · · · 

-~ . . . . . 
( 1) Armed attack and self-defense. The principle is ·already ·established in''. · · 
the UN Charter that "armed attack", i.e. the crossing of national bourid.ciries by .. · 
the armed forces of. another state, constitutes an act of aggression. It is also· . 
agreed that no only does the victim of armed attack have the right of self-defEms·e, 
but that other states .can and should help them resist aggression, at tile qirection 
of the UN· · · · · ·· · · 

~ . . .. ' 

Several. points need clarification, however: · · ·: ~ .·· 

(a) Does "crossing of national boundaries" ~elude border raids,.· from .. which •the 
raiders· retreat to home territory after the attack, or only an invp.sion where 

·'the intention is permanent occupation of territo:r:y? (E.g• Arab raids on. · ·' 
. . ·Israel before 1956.) · . . . · . · . · .·. 

(b) Does "crossing of national boundaries" also include infiltration of gi.i~rrili'is · · : 
into another state? · (E.g. the US claims that the Vietnam war was started · · · 
by "invasion from the North" .• ) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Does a "national boundary" include an armistice line-, or a .. deinarcation line 
sep~i-atil)g the two halves of a diVided ·country; e.g •. Korea, Vietnam or. · 
Germany? Does it include Formosa Strait as a line separating two parts of 
China? 

Is an invasion of air space as much of an aggressive act as a land or sea in-. 
vasion?· . Are reconnaissance flights, such as the U-2; analogous to border 
raids in the sense that they intend to return home (as they do when they are 
lucky 5· or is the fact that they penetrate "enemy" territory in depth important?. 
What about reconnaissance satellites? How high up ·does a country's. "air 
space" extend? As far as ·a camera can clearlyresoive details of ground · 
installations? (The limit would then change with technic'al progress, which 
is reasonable.) . . ... l. . . . .. : . . . . ·. 

Does "self-defense" include only repelling the attack, ·i.e •. repossessing lost 
territory, .or can the Victim "punish the aggressor" by counter-invading his 
territory? Can this be construed as "preventing future: aggression"? ; Is a 
"preventive attack" self-defense, when it is very clear than an attack i$ 
impending? 

(f) Should the rules of "collective security" be changed, to the effect that bnry 
the UN cari help a Victim of aggre!?sion, not individual countries at their own 
discretion, or because of regidnar military pacts?_ , .... · ... . .·. 

-· .... ·: •. 

Questions deserve answers, but it is obvious that some of these .are very· thorny 
questions which go to the heart of many vexing international ~onflicts. -c A small 
discussion group certainly cannot give definitive answers, w.hen a UN cornmitte'e 
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has not been able to do so for years. Yet we feel that as citizens of the world, we 
would like to throw in our opinions, while imploring the experts to do more. Here 
are our tentative answers: 

Ad (a) Border raids should not be treated in the same way· as armed attack, in the 
same way that theft is not the same as armed robbery, or manslaughter the same as 
murder, Both border raids and armed attacks (invasions) are, of course, offenses 
against international law, or should be if the law has not yet be~n written; but each 
requires different countermeasures. 

Border raids require a UN peace-keeping force effectively policing the border to keep 
raids from recurring. This has been successful on the Egyptian-Israeli border 
since 1956. Invasions, on the other hand 1 require UN enforcement actions, of the 
Korea type, which involve actual fighting, not merely a separation of combatants. 
The aggressor must not be allowed to retain territory conquered by violence, since 
"rewarding tl)"e fruits of Cl.ggression" might encourage. other aggressors. . · 

Ad (b) Infiltration of guerrillas is in another class agairi. Discussion of this case 
will· be postponed to Point 2, "Intervention in civil wars", since infiltration into a 
country not already suffering from civil war or at least civil discontent is unlikely 
to be succes~ful and therefore unlikely to be attempted. It might be briefly stated 
here that this is ·again a case for a UN force patrol.l..ilig the borders to prevent the 
occurrence; '· · · · 

Ad.( c) .The al~r here has to be "yes". For purpcises of defining aggression, parts 
of divided countdes must be considered as separate countries, until their .status is 
changed by treaty or reunification. Thus the invasion of South Korea by North 
Korea was an invasion, not a civil war. In Vietnam there has not been a mi3-ssive 
invasion from the North, and the Viet Cong actions constitute a civil war within . 
South Vietnam, with both sides receiving outside aid (the US to the government and 
North Vietnam to the Viet Cong). A sea frontier like Formosa Strait is the same 
as a land frontier. A, d~sputed frontier, as between China and India, should be up 
for international arbitration, any unilateral attemnt to resolve the issue by violence 
constitutes aggression. ·· 

Ad (d) As already indicated in the question, overflights are analogous to border 
raids , and the emphasis should be on prevention, although the mechanisms of UN 
patrolling and enforcement may be more difficult than on land. Reconnaissance 
satellites should be in the sj3.llle category as spy.planes, but the technical problems 
of enforcement may" make this impossible in practice. 

.. 
Ad (e) Self-defense must clearly belimited to recovery of lost territory, otherwise 
the way is wide open for escalation arid preventive waro The US was wrong in 
Korea to cross the 38th paralleL If repetition of the attack is feared,. or .if (l.n 
attack seems impending, a ·uN peace-keeping forc.;e should be asked by the ·potential 
victim tb patrol and inspect and stand ready .for possible enforcement action; just 
as an individual may ask for police protection if someone threatens his life, but is 
not permitted to preventively murder his threatener. 

Ad (f) The answer is "yes", this change in the existing rules would be desirable. 
It is better if criminal;; are handled by the police. than by vigilante citizens, who 
might have'. interests of their own at heart, or be suspected of ha•ring them. The 
one condition for making thi.s practical is sufficient speed and mobility of the UN 
force, to help the victim before he is defeated. or destroyed, · This will be further 
expanded under Point 7, role of the UN force. 

(2) Inte~!Qn in..£i..~ars. This is .without doubt the thorniest question of all 
the rules of coexistence, The USSR.excludes "wars of liberation" from its gen
eral renunciation of war, The exclusion of general nuclear war from the realm 
of practical P,Olitics by the balance. of terror has meant increased experimentation · 
with "limited wars" by. the. West, as in Vietnam. · .... •' . 
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This can be considered as a consequence of the demonstration in the Cuban missile 
crisis that the .USSR will avoid a nuclear war if confronted with it; as a result, 
the West is no longer .deterred from limited wi1:rs • · 

All this is true in a w~rld in which many countries are in a revolutionary ri!oo<t, .... 
. emerging from colonialism -into independence or trying to do so, attell)pting an : 
economic takeoff into industrialization, and .bucking age-old racial ai'ld religious 
prejudices. There can be no doubt that civil wars will be a frequent occurrenc~, 
whetherJomented by the. great powers. or not.·,. ·Yet each ·of them proVides an : . 
occasion for the great powers to stake out their claims, supporting one side or· the 
other, and thus to become embroiled more or less directly with each other. It is 
generally admitted that this could lead to a general nuclear war by gradual escala- . 
tion, just as surely as, though more slowly·than, a sudden confro'ntation·ofthe 
C~ba type. - . . 

. . ; . ' 

This whole field of intervention in civil wars therefore needs rules of coexistence 
mpre than ~my ~ther; ·yet they are the most difficult to ·frame·. · · · · 

Once a civil war has started, intern~tional law, according to Wright 29 req~kes · .·. 
other states not to give aid to either the government or the rebels·, ···This' rule:has-·-
obviously been broken often by many countries: let it. suffice to pame Greece_, . . 
Guatemala, Cuba,.Laos, Hungary, Lebanon, Dominica, Vietnam and, in the 1930s·,· 
Spain. . .. . .- -

Obviously, one trouble with international law. is not only the lack of e.llforcemen( .. ~-; 
machinery to make its rules stick, but also the .absence of specific ·sanctions .or . : 
puriishments for non compliance, These two deficiencies are obviously connected;. 
but the habit of stating the .sanctions along, with the laws should begin riow, if'<inlf , ... 
to strengthen the demand for the machinery. · · ·· ·. · · · · · 

The rule against helping either side in a civil war is sound; ·for the· following 
I - •: ' • 

...... reasoris:- · . - . · · . ·. · · .. ·· · · '· 
. . . .. 'I,: ~ .-> 

1. · It keeps the o::ohflict from spreading, . . . 
2, The constitutional position; i.e. the legitimacy-of the governme_nt, 

.is not always clear; . ' · · . _ . 
3. If support of the rebels were prohibited and suppo:rt of the government · 

permitted (as some argue on the basis of the "legitimacy" of the govern-. 
ment, especially if democratically-elected); th~s w<iuld promote a . 
permanent freezing of the status quo, and interfere with the Jeffersoriian. 

. ''right of revolution", recognized by international law~-- Revolution 
.may be the people 's.only recourse against unjust or oppressive rule • .' .. 
. This would· be true in countries ruled by absolute monarchs or dictators'~ 
countries· with manifestly ·crooked elections, some colonies, and · 
countries with disenfranchised native majorities (South Africa or.. 
Rhodesia)~ . .· . .. · · ' . · · 

Does· the-right of revoiution apply:·to countries with a:·democratically elected govern-" 
ment, where presumably other remedies are available for the redress of grievances? 
A cogent argument can be made for this, but we feel that we should not make .an 
exception for .this case, in order to adhere to .. our stated principle of remaining'·un-:". 
committed to any particular ideology_, . . . . · ' 

4. If on tle ether hand 1he suppor~· of .. rebels alone were allowed, as seems to be advq
cated by Cr :."' c.~.~ perhaps even the USSR for countries still under ·colorual rule, . 
this WOUld create unacc_eptable ~.sta~ilitJ.,~ too. ~any' C?untrie_s). for it COuld easily. 
be construed that certam countnes, _-even· if· polltlcal1y mdependent, suffer from.-.· .. 
"economic neocolonialism"; It ·should· be remembered that Cuba and Guatemala were 
not colonies in the usual sense. · · · - · · 
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There are, howe\rer, certain objections ·to the non-intervention rule. ·one is the 
danger that, ·as fu the Spanish civil war,. some governments will obey the law and 
some less scrupulous ones will not, with resultant unjust injury to one of the parties. 
The other is that it seems callous to seal the borders of the unhappy country torn by 
civil strife .and Iet them fight it out to the bitter end, while the rest of the world goes 
about its busihess as·usual. · 

With this in mind, the non-intervention rule .should be supplemented by provisions out-
lined under P6inC3 and. 4 · · · 

: ... . . 
(3) IJN Intervention · A civil war is an internal affair of the country inwhich it is 
occurring and as such not be interfered with by other nations, as specified above • 

. But is intervention by the UN also ruled out? · 

Certainly; a UN peace-keeping· force can come into a country to :pacif~ civil ~trif~ ,·· 
if it is invited in by both sides, as has happened in Cyprus and the Gaza Strip, or as 
the result of an armistice agreement, as in Kashmir. The question ·is whether 
uninvited UN intervention is ever justified. 

We concluded reluctantly that- UN intervention to enforce observance of ci-ril rights . 
in a cotintry such as South Africa or Nazi Germany should not be permitted, because 
it might be abused by too broad an irlterpretation of what constituted a violation of 
human rights, and because it might encourage countries in danger of other such 
interventionido secede from the United Nations.. A dissenting voice is represented 
by Stanger30; who argue.s for "legislative intervention" by the UN to bring about . 
domestic soCial changes whenever civil strife endangers world peace, or· whenever 
major abuses of human rights are perpetrated. 

However,. UN. intervention in a civil war should be permitted or even re.quired. 
Such intervention should take the form of a peace-keeping action: which would stop 
the fighting, disarm both sides·, and supervise the truce; never, of course, inter.;. 
vention on behalf of one side against the .other. This type of intervention should 
have taken place· in the Spanish Civil War, .during Castro 's revolt against Batista 
in Cuba;,· ancftoday in Vietnam. It did 6ccui, though not in a perfect W'?-Y, in the 
Congo, · ........ 

UN enforcement of a truce removes j)art of the.objection to si.nlply sealing off a 
country sufferin·g from ·a civil war and letting the fighting continue. without inter
ference. However·, the objec~ion might still be made that the production and 
enforcement of a truce does not remove the basic cause of the conflict' nor does it 
produce a permanent settlement. The UN througho1.1t its .history has been basic
ally a truce-producing institution; a settlement-producing institution has yet to be 
invented. · For lack of any fundamental solution, the ·world 1 s trouble spots, such. 
as the Middle -East and Kashmir, tend to alternate between uneasy truce and periodic 
eruptions. This is· not' good· enough. Provisions for "peate;..rilaking" , rather 
than merely "peace-keeping", will now be briefly considered. 

... :· . . . 

(4) Conciliation and UN supervised votes, After a peace-keeping force has· .. 
sufficiently pacified a country suffering from internal strife' one of the foliowing 
alternative courses should be followed to obtain a permanent settlement: 

.1. . Recourse to the International Court of Justice if the ,gispute'il; of·a·l;gal :·· 
nature;· .but this is rather rare. Until now, the ICJ has .us.ually been appealed to 
on:ly in disputes between states, not between parties in an).riternal.dispute; .perhaps 
a new court would be •more suitable, but it should pe One under international 
auspices , .. not the country 1 s own Supreme· Court; which might be too much under 
the influence of one of the parties. · 
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2~ . Co~ciliatioil se:rvices should-~ avaiiable'by the UN, including ~.th.med~ti~~ 
and arbitration (the latter involving a binding decision); The parties should be · 
obliged to use these services and try for a settlement, even if it ·eventually ,proves 
iinpossible. · Many lessons cculd be learned here from labour disputes about 
"cooling-off periods" and the like. . . . _ · . . . .: 

3. If the above methods fail,- there sho4ld be h~ld Cl. lJN-supervised ~lection o~ . 
plebiscite to find out whether the people prefer the government or ,the r.e~ls. · It 
might be objected that this imposes a Western political institution. on a c;ountry to·,' 
which it may be unsuited, but it is difficult to imagine how else cme can.find .. ou~· · . , 
what the people really want; and if "self-determination" means._anything, it me<ms 
that the people should pecide who is to rule them. Deciding by 11 ballot rather.than 
bullet" has· of course.the advantage that the struggle 'is won or lost on the merits--of 
the case, not by superior. strength, which is a consideration extrajjeoiis .. ic>"thE;~-;~.tr 
stance of the conflict~ ' · · · · · 

There are some precedents for UN supervised elections:.: West New Cuinea~(W!:!sf·:· 
Irian), , Saarland ,. To go, Brunei. . There were objections .to tlie fairness-of the.,_, 
latter by Indonesia, but this is no fundamental obstacle to· the proper use .. of tills :-: ... 
method. . · · 

A combination of Points 2, 3 and 4 gives the following possibility: . In a _countrY, ·in 
which oppression or injustice exists or is alleged to exist', the·oppositiol1··or"potential 
rebels could organize a brief outbreak, which need not be too bloody, ·l:iut woiifd'be:: 
sufficient to bring iri a UN force to proclaim a truce and hold an election~ > If··tne< 
rebels were_ cert<Hn ·of sufficient popular support in the country; they would certaiiily 
re~ott to this course of action; and a government which does not permit -domestically 
an·ordei:ly displacement.of itself does not deserve to go on ruling; · However;· to·: 
prevent an abuse of this by small groups of dissidents in ·too many cciuntries·j. whidl, 

"would keep the UN force and election superyisors. too much ocCupied ·with u·nrleces-':' 
· · sary actions, the threshold of vio.len~;;_e for. the entry of a UN for.ce and an· activation 

'of. the whole machinery would have to be set high enough, so that a Sinall· ·group • .- . · 
·without wide popular support could not mount such an effort. It is· unfottunate to .. 
have to specify that there must be at least· 100 killed, or whatever the number 
w6uld be, but this seems unavoidable. ·" 

4. If the rebels and the government are too irreconcilable to abide by ·a majority 
decision in a,vote, the country may be permanently partitioned; ·if necessary; a · .. 
pcij:mlation exchange may be arranged.. Partition in. the past has .-pacified Ireland 
·and India; .. as a-last resort, it might settle Rhodesia. · ... . . 

. 5. '::treaties and countermeasures againsl..Y!Qlations: Obviously, if there is to 
be any respect for international law, treaties must be upheld, :even if the-govern
ment changes and the new government no longer approves of the treaty, unless both 
parties to.the treaty voluntarily agree to a change. · 

Nasser ':S nationalization of the Suez Canal was a treaty violation and against inter-' 
national law. However, again the question arises as to the.redres.s to which the 
victim of this type of violation is entitled, or sanctions agairist the violator·; this· 
is uhfortimately not specified in any internationalla,w concerning treaties~~ . " : .. . .. 
Certainly •the ·use of armed force against the violator would not. seem to bE;: .justified, . 
since the punishment is out of proportion to the crime, and too ·dangerous for man
kind as a whole. The use of national armed might is to be limited very strictly to 
defense against an obvious outright armed attack, as the UN Charter specliies, and 
must never be used under any other circumstances. · · · 

. - . . 

A UN force might be able to prevent or reverse such a violation, but some' 'type of 
conciliation or renegotiation of the treaty, with compensation to the aggrieved 
party, might be more conducive to international good will. The UN was unfortun
ately not effective enough in the Suez Canal case, because of its notorious lack 
of conciliation machinery. 
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Another point is that treaties which conflict with other principles in our list of rules 
should be declared invalid, . This concerns especially all military.alliances which 
oblige members to come to each other 1 s aid in case of armed attack, for we urged 
that such "collective security" should be the sole prerogative of the UN as the imi
versal wo'tld organization. 

Furthermore,. to soften the necessity of adhering to treaties which may have become 
outmoded owing to new developments or a changed outlook (e.g. decolonization), 
treaties should not have· too long a term to run, not more than about 5 or 10 years. 
Thereafter, they ·might :be extended, renegotiated, or terminated, as the parties 
desir~. Many govei'fl!llents are elected for five-year terms, and the same term 
might .be suita.ble for treaties. · · 

6. Recognition of states and universality of UN membeirship: According to · 
\¥right 29, international law requires states to recognize any hew government 
'formed after a revolution or other upheaval as soon as it is in control of its ter- . 
. ritory with the acquiescence (not necessarily consent as. expressed in free elec
tions) of its people. This certainly applies in our time to China and East Germany, 
as the ·most obvious examples: To fit the shoe on the other foot, however, it is 
well to remember that· in Stalin 1 s days the Soviet bloc was opposed to the recogni-
tion. of.Spain. · 

7. Propaganda, Subversion and Spying. 

Qu.incy. Wright 29 draws a distinction between; on the one hand, "aggression" or 
"arnied·attack"·,. and on the other hand,."subversive·intervention", which has soine'

. times been ·called by the West "i.Jldirect aggression". Subversive intervention in.;. 
v'oiv'es.inciting revolution against the existing government of another country.,· ahd 
,W:dght ·points out that .the US Congress proclamation of "Captive Nations Week" on 

·'JUly.~ and 8; 1959, falls into that category just as much as some actions of Commun
·ist parties in Western and neutral countries about which the West has long compJ.ained. 
He .inakes. it c~ear 'that eidstmg. international law ,-including the UN· Charter, does not 
justify the use of armed force to col.inter subversive intervention, although the latter 
is ilfe·gai.· by int~rna,tional law, What remedy then is available? · · · 

Wright 29: also p<iirits oui that ~ubversive intervention is difficult to define I. becaus~ 
of two considiatations: 1, Since the prohibition of certain types of criticism ·of ' · 
foreign gover'nments wciuld interfere with certq.in human rights , such as freedom 9f .. 
speech, the line between legitimate criticism and illegitimate incitement to r~volu
tion is difficult to d.raw ;. So is, in practice. sometimes, the.line between subversive 
iriterveiltion (by irifiltration of armed. "v9lunteers" or the sending of ·"technical·mili:.:: 
tary advisors".) and armed attack, 2• Governments, e.specially in non-totalitarian, 
countries, cannot be held entirely .responsible·for actions of their citizens, although 
some specific acts can be made illegal, 

The -topiCs ireated under thi~ 'h~acti.rlg are very int:dcate, as· sh.own by the fact th~t · · 
a whole book has been written on propaganda in international .law by Larson31 and. 
on s'ubversion by Wright32, · · 

8. Role of UN forces:. It is obvious from most of the foregoing rules that.,;_- UN .. 
force is indispensable for making the provisions workable. I,.et us sumina:ri.ie some 
of the different roles of UN. forces which emerge: 

(a) 
.. :·. 

fu its enfo~~ement role, it will defend any country which is subje.ct to 
· armed attack against external aggression, This is the only role· . 

·.:which requires actually fighting a war. ···Perhaps a differently .trained. 
and organized force might be used for this purpose than for peace
keeping functions, One might reasonably call this one a "UN Army" • 

. . ·. 



. .. ' ··-~ 

'!'-· 

(b) In its ~ace-keeping func~~?.!:;,J:~~~ Pea:e Force" will: 
~--~:-·------- -

i Stop all border raids ·and inCidents by patrolling any troubled 
borders. ' ~ .... rt•.--~: ,.,r.· ~~ r••/4,-irl"'"j-"~··t· \:'"' b• .•-•to~~~-~' 'fC,.".<l ~Frl !-~~•".:'!"!Zl'XE·G~ ltrl'J':'l~~q tOn{."'\;' ~·~f-~.t :..,.- · o...~ .. ~ ~'"~~·-_.:'' t •• • ~-; •• :·.•, 

~ ~·; ·ii· • Separate,the combatants,in any fighting between countries int.'< ·~. ~ ·'. 
f.!c:> t;iOu !Jwhicn the identit:{ot:tlie~aggressor)s not Clear:.~~'•>:) !.:!'.::•i:~.' C.~ :r.t.:t 

"10?.'::"910'1'-.t. .,.(.. ..... ~ ........ ~ . .,., ..... ~ , ........... :---- _· ~-~ .· .. _ · ... · ':· .. ·. _,. ·· .. ·- .. __ .;.<"". -· ... i,t()"f'~, .... 
!.cl:l;'31lHiii c:Stop the fighting in' any revolution or c~vi.J,~wa;:~. wlt.~oll~.ta!dng ~ ·. :, 

.l'aidi.tf'""!'!lc.:m.i l,:sides ~:.a tt:t.:..·:!l:l~!'J ~. d.')7~·~o~; -vi!' 1 1!~~: -~~ ;-1. ~7 ·· ·/J ... · .o ·· "" .• ~~- . .")7 ~:- .'' ·:.-L ~ · 
t "1.. .. · . ·.1 ~· ,._ .... ,.,.;t"\~,q~...-t,~..-.~~ . .,/ tf 11'"\ .. ·H""1"t-"T_,_,·,,.~CJ r ·~ ' '\"1"r --.ff"'-.""""' (" J-r,_i• f'!~J'!:flt. • .,..._,,~,I I··.J.," ~-~ .. - . "'' ,_.., • _. "; ... , ._ _,_.,_\'", _ 

t:r.i..!l.~_l/v ~-[:Enf.orce :the,~~ce,;._w~c~ ~i!_l~~~arranged·in_~ither,an _inter-- ~o~ H<>; 
_ ~- ·I·." \national.or,an mternal.war•rnl"tx 3.::.;, '" 2~~· bnirq .J~J.·.ci:'~, n~:".:::-, vtrrn ,u! !it"'a ... ,-'-~" .......... ,,.,;.'1.-..- ... ___ ..___. - - . ....- • '1 _ ..... .:. .... ; ._ -,.,: 

.. ..,"' - • • .• -•. ---·~-. --.- ....... - -~~ .. ' • ., l) -l; 
"!;H!:'LR.!i vi. t: Prevent atroc~ties ~ommitted ·by_ one s~ct;_io_f! _of ;the P9PUl~tio~;;~[ ;-;/: 

ti.r.!:n:rJ'nagainst another in a·spirit'of repri.~~l:>;"a:s ai1 af~e.r~??-th ~fa ·~·-·" ,A . 
. •\ p i"'li..rf j~ civil war • ~f.'-lJ.SU!iZ n.f,"l~-'!0~ O:t i;J!.J!w ~,. ";oolb 0:! .... J~ ~-7 ~~ ~ _- -d.l v~ _ ~ .rl.~- ·'._:!. ... : 
t(•"- .... · · , • -" .. j+ _ .. . ,t ..., ...... ~, 1 ..,. .• - t,. .1-. -flU· .• \. '""·!C'i' "'!..,. ~Jni-l· '":-~llJ_-0';..-. rur" 9u! en c:;:~ ~Eo-v-~ G...-~ ... ~. t;.- .... ---" u~ ·-~· ..... ':;: .. : 

t ~ ,... • . .o.' J. •• • • ,_. .~o ..., ·. ~ . : . • . :t.· . '' ... n ·. ( r"' ....... -"' t ·1· .. 
··(c)i In its strictly pOlice function~ a'"UN·Police"'should have,the power to.:c 

. . m ·~!apprehend individuals susj)e'cted 'of' c~rimes against internationanaw. and: 
•"•D~ ••:fhand.them over for:trial to internation~;~i.!Jll!lcils;·:~!~These iridiViduals-

-'1~ ~ 0 c a '{might eventually ~elude· national·lead~~s ~a~2- ~JO:~O.n?_lly :';es pOns.ible ·. :·,. 
· .,~.!:>Wv for international offences committed-by their governments;· ,but thls·may 

,r~~t.\0:>:1 ,,take-somel~e,-tci~de~elop.:-) .fl~,:::H~~,d.,·! ... ~:·.~·- :_·f G~~rc: ~_._- ... .;~·.;.~,.,'·/;~:-··'";-~::: 
~ •.. ·d,., ;,... z"'?j1fr- ad! ~!~~i..[ -.:· :lO!l.Cllrl~:"i: "t!UI't ,.C!.1~:J· ~·.~-~ ~--_., • · r(--. ... - • ·!:·;_·:-: _~ -~ 

,.,. ... .,,_-.,: ....... -- ... "1 ~· . . .. • . .... -~.-- '"-~-- '.· .,.... ...... _ .. ,._. -~ ...... ' .-:i. ·-:.""! 
· A·.whole·.set of.rules will have to deal' with the operatlon and.·control of the vat1ous 

types of: UN forces;~ I Here are' some' questions asked by'J:acob Gronning 33: ~.: ... :·· 
·- 1..~1 £ ... .,. ·sd-:<!J n.£ a-).) ..,. • ., .. ~ ~" i;n t!.JJQn~:'. r..CU-~·L.· .. """'l ....... !"!--:~ 'J:-i;.: ~:!z" .... ~ .. , ... . 

~ __.1,;_' • ... -.-.: • 7- - ~ .' ~.-- ~ .. :. . ..,: . ,;...,_ ~ ~~ l ., . .._ ·~ ,.~ ·.,j_ tr~ . • ',·tr;•;:.~". 
:-8'-• [.l1l n In .which hands shall·the_EollllPap~ .o!_t.~~ UN !o~ces li~?.1 -~ ;t..- ~, . ::.·.';;l .·: 

· 2 When and where shall· the forces'be used?-'i- •.; •~' ~- _ -. ... ~ :. · : .. 
··- - 3 Who shall have the authority to decide upon the use of the forces? . 

4 Under which legal system shall the forces be acting and what is 
the procedure for setting up this system? · · · 

(5) What rights and protection'should the' individuals of the forces 
have? · 

With respect to the first question, Simoni 15-16 suggests that the total force should 
be divided into five separate armies under different commanders and stationed in . 
different regions of the world; this is as a precaution against a usurpation· of 
pOwer by the UN force. It would incidentally also help in getting the force to a 
trouble spot faster, 

• 
Question 2.was answered in the first·part discussing-Point 8 ,.Question 4, if we 
understand it right, refers to the whole set of rules of coexistence which this 
article discusses, Question 5 will not be discussed here. 

Something should be said about Question 3. In the interests of speed and avoid
ance of pOlitical arguments, we propOse that the UN force should act automatically; 
on its own initiative, on news of violence anywhere, without waiting for a UN vote 
in either the General Assembly or the Security Council or a directive from the 
Secretary-General. (For example, in case of a civil war, it would be activated 
by the repOrt that a certain minimum number of people have been killed in internal 
disorders, as noted on page 18), In the interests of efficiency, it would not act 
as an agent of a government which calls it in and should be able to remain or leave 
regardless of the wishes of that government or any other government. 
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APPENDIX 

Soviet thinking on the codification of peaceful coexistence has been reviewed by 
McWhinney 36. He points out that, as Soviet foreign policy .switched from cold 
war to peaceful coexistence, so Soviet legal theory switched from Professor 
Korovin 's doctrine, that different social and economic systems generate different · 
"superstructures" of international law (which are therefore basically incompatible), 
to the arguments of Dr. Krylov and Professor Tunicin, that a common international 
law for socialist and capitalist states is not only possible, but already exists. 
However, Soviet principles of coexistence ("mutual respect for territorial integrity 
and sovereignty; non-aggression; non-interference in internal affai ts; equality 
and mutual advantage") are too vague and general, and need specific secondary 
principles·to interpret and· apply them to concrete situations;. Soviet jurists; 
unlike Western jurists, stress treaties as the main source t>f international law, 
and downgrade "custom" and international organizations like the UN and the 
International Court. They insist on ·strict observance of treaties; but make 
exceptions of "unequal" treaties between an imperialist power and a weaker state, 
or: a situation in which a social revolution has made a treaty concluded by. the over
throwil'government unacceptable to the new one. Soviet legal theorists criticize 
Western·writers, such as Hans Morgenthau, George F. Kenna,n, Myres s. McDougal; 
and Philip Jessup, for, on one hand, their inclination to justify the politics of power, 
and on the other hand, their tendency to "Mondialism". The American National 

.. Committee of the International Law Association ·on Peaceful Coexistence has sug-i 
gested that'the approach to codification "should not be in terms of an exhaustive· 
listing, but rather to establishing priorities as to the major issues requiring reg-
ulation, in the interest of alleviation- of tensions". · 

. ·_;. 

; , ... 

'· ·, 

... 

.· .. ~ 
:! :. 
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REPORT 

ON THE CONFERENCE ON BLOCS THE GERMAN PROBLEM AND THE FUTURE 
--------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
OF EUROPE HELD AT THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PEACE IN 
-----------~----------------------------------------------------------
Yl~l:IN~-O!'£_§~~.{\N!;? __ lt.£1 __ ~~B.<;:tL.l.9_~§ 

The awareness of the impasse in which Europe found itself became in recent years 
particularly conspicuous. As a result of the "cold war", the majority of nations of 
this continent developed for the last two decades along two different lines. The two 
broad lines of policy were institutionalised on the international level, One took the 
shape of various organisations of the West and primarily of the Atlantic Alliance. 
Then came the reaction in the form of the organisation of the socialist states set up 
by the Warsaw Treaty. Apart from the drive to determine the outcome of the basic 
conflict of our epoch by means of force which overclouds the future, in Europe there 
have remained additional factors of tension. Here still keep in being phenomena and 
unsolved problems connected genetically with the struggle carried out by the anti
fascist coalition against the Nazi Germany during the second world war •.. They have 
generated arains which have been obstacles in the way of normal development of 
international relations in Europe and are always likely to turn into a threat to the 
peace. What is more, potentially they can play the role of a lens in which can 
focus and find an easy outlet the fundamental contradictions of our time if trans- . 
ferred to Europe. The persisting cleavage affects adversely foreign exchange, 
possibilities of extending contacts and cooperation in various sections of economic, 
social, scientific and cultural life and in other spheres of relations between states 
belonging to the two blocs in Europe. 

It is natural that the premises of the policy of division began to be subjected to 
re-evaluation, The growth .<liJd stabilisation of many European countries ri:tade 
apparent the problem of utilisation of the potentialities of prosperity inherent in 
combining all creative forces of the continent, No wonder that the multif=ious' 
aspects of the existing division, its consequences, the perspectives of further 
development of European nations and conditions of its channelling into the optimal 
streambeds also became theobject of interest of experts, 

One of the key features of tile present state of things in Eu;ropefocussing the atten
tion of many researchers is the question of security, What are the .possibilities · 
and conditions of protecting 'Europe against outbreak of armed conflicts on its · 
territory and making it secure for the nations inhabiting it? 

The studies of this type are carried out in a number of research centel!'s throughout 
Europe. Most findings are published in scholarly journals .and, therefore, are 
well-known to the academic community i:md.:to the general publi.c. ·This confrontation 
of the results of studies has a considerable cognitive value and makes more profound 
the perspective within which the problem is examined, But it has also practical 
iinportance. ·It permits to fix in. what matters the opinions reveal convel!'gencies 
and are, therefore, indicative of a nearing of points of view on political levels, 
On the other hand, it is apt to make an impact on political thinking. At this juncture, 
international meetings of scholars play a ·particular role. Here, it will be to the 
point to mention only that they allow, apart from comparing the result'S of studies, 
to elaborate· upoh the theses presented in writings, to clarify ambiguities and doubts, 
to juxtapose data and ~rgumerits and to engage in to an exchange of views. The dis
cussion leading to determination of matters on which the opinions are closest and 
which are most-promising from the point of being apt to be solved can have·practical 
consequences. 

The numbEir of international. symposia devoted to problems of European security 
went up of late. However, most of them dealt with the problem as a whQle, . The 
International Institute for Peace in Vienna made an attempt to bring about a meeting 
which would take up only selected issues within this area and to examine them in 
greater detail. The Institute took the initiative in 1967 and based it on 'two technical 
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assumptions, One of them was that the theme ;;hould be sufficiently concrete to 
make it possible to obtain opinions of several experts on one and the same subject, 
The second assumption was meant as a means of making the work at the meeting 
inost effective. Experience shows that when the contributions are read during the 
meetirig the participants have difficulties with familiarising themselves with them 
and the veryreading consumes most of the time which could be used for discussion. 
In :Such circumstances~ .there is no time to th.ink over the ideas presented by others, 
p.nd to take a well-grounded stand, ·The 1nstitute thought it important to ensure 

. that the· participants coming to the.conference were well acquainted with the views 
of their colleagues iri advance of the'conference, . . . 

The project of the Institute met with .sympathetic respor:Jse on the part of eminent 
experts in the field from a number·of countries from the West and the East of 
Europe, The meeting brought together the following:- · 

. ' 

. (1) Dozent Thomas Bacskai 

(2). ·Dr. Paolo Calzini 

(3) Dr. Karl Cornides 

(4) Prof. Lionel Dadiani 

(5) Prof, Stefan Doernberg 
... .. 

(6) . Dr, Tmmanuel Geiss · 

(7) Prof. Georges Goriely 

(8) Prof. 'Harish Kapur 

(9) Prof, Krylov · 

(10) Prof ,·Leo Mates 

( 11) Dr, Hanna Newcombe 

( 12) Dr. Martin Saeter 

( 13) Dr. Jerzy Sawicki 

( 14) Prof, Nikolay Sidorov 

( 15) Prof, Antonin Snejdarek 

( 16) Dr. Mieczyslaw Tomala 

(17) Dr. Martin Winter 

. 

International Ins.titute for Peace, Vienna. 

Istituto Affari Internazion~li, Rome, 

Institute for Strategic Studies , London, 
Publisher, Verlag fUr Geschichte und 
Politik, Vienna. 

Institute of International Labour Movement. 

Deutsches Institut fUr Zeitgeschichte, 
Berlin, 

Hamburg University . 

Institut d 'Etudes. Europeerines, Brussels, 

Institut Universita.ire .de }iautes Etudes 
Internationales , Geneva.. · 

Institute of World Economics and International 
Relations , Moscow, .. 

institut za Medunaror:ln,u Politiku i Privredu, 
. Belgrade • · · 

... 
Canadian Peace Research Institute, Dundana, 
Ontario. 

Norwegian Institute for International Affairs , 
Oslo, 

International In:stitute for Peace, Vienna. 

Institute of World Economics and International 
Relations, Moscow, 

Ustav pro Mezinarodni Politiku a Ekonomii, 
Prague, 

Polish Institute of International Affairs, Warsaw, 

Deutsches Institut fUr Zeitgeschichte, Berlin, 
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The idea of dealing with two selected problems within the field was accepted. One 
covered the impact of the politic;o-military blocs in Europe on its security. The 
other comprised these aspects of the. so-called German problem which are inter
related with the problem of security in Europe·. The Institute was able to obtain 
twelve papers, most of them focus sing on one of the two themes. They were sent 
in before the conference and its participants received all the texts before coming 
to the meeting. This permitted to achieve one of the goals of the project, i.e. 
to sit down directly to discussion on coming to Vienna. 

The debate was held on 6th and 7th March 1968 at the International Institute for 
Peace in Vienna. Finally, the"meeting was given the title "Conference on Blocs, 
the German Problem and the Future of Europe" although the term colloquy or 
symposium might have been more adequate. In spite of the fact that the title 
placed the problem of blocs as the first theine 1 the discussion started with exam
ination of the German problem. It was considered that beginning the debate with 
the blocs could involve tackling the role of the Germarties as well and take some of 
the time which was assigned specifically to the laher, 

It was not the purpose cif the conference to come necessarily to agreed conclusions. 
In view of the different backgrounds of the participants 1 one could expect them 
rather to differ in their approaches to the problems under consideration. In fact, 
in spite of all differences, parallelism in several points was clearly discernible. 

With regard to the German problem seen as a component of the issue of European 
security, it is possible to extrapolate some more general conclusions from the 
circularised papers and the exchange of opinions. These conclusions are not 
derived from any unanimous views of the participants. They are noted here 
rather as the most often repeated assumptions around which centered the ideas 
aiming at fixing the possible development in the matter, 

It was held that the German nation is a single one in spite of the fact that it lives 
in two separate state organisms with different economic, political and social 
systems. This double reality imposes itself to such an extent that it is difficult 
to imagine normalisation of relations between the two Germanies without recog
nising this reality. The prospect of a change was also seen in connection with 
the above-mention realities and in two ways. On the one hand, it was remarked 
that the recognition of this territorial and socio-economic reality is the pre
requisite of a change towards reunification, and that such a reunification can -
if at all - possibly be obtained only within the framework of security for all 
states of Europe. On the other hand, the solution of the problem of security 
in Europe can hardly be thought of without the acknowledgment of these realities, 

Turning to more immediate problems, it was often noted that the evolution of the 
detente taking place in Europe is conditioned in a way by the progress in detente 
between the two German states. Many saw the main obstacle in the way of detente 
in some features of the public life in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the 
reluctance of the Bonn government to recognise the existing territorial status 
quo in Europe, The importance of intra-European relationship as a framework 
within which the desired changes could take place was strongly emphasised, 

The discussion on blocs and their role in relation to security showed as well that 
some ideas were common to several participants notwithstanding the countries they 
came from, They agreed that the significant decline in tension between members of 
the two alliance systems was due to the changes which took place in the European 
economic , social and political settings. They envisaged that the process of 
detente will go on in a gradual way, as so far, and that it is likely to evolve within 
the foreseeable future parallel to the further existence of blocs. A lively argument 
developed on the feasibility of using blocs as a vehicl,e for further detente. The 
role of activities on governmental level in promoting detente processes was 
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emphasised, In this connection some typicalmeasures and melhods of proceeding 
were emphasised as most needed o;nd .at the same· time realistic. ··Among the ' .·· 
m~;?asures 'indicated we:r:e. the conclusion of a pact on non-use of force, of a pact 
on non-proliferation.of: nuclear weapons and pacts on nuclear~ free zones. · 

The Cohfe;ence produced valuable materia.l, Considering that it should be m:aiie 
public,· the International Institute for Peace in Vienna ctecided to l;l:r:ing out the 
papers and thesummary .of the debates .in the form .of printed proceectings of the 

· t;ol)ference. The editing .of the volume is under way. . · · 

•. ·' JERZY SAWICKI . 

Vienna, 29th April 1968. 
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